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ABSTRACT

A two-year project was undertaken to assess the
commercial potential of heavy-ion fusion (HIF) as an
economical electric power production technology. Because
the U.S. HIF development program is oriented toward the use
of multiple-beam induction linacs, the study was confined
to this particular driver technology. The HIF systems
assessment (HIFSA) study involved several subsystem
design, performance, and cost studies (e.g., the induction
linac, final beam transport, beam transport in reactor cavity
environments, cavity clearing, target manufacturing, and
reactor plant). In addition, overall power plant systems
integration, parametric analyses, and tradeoff studies were
performed using a systems code developed specifically for
the HIFSA project. Systems analysis results show values
for cost of electricity (COE) comparable to those from other
inertial- and magnetic-confinement fusion plant studies;
viz., 50-60 mills/kWh (1985 dollars) for 1-GWe plant sizes.
Also, significant COE insensitivity to major accelerator,
target, and reactor parameters near the minima was
demonstrated. Conclusions from the HIFSA study have
already led to substantial modifications of the U.S. HIF
research and development program.
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1.1. UNCLASSIFIED SUMMARY OF THE THEORETICAL HEAVY-ION
TARGET EFFORT AT LOS ALAMOS NATIONAL LABORATORY

G. R. Magelssen
Los Alamos National Laboratory

The impact of illumination geometry, ion particle energy, beam power,
beam radius, and 100R polarized DT fuel on high-gain direct-and-indirect-
driva single-shell heavy ion driven targets war the focus of our
unclassified effort during the heavy ion systems study. The effort resulted
in scaling relations for tx ~ee single-shell target concepts. Below we give
a brief summary of our work. Full details can be found in the paper men-
tioned in the summary and contained in Appendix 1.1A.

The relationship between target gain (thermonuclear energy-released/ion
energy incident) and such factors as the total ion energy, the ion beam
radius, the ion range, the ion power, the beam geometry, and the released
target debris are critical in assessing the feasibility of a particular
heavy ion inertial confinement fusion reactor concept. Reactor and systems

studies such as HIBALL1, HIBALL-II2, HIBLIC-I3, CASCADE4, HYLB'E5, and
g

MODIFIED WETTED WALL have been based on the "point design" concept. For
example, the systems analysis assumed particular values for target
parameters such as the target yield, the target size, the x-ray, charged
particle and neutron debris spectra, the beam power, the beam orientation,
and the beam pulse shape. The systems analysis was accomplished by studying
the impact of these fixed parameters on the reactor, driver, and overall
plant. If one wishes, however, to understand the effect of the target
design on the driver and the reactor, another approach is needed. Because
many of the driver, reactor and target parameters are interrelated,
relationships among the relevant parameters are needed to understand the
coupling impact. One of the purposes of the HIFSA project was to incor-
porate target scaling into a heavy ion fusion systems analysis.'7

Curves that give target gain as a function of ion beam energy and the
3/2

parameter r.' x (r. is the ion beam radius and x the range) have been pub-

8 9
lished by Bangerter et al. and Lindl and Mark. Simple scaling relations
have also been published. These relations have helped improve our un-
derstanding of the gain curves by illustrating how parameters such as the
cold fuel isentrope (£) (the temperature of the cold fuel at ignition) and
the hydrodynamic efficiency (ij) (energy in the fuel at ignition/ion energy
incident) impact gain. However, values of £ or fj for a particular target
concept were not given. Further, the illiumination geometry required by the
target, the percentage of debris energy in neutrons, charged particles and
x-rays, and the fuel mass of the target were not included in the gain
relationships.

Scaling relations for three single-shell target concepts, one requiring
two-sided and two symmetric ion illumination were developed. Details of
this work can be found in the Daper titled "Gain Scaling Relations-Heavy Ion
Targets" found in Appendix 1.1A. These relations include scaling laws for
the required peak power and ion energy, the fuel fractional burnup, the fuel
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mass, and the fraction of energy in charged particles and x-rays as a func-
tion of the target radius, the hydrodynamic coupling efficiency 1], and the
incident ion energy.

Values of rj as a function of the ion range and the target radius were
given in graphical form for all concepts. One of the symmetric concepts had
a noticeably higher coupling efficiency than the others. It has not yet
been included in the overall reactor systems analysis. However, the systems
work to date would suggest tht the higher gain would not greatly impact the
overall reactor plant except possibly lowering the cost for the symmetri-
cally driven target case. One point of uncertainty is whether a broad
enough range of emittance was considered for tt<s symmetric concept. From a
target standpoint, the systems study results were somewhat disappointing.
It was hoped that the results would show a direction for design effort. For
example, it was hoped that one or two concepts would show a significant cost
advantage. From what has been published, the differences in cost among the

14
different concepts has been less than 15%. Considering the uncertainties
in the model, this gives little direction.

The effect of 1005? polarized fuel was discussed and scaling laws for
the three concepts with polarized fuel were presented. Polarized fuel can
be used in at least two advantageous ways. It can be used to lower the

1 *i—1 R

energy requirement for a given gain, or it can increase the gain for a
given ion energy input. Whether a 100% polarized fuel target can be
manufactured and whether the fuel will remain 100% polarized during the im-
plosion is unknown.

As an example of how one would find scaling relations for rj, a brief
qualitative description of a direct drive efficiency model was given. The
scaling laws were also compared with previoius work. For these concepts we
found the optimum implosion velocity to depend on the isentrope and the tar-
get radius. We also found that the fuel isentrope increased as the target
radius decreased, the functional form being very sensitive to the target
preheat allowed, the stability criteria, and the pusher and ablator
materials. There also exists a classified summary.
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1.1 A. APPENDIX A
GAIN SCALING RELATIONS-HEAVY-ION TARGETS

G. R. i/lagelssen
Los Alamos National Laboratory

ABSTRACT

Scaling relationships among the relevant reactor, driver and
target parameters and gain for three h?avy ion target concepts are
presented. These relations include soiling laws for the required
peak power and ion energy, the fuel fractional burnup, and the
fraction of energy released in charged particles and x-rays as a
function of the target radius, the hydrodynamic coupling ef-
ficiency, and the incident ion energy. The impact of polarized DT
fuel on the scaling relations is also shown, and the direct drive
concept is examined to illustrate some of the ideas used in
developing a hydrodynamic efficiency mode'..

I. INTRODUCTION

The relationship between target gain (thermonuclear energy-
released/ion energy incident) and such factors i\s the total ion energy, the
ion beam radius, the ion range, the ion power, the beam geometry, and the
released target debris are critical in assessing the feasibility of a par-
ticular heavy ion inertial confinement fusion reactor concept. Reactor and

systems studies such as HIBALL1, HIBALL-lf', BTBLIC-I3, CASCADE4,
HYLIFE5,and MODIFIED WETTED WALL6 have been based m the "point design" con-
cept. For example, the systems analysis assumes particular values for
target parameters such as the target yield, the target size, the x-ray,
charged particle and neutron debris spectra, the be un power, the beam orien-
tation, and the beam pulse shape. The systems analysis was accomplished by
studying the impact of these fixed parameters on the reactor, driver, and
overall plant. If one wishes, however, to understand the effect of the tar-
get design on the driver and the reactor, another approach is needed. For
example, a change in the target design (e.g. a larger target) can change the
ion beam emittance requirement, the total energy requirement as well as the
power requirement. The larger target may also change the spectral charac-
teristics of the released debris, the driver repetition rate requirement,
and the reactor wall loading. As a result, to s >udy how various target
designs affect an ion fusion facility, relationship: among the relevant
driver, reactor, and target parameters are needed.

Our work was motivated by the Heavy-Ion Fusion Systems Assessment
7 8

(HIFSA) project. ' The purpose of this project was to search for innova-
tive solutions to reduce the costs of Heavy Ion Fusion (HIF). The study
used the induction linac technology that is the methoi of choice for the U.
S. Department of Energy's Heavy-Ion Fusion Accelerator Research program.
Beyond this one constraint, the study was open-endei; different reactors,
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ion beam charge states, ion species, target designs, etc., all were avail-
able. Thus, one of the purposes of the HIFSA project was to incorporate
target scaling into a heavy ion fusion systems analysis.

Curves that give target gain as a function of ion beam energy and the
3/2parameter r. x (r. is the ion beam radius and x the range) have been pub-

9 10
lished by Bangerter et al. and Lindl and Uark. Numerical calculations
suggested that within a certain range of r./E (ion energy), target gain

3/2
would depend upon r. ' x rather than r. and x, separately. We have not
taken this approach. We believe it is more helpful to give the hydrodynamic
coupling efficiency as a function of r. and x, separately. Simple scaling

11-14
relations have also been published. These relations have helped im-
prove our understanding of the gain curves by illustrating how parameters
such as the cold fuel isentrope (£) (the temperature of the cold fuel at
ignition) and the hydrodynamic efficiency (17) (energy in the fuel at
ignition/ion energy absorbed) impact gain. However, values of f or TJ for a
particular target concept were not given. Further, the illumination
geometry required by the target, the percentage of debris energy in
neutrons, charged particles and x-rays, and the fuel mass of the target were
not included in the gain relationships.

Recently, we published scaling laws for two high-gain target con-
cepts. Relationships for T) and £ were determined as a function of target
and beam characteristics. The purpose of this paper is to present scaling
relations for a third concept, to review the target scaling physics, to show
the effect of 10071 polarized fuel, and to discuss, in a general way using
the direct drive concept as an example, the ideas and methods used in
developing a hydrodynamic efficiency model. We present scaling relation-
ships among the relevant driver, reactor, and target parameters for three
single-shell target concepts, one requiring two-sided and two requiring sym-
metric ion illumination. The two earlier concepts are given for reference
and comparison purposes. The scaling laws include relations for the re-
quired peak power and the ion energy, the fuel fractional burnup, and the
fraction of energy released in charged particles and x-rays as a function of
the target radius R, rj, and the incident ion energy E..

The orientation of this paper is as follows. First, the direct drive
concept is examined to illustrate some of the ideas used in developing a
hydrodynamic efficiency model. A review of some of the general scaling
relations is given in Sec. Ill and IV. The scaling relationships for three
target concepts are than given and the effect of polarized fuel shown.
Comparisons with previous work are not included; they were given in a pre-
vious paper. We conclude with a summary of our results.

II. DIRECT DRIVE TARGETS

In Section V, we will present the hydrodynamic coupling efficiencies
(rj) in graphical form for three different target concepts. To illustrate,
in a general way, how these efficiencies were found we will examine the

direct drive concept (Fig. 1.1A-1) first presented by Bangerter et al. and
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17 18
later studied by Long and Tahir, Metsler and Meyer-ter-Yehn, Velarde et
al., and Uchida et al. Our purpose is not to derive curves for rj to be
compared with those of Sec. V, but to illustrate the general considerations
required in finding relationships for ft.

To develop an efficiency model requires understanding the flow of
energy within the target and the constraints resulting from the requirements
for high fuel compression. One needs to understand how the ion energy
couples to the target internal, kinetic, and radiation energy and how the
pusher and fuel kinetic energy couple to fuel compressional and internal
energy at ignition. Because large compressions are needed, the symmetry of
the implosion is crucial in obtaining the high yields required. The sym-
metry requirement can place constraints on the beam orientation and profile
as well as the target aspect ratio (initial radius of the fuel/radius of the
fuel at ignition). Furthermore, the symmetry needs can put limits on the
ion beam power.

The most critical issue with the direct drive heavy ion target concept
is obtaining adequate symmetry for the target implosion, an implosion that
requires reducing the target fuel radius by factors of 10 to 50. A high de-
gree of irradiation uniformity can be achieved by using many beams.
However, the expense of the driver, and the complexity of the beam transport
section and the final focus array limit the number to substantially less
than 100.

A number of papers have tried to address the symmetry issue. Recently,
21

Mark has used an axially symmetric placement of ion beams to reduce or
eliminate low - order asymmetric modes on the target in the ideal limit of a
thin deposition layer. However, it has been shown that a thin deposition
layer is a poor approximation for ion kinetic energies of interest. Sach et

22
al. studied the energy deposition on a spherical target irradiated with
12, 20, or 32 beams distributed, respectively, on the face centres of a
dodecahedron, an icosahedron, and a superposition of the two. The target
response (e.g. hydrodynamic motion, thermal conduction, and radiation) was
not included. These results suggested that consideration of a finite
deposition layer is necessary in assessing the symmetry problem. Large
variations of the ion intensity within the deposition layer and significant
variations of the pusher mass (mass accelerated inward with the fuel) were
calculated even for the 32 beam case. This variation occurs because each
beam leaves an energy "footprint" , a print whose radial depth within tLe
target shell is greatest along the beam axis and smallest at the beam's
edge. One of the considerations in the development of the dual energy tar-

23
get concept , a concept that uses equal masses for the deposition region
and the pusher, was this symmetry issue.

Clearly symmetry considerations have a significant impact in assessing
whether direct drive is a viable heavy ion reactor concept. Results to date
suggest 32 or more ion beams will be required, and they will need to be
oriented in a symmetric array such as that suggested by Sach or Mark. In
developing a scaling model we would add the constraint that the thermal tem-
perature within the deposition region, assumed here to be Be for
illustrative purposes, during peak power be on the order of or greater than
300 eV. By on the order of 300 eV, we mean 250 to 350 eV. This large
variation is due to uncertainties in driver and target constraints. As the
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plasma temperature within the deposition region increases, calculations sug-
gest that the ion range decreases. ~ Further, because of the finite ion
bean size, the distance between the absorption region and the ablation sur-
face increases. High temperatures provide a better transfer of energy from
the absorption layer to the ablation surface (the thermal conduction coeffi-
cient scales with the temperature (T) as T ' ), and better smoothing of the

27—28
ablator-pusher interface. The choice of temperature depends on the
ablator and absorbing target materials. For a substance like Be,300 eV is
appropriate. Radiation smoothing is the most sensitive to these materials.
For a lower-Z material, lower temperatures might be feasible and the tem-
perature chosen would be determined by balancing target preheat, stability,
power, and symmetry constraints. Of course, the choice for the thermal tem-
perature has a direct effect on the target peak power requirement.

Ifi—*2O
For a high-gain direct-drive target, the power pulse is shaped,

beginning at a low level and rising rapidly to a much higher level. Most of
the energy is delivered to the target during the peak power pulse. If we
assuae the symmetry constraint sets the average thermal temperature at 300
eV during peak power and assume LTE (local therniodynamic equilibrium), most
of the target energy flow can be estimated. How good of an approximation is
LTE? Hydrodynamic calculations suggest that most of the ion energy is ab-

22 -3
sorbed in regions of high density (> 10 cm ). Further, experimental

29results suggest that high energy x rays will be a small portion of the
energy flow. This suggests that LTE is a good approximation. However,

30
coronal physics issues remain. Whether coronal physics plays a sig-
nificant role is unclear. Until physics experiments with high intensity
beams are performed, we doubt that a clear understanding will emerge.

Typically, to make a more accurate estimate of the target energy flow,
a number of high-gain targets of different sizes are designed with a code
that contains detailed numerical algorithms of the target physics —coronal
physics excluded (e.g. multigroup radiation transport, thermal conduction,
equation of state physics, ion deposition, hydrodynamics, etc.). These
designs act as tests for a much simplier model that accounts for the various
ways in which the ion energy can be distributed. For example, because the
material opacity and internal energy depend on temperature in a complex way,
simple expressions are sought for the target temperature and density regimes
of interest. Typically, the radiation loss for direct-drive targets can be
described by31

DjlVAt/Cl + D2/>r/T
3) (1)

where T is the electron temperature (electron, ion and radiation tempera-
tures are assumed to be the same), D. and Do are constant coefficients and

o
pr is the optical thickness (g/cm ) of the High-Z shell. The R is the tar-
get radius and At is the target collapse time, approximately R divided by
the pusher-fuel interface average velocity v. The internal energy can often
be described by
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CTR2x (2)

where C is approximately a constant and x is an average value for the ion
2

range (g/cm ).
32-33

For lasers the rocket aodel is commonly used to estimate how much
kinetic energy resides with the pusher-fuel mass (payload). For example,
the payload mass is changing with time reaching l/5th to 1/lOth its initial

34
value before stagnation. As we described earlier, in spherical target
geometry, direct-drive acceleration by ions does not occur this way. The
payload mass is approximately constant during acceleration. In our attempt
to understand the heavy ion kinetic energy coupling process, we used an im-
pulse approximation. For example, if 9P/9r is the average force felt by the
payload (m ) during the main power pulse, the impulse approximation gives

m v a R2AR(9P/9r)At (3)

or because v a RAt,

m v2 a (3P/9r)R3AE. (4)

This relation suggests that for a given R, AR, and 8P/9r, the payload
kinetic en^^y is independent of m . It also suggests that if the average

pressure is. ,*ld constant, the kinetic energy of the payload will increase
3

with R . A series of detailed one-dimensional numerical calculations were
done to determine the accuracy of this model. The Lagrangian calculations
included diffusive multigroup radiation transport, thermal conduction,
sesame equation of state, ion deposition, and hydrodynamics. For a given
pressure (9P/9r), x, and R, we have found - as is the case in the rocket
model - that the payload kinetic energy depends on the total-shell-mass (M)-
to-payload-mass ratio. To within an accuracy of 103 for M/m from 20 to 2

v a In (M/mp) . (5)

Notice that the variation of M/m from 20 to 2 is not due to ablation. For

a given calculation this ratio is approximately constant. Equation (5) was
found from many calculations using different initial values for the total
shell mass. For example, because R and x are fixed, as the total shell mass
is increased, the M/m ratio is decreased. Because of the logarithmic de-
pendence of v on M/m , for a wide range of this ratio the final energy is

roughly constant.
We also studied the kinetic energy scaling as a function of R. Keeping

x, AR, and 5P/9r constant, we found that the kinetic energy scaled as

E k a R
8/3. (6)
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This is close to the scaling of R suggested by our simple model and found
in Eq. (4). The kinetic energy of the ablation region was found to be
proportional to the temperature.

With relations for the internal, kinetic, and radiation energy, the
scaling of the ratio of the fuel and pusher kinetic energy to the absorbed
ion energy is determined. The final stnp is to find how much of the fuel
and pusher kinetic energy resides in the fuel at ignition. Numerous numeri-
cal calculations we've made of optimum high-gain direct-drive target designs
suggest roughly 50% of this energy will be transferred to the fuel at igni-
tion.

III. ION ENERGY AND POWER RELATIONS

In this section we will review the basic scaling relations. The power
requirement will depend on the amount of mass to be accelerated. The mass

2 . 2
is proportional to the product of R and the ion range x (g/cm ); so, the
ion energy absorbed E. is

»7Ei a R
2At (7)

where At is the time of the main power pulse and 7} is the efficiency of cou-
pling ion energy to the capsule. Here we have included the effects of ion
range in r), and this dependence will be given in Sec. V. Notice that f) con-
tains both the efficiency of coupling ion energy to the pusher and fuel
kinetic energy, and the efficiency of coupling this kinetic energy to the
fuel at ignition. Also we have assumed that the energy incident and the
energy absorbed are the same. As yet no experimental evidence suggests
otherwise.

We have studied the optimal gain as a function of the capsule radius
and the cold fuel isentrope £ that denotes deviation from complete
degeneracy, and have found that the maximum velocity v associated with the
optimum gain scales as

v a (£/R) 1 / 4 . (8)

This equation can be understood by the following arguments. The £ denotes
deviation from complete degeneracy. As £ increases above the degenerate
state, the plasma temperature is higher. The higher temperature implies
greater energy is required to compress and heat the fuel. Because the
necessary energy is carried in the payload kinetic energy, the velocity in-
creases. The R dependence is related to the fact the fuel fractional burnup
depends on the fuel pr at ignition where p is the average fuel density and r
the fuel radius. For small targets - small R - only enough payload kinetic
energy is available to compress and heat a small amount of fuel mass. As a
result, to reach a fuel pr of 3 (high gain) requires a very high density p.
For a larger target with a correspondingly higher payload kinetic energy and
a larger fuel mass, the pr of 3 can be reached at a much lower p. This
reduced p requirement lowers the energy requirement per unit mass for the
cold fuel. Because most of the payload kinetic energy is used to heat and
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compress the cold fuel, the lower energy requirement reduces the payload
velocity requirement.

The At will depend on the target collapse time,so

At a R/v. (9)

Combining Eqs. (7), (8), and (9) gives the scaling relation we wanted. We
have

The power P can then be expressed as

P a R V (11)

In the next section we review the capsule scaling physics.

IV. CAPSULE ENERGETICS

Our model of capsule energetics uses many of the ideas discussed by
11 12 13

Ueyer-ter-Vehn and Rosen and has features first presented by Kidder
14

and Bodner. Consider the ignition conditions for a capsule with radius R
— the distance from capsule center to the outer surface of the ablator; and
a convergence ratio 7 (R/RJ) — R* is the fuel radius at ignition. We
divide the fuel into a hot ignition region that can be described by an ideal
gas and a highly compressed, low entropy region described as a degenerate
electron plasma with the pressure

P, = 2.3xlO12£,Jc
5/3 (12)

in cgs units. As before the parameter £ denotes the deviation from complete
degeneracy and labels different isentropes.

The thermonuclear energy is

E - 0^8 (13)

where the specific DT fusion energy q^- = 3.34x10 J/g. The total fuel

mass U. = U + U , and the fraction of burned fuel
I S C

8 = Hf/(Hb + Hf) (14)

where H- = p R + p R . The R and p and the R and p are the hot andx s s c c s s c c
cold fuel radius and density, respectively. The total fuel radius i s R..
The H, i s a constant, about 3 for our concepts, that depends on the amount
of fuel tamping and the fuel reaction rate.
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To find scaling relations, we use the fact that for high-gain targets
11-12the fuel pr is greater than 1. This allows us to write the approximate

expressions:

E f oc pcR
3, (15)

p Rc a M c /R 2 , and (16)

E = q j j ^ S ( 1 7 )

where 8 = / > R / ( 3 . 2 + / > R ) and E . = 17E.. We a l s o have

Mc a (R^Ef/O
3/? (18)

These ideas were used to write a simple code to study gain as a func-
tion of 7. We found that the value of 7 that gave maximum gain was

-1/2 12
proportional to R ' , a relation also found by Rosen. With this relation
for 7, Eq. (18) becomes

Mc a (R
3E f/O

3 / S, and (19)

/>cRc a (Ef/O
3/5/R6/5. (20)

V. SCALING LAWS

The previous sections give most of the information needed to determine
gain as a function of the relevant target and ion beam parameters. For ex-
ample, combining Eqs. (15), (16), (17), (19), and (20) gives the yield as a
function of R, E., Tj, and £. Thus, the gain can be written as

G = C^RVi/O^B/E. (21)

where 8 = />r/(3.2 + pr) and

pr = C 2{^./O
3 / 5/R 6 / 5 (g/cm2). (22)

The p is the average fuel density and r is the fuel radius. The relations
for the energy and power are, respectively,

E. = C3R
13/4/(e1/4»?) (UJ), and (23)
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P = C4R
2/i? (TW) . (24)

Target calculations suggest that the fuel isentrope f is a function of
R. This R dependence is the result of the fact that £ depends on the power-
pulse-shape precision and the preheat occurring through the pusher. Because
the necessary precision increases and the pusher mass decreases as R
decreases, the isentrope of smaller targets is more sensitive to these fac-
tors and to the stability criteria and target materials used. Using £ as a
dependent variable, we found that our scaling relations would approximately
fit numerical calculations if

{ « 1.0 + (C5/R)
2. (25)

The functional form for f should be reexamir.ed for each new target concept
and should be revised for each concept as our knowledge of high convergence
implosions improves. From our equation for gain it is clear that the func-
tional form for £ will play a very significant role in the target gain,
particularly at input energies of 1-3 kJ.

The impact of using 100% polarized DT fuel is straightforward and has
35

been discussed by Seifritz and Goel. For our relations, the net effect of
polarized fuel is to modify the coefficient 3.2 in the relation for 8. As
is shown by Seifritz and Goel, this is accomplished by dividing 3.2 by 1.5.
This accounts for the reduction of the ignition temperature due to the in-
creased reaction rate. Consequently, for 100% polarized DT fuel

8 = />r/(2.13 + ^r) . (26)

The use of polarized fuel also lowers the optimal convergence ratio, a ratio

that scales as R . ' If included, this effect would modify the coef-
ficients C. - C~. However, it is relatively small and has not been added.

As a result, the other scaling relations and coefficients remain unchanged.
If ones primary concern is to reduce the driver energy requirement, the

advantage of 100% polarized DT fuel can be seen by fixing the gain. For ex-
ample, assume the gain to be fixed at the unpolarized fuel values. Eq. (26)
shows that for a fixed burn fraction, the fuel pv for polarized fuel is
reduced over that for unpolarized fuel. Froa Eq. (22) we find that the

5/3driver energy E. scales as pr ' j so, the energy is also reduced. The

reduction can be as large as a factor of two. '
We have found the constant coefficients and rj values for three target

concepts. Concept A requires two-sided ion irradiation and concepts B and C
symmetric illumination. Concepts A and C were described in an earlier

paper and are given for reference and comparison purposes. The V values
and their associated constant coefficients were determined from target cal-
culations and analytical models of the target coupling physics and include
symmetry constraints. The values of rj are given in graphical form, that is
curves of Tj versus target radius for different values of the ion range. The

o
values of rj as a function of R (cm) and x (g/cm ) for concepts A, B, and C
are shown in Figs. 1.1A-2,-3,-4, respectively. Notice that concept C has the
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2
most sensitive t] dependence on x not going above 0.02 for x = 0.2 g/cm even
for R =0.60 cm. Concepts A and B have a value on the order of or greater
than 0.03 for these values of x and R. Concept C has a higher rj than con-
cept A for large R and small x. For example, for R = 0.60 cm and x = 0.04
g/cm , rj = 0.037 above the value for concept A and near the valwi of 0.042
for concept B. Concept B has a higher T) than either A or C for R greater
than about 0.2 cm.

Anyone of the concepts presented should be considered for a HIT reac-
tor. Concept A has the advantage of requiring only two-sided irradiation
and is less sensitive than concept C to the ion range. Concept C, on the
other hand, has a less stringent condition on the ion beam emittance and has
a higher gain than concept A for E. greater than about 8 MJ and x ~ 0.04

o
g/cm . For example, for E. = 8.5 MJ concept C has a gain of 187 whereas
concept A has a gain of 160. Thus, concept C might be a better target
choice than A if input energies of the order of 10 UJ and ion kinetic
energies of, for example, 2-4 GeV Bi are used. Concept B has a higher gain
than either A or C, but has a more stringent emittance requirement than con-
cept C. It's main disadvantage is that it requires symmetric illumination
and more beams than concept C, a factor of 2 more would be a reasonable as-
sumption when comparing concept B to concept C in a reactor analysis.
Concept C could require as few as 6 beams, but may require as many as 32.
The uncertainty is still that large, particularly for ion energies from 1-3
MJ. The symmetry constraint can be relaxed as E. increases. The constant

coefficients C. - C- for concepts A, B, and C are given in Table L1A-I. The

scaling relations are valid for incident ion energies from 1 to 20 MJ and
o

for ion ranges from 0.035 to 0.2 g/cm . They were determined in such a way
as to be consistent with the best estimate gain curves published ear-

9-10
lier. In Figs. l.lA-5,-6 we have plotted the gain as a function of E. for

2
the new concept - concept B. We have assumed x to be 0.04 and 0.08 g/cm ,
respectively. The dotted curves are for 100% spin polarized fuel. At 1-3
MJ, the gain for 10055 spin polarized DT fuel is 35-50% above that for un-
polarized fuel. Because the fuel pr is increasing as E. increases, the
advantage of spin polarized fuel decreases as E. increases.

Besides the gain, yield, power and energy, the fuel mass and charged
particle and x-ray debris fraction can be (istimated. From the target yield
(the product of E. and G) and the fuel burnup fraction, the fuel mass is

determined. The charged particle and x-ray fraction of the yield XC can be
37

estimated from the fuel pr value. The fraction is

XC = 0.2 + O.OApr. (27)

V. SUMMARY
We have presented scaling relations for three single-shell target con-

cepts, one requiring two-sided and two, symmetric ion illumination. Two of
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these concepts were presented earlier and have been added for easy
reference. These relations include scaling laws for the required peak power
and ion energy, tfc.e fuel fractional burnup, the fuel mass, and the fraction
of energy in charged particles and x-rays as a function of the target
radius, the bydrodynamic coupling efficiency (TJ) , and the incident ion
energy. Values of rj as a function of the ion range and the target radius
are given in graphical form for all concepts. The effect of polarized fuel
was discussed and scaling laws for the three concepts with polarized fuel
were presented. As an example of how one would find scaling relations for
rj, a brief qualitative description of a direct drive efficiency model was
given. For these concepts we found the optimum implosion velocity to depend
on the isentrope and the target radius. Finally, we also found that the
fuel isentrope increased as the target radius decreased, the functional form
being very sensitive to the target preheat allowed, the stability criteria,
and the pusher and ablator materials.

The author would like to acknowledge useful discussions with R. 0.
Bangerter and J. W -K. Mark.
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TABLE 1.1A-I

LISTED ARE THE SCALING COEFFICIENTS FOR
TARGET CONCEPTS A, B, and C.

A

B

C

Cl

5.9xlO4

7.5xlO4

3.2xlO4

C2

3.9

2.0

6.0

C3

11.6

12.

3.44

C4

205.

220.

73.4

C5

o.r.8

0.26

0.54
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Tamper p-11.3 (72.1 mg)

Puth«r p-1.26 (16.8 mg)

Fu.l p-0.21 (1.00 mg)

0.23333 cm
0.22360 cm
0.20000 cm
0.19004 cm

Fig. l.LA-1. Direct drive ion fusion target with low density pusher ( from

Bangerter et al. ) .
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1.2. HEAVY-ION FUSION TARGET COST MODEL

J. H. PenderQiS3S, D. B. Harris, D. J. Dudziak
Los Alamos National Laboratory

ABSTRACT

A new model for the cost of production of heavy-ion fusion
D - T targets in dedicated on-site target factories is presented for
power plants. The model treats single-shell and double-shell
direct-drive and generic indirect-drive targets. Target factory
capital costs, non—tritium target—materials costs, and
target factory operations and maintenance costs are estimated for
target substructures such as fuel capsules, radiation cases, and
driver energy absorption regions. These individual estimates are
combined to obtain the total target cost. Realistic scaling of target
costs with variations of such important performance parameters as
target factory production capacity and driver pulse energy is
emphasized. The model can be modified and used for other inertial
fusion drivers and fuels. Typical target cost estimates fall into the
range of $0.25 to $0.45 (U.S.) per target. The estimated target
cost contribution to the total cost of production of electric power is
typically about 4 to 7 mills/ kWh.

I. INTRODUCTION

I.A. The Problem

Previous inertial confinement fusion (ICF) commercial applications studies used simple
treatments of target costs even when target, driver, reactor-plant, and balance-of-plant
performance parameters and repetition rates were varied over wide ranges.1 Reasons for this
include (1) optimism that target costs would be small and unimportant, (2) target and
manufacturing-process concepts were not completely defined, (3) resources for analysis of
target costs were limited, and (4) the studies concentrated on point designs for ICF plants.2

The following are~two examples of such simple treatments. The first involves the assumption
that targets are manufactured on site, or by an off-site factory supplying many plants, at a cost
per target that is independent of the target performance and the number of targets required
annually. The second example includes an on-site target factory with a fixed capital cost, so
that the capital charge cost component per target is inversely proportional to the target
manufacturing rate. The second example also involves the assumption of a fixed materials cost
per target.

The simple treatments of target cost often assume no dependence of target cost on driver
pulse energy, target concept, and number of targets required annually. They may involve the
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lumping of annual target factory operations and maintenance (O&M) costs with other annual
plant O & M costs computed by multiplying the plant capital cost by a single fixed factor. The
magnitudes of the target costs used in such studies have often been based on such simple
rules of thumb as "the contribution of target or total fuel cycle costs to total electric power
production cost should not exceed 10%".

In general, ICF power plant cost studies indicate that a single driver pulse energy value
corresponds to the lowest unit (mills/kWh) production cost for a fixed net plant electric power
and specified driver, reactor-plant, balance-of-plant (BOP), and target concept. The BOP
systems include the turbine—plant equipment for a plant using a steam cycle, the electric plant
equipment, the ultimate heat rejection (UHR) systems, and miscellaneous plant equipment.
Such optima are illustrated in Fig. 1.2—1 by a graph of cost—of—electricity (COE) estimates as
a function of driver pulse energy for a 1000- MW net-electric heavy-ion fusion (HIF) power
plant. Fig. 1.2—1 was constructed using a simplified version of the cost model described in Ref.
3. Also shown in Fig, 1.2—1 are the contributions of target, driver, reactor plant, and BOP
costs to the total COE. The estimated target cost contributions to the total COE in Fig.
1 .2-1 are larger than the < 10% assumed in many earlier studies over the entire range of driver
pulse energy covered. Whatever the accuracy of the cost estimates plotted in Fig. 1.2—1, it is
clear that the target cost contribution to total COE is expected to exceed 10% if the driver pulse
energy is small enough.

The change in the contribution of target costs to the total COE with increasing driver pulse
energy illustrated in Fig. 1.2—1 can be explained qualitatively as follows. Setting the driver
pulse energy determines the driver pulse repetition rate and the target gain and yield if the net
plant electric power and all other driver, target, reactor plant, and BOP performance
parameters are fixed. HIF target gain as a function of driver pulse energy with (spot
radius)3/2(ion range) as a parameter is plotted in Fig. 1.2—2A for single—shell, indirect—drive,
HIF targets.4 The gain increases rapidly with increasing driver pulse energy at low energies, but
the curve flattens out at high energies. Thus, the target yield increases more rapidly than the
driver energy at low energies, but at higher driver energies increases more nearly in proportion to
the energy, as shown in Fig. 1.2-2B.

The driver pulse repetition rate, the number of targets required annually for a fixed plant
capacity factor, and the electric power required to operate the driver all increase if the driver
pulse energy is decreased at constant net plant electric power. The increase in these three
quantities is more rapid than the reduction in pulse energy at low energies, because of the rapid
decline in target gain. At high pulse energies, all three are more nearly inversely proportional to
the energy, due to the flattening of the gain curve.

The cost per target is projected to increase with increasing driver pulse energy primarily
because the masses of the target materials depend on the energy. However, the materials cost
does not constitute a majority of the total cost of manufacturing a target. Thus, if the driver
energy is reduced, then the decrease in cost per target due to this scaling alone is less rapid than
the decrease in energy. On the other hand, the cost per target also decreases as the number
required annually goes up, because the target factory capital cost goes up more slowly than the
required annual production capacity. A scaling exponent in the range 0.6 to 0.8 is expected for
the factory capital cost as a function of required annual production capacity. Nonetheless, the
total annual cost for targets, i.e., the product of the cost per target and the number of targets
required annually, goes up if the pulse energy is decreased. This is because the annual target
requirement goes up faster than the cost per target decreases. This causes the minimum COE
to occur at higher driver pulse energies and lower pulse repetition rates.
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The increase in the power required to operate the driver as the driver pulse energy is reduced
(at fixed net plant electric power) means that the BOP equipment will cost more at low driver
energies. The costs of various BOP equipment are expected to scale roughly with the gross
plant electric power with exponents in the range 0.3 to 0.8.5 Because of the way that the BOP
costs scale and because the driver power requirement is only part of the gross power, the BOP
cost does not increase as rapidly as the driver power requirement. This also forces the
minimum COE operating point to occur at higher driver energies and lower repetition rates.

Typically, the driver capital cost falls if the driver pulse energy is reduced for a fixed net
plant electric power, in spite of the required increase in repetition rate, over at least a moderate
range of repetition rates. For HIF induction linacs, capital costs are projected to scale with the
0.3 to 0.5 power of the driver pulse energy (with the 0.3 power in Ref. 6). The linac cost is
expected to be a weak function of repetition rate. This forces the minimum COE operating
point toward lower driver pulse energies and higher repetition rates.

The capital cost of some of the reactor plant equipment is expected to scale with the gross
thermal power with an exponent in the 0.6 to 0.7 range so long as there is only one reactor.
However, more reactors may be required as the driver repetition rate goes up due to restrictions
on reactor repetition rate. The cost of more than one smaller reactor and their associated
equipment appears to exceed the cost of a single large reactor and its associated equipment for
the same total thermal power over a wide range of driver pulse energies. The number of
reactors associated with the optimum pulse energy seems to be one for HIF plants up to at least
2 GWe net power.3 The cost of a reactor and its blanket is expected to scale with the target
yield to a power near 0.5. Other reactor plant equipment is projected to scale with exponents in
the range of 0.3 to 0.8. The reduction in the cost of reactors and closely associated equipment
with decrease in target yield as the driver pulse energy is decreased offsets cost increases for
other reactor plant equipment due to increasing thermal power.

Thus, if the driver pulse energy is decreased from the optimum, then the target, the BOP,
and eventually the reactor plant cost contributions to the total COE rise rapidly. Only the
driver cost contribution goes down. The result is a rapid rise in the total COE at low energies.
The percentage contribution of target costs to the total COE also increases. If the driver pulse
energy is increased from the optimum, then the target and the BOP cost contributions to the
totai COE fail. The driver and eventually the reactor plant cost contributions go up. The result
is a slow rise in the total COE at high energies. The fraction of the total COE represented by
target costs goes down. The COE curve is relatively flat at intermediate energies.

The location of the optimum point in operating—parameter space for an HIF power plant
clearly depends on complex tradeoffs of costs and performance for all plant subsystems, not just
target cost and performance. The simple target cost models previously described can't even
qualitatively correctly describe the scaling of target costs. Better target cost models are
needed if attractive regions of HIF commercial plant operating parameter space are to be
identified. The identification of such reqions in operating parameter space provides valuable
guidance for the parts of the national R&D program concerned with commercial applications of
HIF.

In wide—ranging HIF power plant cost studies, more than one target design may be treated.
The target concepts studied may range from simple single-shell, direct-drive targets to
complex, multi—shelled direct—drive targets with special driver energy absorption layers.
Indirect—drive targets with special driver energy absorption structures and radiation cases for
conversion of driver energy to x rays for fuel capsule implosion may also be studied.
Commercial HIF target designs are reviewed elsewhere in this issue.7 Rational cost/performance
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comparisons of different commercial HIF target designs in such studies is possible only with
realistic target cost models.

Unfortunately, commercial target designs, including the materials used, are still evolving.
Only experimental ICF targets have been fabricated. The cost per target has been high.
Experimental targets are often very different from those projected for commercial HIF. They are
frequently made one at a time. If they are made in large batches, rejection fractions are often
large. Expensive materials are sometimes specified for experimental targets because they are
easy to work, they provide extreme property values desired for experimental purposes, and/or
established manufacturing processes use them. Extreme surface finishes, material purities, and
other tolerances also are sometimes specified for experimental purposes. Occasionally, new
fabrication and quality control methods or materials had to be developed to make only a few
targets. Inefficient manufacturing processes were used in some cases because the low volume of
production did not justify investment in better processes and/or equipment. In some instances,
no economy of scale or learning was possible because the targets were one of a kind.

The materials specified for experimental targets may not be suitable or affordable for
commercial applications targets. The question of the suitability of target materials for
commercial applications of HIF involves considerations of compatibility with the reactor—plant
systems in which target debris will end up and the recycle and/or ultimate disposal of target
materials. Fabrication methods used for experimental targets may not be scalable to, affordable
for, or sufficiently reliable for mass production of commercial targets. Commercial targets will
involve substructures that have not yet been used in experiments. They must be able to survive
high accelerations into high-temperature, radioactive reaction chambers that may also contain
chemically aggressive substances. Nonetheless, the cumulative experience with the manufacture
of experimental targets, augmented by experience with other mass—produced,
advanced—technology products (such as computer chips and miniature ball bearings) constitute
the only data base for estimating costs for commercial targets.

Some tentative attempts have been made previously to improve on the simple target cost
models described above. Relative target factory capital costs were treated parametrically in a
process-oriented model.8 Three generic process sections were assumed: (1) shell formation and
deuterium-tritium (D—T) fill, (2) application of coatings, and (3) cryogenics. The generic
process sections include identical, parallel process lines, with different numbers of lines and
more than one process step possible in each section. Relative process section residence times
were set by assumed target yield-mass relationships and rate—controlling mechanisms,
individual process unit cost scaling with production capacity to the 0.6 power was suggested,
but no economy of scale for duplication of identical process lines was assumed. Target 'factory
O&M and target materials costs were not estimated. The authors of this study labored under
the recognized handicap of limited definition of targets and manufacturing processes.

Several potential processes for various steps in the mass production of commercial targets
have been studied on a small scale as part of experimental target fabrication programs. These
include (1) the manufacture of microballoons, micro—hemispherical shells, and other target
structures of glass, plastic, metal, and other materials,9"19 (2) polymer, plasma, electroplating,
and other coating processes,20"25 and (3) diverse micromachining and forming processes.26"30

As part of the development of these fabrication techniques, several methods for quality
assurance have been pursued, including micro-x-ray and other radiographic procedures, optical
procedures such as interferometry and conventional microscopy, and acoustic microscopy.31"3*

The target cost models described below represent a first attempt to improve significantly on
the existing HIF target cost models. The models emphasize more realistic scaling of target
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costs with such primary lumped performance parameters as driver pulse energy and number of
targets required annually. To be honest, the absolute magnitudes of the cost estimates
produced by the models are guesses developed using a crude methodology. However, the
present degree of definition of commercial HIF target designs and manufacturing methods does
not appear to justify any more sophistication. The primary objectives of this study were better
guesses, realistic cost scaling, and development of a framework for improved target cost models
in the future.

Plant—optimum target designs depend on driver, reactor—plant, and BOP cost/performance
characteristics in addition to target parameters. Thus, target designs cannot be optimized in
isolation. Higher cost and/or reduced performance for target!, can be traded for advantages
elsewhere. Stand—alone target cost models that can be easily interfaced with a wide variety of
cost/performance models for other plant systems facilitate wide-ranging HIF integrated-plant
studies. The new target cost model is a stand—alone model.

IB . The HIFSA Project

The Heavy-Ion Fusion Systems Assessment (HIFSA) project was a multiyear study, begun
in FY84, of the prospects for succesful commercial generation of electric power in ICF plants
with heavy—ion induction linear accelerator (linac) drivers.3 This project, led by the Los
Alamos National Laboratory, involved physicists and engineers with expertise in accelerators,
targets, reactors, and plants for ICF commercial applications from industry, universities, and the
national laboratories. The principal objectives of the HIFSA project included assessment of
existing HIF driver, target, reactor, and plant concepts, development of new HIF concepts, and
wide-ranging optimization and tradeoff studies. In addition to reactor, driver, and integrated
power plants, targets received considerable attention. The results of the HIFSA project are
intended to provide guidance for the parts of the national HIF R&D program concerned with the
commercialization of HIF.

Initially, there was considerable interest in exploring the low—driver—pulse—energy/
high—repetition—rate/low-target-gain region of HIF power plant operating space. This is the
regime in which the inherent high efficiency and high—repetition—rate capability of expensive
induction linacs could be utilized to reduce their cost through reduction in driver pulse energy.
This is also the region of plant operating—parameter space in which the number of targets
required annually and the annual cost of targets become large. It was clear that better
target—cost models were needed for meaningful comparisons of significantly different target
concepts over wide ranges of important target, driver, reactor, and balance—of—plant (BOP)
cost/performance parameter values. Of course, other feasible operating—parameter regions
were investigated to ensure that attractive regions were not missed.

The HIFSA studies have resulted in better characterization of severai HIF commercial target
concepts. New communications channels were opened among target designers, fabricators,
accelerator physicists, and systems studies personnel. More resources were made available for
characterization of commercial targets. Therefore, the ICF community is now in a better
position to formulate improved target cost models.

The HIFSA studies emphasized D—T targets for pure—fusion power plants. However, the
general principles and many specifics involved in developing the new target cost models are
directly applicable for laser and light—ion fusion targets and for other fusion fuels. They are
also applicable to targets for fission/ fusion hybrid plants and for ICF plants producing process
heat and fissionable isotopes.



I.C. Target Concepts Modeled

The new target cost model treats direct-drive targets with single-shell and double-shell
fuel capsules. Direct-drive targets must be illuminated by many driver beams uniformly
distributed in solid angle. The model also treats costs for indirect—drive targets. Indirect—drive
targets can be illuminated by a few beams or beamlets concentrated in a few cones. They have
special structures to absorb the ion energy and convert it into x rays to implode the fuel capsule.
They also have cases around the fuel capsule to prevent escape of the x—ray energy.

The minimum level of detail in the modeling required to adequately reflect differences in
costs for direct—drive targets is judged to be four substructures. The four substructures are

(1) a single-shell fuel capsule;
(2) the inner-shell portion of a double-shell fuel capsule(significantly different from (1));
(3) the outer- shell portion of a double—shell fuel capsule; and
(4) a driver—energy absorption structure.

Designs for (1) through (3) are relatively independent of designs for (4) and vice versa.
Complete independence is assumed for the present study.

For indirect—drive targets, there are restrictions on the level of detail that can be addressed
in an unclassified publication. Thus, for indirect—drive targets the cost analysis treats only
generic substructure concepts for

(5) fuel capsules and
(6) radiation cases.

Designs for (5) are treated as independent of designs for (6) and vice versa.
Costs for representative conceptual designs for these target substructures are combined to

arrive at estimates generic to the classes of targets included in the analysis. Each substructure
may include more than one distinctly different part. Finer cost breakdowns, which can readily
be accommodated through generalization of our cost model, are not presently considered useful
because the commercial target data base is limited and differences between the same type of
substructure in different target concepts are modest.

II. METHODOLOGY

ICF commercial applications target concepts are still not fully characterized with respect to
optimum materials choices, quantities of materials, detailed geometry, etc. Only potential
mass production processes have been identified. Only limited resources are available for
development of improved target cost models. A simple Delphi methodology believed consistent
with the present level of understanding and the data base for targets and target—manufacturing
processes was used to develop the target cost models described below.

An ad hoc panel of experts in target design, experimental target fabrication, materials,
mass production of more or less similar products, and fCF commercial applications studies was
assembled. The members of this panel were polled repeatedly in interactive sessions until rough
consensus was reached among those expert in each topic that was discussed. The process was
broken up into three stages in an attempt to separate issues. In the first stage, relative costs on
an arbitrary scale were developed for reference (3—MJ driver pulse energy) target designs for the
target substructures described above. The relative costs were developed for a reference
target—factory annual production capacity (108 targets/year). In the second stage, absolute
substructure costs for the reference conditions were agreed on. Finally, formulas for the scaling
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of costs away from the absolute reference values for each target substructure were devised.
The target cost is divided into three components: (1) target factory capital charges, (2)

non—tritium materials costs, and (3) non—fuel, non—materials O&M costs. A more detailed
description of what is included in each of these categories is given below where the individual
cost category models are developed. All costs are for mid-1985. O&M costs are estimated
using the O&M cost account structure suggested for preliminary fission power plant economic
analysis.36

Tritium costs are not included in the target cost model. The cost of tritium is determined
by capital—related and 0<tM costs for several HIF plant fuel—cycle systems. Some of these
systems have multiple functions, making accurate identification of tritium—related costs
difficult. Costs for these systems depend on the specific technologies involved, on the tritium
burnup, on the plant scale, etc. A stand—alone target cost model was desired. Inclusion of
tritium costs makes a stand—alone model impossible.

Some non—fuel, non—materials O&M costs for a dedicated, onsite target factory would be
intimately intermingled with similar costs for other plant systems and would likely be estimated
for the plant as a whole. These include upper management, plant security, taxes, regulatory,
utility home—office, administrative, and insurance costs. These costs were not included in our
model. Tritium and excluded O&M costs must, of course, be properly accounted for in
computing total HIF electric power production costs.

III. THE MODEL

III.A. Target—Factory Capital Cost and Capital Charges

Only potential manufacturing steps have been identified. Not even conceptual designs are
available for mass—production versions of the necessary systems. There is a great gap between
the requirements for affordable target mass production processes and the requirements for
one—at—a—time, and perhaps one—of—a—kind, experimental target fabrication where cost and
fabrication rate often are not significant concerns. Therefore, in addition to experience with
experimental target fabrication, the target cost study drew on experience with mass production
of items as similar to iCF targets as could be found. For example, the manufacture of miniature
high—precision ball bearings and electronic components was considered.

Many potential automated mass production fabrication and process steps were considered
in the analysis of target factory costs. These include (1) microballoon manufacture; (2)
electroplating, chemical and physical vapor deposition, and other coating processes; (3) drilling,
welding, brazing, gluing, molding, stamping, and other fabrication techniques; (4) formation of
cryogenic solid and liquid D—T layers; and (5) D—T filling techniques. A wide var;2ty of
potential automated target—handling, sampling, and inspection techniques involving extensive
use of lasers, x—ray machines, computers, and micromanipulators were assessed. Considerable
attention was paid to (1) recycle of expensive materials, (2) minimizing the wastage of
expensive materials, (3) the combining of manufacturing steps, and (4) inspections that would
be required and where they would be needed in the manufacturing process.

Because every target requires a fuel capsule, the basic target factory structures, services,
etc., are associated with the primary fuel capsule, rather than attempting to distribute the costs
for these items among the other target substructures. For a double—shell target, the primary
fuel capsule is considered to be the inner capsule. Only the additional target factory equipment
and facilities required for the other target substructures are associated with those substructures.
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Two other conventions were adopted to simplify the estimation of target factory capital cost.
The first is concerned with the design production capacity for the target factory, obviously a
significant scaling parameter for factory capital cost. A stockpile of finished targets is
considered desirable. A stockpile allows power—plant operation to continue without purchase of
targets from another source when minor target—factory upsets occur. Decoupling of
target—factory operation from power—plant operation also allows a separate maintenance
schedule for the target factory should this prove to be desirable.

However, a large stockpile of completely finished targets could involve large storage facility
costs, large inventory carrying charges, and/or unacceptable target degradation over long
storage periods due to tritium decay and/or chemical processes. Thus, only modest stockpiles
of finished targets were deemed likely to be cost effective. A supply of targets large enough to
last a few days, or at most a few weeks, seemed appropriate to the panel. Stockpiling of targets
into which the D - T fuel had not been introduced to permit bridging of minor upsets in part of
the target factory was discussed briefly. The part of the factory in which the fuel was
incorporated into the targets would be designed with a substantial emergency overcapacity.

HIF power plants are assumed to be base loaded. This assumption combined with the
convention described above means that the target factory design production capacity is taken
to be essentially the same as the plant full-power requirement for targets. The target factory
would shut down when the plant was shut down during long forced or scheduled maintenance
outages. Major target factory maintenance would be coordinated with power plant
maintenance. If the target factory suffered a major upset, then either the power plant would
have to be shut down or targets would have to be supplied from another source.

The second convention addresses the problem of targets that do not meet specifications.
Manufacturing equipment must be sized to produce targets that are rejected by quality control
procedures as well as acceptable targets. Materials costs and O&M costs are also higher
because of rejected targets. The increased target factory capacity that is required because of
faulty targets is accounted for by estimated rejection fractions associated with each target
substructure included in the cost model.

Two target rejection models were considered. In the first, targets are rejected after
fabrication of each substructure. The second treats rejection of targets only after fabrication is
complete. The first target rejection model involves decreasing production capacity
requirements from substructure to substructure as the targets move though the factory (a
"tapered" factory). The second corresponds to the same required production capacity for the
plant sections for all target substructures (a "square" factory). Small rejection fractions are
considered necessary for affordable targets. In this case, the difference in target—factory
capital—cost estimates based on these two options will be small. The first approach involves
greater sampling and inspection costs, while the second wastes more material. If
target rejection fractions are small and quality control costs are large, then the second option
may be more cost effective.

The capital cost of the sections of the target factory for the manufacture of each of the
target substructures is scaled with the design production capacity to a fixed power. The
appropriate value of the scaling exponent depends on the way in which the manufacturing lines
are scaled and the nature of the manufacturing equipment. The capital cost/capacity scaling
exponent for much standard process equipment is in the range 0.6 to 0.7 when the scaling is
accomplished by increasing or decreasing the size of the equipment in a single process train.
Even smaller cost/capacity scaling exponents are found for some such equipment. If capacity
scaling is accomplished by duplication of identical manufacturing lines in identical, completely
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separate facilities, then the capital costs will scale with an exponent near 1.0. Sharing of
facilities, services, and some equipment in such cases often results in scaling with exponents
near 0.8. Structure capital costs often scale with volume enclosed with exponents near 1.0. For
complex advanced technology with large assembly, regulatory, and quality assurance costs,
capital cost can scale with size with very low exponents, e.g., 0.2 to 0.5. Thus, equipment
capital cost scaling through increase in size of a single line is usually more favorable than that
for duplication of equipment to obtain identical lines. However, the latter approach can mean
greater flexibility and avoid loss of all capacity in forced outages.

Based on all these considerations, the model treats scenarios for the target factory ranging
between two extremes. The first of these extremes is a target factory with scaleup
accomplished through duplication of manufacturing lines. This scenario also involves minimal
quality—control, regulatory, and assembly costs. This is a mass—production-factory —like
scenario with a scaling exponent of about 0.8. The discrete nature of the changes in capacity
obtained by adding or subtracting manufacturing lines is ignored. The second extreme scenario
is a target factory in which capacity is scaled through increase or decrease in the size of the
equipment in a single process train. Substantial asssembly, regulatory, and quality assurance
costs are involved. This is a process —industry—like scenario with a scaling exponent near 0.6.
A survey of publications9"34 concerned with ICF target fabrication suggests that a commercial
target factory may have manufacturing sections with different cost scaling characteristics. The
model allows for different capital—cost/capacity scaling exponents for different parts of the
target factory.

The scaling of target factory capital cost with target physical size was also considered.
Target radii scale rougiily with the cube root of the driver pulse energy for a fixed target
concept. For the following reasons, it is recommended that the scaling of target factory capital
cost with driver pulse energy be neglected for the present. Larger targets may be easier to
handle and to form with machine tools and robotic equipment. Thus, the equipment required
for manufacturing steps of this type may be less expensive for larger targets. Also,
specifications may be less stringent and inspection procedures easier for larger targets. On the
other hand, manufacturing processes, such as electroplating and chemical and physical vapor
deposition, that require deposition of thicker layers as target size increases may have to be
designed for longer process times. Not ?ll deposited layers need increase in thickness.
Fuel—filling operations may be easier because additional options may become feasible. But
fuel-filling operations may also become more difficult because infiltration through thicker shells
may be necessary for larger targets. Requirements for some factory equipment, structures, and
services may not be significantly affected by changes in target size.

As noted above, the number of targets required annually for a fixed net plant electric power
changes more rapidly than the driver pulse energy along a gain curve. As long as the
dependence of target factory capital cost on driver pulse energy is small, the scaling of factory
cost with production capacity will overwhelm the direct scaling due to pulse energy changes
along a gain curve: The use of target yield as a scaling variable for target-factory capital cost
suggested in a prior study8 is not recommended. For a fixed target design, the arguments for
small direct scaling of target factory capital cost with driver pulse energy are also applicable to
scaling with yield.

The present state of definition of commercial applications target concepts and
mass production techniques justifies only a very simple target factory capital cost model.
The form of the model that was selected is



Ns a. b.
CF = S CFRi(PAi/PAR) (ED/EDR) . (1)

i = l

For the first target rejection model,

s

PAi = PA / n (1 - Fk) (2)
k=i

and for the second target rejection model,

s
pAi = P A / n ( i - Fk) l (3)

k = l

where

PA = (3.1536xl07s/y)RD. (4)

The notation is

a. = the production—capacity scaling exponent for the capital cost of the target-
factory section to manufacture the target substructure i,

b. = the driver—pulse—energy scaling exponent for the capital cost of the target-
factory section required to manufacture the target substructure i (b( = 0 for
now),

Cp = the total target—factory capital cost (M$),
CFR = the reference capital—cost increment for the target—factory section to

manufacture the target substructure i (MS),
ED = the driver pulse energy (MJ),
EDR = the reference driver pulse energy (3 MJ),
F. = the fraction of targets rejected for failure to meet the specifications for target

substructure i,
i,k = the target substructure identifier,
Ng = the number of target substructures,
PA = the design annual production capacity of the target factory (1/y),
P.. — the required annual production capacity for the target—factory section to

manufacture the target substructure i (1/y),
PARj = the reference annual production capacity of the target factory (108/y), and
RQ = the driver pulse repetition rate (Hz).

The estimates for the reference target-factory capital costs, CFRj) and the target—rejection
fractions, F., are listed in Table 1.2-1 . The target-factory capital-cost model includes factors
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for scaling with target size to be used if such scaling is shown to be significant.
The annual capital charges for the target factory can be estimated by multiplying the capital

cost by an appropriate fixed-charge rate, RFC-5 The fixed-charge rate is determined by the
cost of money to the utility, property taxes, property insurance, capital recovery,
decommissioning sinking—fund annual costs, investment tax credits, and other capital-related
costs. The plant service life, monetary inflation rates, power plant technology cost escalation
rates, depreciation schedules for tax purposes, and the accounting method aiso enter into the
determination of the fixed-charge rate. Changing the fixed-charge rate is equivalent to
changing all the capital costs by the same factor.

The target-cost model that is being developed can be applied using fixed values for all the
costs and time—dependent cost parameters, including the fixed—charge rate, in a
constant—dollar treatment. Alternatively, costs can be escalated with time in a current—dollar
approach over the service life of the target factory to obtain current—value levelized target costs.
For representative early-1985 values for the cost parameters, the current-dollar fixed-charge
rate based on the revenue—requirements accounting method is about 0.16.5 The equivalent
constant—dollar fixed—charge rate is around half the current—dollar rate.5

The contribution of these costs to total COE in an ICF plant is given by the annual cost
divided by the annual production of electrical energy. The contribution of target factory capital
charges to the cost of a target can be calculated by dividing the annual cost by the annual target
production rate.

Ill B. Target Materials Cost

Optimum choices, amounts, geometries, dimensions, purities and other specifications, etc.,
for target materials are not known with great precision. Some materials are easier to machine,
weld, and otherwise work than others. Some substances have more favorable characteristics for
chemical processing than others. The geometries, dimensions, surface tolerances, and purity
specifications for the finished targets affect manufacturing process equipment requirements.
Therefore, the optimum choices and specifications of materials depend on proposed fabrication
methods and chemical processes in addition to materials—cost/target—performance
considerations. Target materials can affect important reactor plant chemical processes such as
tritium recovery and target-debris cleanup. Some elements can cause accelerated
corrosion/erosion of reactor—plant—system surfaces. The ultimate disposal of target debris as
radwaste must be considered in choosing target materials. The potential for recycle of
expensive and/or hazardous materials must be investigated. Thus, the choice of target
materials can be influenced by impacts on reactor and other fuel cycle systems.

New target materials are being developed continually. Readily available materials costs are
bulk commodity prices for relatively impure materials or quotations for small—lot speciality
materials. Commodity costs for materials with precise specifications are needed.

For some proposed commercial target mass production processes, such as electroplating
and chemical or physical vapor deposition, the starting materials are presently relatively
expensive chemical compounds. Such compounds are different from the finished product
material, and some are irreversibly altered during the target manufacturing process. The
utilization of some such starting materials in fabricating experimental targets is very low at
present. Utilization of expensive chemicals that can't be recycled must be high. Instrinsically
expensive substances, such as the precious metals, must be recovered and recycled. Recycle of
even relatively inexpensive commercial target materials activated by fusion neutrons may be



more cost effective than disposal as radioactive waste. Commercial targets must survive
injection with large accelerations into hostile reaction—chamber environments.

Target materials selections and reference cost estimates are based on judgements about
0 potential mass—production methods and compatibility of materials with the proposed

methods;
O starting materials costs, potential for inexpensive recycle and the wastage involved,

inherent hazards, disposal costs, etc.; and
0 tradeoffs between target performance, robustness of targets, impacts on other fuel -

cycle and reactor systems, and materials costs.
Materials wasted through rejection of targets not meeting specifications are accounted for by

the rejection fractions defined in the section on target factory capital cost. These rejection
fractions determine the production capacity required for each factory section. Quantity cost
discounts for target materials are assumed to be for amounts of materials so large that further
increases in the quantity discounts with increase in target factory production capacity are not
expected.

Most target material masses scale directly with driver pulse energy to a good approximation.
Any material masses that might not scale directly with pulse energy are expected to increase
with pulse energy. Furthermore, such materials are expected to contribute less significantly to
total target materials cost than those that do scale directly with pulse energy. Therefore, all
materials masses are treated as scaling directly with driver pulse energy. As more definitive
information becomes available, this approximation can be modified if necessary. Because
target—materials costs scale with driver pulse energy, the total cost per target scales with
energy, even though target—factory capital costs are not scaled with energy.

The simple target materials cost model that results from these assumptions is

Ns

The additional notation is:

c = the scaling exponent for the materials mass as a function of the driver pulse

energy for the target substructure i (c. = 1.0 for now),

C M = the total per—target non—tritium materials cost ($),

CM R j = the non—tritium materials cost for target substructure i ($), and

Fp c = the plant capacity factor.

The plant capacity factor appears in Eq. (5) because materials costs are incurred only for targets
that are actually -manufactured. This is in contrast to capital charges, which are incurred
whether or not the target factory is operating.

Estimates for the reference materials costs, CMR., are included in Table 1.2—1. The total
annual target—materials cost is obtained by multiplying the per—target cost by the number of
targets required annually. The contribution of target-materials costs to the total unit electric
power production cost is computed by dividing the annual materials cost by the annual
production of electrical energy.
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III.C. Non-Fuel, N o n - Materials Target-Factory O&M Cost

Many of the non-fuel, non—materials O&M costs for power plants are usually estimated
and reported for the plant as a whole in preliminary cost estimates. Examples of such costs
include (1) upper plant—management salaries and expenses; (2) fees for health and industrial
safety services; (3) public relations costs; (4) general plant security expenses; (5) nuclear and
other regulatory costs; (6) premiums for non—property insurance, such as liability and
replacement—power insurance; (7) general and administrative costs, such as utility home-office
and legal expenses; and (S) non—property taxes, such as payroll and franchise taxes. Such
costs are excluded from the target factory O&M cost category of the target—cost model. Such
costs might be included in specific instances where the target factory involves special
requirements that can be identified. The excluded costs must, of course, be included in total
plant O & M cost estimates.

The costs that are included in the target factory 0<bM cost model are grouped in three
relatively standard fission power plant nonfuel O&M cost accounts.3 These accounts are
entitled (1) full—time onsite staff and supplementary peak maintenance period personnel;
(2) interim replacements and maintenance materials; and (3) supplies and expenses.

For power plants, a large majority of these costs are nearly fixed, i.e., independent of how
much of the year the plant is operated and at what load factors. For mass production
manufacturing enterprises, larger variable components are common. However, target factory
non—material O & M costs are treated as fixed, except where clearly variable. The fixed O&M
cost percentage is expected to be large for a target factory. The limited available data for
nuclear power plant environments is relatively noisy and commercial targets and
target manufacturing methods are not well defined.

The required full—time onsite target factory O&M personnel include non—shift
administration and service staff and non—shift engineering and technical support staff. Several
shifts of operating, maintenance, quality control, and special security personnel are also
required. The estimated reference staff organization in terms of job categories, the required
numbers of employees in each job category, and the total annual costs per employee for each
job category are presented in Table 1.2—11. Considerable attention was accorded to staffing
requirements and costs because other O&M cost estimates are based on personnel costs.

Several very different, complex, somewhat—decoupled technologies are included in an ICF
plant. The major divisions are (1) the reactor plant; (2) the fuel cycle; (3) the driver; and (*}
the balance of plant. HIF reactor plant technology has some of the characteristics of
conventional fission nuclear—island technology but is more complex and potentially more costly
and difficult to operate and maintain. The HIF fuel cycle potentially includes elements similar to
many fission plant fuel cycle subsystems, plus others specific to HIF. The HIF fuel cycle may be
a much more significant contributor to total plant capital and O & M cost than is the fission fuel
cycle. The driver has no analog in a fission plant. Unique characteristics of HIF may permit
utilization of unique BOP technology, e.g., to achieve higher power generation efficiencies.
Otherwise, the BOP's for HIF power plants are expected to be generally similar to BOP's for
other kinds of power plants. Separate assistant plant managers were assumed for each of these
four very different technologies in estimating staffing requirements within an overall
plant—management and O & M structure .

The target factory is judged to have about half of the total fuel—cycle capital and O&M
costs associated with it. Therefore, half of the cost of the assistant plant manager for the fuel
cycle, who is responsible for the target factory, was associated with the target factory. Higher
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management functions and some of the services that are usually administered by the plant
manager's office are difficult to separate for the four HIF power plant technologies. The
requirements for these services would not be much diminished by elimination of any one of these
technologies. For these reasons, the costs for higher-management and generic plant-services
personnel were not included in the target—factory O&M staff—cost modei.

ICF target factories are expected to be relatively smali physically, to be highly automated,
and to involve fewer nuclear and industrial safety issues than other parts of the fuel cycle and
the plant. Furthermore, mass-production facilities typically exhibit rapid and steady learning
and can settle into routine operation with few surprises after an initial break—in period. For
these reasons, a relatively lean target factory staff seems feasible. Somewhat less than half of
the staff of the office of the assistant plant manager for the fuel cycle was associated with the
target factory. Similarly, while certain engineering and technical support specialists are required
for the target factory, iess technical expertise is required to deal with emergencies, and some
manpower can be shared with other fuel—cycle functions. The operating and maintenance staff
can also be relatively lean. Some other O&M staff costs were also split between the target
factory and the rest of the fuel cycle when neither required full—time personnel for a particular
function and/or the responsibility could not be divided. Shift supervisors and maintenance
foremen are examples of such shared personnel.

In the aftermath of Three Mile Island, some fission power plants have gone to six full shift
crews to provide a larger personnel margin for emergencies, holidays, vacations, illnesses,
weekends, etc. However, target factories are not expected to be as dificult to operate as the rest
of the plant. Therefore, with modest reserves of targets to bridge minor upsets, a target factory
should be able to operate efficiently with five shift crews for continuous operation with three
eight—hour shifts per day.

Additional maintenance craftsmen, health physicists, etc., are required for short times during
peak maintenance periods. Peak maintenance period manpower cannot be affordabiy
supported on the full—time staff of a single plant and is usually obtained by outside
maintenance contracts and/or is provided by a utility traveling central—maintenance
organization. Peak maintenance period personnel requirements are often reported as
equivalent full—time staff. This practice is adhered to in the target factory
staffing—requirements model.

An HIF target factory is believed to be qualitatively different in its maintenance requirements
from a fission power plant and from the driver, the reactor plant, and the BOP of an HIF power
plant. Fission power plants require large numbers of peak—maintenance personnel.36 Major
maintenance on reactors and the BOP of fission plants can be performed only when the plant is
shut down. The same is expected to hold for HIF drivers, reactors, and BOP's. Power plant
economics favors short shutdown periods. It may be possible to perform most target factory
maintenance continuously, with little maintenance deferred to the plant peak—maintenance
periods. Target factories with parallel manufacturing lines offer obvious potential advantages in
this regard. The~partial decoupling of target—factory operations from plant operations made
possible by a small inventory of finished targets also helps. Therefore, the panel included only a
few peak—maintenance-period full—time-staff equivalents in the staffing—requirements model.
Reference values are included in Table 1.2-11 for the numbers of peak-maintenance-period
full—time equivalents required and their annual costs.

Security specialists, as well as large numbers of conventional guards and patrolmen, have
been required by regulatory agencies for fission power plants in recent years to counter the
threat of sabotage and terrorism.36 The presence of a target factory is not expected to
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significantly affect the numbers required for general HIF plant security. The fraction of such
personnel required by the presence of the target factory is difficult to ascertain. Therefore, only
target factory security specialists are included in the target factory staffing—requirements
model. The functions of these security specialists include prevention of sabotage within the
target factory and the diversion of tritium, which is expensive, radioactive, and could be used in
nuclear weapons. This approach largely decouples the modeling of target factory
security personnel requirements from judgements about general fusion power plant threat
levels that could cause large swings in costs for general security.

The specific job categories and the numbers of staff required for each category were
estimated for a target factory by analogy with staffing requirements for fission power plants5'36

and for mass production facilities with products as similar to HIF targets as could be found.
Fission power plant staffing requirements reflect nuclear facility regulatory and security
requirements and utility system base—load plant preferences that should be considered for
target factories. Mass production facilities for precision ball bearings, electronic components,
and other advanced technology products have staffing characteristics relevant to other aspects
of target factory O & M staffing.

Staff requirements for some job categories were judged more likely to scale with
target-factory annual production capacity than for other categories. The way in which those
that scale do so depends in part on the nature of the target manufacturing processes. If the
capacity can be scaled by increasing or decreasing process equipment sizes, then little or no
change in O & M staff should be required. If the capacity is scaled through duplication of
identical manufacturing lines, then additional operators and maintenance technicians may be
required for each new manufacturing line. The judgements about which O & M job categories are
likely to scab with target factory annual production capacity are indicated in Table 1.2—11.
The numbers required for these categories are scaled directly with capacity. The fact that the
staff can be changed only by whole numbers, or by halves for shared personnel, is ignored in the
scaling.

The total number of target factory staff and its scaling with capacity is given by 29.5 +
47.5(PA /PR A ) for direct-drive, single-shell targets, by 30.5 + D U O ^ / P ^ ) for direct-drive,
double—shell targets, and by 29.5 + 47.5(PA /PR A) for indirect-drive targets. An exponent of
0.88 for the scaSing of total plant personnel with plant capital investment has been reported for
large process—industry plants (see Fig. 1.2—3). Also included in Fig. 1.2—3 are points for
fission power plants. The estimated target factory staff requirements for the reference annual
production capacity fall well below the straight—line fit to the process—plant data in Fig. 1.2—3.
Thus, the estimated target factory staff is lean.

Published national—average monthly compensation data for various grade levels for
engineers, office workers, technicians, etc., were used to estimate annual staff costs.38"39 The
published compensation data were escalated to mid—1985 and increased by 20% to account for
overtime, shift differentials, fringe benefits, etc. To the appropriate basic compensation levels,
escalated to mid—1985, 50% was added for overhead and profit to estimate
peak—maintenance—period personnel contract costs. In estimating engineering,

technical—support, operating, and maintenance—staff grade levels, all personnel for the
target factory staff were assumed to be qualified at approximately one grade higher than for
conventional power plants. This was to reflect the perception that HIF plants will require more
highly trained personnel than fission plants to operate and maintain because of their greater
complexity and advanced technology nature. The assumed grade levels are indicated for the
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various job categories in Table 1.2—11.
All the above reasoning is based on today's technological and social environment, with some

projections into the future. The extensive use of automation, robotics, and
artificial-intelligence techniques could reduce significantly the target factory staff numbers and
the requirements for their qualifications. A climate of greater regulation of nuclear plants for
public safety and the environment, shorter work weeks, increased terrorism, etc. could result in
requirements for a much larger staff.

The data in Table 1.2—II are used in

JC j
Cp = (0.001 k$/M$) 2 N ^ C p ^ / P i J (6)

j = l

to estimate the total annual target factory personnel cost. The additional notation is

Cp = the total annual target—factory staff cost (MS),
CpR. — the reference annual cost per employee in job category j (k$/y),

d. = the exponent for scrling of the number of staff required for job category j with

the target—factory annual production capacity (1.0 if the category scales, and 0.0
if not),

j = the job category identifier,
Nc — the total number of job categories, and
ND. = the reference number of personnel required for the job category j .

The maintenance materials cost account includes materials and replacement components
and subsystems required for routine preventative and scheduled maintenance to keep the target
factory operating efficiently and for forced—outage emergency repairs. Interim replacements,
which are more or less regular replacements of major components and/or subsystems, are
sometimes treated as capital investments snd sometime as O&M costs for conventional power
plants. The choice of treatment usually depends on the current tax laws. Published interim
replacement cost data for conventional power plants are sketchy and noisy.

Power plants are generally designed for much longer economic service lives than are process
industry plants or mass production manufacturing lines. Design for shorter service lives is
generally cost-effective for the latter. However, considerable reuse of major equipment and
facilities for other purposes following shutdown of conventional process and manufacturing lines
is common. The quickening pace of technological change in recent years has led to major
modernizations of some power plants long before originally projected service lives were attained.
Many fusion reactor conceptual designs include regular replacement of first walls and other
components. Therefore, it was deemed prudent to include interim replacement in
target factory O&M cost model. Differences in interim replacement requirements can be
expected for different kinds of facilities and equipment. Some, such as buildings and services,
may require none.

In the absence of definitive data, the annual equivalent interim replacement cost is estimated
as a small, fixed fraction of the total plant capital cost. This approach automatically introduces
scaling of the interim replacement cost with target factory capacity. The recommended value
for this fraction is a nominal 0.01 /year.
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For fission power plants, maintenance materials costs are estimated in the absence of
definitive information by multiplying the total annual maintenance personnel cost by an annual
factor. The total maintenance personnel cost is the sum of the cost for the full—time onsite
maintenance staff and the cost for peak—maintenance—period personnel. For U.S.
fission power plant cost studies, the values used for this factor range from about 1.0 for
light-water plants to 2.5 for liquid-metal fast-breeder plants. Such values are also typical for
many process and manufacturing industries. The suggested reference value for this parameter is
1.0. This simple approach results in modest scaling with target factory annual production
capacity, because some maintenance personnel requirements are scaled with the production
capacity.

Thus, for the annual target factory interim replacement cost, the recommended model is

For the annual maintenance materials cost, the model

MP ' '

is recommended. The additional notation is

C)R = the total annual interim replacement cost for the target factory (M$/y) ,

the total annual maintenance materials cost for the target factory

(M$/y) ,
C M p = the total annual maintenance—personnel cost computed using a formula

analogous to Eq. 6 (M$/y) ,
F|R = the interim replacement annual cost factor (1/y) , and
F.,,. = the maintenance materials annual cost factor.

MM

The supplies and expenses O&M cost category includes costs for expendables and
outside contract services. Examples of such expendables and contract services include

0 makeup fluids such as high—purity water, speciality gases and chemicals, lubricants,
ion—exchange resins, lamping, radwaste—treatment supplies and containers, etc.;

0 energy, including fuels, AC power, and backup power;
0 travel and municipal services such as water and sewer, telephone and other

communication services, etc.;
0 office and personnel supplies, including general office and computer supplies,

protective gear, etc.; and
O outside contract services, such as training, monitoring, recordkeeping, radwaste

treatment and disposal, security, shipping and transportation, etc.
Very limited data suggests that these costs are largely fixed for fission power plants.36 The

term "fixed cost" is used to mean a cost that does not scale with the plant capacity factor.
However, the capacity factor for a power plant typically fluctuates over a relatively small range.
Some target factory supplies and expenses costs may scale with the production capacity, which
might be varied over v/ide ranges in HIF power plant parameter studies. However, only a fixed
value was estimated for this O&M cost category. The target cost model can be easily modified
to include a supplies and expenses cost component proportional to the target factory
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production capacity, once the variable costs are identified. The estimate for the reference fixed
annual cost, C$E , for this category is 0.6 M$/year. This estimate was obtained by scaling down
representative fission plant costs for this category in proportion to the ratio of the approximate
target factory capital cost to the capital cost of a fission plant.

The contribution of the target factory non-fuel, non-materials O&M costs to the total
electric power unit production cost in an HIF plant can be computed by dividing the O&M cos;
by the total electrical energy produced annually. The per—target O & M cost can be calculated
by dividing the annual cost by the total number of targets produced annually.

IV. SPECIFIC COST ESTIMATES

The relationships that constitute the new HIF target cost model, along with recommended
input parameter values, or ranges of values, and the reasons for recommending them, were
presented in preceding sections. In this section are presented plots (Figs. 1.2—4 through
1.2-16) giving absolute values for various target-related costs. The scaling of these costs with
driver pulse energy and pulse repetition rate is illustrated, using reference values in Table 1.2-
III. The sensitivities to variations in the values of other input parameters are also shown. These

target-related costs include the total cost per target, the target factory capital cost and cap -
ital charge per target, the total annual and per-target costs for target material!*, and the total -
annual and per-target target-factorv O&M costs. Also compared (in Figs. 1.2-17)and 1 .2-
18) are the contributions of the three primary partial target costs-target factory capital char-
ges, target materials cost, and target factory O & M cos t—to the total cost per target. The
calculations were performed using amicrocomputer program written especially for this purpose.

The scaling of the target factory capital cost with the pulse repetition rats is shown in Fig.
1.2-4. The pulse repetition rate determines the required annual target factory production
capacity. Figures 1.2-5, 1 .2-8 , and 1.2-9 are plots of the estimates for the annual
target factory capital charges, the annual non-fuel target materials cost, and the annual
target factory O & M cost,respectively, as functions of the pulse repetition rate. Figures 1.2-6,
1.2—7, and 1.2-10 show the respective corresponding per-target costs as functions of the
pulse repetition rate. Figure 1.2—11 is a graph of the total per—target cost as a function of the
pulse repetition rate. The total annual cost for targets as a function of the pulse repetition rate
is shown in Fig. 1.2-12. Figures 1.2-6, 1 2 - 1 0 , and 1.2-11 illustrate,, respectively, the
substantially lower target factory capital charges, target factory O&M costs, and total
per—target costs projected for large required annual target factory production capacities.

The change in the estimated cost for 3—MJ indirect—drive targets due to variation of the
target-factory capital-cost/production-capacity scaling exponent from 0.6 to 0.8 is shown in
Fig. 1.2—13 to be < 25% over the range of annual production capacities studied. The variation
in target cost with change in the scaling exponent is smaller for larger targets. Figure 1.2—14
reveals that the variation of the estimated cost of 3—MJ indirect—drive targets with change in
the fixed-charge rate from 0.075 to 0.15 is about 50%. Figure 1.2-15 indicates that the
estimated cost of indirect—drive targets increases by < 25% as the driver pulse energy is
increased from 3 to 9 MJ. Results similar to those in Figs. 1.2—13 through 1.2—15 for
indirect—drive targets are obtained for direct—drive targets.

Figure 1.2—16 shows the modest effect ( < 25%) on the estimated cost of indirect—drive
targets of an increase by a factor of 10 in the target rejection rate from the small reference
values. The difference in the cost of targets for the two target—rejection scenarios is small ( <
5%) even for the larger rejection rates. The much larger effect on target cost of increasing the
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non-fuel materials cost by a factor of 10 is also illustrated in Fig. 1.2-16. Similar results are
obtained for direct-drive targets.

Figures 1.2-17 and 1.2-18 show that the contributions to total target cost of all three of
the major cost components are projected to be significant. The large increase in percentage
contribution of non-fuel materials cost to the total per-target cost for indirect-drive targets
results from (1) the scaling of materials costr with driver pulse energy to the 1.0 power,and (2)
the neglect of dependence of target—factory capital charges and O & M cost on driver pulse
energy. The cost of materials contributes more heavily to total target cost as the required
annual target—factory production capacity (as determined by the pulse repetition rate) increases
because the materials cost is not scaled with the production capacity, whereas the
target—factory capital—charge and O&M costs decrease.

The net plant electric power is given by

PN = R D E D < 1 G £ E D ) + 11["=NMBN + 1 ~ P J I 1 " FNDleG " V « D > - ^

The total electrical energy produced annually is given by

WA = (8.760xl06 kWi i /MWy)F p c P N . (10)

The contribution of a target cost (the total cost for targets or the partial costs for
target—factory capital charges, target materials, and target-factory O&M) to the total COE is
computed using

cE T = (109 mi l ls /M$)CA T /WA

= (3.600xl03 [mills MW s]/[$ kW hr])RDcT /PN . (11)

The additional notation is

cE T = the contribution of a target cost (the total cost lor targets or the partial costs
for target—factory capital charges, target materials, and target—factory O&M)
to the total COE (mills/kWh),

C A T = the annual cost (total or partial) for targets (MS/y),
cT = the total or partial per—target cost ($),
FN = the fraction of target microexplosion energy release carried off by neutrons,
FN D = the plant non—driver recirculating power fraction,
F p c = the plant and target—factory capacity factor,
eQ = the driver efficiency,
eQ = the electric power generation efficiency,
G = the target gain,
P N = the plant net electric power ( M W ) , and
W A = the annual net production of electrical energy ( k W h / y ) .

As an example, consider an HIF plant operating at 5 Hz with a target gain of 150 at a driver
pulse energy of 5 M J . Let the driver efficiency be 0.10, the blanket neutron energy multiplication
factor be 1.2, the neutron energy fraction be 0.70, the electric power generation efficiency be
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0.35, the plant factor be 0.75, and the non—driver recirculating power fraction be 0 05. This
plant requires 1.2 x 108 targets/y and produces 1250 MWe net. The partial or total target cost
contribution to the total COE for this plant is 14.4 mills/kWh for each $/target. The target
costs presented in Figs. 1,2-6, 1.2-7, 1.2-10, 1 .2 -11 , and 1.2-13 through 1.2-16 can be
used along with Eqs. (9) through (11) to estimate the contributions of total or partial target
costs to total COE for specific target designs and target—factory scenarios.

The projected favorable scaling of target costs with pulse repetition rate (or required annual
target—factory production rate) may make single large target factories serving more than one
single—unit plant or a multiple—unit energy park economically attractive. A
split—manufacturing scenario may also be cost effective. Such scenarios have most of the
target fabrication being done in a target factory serving several units with the final steps, such
as filling with cryogenic DT, performed at the power plants shortly before injection into reaction
chambers. Transportation of hazardous materials and technology and tritium security may
become more significant issues for off—site, multi—plant target—factory scenarios.

V. SUMMARY

An improved model for HIF commercial applications target costs has been developed
through consultation with an ad hoc panel of experts in several fields. The principal advantages
of the new model include

O treatment of cost differences for a wide variety of distinctly different commercial HIF
target concepts;

O realistic scaling of target costs with such important HIF power plant design
parameters as the driver pulse energy and the required target—factory annual
production capacity (determined by the driver pulse repetition rate) to permit
meaningful optimization and tradeoff studies; and

0 a simple, stand-alone formulation that can be conveniently interfaced with cost
models for other fusion plant systems.

These characteristics are important for efficient performance of meaningful ICF
commercial applications optimization and tradeoff studies involving different target concepts
and wide ranges of target and plant performance parameter values. The methodology is also
usefu! for laser and light—ion fusion targets and for targets containing other fuels. Many of the
specific results are directly applicable to laser and light—ion fusion.

The target—cost model covers (1) target—factory capital charges, (2) non—tritium
target materials costs, and (3) target—factory non—fuel O&M costs that are not normally
estimated for the plant as a whole in power plant systems studies. The model sums
contributions for generic target substructures in each of these cost categories to obtain total
target manufacturing cost. The target substructures include fuel capsules, energy—absorption
structures, and radiation cases. Direct-drive and indirect—drive cryogenic targets are treated.
The cost contribution for each target substructure in each cost category is scaled with such
important performance parameters as the required annual target—factory production capacity
(determined by the driver pulse repetition rate) and the driver pulse energy. Annual costs for
targets are functions of other target, driver, reactor plant, and BOP systems performance
parameters.

Target factories with larger production capacities have greater capital costs, but the cost per
unit capacity goes down as capacity increases. The scaling of the unit—capacity capital cost
with manufacturing capacity is significant. This results in important scaling of the contribution
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of the factory capital charges to the total target manufacturing cost. Only on-site target
factories serving a single HIF power plant were considered in the present study. Substantial
economies of scale may be possible if larger factories can serve more than one plant. Several
questions must be addressed before such economies of scale can be accessed. These include
questions about the hazards of off—site transportation of tritium—containing targets and
security for targets whose designs may remain proprietary or, less likely, classified.

Two extreme scenarios for scaling of target—factory capital cost with annual production
capacity were studied to bound the expected scaling. The first scenario includes a single
process line in which capacity is scaled up or down by increasing the size of individual pieces of
equipment. In the second scenario, capacity scaling is in discrete steps by duplication of
identical manufacturing lines. Capacity—scaling exponents for factory capital cost differ
substantially for these two scenarios. For the single—train, process—plant—like scaling, a
scaling exponent around 0.6 is typical. Scaling exponents close to 0.8 are typical for the
duplicate—manufacturing—line, factory—like scaling. Target—factory capital cost is not expected
to scale significantly with a measure of target size, such as the pulse energy required to drive the
target or with target yield. Therefore, none was included in the target cost model.

To a first approximation, the amount of each target raw material is expected to scale
directly with the accelerator pulse energy required to drive the target. Therefore, target
non—fuel raw—materials costs are scaled with the driver pulse energy to the first power. Some
target—factory non—fuel O&M costs are expected to scale significantly with the factory
production capacity; others are not. Staff costs and personnel—related costs fall into the former
category. No target—factory O&M costs are expected to scale significantly with target size,
except insofar as the number of targets for a fixed net plant electric power depends on target
performance. Therefore, direct target—factory O&M cost scaling with target size was not
included in the target cost model. The total amounts of target raw materials consumed
annually are assumed to be so large that no further quantity discounts can be expected.

Estimated total target manufacturing costs are of the order of $0.25 to $0.40 (1985 U.S. $)
per target for typical cases. Direct—drive, single—shell targets are expected to be the least
costly, with direct—drive, double—shell targets projected to be the most expensive. The high
cost projections for the latter are based on the expected difficulty of adding the second cryogenic
fuel—containing shell. The costs of indirect—drive targets are expected to fall in between. The
per—target raw—materials cost increases linearly with driver pulse energy, but the total annual
cost tor tairget materials for a fixed net plant electric power depends on the number of targets
required annually. The number of targets required annually depends on such target performance
parameters as gain, on such driver performance parameters as efficiency, on such reactor plant
performance parameters as blanket neutron energy multiplication and reactor plant systems
operating power requirements, and on such BOP performance parameters as power generation
efficiency.

It is important to recognize that only modest accuracy can be expected for target cost
estimates generated using the new model. The model is too simple and the target—concept and
manufacturing—process definitions are too limited for great accuracy. Nonetheless,

O a unique collection of expertise was assembled to synergistically address the
problem;

O considerable new insight into the issues involved was developed as the study
progressed;

O relative costs and trends useful for comparison of alternatives and for rough
optimum seeking, if not absolute costs, have been at least approximately correctly
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represented, in contrast to the simple models used in earlier ICF commercial
applications studies.

Recent experience shows that absolute cost estimates for current power plants and most
other advanced technology are also of limited accuracy. Actual costs for different large,
complex, advanced-technology projects involving the same technology under similar conditions
often differ by large factors, suggesting that project management is often as important as
technology and economics. Such an environment makes assembly of reliable data bases
difficult. On the other hand, average relative costs and average cost scaling for different designs
within a particular technology can often be estimated with surprising accuracy using limited
information.

The absolute level of the estimates for target factory capital cost and target materials cost
have in their genesis a large component of "this is what we think the order of magnitude of
these costs must be if HIF is to succeed commercially." Ths relative magnitudes of these costs
received more attention, because relative costs are more important in comparing the
attractiveness of different target concepts. The scaling of target—factory capital and target
manufacturing costs with primary target, driver, reactor, and BOP performance parameters are
believed to be about right. Accurate scaling relationships are particularly important for
integrated—plant optimization and tradeoff studies that can influence HIF driver and reactor
R&D program directions. The suggested scaling will likely prove to be approximately correct
even when much more is known about commercial ICF targets and their manufacture. The
methodology used in estimating non— fuel, non—materials target—factory O & M costs and cost
scaling is commonly used to prepare preliminary estimates for conventional power plants and
process—industry facilities. The O&M cost estimates are for an HIF target factory are based on
present costs. The staffing requirements for the target factory were estimated carefully,
because the estimates for other O & M cost categories are based on annual personnel costs.
Extreme automation in the future could significantly alter the basts for O & M cost estimates.
Current HIF commercial—applications studies do not require more detail than that provided by
the new model.

Timely updating of the target cost model is recommended. Mors resources should be applied
and additional expertise involved as new information about commercial ICF target designs,
target manufacturing processes, target materials, and the characteristics of other ICF power
plant systems becomes available. With more information, the tentative, process—oriented
approach to modeling target factory manufacturing lines described in the Introduction could
form the basis for an improved capital and O&M cost model for the target factory. The list of
potential mass—production processes can be narrowed to permit more focused characterization
of the processes and assessment of the target cost/performance/fabricabilty tradeoffs. The
tradeoffs between desirable target and other-fuel-cycle, driver, reactor plant, and BOP
systems characteristics can be assessed to reduce the size of the target—factory
operating—parameter space that must be modeled. Materials tradeoffs involving initial cost,
wastage, recycle, disposal, and reactor-systems effects can be better analyzed. Finally, periodic
updating is necessary to treat differential escalation of target cost components.
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NOMENCLATURE

a. = production capacity scaling exponent for capital cost of section of target factory to

manufacture target substructure i
b. = cost /dr iver -pu lse- jnergy scaling exponent for capital cost of section of target factory

required to manufacture target substructure i
cET = contribution of target cost (total or partial, i.e., capital charges, materials, and/or O & M

costs) to total electric power production cost (mi l ls/kWh)

c. = substructure target materials mass driver pulse energy scaling exponent

C A T = annual cost of targets or a target substructure (M$/y)
CF = total target factory capital cost (M$)

CpR. = reference capital cost increment for factory section to manufacture target substructure i

(MS)
C|R = total annual interim replacement cost for target factory (M$/y)

CM = total pir—target non—tritium materials cost ($)

C M M = total annual maintenance materials cost for target factory (M$/y)

C M p = total annual maintenance personnel cost (M$/y)

CM j =: non—tritium materials cost for target substructure i per target ($)

Cp = total annual target factory staff cost (M$)

CpR. = reference annual cost per employee in job category j (k$/y)

cT = per- target cost (total or partial) ($)

d. = exponent for scaling of number of staff required for job category j (1.0 if category scales,

0.0 if not) with design target—factory annual production capacity

eD = driver efficiency

eG = electric power generation efficiency

EQ = driver pulse energy (MJ)

E D R = reference driver pulse energy (3 MJ)

F. = f ract ion of targets rejected for fai lure to meet specif ications for target substructure i

F (R = in ter im replacement annual cost factor ( 1 / y )

F M M = maintenance materials annual cost factor

F N = f ract ion of target microexplosion energy release carried off by neutrons

F N D = plant non—driver recirculat ing power f ract ion

F p c = plant capaci ty factor

G — target gain
f = target substructure identif ier
j = j ob category identif ier
N J C = to ta l number of job categories

NR . = number of personnel required for job category

N g = number of target substructures

P A = design target factory annual product ion capacity ( 1 / y )

P A j = required annual product ion capacity for section of target factory that produces target

substructure i (1/y) •
PAR = reference annual production capacity of target factory (108 /y)

PN = net plant electric power (MW)
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Rp = driver pulse repetition rate (Hz)
WA = net annual production of electrical energy by power plant (kWh/y)
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TABLE 1.2-1

ESTIMATES OF REFERENCE TARGET FACTORY AND TARGET MATERIALS COST
MODEL PARAMETERS (REFERENCE = 108/y AND 3 MJ)

Target
Substructure
Description

DIRECT-DRIVE TARGETS

single—shell -
target fuel

capsule

double—shell-
target inner
fuel capsule

double—shell-
target outer
fuel capsule

driver—beam
energy absorption

structure

INDIRECT-DRIVE TARGETS

fuel capsule

radiation
case

Reference
Capital Cost
(million $)

100

80

50

20

120

30

Rejection
Fraction

0.02

0.02

0.01

0.02

0.02

0.01

Reference
Materials Cost

($/target)

0.010

0.005

0.020

0.010

0.015

0.010

! . : - : •



TABLE 1.2-1

THE TARGET-FACTORY O&M STAFF ORGANIZATION IN TERMS OF JOB
CATEGORIES, THE NUMBER REQUIRED IN EACH JOB CATEGORY, AND THE

ANNUAL COST PER EMPLOYEE

Position

ADMINISTRATION AND
SERVICES (NON-SHIFT)

Assistant Plant Manager
For Fuel Cycle (E-VI /VI I )**

Secretary/Word
Processor (S—IV)

Clerk/Storekeeper (P—II)

Auditor/Bookkeeper/
Data Processor (A—II)

Janitor

ENGINEERING AND
TECHNICAL (NON-SHIFT)

Target Manufacturing
Specialist (E-IV)
Quality Control
Engineer (E-IV)

Electrical Engineer
(E-IV)

Mechanical Engineer
(E-IV)

Chemist (C-IV)

Health Physicist (E-IV)

Laboratory Technician
(T—III)

45.5

45.5

45.5

45.5

45.5

45.5

26.7

Annual
Cost

(thousand
$/year)

68.4

24.6

25.0

31.9

18.5

Incremental Number
Personnel RpquirpH

Primary Double-
Fuel Shell

Capsule Capsule

0.5

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

Of

Indirect—
Drive
Case

1.0

1.0

0.5

0.5

1.0

0.5

4.0
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TABLE 1.2-11 (continued)

Position

OPERATIONS AND
MAINTENANCE (5 SHIFTS)

Assistant Operations
Shift Supervisor for

Fuel Cycle (E- IV/V)
Senior Operator

(E-III/IV)
Operator (E—III)

Assistant Operator
(E—II)***

Assistant Maintenance
Shift Supervisor For
Fuel Cycle (E—III)

Mechanical Maintenance
Technician ( T - V )

Electrical Maintenance
Technician (T—V)

Instrumentation and
Control Maintenance
Technician (T—V)
Quality Assurance
Technician ( T - V )
Security Specialist

For Fuel Cycle
Peak— Maintenance—Period
Maintenance Annual Full-
Time Equivalent (T—IV)

Annual
Cost

(thousand
$/year)

49.7

42.3

38.7

34.2

38.7

34.2

34.2

34.2

34.2

28.1

39.7

Incremental Numbe
Personnel Reauired

Primary
Fuel

Capsule

2.5

5.0

5.0*

5.0*

2.5

5.0*

5.0*

5.0*

5.0*

5.0

5.0*

Double-
Shell

Capsule

5.0*

5.0*

2.5*

2.5*

r Of
for;

Indirect-
Drive
Case

5.0*

2.5*

2.5*

2.5*

**

***

Denotes scaling with rated plant production capacity.
A,C,E,P,S, and T denote accountant/auditor, chemist, engineer, purchasing assistant,
secretary, and technician,respectively, and the numbers denote standard grade levels
assumed in estimating annual costs).
In training.
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TABLE 1.2—III

A SUMMARY OF THE REFERENCE, RECOMMENDED, AND/OR DEFAULT VALUES
FOR THE INPUT PARAMETERS

reference driver pulse energy = 3 MJ

reference target—factory production rate = 10 /y

target factory capacity factor = 0 . 7 5

fixed charge rate = 0.10

interim replacement factor = 0.01/y

maintenance materials factor = 1.5

reference annual target—factory supplies and = 0.6 M$/y
expenses

all target—factory capital—cost/annual— = 0.7
production—capacity scaling exponents

all target—factory capital—cost/driver— = 0.0
pulse-energy scaling exponents

all target—materials—cost/driver—pulse— = 1.0
energy scaling exponents
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Fig. 1.2-1. The target cost contribution to the total ICF electric power production cost as a
function of the driver pulse energy.
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1.2—III), including a target-factory capital -cost/production -capacity scaling
exponent fixed at 0.7.
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Fig. 1.2-8. The annual target-materials cost as a function of the driver pulse energy for different
target concepts, with targets rejected only after being completed. All other input
parameters have their reference or recommended values (Tables 1.2—1 and 1.2—III).
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Fig. 1.2-12. The annual cost for targets as a function of the pulse repetition rate for different
target types, with targets rejected only after being completed. All other input
parameters have their reference or recommended values (Tables 1.2-1, 1.2-11, and
1.2-111).
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Fig. 1.2-14. The cost per target for indirect—drive targets as a function of the pulse repetition
rate: (a) for the two target—rejection models for reference values of the
target—substructure rejection fractions, (b) for 10X the reference rejection fraction,
and (c) for 10X the cost of target materials. All other input parameters have their
reference or recommended values (Tables 1.2—1, 1.2—11, and 1.2—Hi).
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Fig. 1.2-15. The cost per target for indirect-drive targets as a function of the pulse repetition rate
with the driver pulse energy as a parameter, with targets rejected only after being
completed. All other input parameters have their reference or recommended values
(Tables 1.2-1, 1.2-11, and 1.2—III).
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Fig. 1.2-16. The cost per target for indirect-drive targets as a function of the pulse repetition rate
with the fixed charge rate as a parameter, with targets rejected only after being
completed. All other input parameters have their reference or recommended values
(Tables 1.2-1, 1.2-11, and 1.2-111).
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components of the total cost per target as a function of the pulse repetition rate for
indirect—drive targets, with targets rejected only after being completed. Ad other
input parameters have their reference or recommended values (Tables 1.2-1, 1.2-11,
and 1.2-III), except for the driver pulse energy which is fixed at 7 MJ.



1.3. SUMMARY OF ION TARGET PHYSICS AT LAWRENCE LIVERMORE
NATIONAL LABORATORY

R. O. Bangerter
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory

The design of a heavy - ion fusion power plant inevitably involves

compromises among the various subsystems of the plant such as the targets, the

accelerator, and the fusion chamber. For example, target energy gain

increases with increasing input energy and decreasing focal spot size.

However the cost and technical difficulty of building an accelerator also

increase with increasing energy and decreasing spot size. Therefore in order

to optimize the entire power plant system, it is necessary to understand how

target energy gain depends on beam energy and focal spot size mentioned above

and also other beam characteristics such as ion range, temporal pulse shape,

and illumination geometry. Livermore scientists had already published some of

this information prior to the HIFSA study. In particular, curves giving

target gain and power requirements as a function of total beam energy, focal

spot radius, and ion range were available for both single- and double-shell

targets.1"3

During the HIFSA study, the single-shell curves of Ref. 3 were adopted as

the base case. Subsequent work at Livermore followed two paths: (1) the

refinement and the consequent revision of the curves given in Refs. 1 through

3, and (2) development of concepts to improve target gain and/or relax energy

and power requirements.

The revised gain curves are given in Refs. 4 and 5. Because of time

constraints, these curves were not used in the HIFSA study; however, an

economic analysis at Livermore showed that the difference in the cost of

electricity obtained using the revised curves typically differed by less than

10* from the cost calculated using the curves of Ref. 3.

Two approaches to improved target performance were studied: (1) use of

nuclear spin polarized fuel , and (2) involvement of direct drive.

Again because of time constraints, these results were not included in the

HIFSA study. However partially in acknowledgment of the concurrent

development of these concepts, the HIFSA study did include a hypothetical

"advanced concepts" target with an energy gain about 2.5 times higher than the

gain of the base case single-shell targets of Ref. 3.
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This factor of 2.5 is plausible. Polarized fuel5 gives a gain Increase

of about 1.5 at fixed Input energy and the new directly driven targets *

give a gain about 2.5 times as large as the standard targets of Ref. 3.

Employing both concepts In one target, we might expect an Increase in gain by

a factor as large as 3.75. Since the feasibility of large-scale production

of polarized fuel is being pursued experimentally at Livermore and elsewhere,

we have recently spent more of our theoretical effort on direct drive.
a in

In particular, our 2-0 LASNEX simulations to date ' suggest that a
spherical implosion which is sufficiently symmetric for DT-burn can be

obtained with as few as 32 beams. These results represent the first

successful effort to address direct drive symmetry while allowing deviations

from spherically symmetric illumination (based on our Gaussian-quadrature

illumination scheme). To make these calculations possible, we have

developed a method for performing LASNEX simulations with reduction in

requisite computer time. We are currently estimating the differences between

2-0 and 3-D implosions. Initial estimates have been made on the effects of
Q

beam misalignment and jitter. Collaborations with 0. Kothe and C. Choi at

Los Alamos on stability issues of direct-drive targets have yet to be

completed.

The polarized fuel targets and the new directly driven targets are

described in Appendix 1.3A below. These new concepts have to be tested

against experiments as do all ion targets. Inclusion of the hypothetical

advanced concepts target in the HIFSA study gives a quantitative estimate of

the benefits that might be derived from a satisfactory resolution of the

issues associated with polarized fuel or direct drive.
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I.3A. APPENDIX A
RECENT LIVERMORE RESEARCH ON ION BEAM FUSION TARGETS THAT

(A) UTILIZE DIRECT DRIVE EFFICIENCY WHILE OPTIMIZING
SYMMETRY (B) UTILIZE POLARIZED DT-FUEL

James W-K. Mark
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory

ABSTRACT

We have investigated several examples of ion beam targets which
utilize the energy efficiency of direct drive while at the same time
optimizing on the symmetry requirements. Heavy ion beams of charge
state Z > 3 at 5-10 GeV have < 15-20 m bending radii with 3.5
Tesla fields. Beams like these could be used with targets involving
direct drive. Control of asymmetries in direct-drive ion beam
targets depends on control of the effects of residual target
asymmetries after an appropriate illumination scheme has been
adopted. In this article, we outline results on our investigations
into ion beam target concepts in which the effects of residual
asymmetries are ameliorated. Thirty-two beams are placed according
to our axially symmetric Gaussian-quadrature illumination
scheme.1 The targets survive the effects of residual asymmetries
in our recent 2D hydrodynamic simulations. We have also briefly
discussed the additional positive effects of polarized DT-fuel on
ion beam targets.

I. INTRODUCTION

The cost or a driver for inertial confinement fusion (ICF) is
directly related to its beam energy output. Driver costs and
target performance such as energy yield are both crucial factors in
calculating net cost of electricity. Compared to radiatively
coupled targets, direct drive targets offer substantial advantages
in requiring lower energy and peak power at the same yield; but
satisfactory Implosion symmetry has always been an issue.

During the drive-pulse of a typical high-gain ICF target which
is driven directly by laser or particle beams, the target radius
changes by a substantial amount. Even a good multibeam illumination
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scheme in direct drive has residual asymmetries, which can be
reduced by optimal choice of focusing geometry and average beam
intensity profile. But these beam parameters usually remain fixed
during the target Implosion, so 1t 1s difficult to have both optimal
illumination symmetry and high coupling efficiency throughout the
drive-pulse with a limited number of beams.

However, our recent advances in direct ion drive offers us at
least two methods to reduce these effects. The method of Ref. 2 and
Section Ila uses a judicious amount of tamper mass over the ablator
to limit the detuning of optimal residual asymmetries referred to
above. The other arises in hybrid drive (Section lib), in which the
thin, dense, compressed ablator does not move appreciably during the
short ion pulse.

Another direction for reducing driver energy requirements is to
use spin-polarized DT fuel. Reduction of energy input follows from
higher nuclear reaction rates. We discuss this briefly in
Section III.

II. UTILIZING THE EFFICIENCY OF DIRECT DRIVE WHILE AT THE SAME TIME
OPTIMIZING SYMMETRY

As we mentioned 1n the Introduction, we need to use the
efficiency of direct drive with an appropriate illumination scheme
as well as methods to reduce residual asymmetries. We used an
axially symmetric illumination scheme1 in which beams are situated
on the rims of cones whose angles are the zeroes of Legendre
polynomials. This Gaussian-quadrature scheme achieves symmetry
comparable to that achievable with the same number of beams placed
uniformly over the surface of a sphere. The scheme improves on
uniform beam placement in that it allows axial symmetry and the
limiting of the number of azimuthal planes occupied by beamlets.
This approach may be more convenient for reactor design than uniform
beam placement, and it 1s more amenable to analytic studies. To
minimize the number of beamlets used, however, the scheme requires
that the beamlets have unequal powers. If beams are of equal power,
more beams are required for comparable target symmetry.

A number of authors have studied direct-drive ion beam targets
for ICF (early examples include Refs. 3 to 6). At least in the
initial stages of Implosion of most direct-drive targets, ion energy
is deposited deep in the target, essentially right on top of the
payload mass-. There is therefore less smoothing of nonuniformities
in deposition 1n this case than in indirect (radiation) drive (e.g.
Ref. 7-8 or see Ref. 9 for references to other early results). For
these targets to work, it is necessary to develop Illumination
schemes with greater Intrinsic uniformity than radiation drive. For
direct drive 1on targets, these symmetry Issues have not been
previously addressed 1n regards to showing in 2D hydrodynamics that
the targets survive DT burn.
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For a given Illumination geometry, deposition uniformity can
typically be optimized only in the neighborhood of a single target
radius, which we expect to be determined by the radius Rbeam °f
the beamlet focal spot. As the target Implodes, this optimal target
radius for symmetry eventually deviates significantly from the
radius Rdep of peak ion energy deposition, so that symmetry
becomes significantly degraded after some characteristic time ts
for detuning of optimal symmetry. As a consequence, an initially
satisfactory symmetry will be degraded during the implosion.

This degradation (for fixod number of- beamlets and fixed
R(jeam) occurs because for most target designs, the symmetry
detuning time ts is less than the duration t* of the
direct-drive pulse (i.e., ts < t<j). However, residual asymmetry
of direct drive can be ameliorated in two ways. In Ref. 2 and
subsection H a we show that for ion targets (such as those shown in
Fig.l.3A-i)w1th anexternal high-Z tamper, we can limit the motion of
the deposition region to less than ±10% of the initial radius.
This 1s much less than the typical motion of a factor of 2 in radius
that takes place without a tamper. It is one method of ensuring
that ts > t<j because judicious tamping sufficiently lengthens
ts. On the other hand we can omit modifying the existing symmetry
detuning time ts but use sufficiently short bursts of direct drive
pulses t(j so that again we satisfy ts > tj. The Interesting
feature in the hybrid-drive target of Section lie 1s that we can do
this without a tj so shortened that we end up paying a penalty of
drastically Increased peak power. In fact the peak power 1s
decreased relative to radiation drive.

a. Optimizing the Symmetry of Directly Driven Ion Beam Targets
bv Controlling the Motion of the Deposition Radius. By varying the
r a t i o o f tamperandablatorinertias .2 w e c a n make ts great
enough that the entire t* » 62 ns direct-drive pulse train
delivered to our target satisfies tp < ts.

Before considering the effects of asymmetries 1n two or three
dimensions, we simulated the full hydrodynamics and OT burn of the
target using the spherically averaged ion energy deposition. In
this one-dimensional simulation, the beamlets were first assigned a
realistic distribution of incident angles relative to the target
surface, and the 1on energy deposited at each target radius r was
then averaged over the sphere at that radius. In effect, this
simulates the radial distribution of the illumination by an
extremely large number of beamlets. Later in this article, we study
some effects of the residual angular asymmetries that arise from
using only 32 beamlets rather than a very large number.

The target of F1g. 1.3A-1 gives a one-dimensional gain of 160 at
1.8 MJ of input (beam) energy with Rbeam • 2.6 mm. This Input
energy is 40X greater than the minimum energy required to ignite
this target 1n one dimension; the excess corresponds to the 401
safety factor included in all our radiation-driven designs to cover
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three-dimensional deviations from the ideal implosion conditions of
one-d1mensional calculations. The drive pulse of Fig. 1.3A-1 can be
generated in the final parts of the induction heavy-ion accelerator
as the pulse is compressed in length to reach peak power. (In
Ref. 10, for example, we show that such a pulse shape could be
obtained by relatively simple manipulation.)

b. Hybrid-drive. Another such target involves the
hybrid-drive implosion concept, which separates the normal drive
pulse into two phases. It allows for example the combined use of
two drivers to provide the pulses at reduced total energy and peak
power (but is not limited to this application). It uses the ability
of ion beams to deliver energy directly, and with high hydrodynamic
efficiency, into a precompressed ablator.

We divide the implosion of a high-gain ICF target into two
phases (see Fig. 1.3A-2):(1) At t » 0, short-wavelength laser or ion
beams compress tne aolator to higher density; (2) At some later
t s tn, an ion driver delivers energy into the dense ablator to
provide the required ignition velocity at low convergence ratio.

The physical requirements during the first phase are similar to
those of all high-gain ICF targets. In the second phase, little or
no temporal power pulse shaping is required [Fig. 1.3A-2b]. With the
appropriate 1on species and kinetic energy, we can obtain very good
coupling of the ion energy to the ablator and thereby maximize the
hydrodynamic efficiency. Since about 80% of the input energy is
supplied during this phase, an increase in the hydrodynamic
efficiency directly reduces required input energy and peak power.
We can further improve the hydrodynamic efficiency by tamping the
implosion, for example by generating an ablation front on the
outside of the ion deposition region, as shown in Fig.l.3A-2a;see
also Ref. 11 for comparisons with other targets, comments on
stability issues, etc. In hybrid drive, the thin, dense, compressed
ablator does not move appreciably during the the short heavy-ion
pulse. For example, in one of our simulations the radius of peak
ion deposition R^gp varies from its average value by only 13X
during the ion pulse. Our two-dimensional simulations indicate that
this motion is small enough that adequate illumination symmetry is
maintained.

Figure 1.3A-3 shows the results of detailed calculations of single
shell targets using the. hybrid-implosion concept as compared to some
of our other targets.1' Using unpolarized DT fuel, a target gain
of about 90 1s obtained at 2.5 MJ input energy. We used in the
calculation! 3 GeV Cs (or 5 GeV Pb) ions with a peak power of 150 TW
focused to 3.4 mm spot diameter, D, (r3'2R * 0.004). At
higher input energy, we obtained a target gain of 140 at 6.6 MJ.
This hybrid drive target used D • 5.1 mm with 4 GeV Cs (or 7 GeV Pb
ions) at a peak power of 250 TW (r3/2R =: 0.01, unpolarized
DT). The peak power and input energy at constant target gain and
r3'2R are about a factor of t*o lower than those used in the
unpolarized DT targets (Fig. 1.3A-3).
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c. Beam Illumination Scheme. The residual asymmetries we
consider here arise from the use of a beam placement scheme' with
axial symmetry about a direction z determined, for example, for the
convenience of fusion chamber design (seeF1g.l.3A-4). The incident
directions of the beamlets lie in several cones about the z axis.
The cone angles 9j are determined
quadrature points Xj • cos 9j, j - 1
azimuthal angles are given by <t>jk -
., Mj. The constant LQ gives the
the Mj give the numbers of angles $j
number of beamlets is NK - EMj.

If the nth beamlet is at (9j,
deposition profile in a spherical target
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where the angle Yn ^s defined in Fig. 1.3A-5, P&(x) is a Legendre
polynomial, and WJ is the Legendre-Gauss quadrature weight
corresponding to the quadrature point XJ. The result of summing
En over all beamlets (I.e., over j and k) is

 1

E(r, 9, «j>, t) (r, t) > t ) P a ( c o s e)

t)P£(COS 9), (2)

H-rn

where the coefficients of the Legendre functions cancel exactly for
m - 0, 1 i ft < 2LQ and for 1 < m < Mg, ft > m, where MQ -
min(Mj). The coefficients A j > m of Eq. (2) are determined by
the geometry of the beam placement scheme and are given in Ref. 1.

d. Residual Target Asymmetries in a 32-Beamiet Illumination
Scheme. With this illumination scheme and a thin-layer model of ion
energy deposition, we estimate that we ieed 32 beamlets to attain IX
to 21 average deposition asymmetry, which should be adequate for
direct-drive pulses with convergence ratios of 20 to 50. To the
extent thafour present pair of two-dimensional LASNEX simulations
are representative, we have confirmed that we can symmetrically
implode and ignite targets under these conditions.

(As a matter of fact, the peak-to-peak asymmetries in the
radial structure of the energy deposition were as high as 10 to 20X
in small regions of our targets, because the beams overlap
differently at different radii in a layer of finite thickness. But
there are rapid radial oscillations and time variability in the
deposition coefficients, and the two-dimensional hydrodynamics
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indicate that there is considerable averaging of the deposition over
the deposition layer.)

Details similar to Eqs. (1) and (2) suggest that the residual
asymmetries in such an illumination scheme have an angular structure
related to the Legendre polynomial £8<cos 9), where 0 is the
angle between the beamlet and the symmetry axis of the illumination
scheme. Clearly, even with 50 angular zones and 16 beamlets in a
two-dimensional half-sphere simulation, we have only provided 10 to
15 angular zones per full cycle in Pfl(cos 9).

Moreover, in the realistic addition of these beamlets, the rays
enter the target in three-dimensional fashion, as shown in Fig. 1.3A-4of
Ref. 1. That is, the rays enter the target at various skew angles,
so that the radial zones are also involved in the ray statistics.
To obtain statistics yielding errors of no more than 1 to 10%, we
need more than 10 to 100 rays per zone; there are >10 x 50
relevant zones per beamlet, and 16 beamlets in a half-sphere. Thus
we arrive at our figure of 10^ to 10° rays with three-
dimensional ray tracing, and an estimate of up to an hour of Cray
time per time step.

The minimum number of radial zones required 1s determined first
by the fact that most of the asymmetries will appear towards the end
of the ion range, and second by the fact that there are a number of
radial zones per angular zone in which these rays finally stop. (In
the deposition of a single beamlet, particles at the edge penetrate
less deeply 1n radius than those near beam ax1s;seeF1g. 1.3A-5.) Also,
the overlapping of beamlets causes rapid radial variations in the
energy deposition, particularly near the end of the ion range; this
accentuates the second effect above by demanding a minimum radial
resolution.

e. Reducing Computation Time in 2D Simulations with
GOAL-LASNEX. To treat the residual asymmetries in a 32-beamlet
irect-drive illumination, it would appear that we must Introduce

three-dimensional ray-tracing even to study the two-dimensional
asymmetry term CA8,OE9(I» t)Pfc(cos 9)] of Ref. 1.
However, Eqs. (1) and (2)' indicate that we need only obtain
Es(r, t) from the effective deposition of a single beamlet. We do
this by converting the spherically symmetric one-dimensional problem
of Figs. 1.3A-1,-2 into a two-dimensional problem with zones in the r and
9 directions. The energy of that beamlet is then deposited in
these zones with the beamlet axis along the axis of symmetry
(Fig. T.3A-5).

Particularly for heavy-ion beams, this deposition 1s quite
accurately Approximated by a two-dimensional ray trace, because the
rays of a beamlet approach the target approximately as a cylinder
due to the beam approaching a neck at the focal spot. Furthermore,
the rays in this cylinder are nearly parallel because of the small
divergence angles involved. He used 25 angular zones 1n 9 per
quarter circle in the target, or roughly 10 to 15 zones per full
cycle in Ps(co$ 0).
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We now use GOAL-LASNEX at suitably chosen time steps to sum the
single-beamlet result into that of a 32-beamlet array 1n a full
sphere, and Input the result as individual zone-by-zone energy
sources to a full two-dimensional LASNEX run, as shown inFig.UA-6.
He thus reduce our problem into one involving only 1 to 2 x 104

ion rays at a select number of time steps, and treating one beamlet
directed onto the symmetry axis, for which two-dimensional ray
tracing suffices (Fig.UA-5). Since even this problem requires 1 to
2 min. of Cray time for ray tracing per time step, it is convenient
that we can use the ray tracing with one beamlet to provide energy
sources for the second two-dimensional simulation of F1g.l.3A-6 at a
selected subset of time steps, guided by the one-dimensional problem.

Thus our simulation problem becomes like a simultaneous running
of a one-dimensional problem providing information for two
two-dimensional LASNEX runs. The frequency of transfer of
information between the one-dimensional and two-dimensional runs is
governed by the rapidity of change of relevant physical quantities.
In this process, we are assisted by the fact that the Ag.o
coefficient can be evaluated quickly in the illumination scheme of
Ref. 1.

f. Results and Self-Consistency of Two-D1mens1ona1
Simulation. Fig 1.3A-7 shows density and 1on-temperature contours of
the fuel 2ones Involved in DT burn for a hybrid-drive target near
the time of peak energy production (after the drive ions have been
turned off). Sixty-five percent of one-dimensional energy yield is
obtained. We expect that retuning pulse timing and transverse beam
profile in 2D should give energy yields approaching ID results.

In a similar manner, for the tamped target of Section H a , we
obtained 45X of full yield in our two-dimensional hydrodynamic
simulation. The DT burn, progressed well and is relatively
uniform. We obtain a reasonably self-consistent computer simulation
if the target remains nearly spherical during beam energy
deposition. Figurel.3A-8 shows the LASNEX simulation grid and the ion
temperature at 62 ns, just after the ion pulse is turned off. The
problem was run with two-dimensional Lagrangian hydrodynamics up to
this point, so the symmetry of the outer parts of the grid in
Fig.l.3A-8aindicates the self-consistency of the method for obtaining
the energy deposition of 32 beamlets. Inner fuel zones show some
asymmetries.

In connection with all these 2D results, we must emphasize that
the effects of asymmetries of higher-order than Pg have yet to be
accounted for, and that we have not evaluated the full effects of
random beam-displacements from the intended axes. However, we have
also not yet included positive effects, such as tuning the target
pulse timing in two dimensions, choosing an optimal tamper thickness
for two-dimensional effects, and choosing a beam transverse profile
to optimize symmetry. (We show in Ref. 12 that some control over
the transverse profile is possible).
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III. GAIN CURVES HITH POLARIZED DT FUEL

Spin-polarized DT fuel can be used in single-shell targets
driven by ion beams to reduce the input energy requirements. This
reduction in the input energy requirements of an ICF target using
spin-polarized DT fuel is the direct result of the higher nuclear
reaction rate of such fuel (Refs. 13-16). Consequently, for the
same areal density of DT fuel, a higher fraction of fuel undergoes
thermonuclear burn. Thus the target gain with polarized fuel, at
near fixed energy input is increased. Alternatively, for fixed
target gain, the energy input is reduced when polarized fuel is used.

For constant target gain and isotropic burn product emission,
simple analytical models predict an input energy reduction of
between &-2-5 anc| s-3.0t where 6 is the <av> multiplier
and takes a value of 1.5 or 1.0, respectively, for 100% polarized or
unpolarized DT fuel (Refs. 14-17). We define

5 - 1.0 + 0.5(FDFT)

where FQ and Fj are, respectively, the polarization fractions of
deuterons and tritons. We see that 5 is only 1.125 for 50%
polarization. Thus, significant reductions 1n the input energy
occur only when the fractional polarization is very high.

The results of the simple analytical models suggest that, for
completely polarized DT fuel, the input energy requirement can be
reduced by a factor of 2.8 - 3.4. However, it is important to
recognize that these analytic models assume the fuel has been
assembled in the desired manner and Ignition has occurred. How, or
if, something approximating these idealized conditions can be
achieved 1n an ICF target is not addressed by the models. We have
addressed these issues by means of computer simulations. Our
results are discussed below.

The target used in our study is similar to the direct drive
target proposed by Pan and Hatchett (Ref. 16) for 0.265 pm laser
driver. They used a single shell composed of DT wetted foam ablator
and liquid/solid DT fuel. Figure 1.3A-3shows the gain curves of
single-shell targets with and without polarized DT fuel for several
T 3 / 2 R values. The factor, r3'2R, where r is the target radius
in cm and R is the beam ion range in g/cm2, has been used
previously to parameterize ion beam target gain (Refs. 7-9). A more
accurate characterization of target gain requires more parameters
than Input energy E and r$/2R. But for a comparison with
additional -physics where relative effects are of interest, these
parameters should be sufficient (n.b. we assumed
0.1 < r/E1'3 < 0.2, E in MJ). We note that the convergence ratio
remains approximately constant with varying input energy. However,
the peak Implosion velocity increases with decreasing input energy.
This reflects the more stringent ignition requirements of smaller
targets. Ignition difficulty is the primary reason for the cutoff
in these gain curves near threshold. Consequently, the exact
locations of these thresholds are sensitive to the models used to
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simulate thermonuclear burn. But our conclusions are based only on
the relative positions and not the exact locations of the polarized
and unpolarized gain curves. Therefore, our results are insensitive
to the model used 1n the computer simulation. At a constant target
gain of about 100, we find the input energy requirement 1s reduced
by about a factor of 1.8 for single shell targets using polarized DT
fuel and r^/2R of 0.005.

As noted above, significant reductions in the input energy
occur only when the fractional polarization is very high.
Experimentally, a very high degree of polarization (99%) has been
obtained with H2 molecules at ultra low temperatures. Whether or
not one can obtain a high degree of polarization with deuterium and
tritium 1s not known. Experiments are in progress to polarize DT
(Ref. 18).

IV. SUMMARY

Ion beam targets Involving direct drive are efficient but
satisfying symmetry requirements have been considered difficult.
From our recent work, Initial indications are that some Ion targets
driven directly by only 32 beamlets might survive the full effects
of beam deposition asymmetries. This expectation is based on an
analysis that Includes judicious choice of beamlet placement and/or
energy. We also invoked new physics built into the concepts such as
a choice of the ratio of the inertias of tamper and ablator to
reduce the rate of change of Rdep. the radius of peak ion energy
deposition in the target. Provided our recent 2D simulations are
borne out by future experiments, we can expect at least two times
reduction of driver output energy or peak power for same target
energy yield. Alternately, we may expect some 2.5 times larger
energy gain at fixed target energy input. On the other hand
polarized fuel gives roughly 1.5 times additional energy gain.
Combining the two concepts may give a gain as large as 3.75 greater
than our standard targets7"' at fixed target input energy (driver
output).
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Tamped direct drive ion beam targets can
have low radial motion of peak deposition
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Fig. 1.3A-7. Fuel region of a hybrid-drive target at 49 ns, near the
time of peak DT burn: (a) density; (b) ion temperature.

Fig. 1.3A-8. (a) LASNEX grid and (b) Ion temperature contours of the
2-D simulation for the tamped, direct-drive target of
Ref. 1 just after the Ion pulse 1s turned off in the 1-D
simulation.
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2.1. ANALYSIS OF AN INDUCTION LINAC DRIVER SYSTEM FOR
INERTIAL FUSION

J. Hovingh
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Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory

ABSTRACT

A linear induction accelerator that produces a
beam of energetic (5 to 20 GeV) heavy (130 to 210 amu)
ions is a prime candidate as a driver for inertial
fusion. Continuing developments in sources for ions
with charge state greater than unity allow a
potentially large reduction in the driver cost and an
increase in the driver efficiency. The use of high
undepressed tunes (a « 85°) and low depressed tunes
(o « 8.5°) also contributes to a potentially large
reduction in the driver cost.

The efficiency and cost of the induction Unac
system is discussed as a function of output energy and
pulse repetition frequency for several ion masses and
charge states. The cost optimization code LIACEP,
including accelerating module alternatives, transport
modules, and scaling laws is presented. Items with
large cost-leverage are identified as a guide to
future research activities and development of
technology that can yield substantial reductions in
the accelerator system cost and improvement in the
accelerator system efficiency. Finally, a
cost-effective strategy using heavy - ion induction
linacs in a development scenario for inertial fusion
is presented.

INTRODUCTION

The use of heavy-ion accelerators as drivers to initiate inertially

confined fusion reactions has been under study since 1975.lf Early heavy

ion accelerator concepts to provide 1 to 10 MJ of 5 to 20 GeV ions of atomic

mass between 130 and 210 amu included an rf linac-accumulator system, a

synchrotron-accumulator system, and an induction linac system.*'3 Recent

designs have concentrated on the rf linac-accumulator system as an ICF driver

for the HIBALL4 and the HIBLIC -Is studies centered, respectively, in Germany
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and Japan. The Heavy-Ion Fusion System Assessment (HIFSA) study in the USA

assumes an induction linac, which does not require an accumulator because of

the more intense ion bunches that are accelerated. This paper describes the

model, computational tools and results of a cost-performance study of an

induction linac to drive an inertial fusion power plant. Also given is a

strategy for reducing the buy-in cost of heavy-ion fusion for a single-pulse

test facility through an experimental power reactor by multiple pulsing and

increasing the pulse repetition frequency of the accelerator.

INDUCTION LINAC SYSTEM

An induction linac driver shown in Figure 2.1-1 is now envisioned as a

multiple beamlet transport lattice consisting of (N) closely packed parallel

FODO transport channels. Each focussing channel is composed of a periodic

system of focussing (F) and defocussing (D) quadrupole lenses with spaces (0)

between successive lenses. Surrounding the lattice are massive induction

cores of ferromagnetic material and associated pulser circuitry which apply a

succession of long-duration, high-voltage pulses to the N parallel beamlets.

Longitudinal focussing is also achieved through the detailed timing and shape

of the accelerating waveforms (with feedback correction of errors). A

multiple beam injector of heavy ions operates at 2-3 MV, producing the net

charge per pulse required to achieve the desired pellet gain. Initial

current (and therefore initial pulse length) is determined by transport
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Fig. 2.1-1. Schematic of current concept for a 3.3-MJ driver that uses
ions with A = 200, q = 3.
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limits in the lattice at low energy. The use of a large number of

electrostatic quadrupole channels (N ~ 16-64) appears to be the least

expensive focal option at low energies (below ~ 50 MV). This is followed by

a lower number of superconducting magnetic channels (N ~ 4-16) for the

rest of the accelerator. Merging of beams may therefore be required at this

transition. Furthermore, some splitting of beams may be required after

acceleration to stay within current limits in the final focus system.

The use of multiple beams increases the net charge which can be

accelerated by a given cross section of core at a fixed accelerating

gradient. Alternatively, a given amount of charge can be accelerated more

rapidly with multiple beams since the pulse length is shortened and a core

cross-section of specified volt-seconds per meter flux swing can supply an

increased gradient. Thus the cost of the accelerating subsystem can be

decreased. However, an increase in the number of beamlets increases the cost

and dimensions of the transport lattice and also increases the cost of the

core for a given volt-sec product since a larger core volume is required.

For a core of given cross section (« volt-seconds/m), the volume of

ferromagnetic material increases as its inside diameter is increased. Hence

there is a tradeoff between transport and acceleration costs, with an optimum

at some finite number of beamlets. The determination of this optimum

configuration is a complex problem depending on projected costs of magnets,

core, insulators, energy storage, pulsers and fabrication. The induction

linac design code LIACEP6 is used for this purpose.

The choice of superconducting magnets for tne bulk of the linac is

mandated by the requirement of system efficiency; overall, this must be at

least ~ 10% in an ICF driver and ideally > 20% to avoid large circulating

power fractions (which result in a high cost of electricity (COE)).

Induction cores are most likely to be constructed from thin laminations of

amorphous iron, which is the preferred material due to its excellent

electrical characteristics and flux swing. At a projected cost of ~ 4 $/lb

(insulated and wound), this is a major cost item for the first 2-4 GV of a

typical linac. At higher voltage, the cost of pulsers and fabrication of the

high-gradient column with insulators dominates.

COST OPTIMIZATION CODE LIACEP

The LBL Linear induction Accelerator Cost ^valuation Program (LIACEP) is

an optimization program that varies several of the physical parameters of an
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induction linac in search of a minimum cost combination.*'7 In addition to

estimating the accelerator system cost and efficiency, LIACEP can be used to

identify the components and materials that have a high leverage on the cost

and efficiency of the accelerator system. These high - leverage Items are

logical areas for research and technology development to reduce the cost and

increase the efficiency of the accelerator system.

In using LIACEP, the ion mass and charge, the normalized transverse

emittance, single particle and depressed tunes (betatron phase advance per

period of the transport lattice), number of beamlets, charge per beamlet, and

pulse repetition frequency are set. Also set are engineering parameters such

as clearances, the acceleration module core material, and various limits to

insulator voltages, module size, etc. Then, for a given particle kinetic

energy, current, and focussing-system packing fraction, the required field at

the beamlet edge, the maximum beamlet envelope radius, and the half period of

the transport lattice are determined using the approximation by Lee et al.*

These are used as input into a focussing system subroutine, which consists of

a description of either electrostatic or superconducting quadrupoles. From

the focussing system subroutine, the quadrupole length and the transport

channel inner radius are obtained, as well as focussing system costs and power

consumption that satisfy constraints on the maximum pole tip field, the beam

radius, and the minimum focussing system length-to-bore ratio. The

acceleration system subroutines are then used to determine the accelerator

module dimensions, power requirements, and costs for each module design. A

cost comparison subroutine selects the minimum cost alternative of the various

acceleration module designs. Successively higher values of current are then

selected throughout a range limited by focal constraints; the minimum cost

current is then selected. Next, the ratio of the focussing system length to

the half-period length is increased, and the calculations repeated. After the

optimization at one particle kinetic energy point is completed, the process is

repeated at a higher kinetic energy level. Finally, the total cost, length,

power, efficiency, etc. are determined for this minimum-cost accelerator

system.

The module options investigated in the LIACEP are of three types.7 The

first type consists of cores external to the beam but internal to the

insul. tor. The second type has the insulator external to the beam and

internal to the cores. The third type is similar to the second type but has
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an accelerator core wrapped around the focussing element. In most runs, the

cost-optimized design option uses the third type modules in the low-to-medium

voltage portion of the accelerator (< 1000 MV) and the second type modules in

the high- voltage region. The core material options in LIACEP include

amorphous-iron, nickel-iron, silicon-iron, and ferrite.

COST STUDIES

Four cost studies were completed. The purpose of the first study was to

examine the state of LIACEP and to vary some of the physical parameters of

an induction linac to examine their cost leverage. The purpose of the second

study was to examine, throughout a large parameter space of ion species,

kinetic energies, emittances, beam energies, pulse repetition frequencies,

and number of beamlets, the minimized cost and the resultant efficiencies of

an induction linac to be used in a variety of power plant systems. The third

study was based on several possible power plant sizes, reactor chamber target

yield capabilities, and target gain curves to identify the requirements of

the linear induction accelerator driver and,using LIACEP, to determine their

cost and efficiency. The fourth study was performed to verify the modeling

of the accelerator cost and efficiency for the various combinations of power

plant subsystems for which the cost of electricity is near to a minimum.

In all but the third study, the accelerator system assumes an initial

voltage of 50 MV, and the costs do not include the low voltage (< 50 MV)

portion of the accelerator, nor do they include the final compression,

transport, and focussing portion of the energetic ion beam to the target.

These sections receive a separate treatment in the systems study due to their

distinctive roles and technologies. However, their costs are expected to be

small compared to the accelerator costs (on the order of 20%). For the third

study, the initial voltage of the accelerator was 3 MV, using magnetic

focussing through the length of the accelerator.

EFFECTS OF PHYSICAL PARAMETERS ON COST

A preliminary problem was run to determine the current state of LIACEP.

This exercise reproduced the results presented by Faltens et al.9 for a 200

amu, unity charge state ion (Hg ) using 4 beamlets of 75yC of charge per

beamlet and a total output energy of 3 MJ. The accelerator input voltage is

50 MV and the output voltage is 10 GV. The normalized transverse emittance
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is 1.17x10"* meter-radians per beamlet and the tune is depressed from 60° to

24°. The acceleration cores are of amorphous-iron, and the focussing is by

superconducting quidrupoles. The pulse repetition frequency is 1 hertz,

which is lower than will be used for a fusion power plant and results 1n a

relatively low efficiency because the transport system and acceleration

system power requirements are comparable at 1 Hz. Increasing the pulse

repetition frequency increases substantially the accelerator system

efficiency.

The Reference Case given above is used as a base for comparison with

other runs, with changes in some of the material properties assumed in the

accelerator design. One such property is the vacuum insulator flashover

limit expressed as a function of pulse duration, which has an appreciable

effect on the system cost and efficiency. The assumed design limits for

flashover gradient vary from more than 20 kV/cm for sub-microsecond pulses to

5 kV/cm for pulse lengths of 1 v<s and longer. There are few, if any, 1-meter

diameter, several - meter - long, graded accelerating columns with several

megavolts applied across them, let alone data on their time -dependent

flashover. Thus it is desirable to examine the consequences of different

assumptions about these limits. Increasing the short-time flashover field by

a factor of 2.5 will decrease the system cost by 13% and increase efficiency

by 7.5%. Doubling the long-pulse flashover field will reduce the cost by 14%

and increase efficiency by 13%. Doing both will reduce cost by 24% and

increase efficiency by 11%. Clearly, this provides motivation for

investigation of the usable fields in a realistic structure and environment.

Increasing the breakdown voltage across vacuum gaps does not affect the

cost of the accelerator system. This is due to the high cost of the

insulator, which requires the insulator to be located between the acceleration

core and the beam such that the regions between the acceleration cells in the

module can be insulated. However, if the cost of the insulators can be

reduced such that the core costs prevail and the insulators must be placed

outboard of the cores for a minimum cost acceleration module, the breakdown

voltage across vacuum gaps will become important to the cost of the system.

The effect of the high voltage breakdown of ceramic insulators in vacuum

as a function of length on the cost and efficiency of the accelerator system

was also investigated. The voltage-breakdown design curves that were used

allow only about 38% of the voltage hold-off properties of high-power
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microwave tubes presented by Staprans,10 which is in turn about 80% of the

voltage breakdown gradient of porcelain. By using a design curve at 40% of

Staprans holdoff properties (the breakdown gradient for porcelain) the cost

of the accelerator can be decreased by about 11%, and the efficiency

increased about 14%. Re-X, a General Electric castable insulator, has about

80% of the voltage breakdown gradient of porcelain, such that it lies on the

current design curve. Faltens recommends operating at about half the voltage

breakdown gradient,11 which will change the cost of the accelerator system.

However, the performance of the insulators can be increased by more frequent

subdivisions using gradient rings. But because the cost of the Re-X

insulators is expected to be substantially less than that of porcelain

insulators, there may be a cost advantage to using the somewhat lower

performing Re-X insulators in the accelerator system.

To date we have identified the surface vacuum flashover gradient as a

function of pulse duration for short pulses as a potential high-leverage

field of research for induction linacs to be used as inertial fusion

drivers. An experimental program that identifies the variables that affect

short-pulse flashover and determines the effects of 10* pulses on flashover

will be very cost-effective.

In addition, further studies on voltage breakdown as a function of length

for ceramic insulators in vacuum may be cost effective. Of special interest

is the effect of size and configuration on the breakdown.

Using the reference case, but with the pulse repetition frequency

increased to 5 hertz, the cost was examined as a function of beam energy,

where the beam energy was varied by varying the beam charge and holding the

final voltage at 10 GV. The cost was found to vary as a constant plus a

linear term with energy. An increase in rnergy from 1 to 10 MJ results in an

increase in- cost by a factor of 3.3. For an output beam energy of 3 MJ, the

cost varied as a constant plus a linear term with the pulse repetition

frequency. For an increase in frequency from 1 to 10 hertz, the cost

increased by only 8 percent. For the reference case at 5 hertz the number of

beamlets was varied between 1 and 16, with the minimum cost of 8 beamlets

only 3.5% less than the cost of 4 beamlets.

HEAVY-ION FUSION SYSTEMS ASSESSMENT PROJECT ACCELERATOR COST STUDY

The Heavy-Ion Fusion Systems Assessment (HIFSA) Project sponsored by the
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DOE and EPRI investigated the economic aspects of potential heavy-ion driven

ICF power plants over a large parameter space.12 To facilitate this, LIACEP

was used to perform the cost and efficiency studies for an Induction linac.

The accelerator parameter space investigated for this study 1s given in

Table I. The selection of a tune of 50° and depressed tune of 24° is

conservative, as somewhat larger undepressed tunes and much smaller depressed

tunes have been demonstrated to allow stable beam propagation in the

laboratory in small scale experiments. The amorphous iron cores were

TABLE 2.1-1.

ACCELERATOR PARAMETER SPACE INVESTIGATED
FOR HEAVY ION FUSION SYSTEM ASSESSMENT

Ion Mass

Ion Kinetic Energy

Beam Energy

Emittance (un-normalized)

Pulse Repetition Frequency

Number of Beamlets

Ion Charge State

Tune : 60°, Depressed Tune : 24°*

Initial Ion Kinetic Energy

130, 160, 190, 210 amu

5, 10, 15, 20 GeV

1, ?, 3, 5, 10 MJ

1.5 x 10"', 3 x 10~5 m-rad1ans

5, 10, 15, 20 hertz

4, 8, 16

+1

50 MeV

Focussing System: Superconducting Quadrupoles

Core Material: Amorphous Iron

* Recent experiments show that a depressed tune of 8° can be
achieved. This will lead to cost savings.

selected because they were calculated to cost only about 67% of the silicon

iron cores, and less than half of the nickel iron cores, and will operate at

an efficiency of greater than 1.5 times that of the other core materials.

Qualitatively, the results of the parameter space investigated for the

Heavy - Ion Fusion Systems Assessment Project show that the increase in

accelerator cost with beam energy increases more rapidly for low kinetic
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energy Ions on target than for higher kinetic energy Ions of the same mass,

provided the number of beamlets is fixed. The number of beamlets that

produces the minimum integrated cost of an accelerator increases with a

decrease in the ion kinetic energy, as well as with an increase in the total

output beam energy. For a given voltage and total accelerator output energy,

the optimum number of beamlets increases with a decrease in the ion charge to

mass ratio and increases with an increase in the ratio of the depressed tune

to the normalized emittance. At a given beam energy and ion kinetic energy,

the accelerator cost increases with the ion mass for the fixed ion charge

state. The cost of the accelerator decreases with an increase in emittance

for the fixed depressed tune over the parameter space investigated. However,

for the given accelerator parameters (total output beam energy and ion

kinetic energy), the cost of the accelerator is a function of ion charge-to-

mass ratio as well as the depressed tune-to-normalized emittance ratio.

Finally, the accelerator efficiency is related to the cost of the accelerator

in that, in general, the highest efficiency accelerators tend to have the

lowest optimized cost; moreover, efficiency can be increased by higher cost

tradeoffs about the cost optimized designs, if necessary.

ACCELERATOR COST STUDY BASEO ON TARGET PERFORMANCE AND FUSION POWER

This portion of the accelerator study was based on the ICF reactor

constraints and fusion power. Monsler et al. have identified the yield

constraints on several generic reactor concepts.13 The cost of a power plant

is dependent on the fusion power output. This study was based on fusion

powers of 1500, 3000, and 6000 MWf and target yields of 300, 60C, and 1200

HJ, which cover several generic types of reactor chambers. The pulse

repetition frequencies of the accelerator system can be determined from the

target yield and fusion power.

The required accelerator output parameters for a given target yield can

be determined for a single-shell target design using the Lindl-Hark gain

curves.14 These include the total energy and, for a given ion species, the

emittance and ion kinetic energy. For a given target yield, the output

energy, W, is determined based on the upper bound of the Lindl-Mark "best

estimate" gain curve. Also determined is the r3 aR parameter where R is the

range of the ions in g/cm3 in the target material and r is the
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target spot radius which must satisfy

0.1 W x / > < r < 0.2 W l / a (W, MJ; r, cm). (1)

From the r3 aR parameter and the target spot radius, the desired range can be

determined. From this range, the required ion kinetic energy can be

specified from the 1on range-kinetic curve of Bangerter et a l . " From the

ion kinetic energy and spot radius, for a given angle of convergence, the

maximum normalized emittance of the accelerator beamlets can be determined,

assuming that it dominates the spot radius. This completes the description

of the required accelerator output. Associated with the target gain and beam

energy is a peak power requirement that can be independently modulated by

the final transport drift lines.

For an ion mass of 200 amu, the ion kinetic energy and normalized

emittance (based on a half-angle of convergence in the chamber of 0.015

radians and no aberrations) as a function of target yield or accelerator

output energy are shown in Fig. 2.1-2 for the upper, middle, and lower bounds
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on the spot radius for which high confidence exists in the gain curves. For

a given r1 aR, the range for the lower bound spot radius must be greater than

for the upper bound spot radius. This requires, for a given ion mass, higher

kinetic energies of the ions for the lower bound spot radius. The effect of

the higher ion kinetic energy for the smaller spot radius is to require a

smaller normalized transverse emittance than that for the larger spot radius.

The minimum cost of the accelerator system per unit fusion power as a

function of target yield or accelerator output energy for the upper and lower

bounds on the spot radius and several fusion powers is shown in Fig. 2.1-3.

The cost of accelerators producing 3000 MW of fusion power at the lower bound

spot size is given in Table 2.1-II. The tune depression of the accelerator
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system is from 75° to 24°, and the normalized cost 1s based on the cost

minimum of 4, 8, and 16 beamlets.** The cost for the lower bound spot radius

is minimized at 8 beamlets, as given 1n Table 2.1 -II. The cost for the upper

bound spot size is minimized at 16 beamlets. The cost for the intermediate

spot radius shown for the 1500 MW, case is also minimized at 16 beamlets.

TABLE 2 . M I

Accelerator Output Characteristics, Efficiencies and 1979$ Costs for 300-. 600-,
and 1200-MJ Target Yields and 3000-MW Fusion Power Using 200 amu, q - +1 Ions.

<j> = 0.5 MV/m; aQ = 75", a = 24°

Initial Voltage = 50 MV; Spot Radius

Range =• R g/cm2

0.1 W l / a cm

Yield, MJ
Pulse Rep. Rate, hertz
Energy, (W) MJ
Gain (G)

r3/aR, 10s cm~l/lg
Normalized Emittance (c )

n
pm-r

Ion Kinetic Energy, (E^, GeV

Cost, G$

Beamlets: 4

8

16

Efficiency, I

Beamlets: 4

8

16

300
10
2.

103

7.
7.

91

2
15

600
5
4

141

10
8

.25

.4
,65

1200
2.5
6.57

183

15.9
10.8

10.12 11.46 13.24

1.149

1.107

1.152

21.2

22.7

20.7

1.275

1.227

1.276

21.5

24.6

23.0

1.483

1.427

1.473

21.6

26.2

25.3

For a given accelerator energy, costs tend to vary inversely with the

final ion energy owingto the increased beam charge for a fixed normalized

transverse emittance and tune depression. Thus, the cost of the maximum spot

radius should be more than that of the minimum spot radius because a lower

ion kinetic energy is associated with the maximum spot radius. The increased

normalized emittance associated with the maximum spot radius tends to

reduce the cost differential between the maximum and the minimum spot radius.
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However, the cost of acceleration of the lower ion kinetic energy (associated

with the maximum radius) is more sensitive to the number of beamlets than

that of the more energetic ions (associated with the minimum radius) for a

fixed accelerator energy.

A final consideration of the analysis is the accelerator efficiency and

ratio of fusion power to accelerator input power. For the minimum normalized

cost shown in Fig. 2.1-3. the lowest accelerator efficiency is about 22%

ranging to a maximum of about 32*. The ratio of fusion power to accelerator

input power (nG) ranges from 22 up to 52. This ratio is substantially

greater than the minimum goal of 10 and the desired goal of 20 for inertial

fusion.13

The costs given in Table 2.1-II and shown in Figure 2.1-3 can be reduced

by increasing the charge state, increasing the undepressed tune, and

decreasing the depressed tune limits. For example, the cost of the 4.25 MJ,

8 beamlet accelerator above 50 MV that produces 11.46 GeV ions can be reduced

from 1.23 G$ to 0.639 G$ (1979$) by increasing the ion charge state to +3,

increasing the undepressed tune to 85°, and decreasing the depressed tune to

10.5° while increasing the number of beamlets to 16. From perveance

considerations, this accelerator system will require at least 16 beams

focussed on target. The cost can be decreased further to 0.514 G$ by

increasing the allowable vacuum surface flashover voltage gradient (*) from

0.5 MV/m used above to 1.0 MV/m used in the Palaiseau study! The effect of

these cost reduction techniques is to reduce the length of the accelerator

above 50 MV from 10.7 to 2.23 km and increase the efficiency from 24.6 to

34.5%. The somewhat longer front end (<50 MV) of the higher charge state

option is more than offset by this large length reduction. The cost of this

accelerator can be further reduced from 0.514 to 0.483 G$ by double pulsing a

2.125 MJ accelerator. However, the efficiency decreases from 34.5% to 20.8%

using current technology. Complete reactory plant system studies17'1* have

shown that the increased balance of plant costs due to the lower efficiency

of double pulsing offsets th? capital cost advantage of double pulsing.1*

The increase in the charge state (q) of the ions may be made possible by

the development of the metal-vapor, vacuum-arc (MEVVA) source which produces

large quantities of ions in a range of charge states for most metals.3O The
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higher charge state savings are due to the shortening of the accelerator,

with savings in the quantity of cores and quadrupoies. Some of the cost

savings may be used up by the increased number of beamlets, which scales as

q2 in the final focus to meet perveance constraints. These are discussed by

Lee.21'22 For the case selected for this paper, the number of beamlets from

perveance considerations in the final focus does not exceed the number of

beamlets in the accelerator.

The increase of the undepressed tune to 95° is speculative. However,

there is some experimental evidence that this value of undepressed tune may

be achieved22 as discussed later in this paper.

The use of a vacuum surface flashover voltage gradient of 1 MV/m results

in the high acceleration gradients of about 2 MV/m in the final regions of

the driver. These high acceleration gradients are adventurous and derived

from the model used to estimate the enhancement of the flashover gradient at

short pulse durations.

The use of multiple pulsing23 to reduce the cost of the accelerator is

most effective for ions with low kinetic energy. Cost savings of 30% can be

realized with low kinetic energy (*5 GeV) ions. A possible strategy for a

low-cost accelerator using low kinetic energy ions may be to use double

pulsing coupled with a charge state of +2. This may ease the perveance

conditions in the final focus and reduce the number of beamlets In the final

focus elements to the target. Advances in tube technology may reduce the

power consumption of the pulsers, which will increase the efficiency of the

double-pulsed accelerator.

Using the cost reduction strategy described above, three accelerators

were analyzed using LIACEP to give target yields of 300, 600, and 1200 MJ

using the minimum spot radius and the upper bound of the best estimate gain

curve.24 The fusion power, which is the product of fusion yield and pulse

repetition frequency, was fixed at 3000 MW. The charge state +3, 200 amu

ions are injected into the accelerator with a kinetic energy of 9 MeV. This

low voltage section of the accelerator consists of 64 beamlets, using

superconducting quadrupoles and amorphous iron cores. The transition ion

kinetic energy (q V )for which it becomes cost effective to combine the 64

beamlets into 16 beamlets is the energy at which the total unit costs for the

64 beamlet system is equal to that of the 16 beamlet system. This transition

ion energy is typically between 400 and 600 MeV for the cases considered.
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The 64 beamlets are then combined Into 16 beamlets, and accelerated to the
desired final kinetic energy. The accelerator output characteristics are as
shown 1n Table 2.1-11, and repeated in Table 2.1-III.

TABLE 2-1-III

Accelerator Output Characteristics, Efficiencies and 1979 and 1985$ Costs

for 300, 600, and 1200 MJ Target Yields and 3000 MW Fusion Power using

200 amu, q = +3 Ions.

4> = 1.0 MV/m; aQ = 85°

Initial Voltage = 3 MV; Spot Radius = 0.1 X W l / a cm

Range = R g/cmz; N = 16 beamlets, V > V

Yield, MJ 300 600 1200

Energy, (W) MJ 2.91 4.25 6.57

Gain (G) 103 141 183

ra/aR, 10s cm"l/ag 7.15 8.65 10.8

Normalized Emittance (c ), ym-rad 6.79 8.21 10.2

Ion Kinetic Energy, (E^, GeV 10.12 11.46 13.24

Pulse Repetition Frequency, hertz 10 5 2.5

64 Beamlet Cost to 50 MV, M$ (1979) 108 124 162

64 to lfa beamlet transition voltage

(V ), MV 133 160 180

c /a, ym-rad/degree, V < V 1.1 0.82 1.1

Depressed Tune (<J), V > V , degrees 7.5 10.5 10.0

Total Cost, M$ (1979) 552 633 749

Total Cost, M* (1985) 715 788 911

Total Length, km 1.97 2.22 2.57

Total Efficiency (n)% 26.9 28.7 29.0

nG 27.7 40.6 52.9

The undepressed tune a of 85° and the allowable vacuum surface

flashover voltage gradient 1 MV/m are used for these accelerators. The

depressed tune for each of the accelerators is given in Table 2.1-III.

The costs and performance of the accelerators to produce target yields of

300, 600, and 1200 MJ are given in Table 2.1-III for a fusion power of

3000 MW. The cost of the accelerator increases with the target yield, but

the performance, measured as nG (accelerator efficiency times target gain),
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also increases, resulting in a lower recirculating power fraction to the

accelerator. The costs of the low voltage (<50 MV) section are about 20% of

the accelerator costs.

The unit costs (1979$),per volt for a driver which will produce a target

yield of 300 MJ are shown 1n Fig. 2.1-4as a function of the ion energy. At low

ion energies, the core costs dominate the total cost. At high ion energies,

the structure (including insulators) and pulsers are the more costly units.

Integrating the costs over the ion kinetic energy gives the total costs for

the complete accelerator. The cumulative distribution of the costs of the

elements of this accelerator is shown in Fig. 2.1-5as a function of the ion

kinetic energy. The core costs are about 33% of the total cost of the

accelerator. The superconducting magnet costs represent about 23% of the

total costs of the accelerator. The structure (including insulators) and the

pulsers represent about 17 and 15%, respectively, of the total costs. These

10*

10'

«n

c

1Q-1

N-Ifl

10 10"' 10*

Ion energy GeV
10'

Fig. 2.1 -4. Distribution of the accelerator costs (1979 dollars per
volt) as a function of ion kinetic energy for a 300 MJ
target yield producing a fusion power of 3000 MW. The
transition ion energy for 64 beamlets to 16 beamlets is 400
MeV (133 MV). The depressed tune is 7.5° above the
transition ion energy.
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cost percentages w i n change when the costs are in 1985$, as discussed later

1n this paper.

The results for the low voltage section (<50 M V ) , as computed by LIACEP

and shown in Fig. 2.1-4, are not very satisfactory. The cost differential

between the 64 beamlet system and the 16 beamlet system is actually larger

than currently calculated by LIACEP. Ihis is due in part to not having a

maximum velocity tilt (6(3/(3) limit in the c o d e . 2 5 This limit on the tilt

will increase the costs of the low voltage region of the accelerator where

the beam length is long by forcing a lower acceleration rate and increasing

the cost of the quadrupoles. The effect of the tilt limit will be more

severe with the smaller number of beamlets than with the larger number of

beamlets. The costs of the pulsers showninfig. 2.1-4 can be reduced by driving

several modules with a single pulser in the region where the ion kinetic

energy is less than 60 MeV. This could reduce the pulser cost per volt by

103

1Q2

en
O
U

2en
Si
c

I
N - 64

«N

9
-=• -1.1

it r ad-m
degree

10~2

I
*- N - 16

• 7.15 u rad-m«N
• Total (100%)

Cares (33.1%)
Quads (22.6%)
Structure (16.6%)

Pulsers (15.2%)

Yield - 300 MJ
Driver energy » 2.91 MJ
Output Ion energy - 10.1 GeV
A - 200 amu; q » +3
<r0 - 85'; prf - 10 hertz
Amorphous Iron cores
superconducting magnets

(
10-1 1 oo

Ion energy, GeV
101 102

Fig. 2.1-5. Cumulative d i s t r i b u t i o n of the accelerator costs (1979)
dol lars as a funct ion of ion k ine t i c energy for a 300-MJ
target y ie ld producing a fusion power of 3000 MW. The
t rans i t i on ion k inet ic energy for 64 beamlets to 16 beamlets
is 400 MeV.
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perhaps an order of magnitude in the low voltage (<20 MV) region. The LIACEP

results show very low superconducting quadrupole fields in the low voltage

section of the accelerator due to the constraint that their length to bore

ratio must be greater than a minimum specified number. This constraint

results in large beamlet diameters, with concomitant large quad and core

costs. By relaxing this constraint, the depressed tune could be increased,

which will increase the quadrupole field and reduce the beamlet diameter,

resulting in a reduction in the quad and core costs.25 Also, the use of

electrostatic quadrupoles in the low voltage region may decrease the costs.

The combining of 64 beamlets into 16 beamlets in space and time may

result in a cost savings. This combination of beamlets will result in an

increased emittance in the region with the smaller number of beamlets (or

conversely, require a reduced emittance in the region with the larger number

of beamlets). Thus, there is a maximum number of beamlet combinations that

can be allowed that will give the required spot size on target with a given

source brightness. In addition, the depressed tune should be held

proportional to the emittance. The output emittance is determined from

target considerations, and the depressed tune in the high voltage portion of

the accelerator is selected to minimize the cost of this portion of the

accelerator. The decrease in emittance in the low voltage section due to the

combining of beamlets will require a reduction 1n the depressed tune to

minimize the cost in this section. There may be a lower limit to the

depressed tune before instabilities occur that may offset some of the cost

advantages of combining beamlets.

Additional cost savings can be made by changing the depressed tune along

the length of the accelerator. For the case of the 4.25-MJ driver given in

Table 2.1-III, but with a vacuum surface flashover voltage gradient of 0.5

MV/m, with 16 beamlets and an initial ion energy of 150 MeV, the cost

savings, by reducing the depressed tune from 10.5° to 8° for ion energies

between 200 and 1500 MeV, was greater than 7 M$.

Three accelerators using mass 133, charge state +2 ions were also

analyzed to give target yields of 300, 600, and 1200 MJ using the minimum

spot radius and the upper bound of the best estimate gain curve.26 The

fusion power was fixed at 3000 MW. The ions are injected into the

accelerator with a kinetic energy of 6 MeV. The subsequent low voltage

section of the accelerator consists of 64 beamlets, using superconducting
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quadrupoles and amorphous iron cores as before. The transition ion kinetic

energy for which it becomes cost effective to combine the 64 beamlets into 16

beamlets is the energy at which the total unit costs for the 64-beamlet

system is equal to the 16-beamlet system. This transition ion kinetic energy

(qV ) is typically between 200 and 400 MeV for the 133 amu, charge state +2

ion cases considered. The 64 beamlets are then combined into 16 beamlets,

and accelerated to the desired final kinetic energy, The accelerator output

characteristics are as shown in Table 2.1-IV.

The undepressed tune (o ) of 85° and the allowable vacuum surface

flashover voltage gradient (<t>) of 1 MV/m is used for these accelerators. The

depressed tune for each of the accelerators is given in Table 2.1-IV.

The costs and performance of the accelerators are given in Table 2.1-IV.

The cost of t.ie accelerator increases with the target yield, but the

performance, measured as nG (accelerator efficiency times target gain), also

increases, resulting in a lower recirculating power fraction to the

accelerator.

The costs of tha accelerators given in Tables 2.1-II,-III, and-IV are for

a mature technology in 1979 dollars. The cost estimate escalation factor for

a typical major construction project at high-energy physics laboratories with

a cost distribution of 70% conventional construction and 30% technical

components, from 1979 dollars to 1985 dollars, is 1.606. This cost

escalation factor should not be applied across the board to the costs

estimated by LIACEP for the following reasons.

The amorphous irons cores including both the material and fabrication

were priced at $8.81 per kilogram in 1979. These costs are still

appropriate. The cost of the superconductor material and fabrication are the

same in 1985 dollars on a per unit mass basis as they were in 1979 dollars,

but the number of ampere-turns required has decreased by about 25%, resulting

in an effective cost escalation factor of 0.75. The development of castable

insulators has cut the cost of the brazed insulators in the structure by

about an order of magnitude. The SSC cost estimates for tunneling of 4.0

k$/m in 1985 dollars is about the same as the accelerator building costs used

in LIACEP (5.1 k$/m). However, the cost of stored energy has escalated from

$2.80 per Joule to about $8.50 per Joule for long-lived capacitors.
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TABI.H 2. 1 IV

Accelerator Output Characteristics, Efficiencies and 1979 and
1985$ Costs for 300. 600, and 1200 MJ Target Yields and 3000 MW
Fusion Power using 133 amu, q = +2 Ions.

• = 1 . 0 MV/m; 2o0-- 85°
Range = R g/cm ; M = 16 beamlets, V > V

c /
Initial Voltage = 3 MV; Spot Radius = 0.1 X W 1 % cm

Yield, MJ
Energy, (W) MJ

Gain (G) 103

r3/2R, 10 3 cm~ l / 2g

Normalized E'mittance (c ), ym-rad

Ion Kinetic Energy, (E.), GeV

Puise Repetition Frequency, hertz

64 to 16 beamlet transition voltage

(V ) , MV

c fa, ym-rad/degree, V < V

Depressed Tune (a), V > V , degrees

Total Cost, M$ (1979)

Total Cost, M$ (1985)

Total Length, km

Total Efficiency,(n)%

nG

A rough estimate of the escalation of

dollars to 1985 dollars is as follows:

1985 cores »

1985 quads «

1985 pulsers *

1985 structure »

1985 remainder »

300
2.91

141

7.2

6.79

6.077

10

110

1 .1

7.1

545

706

1 .77

27.6

28.7

600 1
4.25

183

10.4

8.21

6.885

5

150

0.82

10.1

635

775

2.16

31 .6

44.6

200
6.57

15.9

10.2

7.953

2.5

200

1.1

9.5

757

913

2.40

29.8

54.5

the accelerator costs given in 1979

1979

1979

3. x

0.5 x

1 .606

cores
quads

(1979 pulsers)

(1979 structure)

x (1979 remainder)

These escalation costs may be higher than if the appropriate costs were

placod in LIACEP because the costing algorithms in LIACEP are quite complex.

The superconducting quadrupole cost escalation factor of 1. given above takes

into account that the quads consist of more than superconductor. Likewise

the cost escalation factor of 0.5 for the structure takes into account that

the structure consists of more than insulator. The cost escalation factor of
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3 for the pulsers does not take into consideration that the pulsers con', i',t

of more than energy storage, but does allow for a factor of 10 increase in

repetition rate and total life.

The costs ••.'Scalated to 1985$ of the accelerators using mass 200, charge

state +3 ions and mass 133, charge state «-2 ions are given in Tables 2.1-1II

and 2.1-IV respectively.

The distribution of the accelerator costs using mass 133. charge state +2

ions is given in Table 2.1-IV in both 1979$ and 1985$ for a driver that will

produce a target yield of 300 MJ and a fusion power of 3000 MW. For the

driver optimized to 1979$, the cores are the most expensive component

followed by the superconducting quadrupoles. Escalating this design to 1985$

results in the pulsers becoming the most expensive component followed by the

core. If the driver design is optimized to 1985$, the cost distribution and

costs will differ from that shown in Table 2.1-V.

The costs of the accelerators using 133 amu, charge state +2 ions are

within 2% of those using 200 amu, charge state t-3 ions for a given target

yield. For all cases, the charge state to mass ratio was held constant. For

a given target yield, the (depressed tune/normalized ernittance) ratio was

held constant. The difference in the cost and performance for a given target

yield is due to the difference in the required ion kinetic energy (and hence,

beam charge) of the two particle masses to satisfy the range requirement for

the specified target yield.

The 1985$ cost of the accelerator using 133 amu, charge state +2 ions

optimized to 1979$ costs is cheaper than that using 200 amu, charge state +-3

ions for low target yields. However, the final transport costs of the lower

mass, lower charge slate ions may be greater than the higher mass, higher

Table 2.1-V.

Distribution of Accelerator Costs for a Driver Producing a
Target Yield of 300 MJ and a Fusion Power of 3000 MW using
133 amu, q = *2 Ions.

Basis Year
Total Cost, M$
Core, %
Structure, %
Pulsers, %
Quads, %
Remainder, %

1979
545"
34.2
15.2
14.9
23.6
12.1

1985
706
26.5
5.9

34.4
18.3
14.9



charge state ions due to the increased number of beamlets on target required

by the perveance limitation in the final focus.23f27 The required number of

beamlets on target is about 33% greater for the 133 amu, +2 ions than for the

200 amu, +3 Ions due to the difference 1n the required 1on kinetic energy of

the two particle masses to satisfy the range requirement for the specified

target yield. The number of final transport beamlets of 200 amu, +3 ions on

target is matched to the 16 beamlets in the high voltage end of the

accelerator such that no beam splitting is required for the final transport

to the target. The 16 beamlets of the 133 amu, +2 ions from the high voltage

end of the accelerator may need to be split into a minimum of 22 beamlets,

with a decrease in the beamlet emittance in the accelerator to preserve the

spot radius on target. The decrease in the emittance may require a lower

depressed tune in the accelerator to mitigate the impact of the lower

emittance on the accelerator costs. If the depressed tune is reduced too

far, stability problems may occur in beamlet transport.2* An additional

consideration is that the emittance increases due to excessive combining

and/or splitting of the beamlets can lead to an unacceptable loss of beam

brightness at the final focus.

The cost and performance of the accelerators to produce a given target

yield using mass 133, charge state +2 ions is very close to that using mass

200, charge state +3 ions. The final focussing requirements for the mass

133, charge state +2 are more demanding than that for the mass 200, charge

state +3 ions. Beamlet splitting may be required to satisfy the final

focussing requirements for the driver using the mass 133, charge state +2

ions.

LIACEP ANALYSIS OF SELECTED HIFSA PROJECT CODE SAMPLE CASES

The inertial fusion power plant systems analysis code ICCOHO was written

by McDonnell Douglas Astronautics Company for the HIFSA Project.2* ICCOHO

used curve fits to LIACEP calculations of the accelerator cost in 1979$ and

performance for the parameter space given in Table I. The LIACEP results for

ion charge state +1, an undepressed tune (o ) of 60°, depressed tune (o) of

24° and a vacuum voltage flashover gradient (<j>) of 0.5 MV/m used in ICCOHO

were multiplied by "appropriate" factors to account for the higher charge

state, undepressed tune, voltage flashover gradient and lower depressed tune

presently believed to be feasible, and the conversion to 1985 dollars.
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TABLE 2.1-VI

Comparison of the Accelerator (V>50 MV) with those used in
ICCOMQ for A=130 amu Ions.

Parameters

°o

<t> (MV/m)

q
N beamlets

Case

Frequency, hertz

Ion Kinetic Energy, GeV

Total Energy, MJ

Normalized Emittance,

ym-radians

Cost, M$

LIACEP (1979$)

LIACEP (1985$)

ICCOMO (1985$)

Efficiency, %

LIACEP

ICCOMO

Length, km

LIACEP

ICCOMO

i

11

7

4.

11.

500

700

727

39.

41.

1.

1.

72

3

5

2

61

39

LIACEP

85

8.5

1.0

+3

16

15

3

8

7.

11.

570

740

840

38.

32.

1 .

1.

76

7

2

3

99

68

ICCOMO

60

24

0.5

+1

16

16

5

7

3.

9.

380

480

614

36.

35.

1.

1.

40

38

2

5

51

31

The cost and performance of the accelerators for three promising power

plant systems were selected for verification by LIACEP of the curve fit and

factors used in ICCOMO. The three cases represent a wide variation in the

accelerator output energy and pulse repetition frequency. The output

parameters of the accelerators for the three cases as well as their cost and

performance are given in Table 2.1-VI for the acceleration region above 50 MV.

Three costs are given for each accelerator; the LIACEP computed cost in 1979

dollars, the LIACEP computed cost to 1985 dollars, and the cost generated by

ICCOMO. These new results, when input into ICCOMO, should reduce the cost of

electricity of the Case 15 and 16 inertial fusion power plants.
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ACCELERATOR SCALING LAWS

The scaling laws for transportablfc current can be derived from a simple

set of formulas relating transportable current to lattice properties that

were originally derived by A. Maschke and presented by Courant2. Since these

serve as a good framework for the discussion of recent developments in high

current transport, they are rederived here. The continuous limit

approximation for alternate gradient focussing is adopted here, but the more

accurate expressions developed by Lee" are used in LIACEP. Let a be the

phase advance of a single ion trajectory (at low current) per lattice period

of length (2L), n the lens occupancy factor, (B1) or (E1) is the focal

field gradient, [Bp] the particle's magnetic rigidity and v its velocity.

Then we have approximately

= n f B ' . E ' / v l L 2
(1)

The depressed tune (a), which is the actual phase advance per period in the

high current beam [mean edge radius (a) and electric current (I)], is given

by

a = (2)

Normalized emittance (en = &ye) is related to depressed tune and radius by

e n = py jrr a * •

In addition to these three relations we have the definitions

[Bp] -

(3)

qe
(4)

PY
Me2

i/a

where M = M A is ion mass, M is the atomic mass unit, q is charge state and

E is kinetic energy. Values of p are generally less than about 0.33 for
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conceptual drivers, so with < IX error we set

where V is the cumulative accelerating voltage experienced by an ion. The

magnetic field or electric potential of the quadrupoles, evaluated at the

beam radius, are respectively

B = B'a < 3.0 T , (6)

<j> = E'a2/2 < 50 kV . (7)

In the original treatments of high current transport equations (l)-(3)

were solved for I, a, and L as functions of the other parameters; this gave

for magnetic lenses:

I = (2.89

a = (2.32m) c ^ 3
 (0Y)~I/3( A)1'* / "pif'' (nB)-

l/3 > (9)

L = (2.68m) l/3 x/'(§f* (^p)1

with B given in Tesla, en in meter-radians, and the tunes in radians.

In the earliest application of these formulas there was little sound

basis for fixing the values of c and a. The assumptions a < 90° and

a/a > 1//2 were made somewhat arbitrarily, although the factor 1/V2

corresponds to the space-charge defocussing force being equal to one-half of

the restoring force of the lenses. The current limit [Eq. (8)] does not

apply in final focus, where the beamlets are expanded to large radii for the

last 180° of phase advance before the reactor chamber is reached. However,

it does apply, along with Eqs. (9) and (10), in the transport lines prior to

final focus and the induction linac transport lattice. Developments relating

to the use of these transport limits since 1976 are summarized here and

discussed in more detail later:
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a. Calculations based on a Kapchinskij-Vladmirskij model for the

beam distribution strongly suggested in 19B3 that the beam

should be stable provided a/a > 0.4 and a < 60°.
o - o -

b. Measurements in the Single Beam Transport Experiment at LBL

found no evidence of instability for a/a >0.1 ando < 85°, thu^
o *~ o

broadening the window of available parameter space. Both

experiment and simulation are in agreement; the latter shows

that for a well-aligned beam there may be no lower limit to
a/a .

o

Heavy ion driver studies have for several years concentrated on the use

of charge state q = 1 and the highest available mass (A > 200); however, it

has been noted that increased charge state may be desirable in order to lower

linac cost and length.* It is clear that increased q or decreased A

decreases the final cumulative acceleration potential required to reach a

final given ion velocity, but it is less clear, given the constraints of

transportable current and range in the target, that this is a useful path to

take. Examination of Eqs. (5)-(10) shows that increased q and decreased A

are equivalent as regards transport for given V. The primary differences

are in the availability of good sources and range in the target at fixed

final velocity.

For ion range in the target the situation is clear: at p *0.3 an ion of

mass number A = 100 has about twice the range as an ion of mass number 200.

Other things being equal the doubled range would halve the specific energy

deposition, and to achieve equal target gain the spot radius would need to be

decreased by approximately a factor of /2.

The only heavy ion sources available at present that can be readily

adapted to driver requirements are the contact ionization of Cs and the

Mercury vapor arc. However, the metal vapor vacuum arc (MEVVA),20 which

produces copious ions of high brightness in a range of charge states for all

metals, is undergoing an impressive development and may be considered as a

possible future driver source. The main problem in adaptation appears to be

the removal of unwanted charge states from the pulse before introduction into

the induction linac.
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We assume here that the highest mass Ions will be used because of their

short range, and that charge state can be increased arbitrarily until some

transport or focal Hm1t 1s reached. If o/o is small, so that the factor

[l-(a/oQ)
a] in Eq. (8) can be replaced by unity, then the following scale

relations are found for (f)"*(f) :

At each value of voltage V, comparing beams of the same normalized

emittance (c ) but differing charge state we have

(jfwj)' - « < } > . (ID

V -» V, a -» a, T)B-»nB, e •* e , a •* a ,

E - aE, Py -» a + l / a 0 Y ,

—3/4 . —1/4 .
<J -* a. a, L -* <x L ,

volt-sec/m -» volt-sec/m .

The significance of this transformation 1s that the transported power is

increased 'jy the factor a at given V with very little change in the

transport lattice. Only the half period has been decreased by the modest

factor o, x *. The big change is that the depressed tune a is decreased by

the factor a 3 *. A discussion of tune limits is given below.

There are many possible linac configurations for a given value of q; the

low cost optimum is found by LIACEP. One attractive possibility (not

optimal) is found by simply applying the transformation [Eq. (11)] to a known

configuration with q = 1, raising its charge to q = a and eliminating the

high voltage portion of the linac so that the final kinetic energy is

unchanged. This procedure is expected to yield incremental cost savings for

the main portion of the linac of ~ 28X for each doubling of q, and in fact

LIACEP verifies this approximate cost scale. This cost savings does not

include the first 50 MV or the final transport and focus lines. The cost of

these components will, in fact, increase with higher charge state, so that an

optimum charge state can be established.
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At low voltage (V < 50 MV) the current that can be conveniently

transported with superconducting quadrupoles is low, and the use of

electrostatic quadrupoles is preferred. Unfortunately, the scale law for

increased charge state is not attractive for this form of transport. It is

found that the electric line charge density per meter is limited by the value"

X < f.b MC.\ 4>(a) , (12)
~ ^ m ) 50 kV

where we assume a = 90°, a « a , and n = 1/2. Hence electric current

o o

increases only as q1 2, and we are led to consider a large number of

ber^nlets of small radius, which are merged for the magnetic transport lattice.

As mentioned, in the early work on transport limits Maschke adopted the

values a = 90° and a/a = 1//2. In fact, it is not immediately apparent

from Eqs. (8)-(10) that a higher allowed value of a and lower allowed o

will result in lowered accelerator costs since the beam radius is also

increased as the current increases. If the half period is eliminated between

Eqs. (1) and (2),we get the suggestive result for a « a

I = I& l i f . 4*e c2aa nB , (13)
8 o o

which shows current to be independent of a and proportional to a0 for fixed
a, n, and B. Hence it is good to raise a

o
corresponding value of depressed tune is given by

a, n, and B. Hence it is good to raise a as high as possible. The
o

Mcoo

a

and a lower allowed value for a permits either a lower normalized emittance

or increased charge to mass ratio.

Since the work of Maschke there have been several developments in the

understanding of tune limits, which now stand at the values a < 80°,

a/a0 > .1; a brief summary of part of this work is given here:
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a. Analytical calculations30 showed that the Kapchinskij-

Vladimirskij (K-V) distribution of transverse phase space

variables is unstable in stop bands depending on a and a .

Perturbations of order n in the radial coordinate are

potentially unstable for a > 180°/n. Simulation

studies30*3* supported this point by demonstrating the onset

of the third order and second-order (envelope) modes with

characteristic phase space distortions. To stabilize these

modes the conditions c < 60°, a > 24° were adopted for

driver studies during the period 1981-84.

b. Simulation studies performed with realistic (non K-V)

distributions [by I. Haber ard C. Celata], have shown little

evidence of unstable mode growth for a/a > .1 and

a < 80°. The principal diagnostic is the growth of

transverse emittance. This empirical result may be the

consequence of the detuning effect of the slightly rounded

charge profile of the non-K-V distributions, which could damp

modes higher than n = 2 (the envelope equations and n = 2

modes are nearly independent of distribution details).

c. Recent simulation work28 has considered the effects of both

images and higher order focal multipoles which are always

present to some degree. For large amplitude oscillations of

the beam's centroid, the image forces are found to drive a

coherent internal sextupole mode, resulting in emittance

growth for a/a < .1 and moderate values of a (60°-72°).

This effect can be largely cancelled by the addition of

dodecapole elements of appropriate magnitude.

d. High-current transport experiments performed at LBL, with a

coasting 160 kV C beam focussed by an electrostatic FODO

lattice, yield the result32 that for a > 88° no current loss
or emittance growth could be detected for values of a/a as

o

low as 0.1. A phenomenological rule for stability is

(M. Tiefenback)
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where « p is the plasma frequency within the pulse and

2va v
w = o_ (16)

L 2L

is the lattice frequency. This condition may be written

o* - a2 < (85°)2 . (17)

A plot of results from this experiment is given in Fig. 2.1-6 along with

the stability boundaries predicted for the envelope mode. Finite beam

emittance prevents experimental conclusion being made for very low tune

values (<J < 8° at aQ = 60°). Above a of 90°, instability is observed, and

this region is therefore not of interest for practical high-current linac

design.

ACCELERATOR ARCHITECTURE

This study has focussed on single-pass induction linear accelerators,

with a small effort on multiple pulsing a single-pass linac. Another

architecture would feature the recirculation of the ion beam to make better

use of and reduce the number of accelerator cores and quadrupole sets. A

recirculating induction linac would require a number of bending magnets

between the acceleration zones. The field strength of these magnets would

need to change after each time the beam was recirculated to compensate for

increased stiffness with acceleration. Also, the pulsers for the induction

cores would have to produce different voltage waveforms each time the beam

was recirculated to compensate for the compression and bunching of the beams

as they increase in energy through the accelerator. These difficulties can

be overcome, but a recirculating induction linac system has not yet been

analyzed.
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STRATEGY FOR INTRODUCTION OF HIF

lhe cost of a heavy-ion induction linear accelerator for inertial fusion

has decreased substantially with the prospect of higher charge state ion

sources, higher undepressed tunes and lower depressed tunes. Indeed, if

these prospects are substantiated in the laboratory, induction linear
lod
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Fig. 2.1-6. The experimental limits on beam stability in terms of the
undepressed time (a ) and depressed tune (a). Zones of predicted and

observed instability are depicted in the {a,a plane).
o

The crosshatched

area corresponds to the unstable envelope mode predicted for the KV
distribution. Data points (except for those on the lower broken line)
indicate the onset of emittance growth or disruption as a is increased,

o
with the phenomenologica I fit u = w /3 given by the dotted line. The
zone below the lower broken line is inaccessible due to the nonzero
emittance of the SBTE beam. (Courtesy of M. Tiefenback)
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accelerators using heavy ions may be economically competitive with photon

drivers for driving inertial fusion reactions on a single-pulse basis, as

well as an inertial fusion electric power plant.

A Single -Pulse Test Facility (otherwise called a Target Physics

Demonstration Facility) is the next step in the development and

demonstration of the U.S. Inertial Confinement Fusion Program supported by

the DOE Defense Programs. This facility, between 1 and 10 MJ, will be

capable of both military and civilian applications experiments, in addition

to target physics studies. Because of the higher efficiency of coupling the

beam energy to a target by heavy ions relative to shortwave photons, a

heavy-ion driver might require only about half the output energy on target

as a laser.

The energy output of a given induction linac can be substantially

increased by multiple pulsing, which has been demonstrated in the laboratory,

where a sequence of pulses about 10 to 20 microseconds apart are produced.

Thus, a heavy-ion induction linac driver can double its output energy on

target (at the cost of lowering the accelerator efficiency) by double

pulsing for only the incremental cost of the additional stored energy , fast

pulsers to reset the cores between pulses, and the installation of beam delay

lines between the final beam compression and bunching region and the target

chamber. Since accelerator efficiency is not an issue in the early part of

an ICF development scenario, a heavy ion 1-MJ induction linac can be used in

a driver for the Single- Pulse Test Facility (SPTF) to, for example,

demonstrate target gain and perhaps produce a target yield of about 40 MJ.

This accelerator can be upgraded to a driver output of 2 MJ by double pulsing

(which may produce a target yield of 150 MJ) or 4 MJ by quadruple pulsing.

The pulse repetition frequency of the accelerator can be increased to 1

hertz, and a second target chamber can be built. This facility, which can be

operated in parallel with the existing Single-Pulse Test Facility using the

same accelerator, can be used as an Engineering Test Facility (ETF) for

evaluating materials, civilian reactor concepts, and components, as well as

perform other missions requiring a fusion environment and capable of being

performed at a fusion power of 150 MW. This Engineering Test Facility will

require the mass production of targets as well as a target injection system

and a heat removal system capable of handling about 200 MW.

For a modest cost, the accelerator can be upgraded to a pulse repetition
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frequency of 3 hertz, and a third target chamber can be built based on the

results from the SPTF and the ETF. This target chamber, which can, if

desired, operate in parallel with the SPTF and the ETF, will be integrated

into a complete, scaled, engineered electric production plant for the net

production of electricity from inertial fusion. This facility, called the

Experimental Power Reactor (EPR), will produce 300 MW of fusion power with a

net electric power to a grid of 30 MW if it is operating in parallel with

the ETF, and 450 MW of fusion power with 120 MW net electric power if it is

operating as a stand-alone machine.

The evolution of HIF facilities using the above strategy is given in

Table 2.1-VU.,us1ng6.7 GeV, mass 200, charge state +3 ions with a normalized

emittance of 4 ym-radians. The target gains are based on the Lindl-Mark

curve14 of single-shell targets, using the lower bound target spot radius

determined at 1 MJ of driver output energy. Increasing the driver output

energy to 2 MJ will require that the target spot radius must be increased by

about 50%, which can be done in the final optics.

The HIF development scenario given above may result in an attractive

buy-in price for the driver portion of a Single-Pulse Test Facility. Since

this would be a first-of-a-kind device, we are unable to readily estimate its

cost in 1985 dollars. However, percentage incremental costs for its

extension as an ETF and EPR driver have been made. The upgrade Incremental

cost of the accelerator for use in an ETF is about 32%. This machine would

simultaneously drive the SPTF and ETF. An additional 3.5% incremental

cost, which covers the upgrade to a higher rep rate, ould lead

to an accelerator that could drive SPTF, ETF and an EPR. Separate

accelerators for all three facilities would cost 275% of the combined use

TABLE 2.1-VII
Evolution of Facilities by Multiple-Pulsing an Induction Linac
Driver Producing 1 MJ per Pulse in a HIF Development Scenario

Energy Repetition Fusion
Output Pulses Rate Power
(MJ) (hertz) (MW) Facility
1 1 <1 <40 SPTF
2 2 <1 <150 SPTF
2 2 1 150 ETF
2 2 3 450 EPR
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machine. It must be pointed out here that the additional transport lines and

final focus magnets for these facilities will add a substantial and unknown

cost, estimated roughly at 10% of the total for each facility.

Other accelerator upgrade scenarios can be constructed to implement the

HIF development scenarios using multiple pulsing and taking advantage of the

small cost of increasing the pulse repetition frequency of induction linear

accelerators. The options, coupled with physical separability of the driver

from the fusion reaction chamber intrinsic to inertial fusion could make

possible a cost effective path to the operation of an Experimental Power

Reactor based on inertial fusion using induction linacs as part of a heavy

ion driver.

CONCLUSIONS

Recent advances in the technology and experimental results on key

transport physics issues result in increased prospects for significantly

reducing the cost of a linear induction accelerator using heavy ions as a

driver for inertial fusion. These advances include a source that produces a

substantial percentage of ions at a selected charge state greater than +1.

The stability of a heavy ion beam in a transport lattice for a high

undepressed tune with a low depressed tune has been demonstrated in the

Single Beam Experiment. The acceleration of several parallel beamlets by a

single core has been demonstrated in the Multiple Beam Experiment. Multiple

pulsing of cores has been demonstrated. Other important issues such as

combining beamlets in a matching section at the transition from electrostatic

focussing to magnetic focussing, bending of space charge dominated beams,

drift compression, and final focus physics, can be investigated in the

proposed scaled driver experiment ILSt for a relatively small cost.

Tne intrinsic advantage of inertial fusion that the driver is separable

from the fusion reaction chamber can be utilized to operate several fusion

reaction chambers from a common driver. This is possible by switching the

driver beam to the various chambers in the time interval between beam pulses

by using simple switching magnets. Because the incremental cost of

increasing the pulse repetition frequency is small, and because the output

heavy ion beam energy from a linear induction accelerator can be multiplied

by multiple pulsing at a small fraction of the initial cost, a cost-effective
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scenario for the development of inertia 1 fusion is possible. This scenario

would use a single heavy ion linear Induction accelerator as a driver, with

several upgrades, for a Single Pulse Test Facility to be used for target

physics studies as well as civilian and military applications, an

Engineering lest Facility for testing materials and inertial fusion reactor

concepts and subsystems, and an Inertial Fusion Experimental Power Reactor

for studying issues in an integrated inertial fusion reactor facility with a

net production of electrical power. These facilities would be constructed in

series, but operated in parallel.

The use of energetic heavy-ion beams from linear induction accelerators

is a cost-effective, minimum-risk way to proceed in the shortest time to

commercial power from inertial fusion. A strategy includes the use of heavy

ions from an induction linac for all the intermediate facilities between the

current Nova/PBFA class of machines and a commercial fusion power plant. A

scaled driver, such as ILSE, is necessary to address many of the driver

physics issues that currently exist.
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3.1. HEAVY-ION BEAM TRANSPORT THROUGH LIQUID-
LITHIUM FIRST WALL ICF REACTOR CAVITIES

P. D. Stroud
Los Alamos National Laboratory

INTRODUCTION

Description of Problem

This analysis addresses the critical issue of the final transport of

a heavy-ion beam in an inertial confinement fusion reactor. The beam must

traverse the reaction chamber from the final focusing lens to the target

without being disrupted* This requirement has a strong impact on the

reactor design. It is essential to the development of ICF fusion reactor

technology that the restrictions placed on the reactor engineering

parameters by final beam transport considerations be understood early on.

One parameter which strongly affects beam transport is the density of

the background gas in the chamber at the time the beam enters. This den-

sity affects the amount of charge and current neutralization, beam charge

stripping, and instability induced beam expansion. These are all impor-

tant factors in determining how much of the beam is deposited on the

target.

The characteristics of the background chamber gas at injection depend

on the reactor cavity concept* This analysis is concerned with the liquid

lithium first-wall protection concept. When the beam enters the cavity,

the target debris from the previous microexplosion has deposited on the

lithium, and the ablated and vaporized lithium gas has nearly equilibrated

to the temperature and vapor pressure of the liquid lithium (Burke 1976).

Fig. 3.1-1 shows the background lithium gas density resulting from the

vapor pressure as a function of the liquid lithium first wall temperature

(Honig 1969). From thermal cycle conversion efficiency considerations,
-2

there Is strong impetus to operate in the 10 torr range, rather than the
-4 o

10 range. At reasonable lithium temperatures (~550 C), the background

gas can be taken as neutral, according to the Saha equation (Chen 1974).

Other constraints on the reactor parameters imposed by transport physics

include a restriction on the beam voltage, emittance, current, initial
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charge state, atomic mass, the beam port radius, the final transport

length, and the target radius.

Several studies of beam transport have been performed to obtain

parameter interrelationships where instabilities have been neglected

(Bozsik 1981; Herrmannsfeldt 1976; Jorna 1978; Martin 1981; Yu 1978; Yu

1980). They give, among other things, the beam expansion due to space

charge, emittance, and self-pinching effects. Since the primary interest

here is in pushing to background gas densities where nearly complete

charge and current neutralization occur, the beam expansion will be

predominately due to transverse beam emittance and parallel momentum

spread. The following interrelation can be obtained by comparing the cen-

ter-aimed trajectory and the trajectory with the greatest radial offset at

the target due to emittance and momentum spread:

R A + e S /R
w F

1 + A

By analogy with a calculation by Lee (1985), there then follows

(1)
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e - R ^ / 4 AST and (2)

Rw - R ^ A , (3)

6 V1 -5
where e * R * transverse emlttance (5 x 10 m»rad) ,

R- =• focal spot size (2 mm) ,

5V
A - • parallel half momentum spread (0.004) ,

°

S • final transport length (5 m) ,

R » beam radius at final focusing magnet (25 cm) , and

V * ion beam velocity (0.3 c).

A typical set of self-consistent parameter values is given in parentheses.

When a background gas is present in the chamber, the classical

results must be modified to include beam disruption due to instabilities.

An upper limit is placed on the background pressure by the filamentatlon

instability (caused by self-pinching of the beam into many filaments) at
-1 -4 -1

10 to 1 torr (Lee 1978). For the pressure range between 10 and 10

torr, streaming instabilities are the primary concern (Hubbard 1978; Kim

1980; Lemons 1980; Mosher 1977; Olsen 1980; Ottinger 1977; Pascolini 1980;

Symon 1976). Since this is the pressure range that will occurs for liquid

lithium first-wall reactors, a detailed analysis had to be performed of

transport limitations Imposed by the streaming modes.

The streaming modes can be described as mechanisms for producing

clumps of electrons in the beam (Buneman 1959). These charge clumps are

driven by the relative velocity of the electrons and beam ions (e-b mode)

and the electrons and background ions (e-i mode). These charge clumps

give rise to a radial electric field, which causes beam expansion.
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Outline of Analysis

The objective of this analysis Is to determine the parameter ranges

for which transport i3 not disrupted by streaming instabilities. The

analysis begins with a determination of the beam ion, background ion, and

electron density and velocity profiles as functions of time and position.

The second step is to determine the streaming mode growth rates as func-

tions of mode number, position and time. The next step is to calculate

the radial electric field profile evolution.

The next step is a calculation of the distribution of radial velocity

perturbations of the beam ions caused by the streaming mode electric

field. This result is integrated to find the distribution of beam ion

radial perturbations at the target. This result is then integrated over

the beam radial profile to determine what fraction of the beam hits the

target. The reactor parameter space is then spanned to determine when

transport will occur. The philosophy of the analysis is to make all ap-

proximations conservative. Transport will be possible with a high degree

of confidence within the parameter region obtained in this analysis, and

should be possible in some neighboring regions of parameter space, as

well.

Summary of Results

The salient result of the analysis is that the streaming modes are

much less disruptive to final transport than previous studies have

indicated. The e-i streaming mode is shown to produce a negligible beam

expansion at the target, even for extreme parameters. The e-b mode does

produce a constraint on the parameter range for undisrupted transport, but

there is enough room to design an attractive liquid lithium first-walled

ICF reactor.

The allowed background gas density can be pushed significantly higher
-4 -3

than 10 or 10 torr without disrupting transport. It is also shown

that the beam voltage can be reduced to well below 10 GeV, and relatively

high beam emittance can be tolerated at the final focusing magnet. This

can have a major impact on the attractiveness of the HIF reactor system,

because of the sensitivity of the accelerator cost to beam voltage and
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eralttance. Parametric relationships have been established that should

prove valuable to system studies and design optimization calculations.

EVOLUTION OF CHARGE AND CURRENT DENSITIES

An important preliminary for the analysis of the streaming modes is a

reliable determination of the beam charge state, the electron density and

velocity, and the background ion density as functions of position and time

(Mosher 1976; Symon 1976). Some variables used in the analysis are as

follows:

s » axial distance from wall towards target

s_ » final transport length

r * radial coordinate

R ™ radial coordinate of beam envelope

R^ =• radius of beam envelope at final focusing magnet

R =• target radius

5R,̂  • increment of beam radius at target due to streaming mode

V * radial velocity of beam ion

V * axial velocity of beam ion
b
V =» bulk velocity of electrons
e

Z , Z • charge state of beam, background ion
b i

™, , nsJ , ra =• mass of beam, background ions, electronsb i e
J , J • electron, beam ion current density
e b

T , T = temperature of beam ions, electrons
b e

n , n , n =» density of beam, background ions, electrons
2 2 1/2

a) , to . ui » plasma frequency • (4irnZ e /m)
e i b 2 2 1/2
k , k , k » plasma wave number » (4TrnZ e /T(ergs))

E , E - longitudinal, radial electric field
z r

x = beam frame coordinate • distance to beam head

u - (1 - s)/sF

W - total energy in beam (MJ)
b

A =• atomic mass number of beam ions
b
3 - V/c

b
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E » kinetic energy per beam ion (GeV)

2- 0.9315*A,_ [(1 - B2)
-8

T =* pulse duration « 10 s
P

Gaussian - CGS units are used throughout, except as indicated*

Beam Charge State Evolution
Z +

23R h

An approximate fit of the stripping cross-section for U col-

liding with a lithium background (Glllespie 1978) is given by

2.45 x 10~18 exp(-0.06339 Z ) (cm2)
a - 2 (4)
3 $*

This expression is valid to within a few percent for Z. < 25. The equa-
b

tion describing the beam ion charge state evolution is

-\— - a n .
ds s 1

The solution of this equation is

Zu =• 15 .774 In [exp(0 .06339 Z. ) + 1.5535 x 1 0 ~ 1 9 n s / 8 2 ] ( 5 )
b bw g

where Z i s t h e beam charge s t a t e at the f i n a l f o c u s i n g magnet. A beam
+ 13

of 10 GeV U ions injected into a cavity with a lithium density of 10

cm will reach an average charge state of 1.08 after traversing 300 cm.

In this analysis, the beam charge state at the target is used as the

charge state throughout the transport.

Electron Density Evolution

In this analysis, the following approach is used to calculate the

charge-density evolution. First, the beata density evolution i s obtained

using simple b a l l i s t i c trajector ies and including emlttance beam

expansion. Second, the background ion density is calculated using impact

ionization cross-section of the beam ions on the background gas. Finally,

the electron density is obtained.
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For ballistic trajectories, with a uniform longitudinal profile, the

beam density is given by

n H(x) H(gct - x)
n (x, u) - J g P (6)

R//R/ + (1 - V / O u

where H is the unit step function. The beam density at the wall, for a

parabolic radial profile, is given by

W 2 - 8
. 7 7 7 , n 8 , b w 1 0 cmx , 2 0 0 w l O s e c w 4 ., 3 / D 2 .
1.777x10 £-_-)<_-) <r-><— )(-2)(r-r /R,)

n, (cm ) » ^ w . (7)
DW •

Alternative longitudinal pulse shapes can easily be formulated.

The background ion density can now be calculated. The impact ioniza-
238 +

tion cross-section for singly ionized U beams colliding with neutral

lithium atoms is (Gillespie 1978)

3 x 10"17 2 ,_,.
a - ^ cm . (8)

0

For beam ions of smaller atomic mass, this cross-section is somewhat lower,

while for higher charge states, it is higher. The equation of evolution

of the background ion density is

vb air* (ng -
 ni ) ai vb % (x* u)*

This Is solved to give

n =* n [I - exp(-a n x)]. (10)
i g i b

For the case <r.,n, x << 1, Eq. (10) can be approximated as
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i b g i

Equation (11) i3 valid over a wide range of reactor parameters.

A rigorous formulation for the electron density and velocity profile

can be obtained only through experimental results or an extensive numeri-

cal transport simulation with (at least) two spatial and two velocity

dimensions. Such a calculation must proceed on the plasma frequency

timescale, and the Debeye length distance scale. This is clearly

impractical.

This analysis capitalizes on a simplification which results from the

disparate time scales. Since the plasma frequency time scale is much

shorter than the pulse time or transport time, it can be assumed that all

the electrons present are distributed proportionally to the distribution

of total ion charge. The total number of electrons produced by impact

ionization is given by

N - Z N - / ds / 2urdr n Z . (12)

The electron density is then

ZiNi
ng (x,u) - (z N +Z N ) [

Zini(x>uy> + Zbnb(x,u)]. (13)
i i b b

To simplify the calculation, the coefficient on the R.H.S. of Eq. (13) is

evaluated when the beam first hits the target. This approximation makes

the calculation more conservative.

Electron Velocity Evolution

An exact expression for the electron velocity evolution will again

require experimental measurements or extensive numerical simulation. For

this analysis, an approximate formulation is developed from Maxwell's

equations and an electron momentum balance. Farady's law and Ampere's law

are combined to obtain
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(14)

L o o k i n g a t o n l y a x i a l c u r r e n t s and f i e l d s l e a d s t o s i m p l i f i c a t i o n s . If a

p a r a b o l i c p r o f i l e i s a s s u m e d , t h e L . H . S . o f E q . ( 1 4 ) r e d u c e s t o
2 2

- c E / n R , w h e r e E i s t h e a x i a l E - f i e l d on t h e beam a x i s . The
z o z o

d i s p l a c e m e n t c u r r e n t t e r m can t h e n be n e g l e c t e d , s i n c e i n p r a c t i c e t h e

beam c u r r e n t r i s e t i m e w i l l be l a r g e compared t o /rf" R / c . E q u a t i o n ( 1 4 )

t h e n has t h e form

c 2

~ — Ezo " Jbo + V ( 1 5 )

TTR

An add i t iona l r e l a t i o n between the e lec t ron c u r r e n t and the E-fieLd

must be o b t a i n e d from an e lec t ron momentum balance. The e lec t ron c o l l i -

sion frequency with the background ions is given by (Spi tzer 1956)

v - 8ir n. In A z j e4/ra2V 3 . (16)
e i i i e e

Electron-background c o l l i s i o n a l drag can be n e g l e c t e d when v , << 1/T ,
3 1/3

i.e. V >> 4.83 x 10 n, (cra/s). In this case, the E-field accelerates
e i

the electrons according to

n e~
J = E — — . (17)
e z ra

e

This is combined with Eq. (15) and integrated over time to obtain

V = V Z /(n /n + g) , (18)
e b b e b

2 2 2
w i t h g » c iDg/ 1 1 ^ n. e . Note t h a t f o r n >> n. , E q . ( 1 8 ) p r o v i d e s an

e l e c t r o n c u r r e n t t h a t n e a r l y n e u t r a l i z e s t h e beam c u r r e n t .
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THE E-I MODE

The e-l streaming mode Is due to the relative motion of the electrons

and the background Ions. These waves are effectively stationary in the

background Ion frame of reference, and the beam Ion trajectories are per-

turbed by the mode E-flelds. The dispersion relation describing the e-i

streaming mode Is (Ichimaru 1973)

2 2

++ =
to** (;o-V -k)

e

(19)

The so lu t ion of t h i s dispersion relation (Buneraan 1959) gives the resuLt

that the fastest growing mode has a wave number k • u> /V and a growth
2 1/3 e e

r a t e of Y - 0.6873 (w a> ) . The e - l mode reaches s a t u r a t i o n when
e I

(Krall 1973)

2^ n m V 2

<E > e e e /on\

" 8 l T " " l * ( 2 0 )

An upper limit on the beam expansion Is found by taking a sinusoidal

radial E-fleld with the maximum E-field allowed by Eq. (20); I .e .

E (s) - E cos(ks - 6) , (21)
r r

with E =• /8irn m V and 5 Is the phase angle of the mode. This

sinusoidal electric field has a different effect on the beam ions depend-

ing on the phase of the wave (6) at the Ion location at the time the mode

saturates. Those particles with an Initial phase angle of zero will ex-

perience sinusoidal perturbations about their ballistic trajectory, and

their focusing will not be strongly affected. Ions which have an initial

phase of - TT /2, however, will experience a net deflection in their radial

velocity. The next step is to find the equation of motion as a function

of s for a beam ion entering the chamber with a radial velocity V and

radial position r .
w

A force balance gives
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mb dc~" V Er(9) * (22)

dr dr 1 dr
Using the relations ~r~ • V. , -— - -— -— , and the boundary conditions r =•

dt 1 ds V, dt
D

r and V - V at s - 0, Eq. (22) can be Integrated to obtain
w 1 lw

Z,e E cos6

r - rrw

Z.e E

6
"bvb

3ln

Z e E
s - -% cos (ks -6 ) . (23)

% \ k

The increment in the focal radius of the beam envelope due to the e-i mode

Is given by

R(sp) - (24)

where R(s ) is evaluated by setting r - R and V

This gives

w V in Eq. (23).

RT

Z e E
~ cos - sin ks p]. (25)

Performing an optimization calculation on Eq. (25) with respect to <$ and

noting that ksp » 1, the maximum value of <5R̂, is found to be

5RT

Z. e Emax b r Z, S_,mb F e
(26)

Combining Eqs. (26, 18, 13, 12, 8, and 7) gives

(cm) - 1.15 x 10 3Zb(3f.o)(|2O)
b

(27)

1 n

1+5.61x10 V10 1 3 /n 101 3 Zb
g

w-i i w b 2 o o z ;
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From t h i s express ion, I t i s e v i d e n t t h a t t he e-1 mode w i l l not d i s r u p t

t r a n s p o r t . Even for the most extreme parameters l i ke ly to be encountered

(Z - A, S => 800 era, A, * 200, n - 10 cm , x - 0 era, W » 4 MJ) , t he
b F b g b

beam expans ion a t t he t a r g e t due to the e-1 mode Is only 0.0125 cm, and

only a f r ac t ion of a percent of the beam head misses the t a r g e t .

THE E-B MODE

The e-b mode i s driven by the r e l a t i v e ve loc i ty between the e lec t rons

and t he beam I o n s . These modes e f f e c t i v e l y t r a v e l with the beam. The

mode's r a d i a l E-f le ld w i l l thus exert a d e f o c u s l n g f o r c e on some of the

beam Ions for t he d u r a t i o n of the f i n a l cavi ty t r a n s p o r t . The goal of

t h i s a n a l y s i s I s t o d e t e r m i n e , for a g iven s e t of r e a c t o r and beam

parameters , what f r ac t ion of the beam h i t s the t a r g e t .

There are four steps in th i s ana lys is . The f i r s t step Is the d e t e r -

minat ion of the growth r a t e s and wave numbers of the u n s t a b l e modes.

Fig. 3.1-2 shows the growth rate as a function of wave number for dens i t y

r a t i o s t y p i c a l of the beam head and of the beam t a l l . These resu l t s are

obtained from a numerical solut ion of the e-b mode d i s p e r s i o n r e l a t i o n .

The a n a l y s i s Is g r e a t l y s i m p l i f i e d by the approximation that the modes

with wave numbers k between k* - Ak* and k* grow at the r a t e y (Buneman

1959), where

k* =• u)e/VD , (28)

2 1 / 3

Ak* =• 3(a)eub*) /VD, (29)

2 W 3

y - 0.6873 (« u £) , (30)
e b

and VD 3 Vb ~ Ve * T h e d l 3 P e r s l o n r e l a t i on used to obtain Eq. (30)

doe3 not Inc lude c o l l i s i o n a l damping , so t he c a l c u l a t i o n w i l l be

conservative. Modes with k > k* are damped, while nodes with k < k* - Ak*

have a negligibly small growth r a t e .
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Fig. 3.1-2. E-B streaming mode growth rate vs wave
number, showing conditions near the beam
head and the beam tall, with and without
colllslonal damping.

From Eq. (18), the drift velocity Is found to be

VD VB

(g - Zb)

1 + g nb/nfi
(31)

Expressions for the densities and velocities are substituted Into Eqs.

(28-30) to give the results.

k* - B//R,r
2/Rw

2 + (1 - (32)
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Ak* - C / / R T
2 / R W

2 + (1 - \ 2 / \ 2 ) u2 , (33)

Y - A/u , (34)

where

b "'J w g(

4/3 n, 1/6 Wu tn 2 , / l + g nv /n,
B - 14.(

c - 333 9 (
3 3 3 - 9

The conservative formulation of Eq. (34) greatly simplifies the following

analysis.

A typical case is shown in Fig.3J.-3. The growing modes l i e in a band

of k between k* - Ak* and k*, which are functions of u. A given mode will

grow only over a small range of u. The next step is the determination of

this range of u. This i s calculated directly from Eqs. (32) and (33).

The mode begins exponential growth at u and ceases growing at u

where

77^7 (35)
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DAMPED MODES

BAND OF
UNSTABLE MODES

SLOWLY
GROWING

MODES

Fig. 3.1-3. Typical band of unstable wave
number;! as a funct ion of
p o s i t i o n In the r e a c t o r
chamber«

V f

Only those modes which satisfy

MAX(0, (B-C)) < k B R /R (36)

will experience growth.
The next step Is the evaluation of the perturbation In the beam

trajector ies due to presence of the e-b mode E-fleld. For a given wave
number, the E-fleld 19 given by the fluctuation l eve l u n t i l u i s
reached. Between u and u cc, the E-field is sinusoidal with an exponen-

on or t

tially increasing amplitude. After u ff» the E-field retains a constant

amplitude sinusoidal behavior. The approach is to determine the beam
3.1-15



deflection due to modes with wave numbers In dk about k, and then In-

tegrate over k to find the total deflection*

In the region of exponential growth, the radial E-field Is given by

g-YE. (37)

This is integrated over u to obtain

u ^ F

E ( u ) . E ( U o n) (JS) vb % f f < u < uQn (38)

" E(Uoff} UT < U « Uoff*

The fluctuation level E-field is given by (Buneman 1959)

2
n e

E(u , k) dk - dk^-rrf— . (39)
on AK*

The perturbation in the radial beam velocity due to the E-field is

given by integrating a momentum balance:

Z, e s- u
6V±(u) - cos* ~Y~~

 f E d u C40)
D b u

where the cos<f> factor accounts for the uniform probability of a beam ion

having a given phase relative to the wave. The radial deflection of a

beam ion is then

u SV (u)
5R (u) - sF /

 O n du ~ . (41)
u b

The integrals of Eqs. (41) and (40) can be performed, using two

regions of u (separated by u f f) and treating 6R(u f f) and <SV (u „ ) as

interface boundary conditions* The resulting deflection at the target is

given by
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' " ( 4 2 )

u /u u A*-l
+ u u f o n ° f f (A*(J£L )Uoff UT l l - A* ; A V T /

off

2 1 .uon
A*

off

Z b S 9Fwhere Y • =— E (u , k) cos,, I on
Vb

and A* - A 9-/V..
t b

The next s tep Is to determine what f r a c t i o n of the beam hi t s the

target. This requires three more i n t e g r a t i o n s : over $, k and x. For

given k and x (and other beam parameters), the fraction of the beam ions

that experience a deflection at the target in d 6IL. about 6R_ i s g iven by

(Stroud 1984)

d 6R-
h (5R_) d S L ^ , . (43)

/ H2 2

M
where <5R_ • 6R_/cos <>•.

Those beam ions whose unperturbed t r a j e c t o r i e s would have h i t the

target at radius r-,Q wi l l now be spread around that point with a distr ibu-

t i o n described by Eq. ( 4 3 ) . I t i s apparent from the t r i g o n o m e t r i c

relations in Fig. 3.1-4 that the fraction of those beam ions with a given 6R_

that hit the target Is given by

F(r . 5R ) - 1 for <$R < R - r , (44)

F(rT Q , 6 ^ ) - 7 arc cos ( 2 r _ ^ ) for ^ - rTQ ^ < RT + rT Q ,
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Fig. 3.1-4. Geometry of spread beam at target. The unper-
turbed beam trajectory would hit the target at
radius r • The e-b mode E-field spreads the
beam about^the point r^ ,̂ with a maximum deflec-
tion of <5i M TO1

F(r
TQ

for

For a parabolic radial beam profile, n(r_Q) • "~T (r_Q .._„

T0

- r,,

6RT

3 2
/RT ) gives

the fraction of the beam Ions that have an unperturbed trajectory that

would hit the target at radius r,

the target is then given by
_o

The fraction of the beam that hits

5V
in z 1

0
n(rTQ) , 6R; (A5)

TABLE 3.1-Igives the fraction of the beam to hit the target versus P, the

ratio of the maximum radial deflection at the target to the target radius.

A small routine FOFRHO was written to perform these evaluations, as the
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TABLE 3.1-1

FRACTION OF THE BEAM WHICH HITS TARGET AS A FUNCTION OF p (THE
RATIO OF THE MAXIMUM DEFLECTION AT THE TARGET, 6RTM, TO THE

TARGET RAOIUS, R T ) , FOR A PARABOLIC RADIAL BEAM PROFILE.

F F
in out

0.
0.

o.
0 .
0 .
0 .
0 .
0 .
0 .
0 .
0 .
0 .
0 .
0 .
0 .
0 .
0 .
0 .
1.
2 .

,01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
0
0

0.9999514 4.86 x 10~*
0.999806 1.94 x 10"7
0.999566 4.34 x 10~?
0.999230 7.70 x lO"*
0.99880 1.20 x 10~^
0.99828 1.72 x 10"^
0.99767 2.33 x 10~f
0.99697 3.03 x 10"^
0.99617 3.83 x 10"^
0.9953 4.70 x 10 "*
0.9819 1.81 x 10~^
0.9608 3.92 x 10"
0.9331 6.69 x 10 ,
0.900 1.00 x 1 0 ,
0.872 1.38 x 10"}
0.820 1.80 x 10":
0.776 2.24 x 1 0 ,
0.730 2.70 x 1 0 ,
0.684 3.16 x 10"{
0.272 7.28 x 10

i n t e g r a l s of Eq. (45) do not lend themselves to complete a n a l y t i c
M

so lu t i on . Note that 6R_ must be greater than 14? of R_ before even one

percent of the beam is los t . Finally, the integrations over k and x are

performed numerically in a small code EBMODE.

Results

Fig.3.1-5 shows the maximum transport length as a function of back-

ground chamber gaa density for 99% or more of the beam ions to h i t the

t a r g e t . The case shown i s for a beam port radius of 10 (cm), a target

radius of 2 (mm),, a beam energy of 0.5 (MJ), a. kinetic-energy-per-beam ion

of 10 (GeV), and a beam mass number o': 200 (amu). I t is clear th.it the
-4

beam can be transported in the previously forbidden pressure range of 10

to 10 ( t o r r ) . Because of the exponential nature of the disruptions,

pract ical ly a l l of the beam wi l l h i t the ta rget at a t ranspor t length
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CHAMBER PRESSURE (Torr)

CHAMBER DENSfTY n8 (cnT
3)

Fig. 3.1-5. Chamber radius versus background chamber
gas pressure for 99% of the beam ions to
hit the target. Parameters are A » 200
amu, E^ =» 10 GeV, WK - 0.5 MJ, R - 10E =• 10 GeV, W - 0.5 MJ, R

2bmm, T - O.IeV. w
cm,

slightly shorter than those shown in Pig. 3.1-5, and practically none of the

beam will hit the target for transport lengths a few centimeters longer

than those shown. The maximum transport lengths shown in Pig.3.1-5 are espe-

cially conservative at the high pressure range because (1) colli3ional

damping effects are not included,and (2) the beam charge state at the tar-

get is used as the beam charge state throughout the transport in this

analysis.

Fig. 3.1-6 shows the minimum allowable beam voltage and the maximum al-

lowable beam emittance as functions of the final transport length, and the

beam radius at final focus. This figure illustrates an attractive region

of parameter space for which transport will not be disrupted. An example
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3 4 5 6 7 8 9 O :2 14 16 20 24 30

BEAM VOLTAGE (GeV)

Fig. 3.1-6. Transverse beam emlttance at final focusing
magnet vs beam voltage, for several final
transport lengths and beam radii at final
focusing magnet.

of a set of self-consistent parameters that allow for 99% of the beam to
14 -3

hit the target is a background gas density of 10 cm (corresponding to
-2 o

about 10 torr and 550 C), beam energy of 0.5 MJ, target radius of 2 mm,

beam radius at final focusing magnet of 25 cm (limited by bore size

constraints), final transport distance of 5 K*(3 m to the first wall, 1 m

of shield and structure, and 1 m for vacuumJsumping of beam port line), a

singly charged Hg beam with a voltage of 3.13 GeV, a transverse beam

emittance at the final focusing magnet of 5 x 10 tn-rad, and a parallel

beam momentum spread of 0.4%. This figure illustrates an important reac-

tor design trade-off. As the beam radius at final focu3 increases and the

final transport length decreases, the required beam voltage drops and the

allowable transverse eraittance rises.

Fig. 3.1-7 shows the minimum required beam voltage as a function of

final transport length and beam radius at the final focusing magnet. It

is an alternative presentation of some of the information in Fig. 3.1-6.
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Fig. 3.1-7. Beam voltage vs final transport length
and beam radius at final focusing
magnet. Fixed parameters are R - 2
mm, N

g

pa
10 cm , W.

R
0.5 MJ, FT +.

g

Fig. 3.1-8. shows the minimum required beam voltage as a function of the

total energy carried in each beam. This relationship, along with ac-

celerator cost models relating beam voltage to beam current, will strongly

affect the reactor design point.

The informationin Figs. 3.1-5,-8 can be combined Into a grand formulation

for the minimum required beam voltage, by means of least squares fits:

,min
5.84 (GeV)

log n / 8.71 x 10
15cm

,0.217 0.859

¥•}' (46)

This expression gives the minimum beam voltage that results in at least

99% of the beam being deposited on the target. The background gas density

dependence is the worst fit; it is good to within 5% for the range 10 to

10 cm . The fit of the dependence on final transport length is good to

within 2% for the range 300 to 700 m. The fit of the dependence of the

beam voltage on the total beam energy is good to within 0.2X for the
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NUMBER OF BEAMS REQUIRED

FOR 4 MJ ON TARGET

32 18 8 *

>
0

CD

LU

o

4 -

3 -

2 -

LU
QQ

TRANSPORT DEMONSTRATED

FINAL TRANSPORT LENGTH - 5 m

MAXIMUM BEAM RADIUS - 25 cm

TARGET RADIUS - 2 mm

BACKGROUND GAS DENSITY - 101*cm"3

O

ENERGY PER BEAM (MJ)

Fig. 3.1-8. Beam ion k i n e t i c energy ver -
s u s t o t a l energy in beam.
Parameters are A * 200 ami,
RT14* 2-fm' SF 5 m* n

z "
id cm . g

energy-per-beam range of 0.125 to 2 MJ. The fit of the dependence on beam

radius is good to within 17. for the range 4 to 25 cm. Similar fits can be

developed to include the maximum allowed beam emittance and the target

radius.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

It has been a commonly held view that streaming modes would disrupt

the transport of a heavy-ion beam across the reactor cavity for background
~4 -1

chamber pressure in the range of 10 to 10 torr. For a liquid-lithium

first-wall operating at a reasonable temperature, however, the background

pressure will be in just thi3 range. As a result of this analysis, it is
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demonstrated that the beam expansion caused by these streaming modes will

be negligible over a wide range of reactor parameters.

Liquid-lithium first-walls may be used and operated at temperatures

high enough to assure good thermal conversion efficiency. The kinetic-

energy- per-beam ion may be lowered, resulting In significant cost reduc-

tion in the accelerator system. Smaller beam potts may be used to reduce

the problem of differential pumping between the cavity and the beam lines.

More energy can be carried in each beam if fewer beams are desired.

Parameter Interrelationships have been obtained that constrain the bound-

ary between beam delivery and beam disruption. These should prove

valuable in performing systems analyses and trade-off studies, as well as

In identifying optimum design points. This analysis is conservative and

the window in HIF reactor design parameter space should be even larger

than indicated here.
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3.2. HIF TRANSPORT ISSUES FOR P > 10"3 TORR AND Z > 1

C. L Olson
Sandia National Laboratories, Albuquerque

ABSTRACT

Final transport schemes for HIF are examined,

with emphasis on transport for p > 10~ torr and Z > 1
since this should simplify the reactor design and
reduce the length of the accelerator. Specifically
the question of charge neutralization is addressed.
We find (1) the fractional neutralization f. needed

2
scales as f. • (1 - Z ), which means fj > 0.89 is

needed for Z > 3; (2) axially-trapped electrons limit
2

the net beam potential to e+ . « a (1/2 m v. ), with
min e i

1 < a < 4; (3) radially-expelled plasma ions increase
f., especially near the pellet; (A) radially-
oscillating plasma electrons have an adiabatic limit
of f. » 0.5; and (5) as f, approaches unity, plasma
particle trajectories may involve drift motions along,
and radially away from,the ion beam. Also, criteria
are given for the maximum Z/A allowed for transporting
very large currents. For the HIF parameters used, it
appears that neutralization will probably be adequate
for Z < 3.

1. INTRODUCTION

Final transport forms an important portion of a heavy-ion fusion (HIF)
reactor system. From a physics standpoint it has been shown that it is
advantageous to have high 0. (~0.4), high A (~200), low Z (-1), and low to

-3 1 2
moderate vacuum (p < 10 torr) for transport considerations. ' Here 3.c is
the ion velocity, c is the velocity of light, A is the ion atomic number, Z is
the ion charge state, and p is the pressure. However, for economic
considerations, it may be advantageous to alter the values of these parameters.
It is in this context that we examine the neutralization and transport of HIF
beams for p > 10 torr and Z > 1.
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Ion beam propagation modes are summarized in Fig. 3.2-1. As these have
2

been discussed earlier, we will comment only briefly. HIF may use any of the
seven modes listed. Specifically, HIF has a unique advantage in that ballistic
transport with a bare beam is possible; i.e., no neutralization is needed at
all. However, for certain HIF systems, it may be advantageous to utilize some
neutralization as in modes (2)-(5). In this paper ve will examine such
neutralization.

Transport schemes for HIF reactors are summarized in Table 3.2-1. As
1 2these have been examined earlier, ' ve only note here that as a baseline case

-4 3the moderate vacuum regime (10 - 10 torr) with Z « 1 offers transport with
relatively high confidence and permits Li temperatures up to 450° C in the
reactor chamber. However, recent HIF systems studies indicate advantages in
pushing the upper limits of this regime to higher pressures and higher charge

states. In this context, ve proceed to investigate the regime p > 10" torr
and Z > 1.

I. Ballistic transport with
bare beam.

2. Ballistic transport with
transversely-available
electrons.

3. Ballistic transport with
axially-available
electrons.

4. Ballistic transport with
co-moving electrons.

5. Ballistic transport in
gas or plasma.

6. Self-pinched transport
in gas.

7. Beam in pre-formed
channel.

channel current

Fig. 3.2-1. Ion beam propagation modes
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TABLE 3.2-1.

TRANSPORT SCHEMES FOR HIF REACTORS

Transport Scheme

hard vacuum

moderate vacuum

co-moving electrons

"1 torr window"

self-pinched

pre-formed channel

trajectories

ballistic

ballistic

ballistic

ballistic

oscillating

oscillating

I

1

1

>1

sizable

large

large

accelerator
length

long

long

shorter

shorter

short

short

reactor chamber

large, dry wall

Li to 450* C

Li to 450° C

"1 torr"

lffs of torr

lCs of torr

comment

high confidence

high confidence

merits study

questionable

complication of counter-
streaming electron beam

complication of channel-
forming method

I



2. NEUTRALIZATION AND TRANSPORT FOR p > 1O"3 TORR AND Z > 1

A brief list of potential problems with the regime of p > 10 torr and
Z > 1 are as follows:

2. For Z > 1, more space charge is present. This will require some
neutralization to reduce beam spreading to an acceptable level.

2. For p > 10 torr, the background gas strips the beam ions to higher
charge states and produces a spread in charge states. Stripping above the
injected charge state level means even more neutralization is needed.

3. For p > 10 Torr, the ion beam ionizes some of the background gas and
produces plasma, vhich should help to neutralize the beam's space charge.
However, as will be evident below, it cannot be argued that the plasma will
simply and instantaneously neutralize the ion beam. This is especially true
for HIF reactor transport because then the entire beam propagates in free
space, away from all boundaries.

4. The e-i two - stream instability was previously examined for
-3 1 2

p < 10 torr, and saturation effects were estimated to be negligible. ' At
higher pressures (-1 torr) this instability is collisionally quenched. Its
effect at intermediate pressures (10~ torr to 1 torr) was recently examined,
assuming charge neutrality, and it was concluded that because of the large
range of k values excited as the focused beam converges toward the pellet that

the net fields produced should not be disruptive.
5. The filamentation instability, knock-on electron problem, and multiple

scattering all become more severe as 1 torr is approached.
Presently the key problem appears to be how to adequately neutralize a

Z > 1 beam in the p > 10" torr regime. First we comment that neutralization
of an ion beam is more complicated than neutralization of an electron beam.

For electron beam propagation in low pressure gas, the beam produces plasma,
the mobile plasma electrons are expelled radially, and an ion background
remains to provide charge neutrality. For ion beam propagation in low pressure
gas, the beam produces plasma; but to achieve neutralization requires that,
e.g., relatively immobile plasma ions be expelled, or electrons be trapped
axially. After estimating the neutralization required for Z > 1 beams, we
proceed to assess several methods for producing the required neutralization.

2.1 Neutralization required for Z > 1
2

The radial force equation for an ion at the edge of the beam is

YiAMpr = (eZ)(2ZIp)Oicr)~
1I(l - f.) - 3.2(1 - fj] , (1)

-2 1/2where the ion velocity is 3.c, y. = (1 - P- ) , c is the speed of light, M

is the proton mass, e is the magnitude of the electron charge, I is the

particle current, f. is the fractional space charge neutralization, and f is
l m

the fractional current neutralization. If we consider an ion beam with
straight trajectories that are focused from an injection radius R at Z » 0 to a
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point at Z > L, then because of the radial spreading given by Eq. (1), the beam
radius at Z • L will not be zero but will have a nininuM valut r . Solving

Eq. (1) for I and setting it equal to the radial spact charge spreading

RScurrent I gives

I p
R S - (lM)(Pi

3Yi)(A/Z
2)(Mpc

3/e)[(l - f.) - 0^(1 - f.)]"1

• (R2/L2){|n(R/rp)]"
1 . (2)

This is the peak particle current that can be transported in the reactor
>er during final focus a distance L

It is useful to rewrite Eq. (2) as

chamber during final focus a distance L to a pellet of radius r .

(1 - ft) - e ^ U - fffl) - (A/Z
2)(e.3YiM)[(Mpc

3/e)/Ip
RS](R2/L2)[ln(R/rp)]"

1.(3)

DC

Now suppose we have a beam with Z « 1, f.« f - 0, and I - I , and ve ask
if we increase the charge state to Z > 1, what neutralisation is needed to
still transport the same particle current. For f. * 0, f « 0, the required

neutralization is

fi = Y i ~ 2 ( 1 " Z~2) *

For f. = f = f, the required neutralization is
l m

f = 1 - Z"2 . (5)

For HIF, Yj = 1 and results (4) and (5) differ only slightly. Result (5) is

plotted irv Fig. 3.2-2. Note that f rises rapidly as Z increases above unity.
For example, if a beam with Z * 1 and no neutralization is changed to a beam
with Z - 3, a neutralization of f > 0.89 is required for the beam to still hit
the pellet.

Note that inclusion of finite beam emittance effects do not alter results
RS(4) and (5). Inclusion of finite emittance lowers the value of I in (2) to
P

_ RS+C . . 2I given by

Ip R S +* " V** 1 1 " <L2/R2><e2/rp2>J ' (6)
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where e is the transverse emittance. However, if an unneutralized Z * 1 beam
is at the limit, Eq. (6), then the neutralization required for Z > 1 is still
given by Eq. (4) or (5).

Fig. 3.2-2. Fractional neutralization f required for a Z > 1 beam to match the
radial space charge spreading of an unneutralized Z * 1 beam.

2.2 Neutralization by Axial Trapping of Plasma Electrons
As the ion beam ionizes the background gas, it creates a plasma of density

n inside the beam boundaries. A long potential veil is created by the ion
P

beam space charge, and plasma electrons created inside the well may become
trapped in it as it passes by. If trapping occurs, then the trapped electrons
will provide some charge (and some current) neutralization for the ion beam.
The potential well depth A+ between the outer edge of the beam and the inside
center of the beam is

.-1 (7)

RS+Cwhere, for the unneutralized case, the maximum allowed value of I is I
P P

The potential well will accelerate and trap electrons as the veil back passes
by until A+ is reduced to A+ , where

m m

Vi (8)
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1 < a < A, m is the electron mass, and v. - 0.c. The maximum neutralization

possible is then given by

or

fj - 1 - (o/2)(mec
3/e) 0J3 (ZI ) - 1 , (10)

using Eqs. (7) and (8).
A physical picture of how &• , occurs is most easily seen by transforming

to the moving ion beam frame. In that frame, plasma electrons born in the
potential well will have a velocity -v., and therefore kinetic energy

2 2
1/2 m v. , and will be trapped only if e+ > 1/2 m v. . If trapped, the
electron will oscillate back and forth axially in the well with peak velocities
±v,. When transformed to the laboratory frame, the electron's maxinum velocity
will be +2v. in the beam direction and zero in the opposite direction. The

velocity distribution then has peaks at +2v, and 0, and the peak kinetic energy
2

is 4(1/2 m v. ). For the most optimistic case, this distribution will relax

(e.g., by the e-e two stream instability) to a distribution with a single peak
at about +v. and a thermal temperature velocity of < v.. This distribution

would be contained by the potential well minimum given by (8) with a - 1. For
2

the most pessimistic case, the electrons with energy 4(1/2 m v. ) are scattered

into the radial direction (by any isotropization mechanism such as elastic
scattering), and these electrons would be lost radially unless the potential
well minimum given by Eq. (8) has a - 4. In 1 - D, the analytic solution for
axial neutralization oscillates with a peak potential of a « 4. In 1 - D

numerical simulations of axial neutralization, a * 2 - 4 is observed. ' Thus
a * 1 represents the absolute minimum potential and a • 4 represents a
realistic boundary for the maximum potential.

DC

Result (10) is plotted in Fig. 3.2-3a for I - I , with a - 1 and
o - 4, and for some characteristic HIF parameters. Comparing with Fig. 3.2-2,
we conclude that 1 < Z < 3 is probably permissible, but that higher Z's should

not be used.
Another perhaps more important conclusion is that for Z/A below some value

(specified shortly), very large currents should be transportable in a single
beam. This result occurs by using f. given by (10) in (1) and ignoring the

2
pinch term P. (1 - f ) for now. This gives

f - [(ot/Y1)(Z/A)(me/Mp)(ei
2c2)](l/r) , (11)
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whereas substituting the known space charge spreading current (2) into (1)
gives

f » l(l/2)(R2/L2)(!n R/r (12)

Comparing the bracketed expressions in Eqs. (11) and (12), we find the beam
will propagate with very large currents (i.e., there is no dependence on I )

provided

Z/A < [Yi/(2a)l(Mp/me)(R
2/L2)[in (13)

For the parameters of Fig. 3.2-3a (R/L = 0.01, R » 6 cm, r - 0.15 cm) this is

Z/A < 0.027/O. For A = 200, this is Z < 1.3 (using a > 4) or Z < 5.4 (using

a = 1).

Fig. 3.2-3. Neutralization provided by various processes.
(a) Neutralization by axial trapping of plasma electrons.
(b) Neutralization by plasma ion expulsion.
(c) Neutralization by plasma electron radial oscillations.

lZi ' 15 GeV, A » 200, R « 6 cm, L - 600 cm,

rp « 0.15 cm,

« 3 cm,

DC

* 0.38, I * 3 = 2.3 kA). In (b),

12 ns, A « 7, Z . 3.J
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2.3 Neutralization by Radial Expulsion of Plasma Ions
Note again, that as the ion beam ionizes the background gas, it creates a

plasma of density n Inside the beam boundaries. For an ion at the beam edge,
p ————--

there is effectively no neutralization because the plasma Ion and plasma
electron space charge fields cancel each other. Some neutralization occurs as
the plasma ions are expelled outward and the plasma electrons are drawn inward.

We examine the plasma ion motion first. A plasma ion born at radius r has
the equation of motion for 0 < r < r. ,

A g V " z
g
e(2*Vrb)(r/rb)(1 - v » <u>

where the subscript g refers to the background gas which is the source of the
plasma ions, and A+ is given by Eq. (7). The solution of Eq. (14) is

t/T
r - rQe , (15)

where the characteristic ion escape time T, is

• J -11 /7
T 4 - { ( l / 2 ) ( A g / Z g ) ( P i / Z ) l M p c J / e ) / I p ] ( l - f . ) V ( r b / c ) . ( 16 )

During final focus r. may change considerably (e.g., from 10 cm to 0.1 cm). At

the same time T. varies from t. » t. at the beginning of the focus to t, « t.

near the pellet. It is emphasized that near the pellet, the ion beam space
charge field typically becomes so large that the plasma ions are expelled on a
short time scale.

A very rough measure of the benefits of plasma ion escape can be made as
follows. Consider a fixed location in space somewhere between the injection
point and the pellet. As the ion beam passes by, it will ionize the gas,and
plasma ions will begin to escape radially. As the plasma ions escape past the
ion beam radius, f, for the beam will increase. As f. increases, the net

radial electric field will decrease, and the ion escape time t, will increase.

As f, increases, T. will eventually become equal to the ion beam pulse length

t, . Therefore, at a given z, the final value of f, that occurs may be defined

by

xi (f., z) « tb , (17)

or using Eq. (16),

fi - 1 - (l/2)(Hpc
3/e)lrb(z)

2/(ei
2c2tb

2)J(Ag/Zg)3.
3(ZIp)"

1 . (18)
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In Fig. 3.2-3b, we plot result (18) for I - I and rb(z) - (rb(z - 0)1/2,
i.e., at a point half-way between the injection point and the pellet. This
means that at this point, as the ion pulse passes by, the plasma ion escape
time will just equal the ion pulse length. Closer to the pellet f. will be

higher than that given by Eq. (IB), and closer to the injection point f. will

be lower than that given by Eq. (18). Thus Fig. 3.2-3b Indicates that final f.

value at the mid-point of the final focus.
Very large currents are again transportable provided Z/A is less than some

value. Using Eq. (18) in Eq. (1) we find

r = [(l/ri)(Z/A)(rb(z)
2/tb

2)(Ag/Zg)Jl/r . (19)

Comparing this with (12) gives the criterion

Z/A < (Y./2){ai
2c2tb

2/rb(z)
2J(Zg/Ag)(R

2/L2)[in(R/rb)]"
1 . (20)

For typical parameters, we find Z of a few is allowed by evaluating Eq. (20) at
the point midway between injection and the pellet. However, since f. is time

dependent and f varies as the ion bunch approaches the pellet, the transport

should really be evaluated numerically.

2.4 Neutralization by Radial Motion of Plasma Electrons
We now examine the plasma electron motion. For gas ionization by the ion

beam, initially all plasma electrons will be contained within the ion beam
boundaries. As the electrons are attracted in, they may locally provide some
neutralization to the core of the beam, but overall at the beam edge, they
provide no net neutralization. (If a plasma is created at a radius larger than
the beam radius, then neutralization can occur over the whole beam thickness as
electrons are drawn in.) In any case, if f. is fixed in time, an electron will

oscillate radially with an amplitude equal to its initial radial value. As
more electrons are born and begin to oscillate, f. should increase. However,

as f, increases, the restoring force on all previous electron oscillations

decreases, so their oscillation amplitudes will increase, which in turn will
tend to lower f.. A limiting f. occurs when these effects balance.

Quantitatively, the radial electron oscillations are described by

• er x -e(2^o/rb)(r/rb)(l - ff) . (21)

This is an harmonic oscillator equation with a slowly varying parameter f..

For the adiabatic case, the action angle variable e/w remains constant where e
is the local total energy and a is the local oscillation frequency. The
solution of Eq. (21) is
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r" r° (1 1 )1M cos ;°IK(1"£i>11/2dt' (22)

2 1where K - Ze2I (0.cr. m ) . This result shows the scaling

11L
r - (1 - fj)1'* . (23)

To determine the equilibrium value of f., we assume we are at equilibrium, and

ask what will happen if we try to increase the electron density slightly more
to raise f.. If the equilibrium electron density inside the ion beam is n (so

f, » n /n.) and we try to increase it by An, then all of the previously

existing radial oscillations will have the quantity (1 - f.) change to

[1 - fj - (An/n )J. According to Eq. (23) the radial amplitude r. of the j'th

electron's oscillation will increase to r,' where

y j (1 - t^^/il - f. - (An/no)]
1M . (24)

2
The density n will accordingly decrease by the ratio (r./r.') which is the

same for all electrons. Equating the attempted increase in density to the
resulting decrease in density gives

Ano - nQ - nQ (r/r')
2 , (25)

or

An/nQ = 1 - [1 - ti - (An/n o ) ] 1 / 2 [1 - f j " 1 7 2 . (26)

Expanding the bracketed expression for the limit An/n « 1 - f., we obtain

( l / 2 ) / ( l - f . ) - 1, or

fA = 0.5 . (27)
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This is the equilibrium f. value that the radially oscillating electrons will

produce. If more electrons are added, the previous oscillation amplitudes
simply increase so as to maintain result (27). There is no Z dependence to
result (27) as shown in Fig. 3.2-3c.

Result (27) shows rather poor neutralization for the radial motion of the
electrons. In simulations with transversely available electrons, rather poor
neutralization is also observed, with potentials sometimes reaching the full

bare beam potential.

2.5 Drift Trajectories as f̂  Approaches Unity

Lastly, we comment on the radial motion of plasma electrons and ions for
f. approaching unity (e.g., when f, is produced by plasma ion expulsion).

Initially for the bare ion beam self fields, we have E > B- so plasma ions
r o

will be expelled radially, and plasmji electron? will be drawn in radially and
oscillate. However, as f. increases, E /B- will drop below unity and the

I r o
particles will assume trajectories that resemble E x B a drift trajectories

r i7

directed toward the front of the beam. The drift is given by
Vz = ( W C = ((1 " fi)/3iIc ' <28>

and the condition for onset of the drift is E /Bo < 1, or
r o

f. = 1 - 0. . (29)

Similarly as the ion beam converges toward the target, the bulk of the beam
will have an E pointing opposite the beam direction. For E < Ba, thez z "
trajectories will resemble E x B_ trajectories in the outward radial

Z C7

direction. Thus the net effect of these drifts is that as f. approaches unity,
(1) particles do not have simple radial motions but may be trapped with
axially-directed drifts, and (2) radially-outward drifts may also occur.

2.6 Summary Picture
The neutralization effects discussed above are indicated schematically in

Fig. 3.2-4 for an HIF beam as it converges toward the pellet. At each
location, a different mechanism may actually provide the best possible
neutralization. Near injection, there is essentially no ion expulsion, axial
trapping of electrons is just beginning, and yet radial electron oscillations
may provide some core neutralization. Near the center, ion expulsion is
becoming significant, and axial trapping of electrons should be important.
Near the pellet, ion expulsion is excellent (with the caveats of possible
trapped particle drifts and plasma density depletion).
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3. CONCLUSIONS

We have examined several neutralization mechanisms for transport with
3

Z > 1 and p > 10 Torr. Comparing the required neutralization of Fig. 3.2-2
with the possible neutralization of Fig. 3.2-3, shows that for the HIF
parameters used, neutralization will probably be adequate for Z < 3. In
addition, criteria (13) and (20) indicate maximum allowed values of Z/A for
transporting very large particle currents.

77ZZ3::

essentially no ion expulsion

axial trapping of electrons
just starting

fair ion expulsion

axial trapping

radial oscillations of electrons radial oscillations

excellent ion expulsion

axial ly-trapped electrons
lost radially

radial oscillations

Fig. 3.2-4. Characteristic neutralization effects as the HIF beam converges
toward the pellet.
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3.3. CHARGE AND CURRENT NEUTRALIZATION PHYSICS OF
A HEAVY-ION BEAM DURING FINAL TRANSPORT

G. R. Magelssen and D. W. Forslund
Los Alamos National Laboratory

ABSTRACT

Heavy-ion fusion requires high power to be focussed onto a small pel-
let. If the reactor chamber pressure is below 10 -10 torr, beam
compression will be limited by space charge unless neutralized by co-moving
electrons. If higher chamber pressures are used, the heavy-ion beam will
create a significant number of background electrons during its propagation
and will undergo stripping. The background electrons could provide the
neutralization required for high beam intensities. In this paper we will
focus on the physics associated with propagation through a fully ionized
hydrogen plasma, so background electron generation is not included. One-
dimensional electrostatic and two-dimensional fully electromagnetic
particle-in-cell simulations are presented.

If a background plasma is present, we find that coinjected electrons
whose purpose is to charge and current neutralize the ion beam become two-
stream unstable and no longer provide the thermally cool neutralization
required. Further, we find that the ion induced - background electron tem-
perature is very sensitive to the ion-beam to background electron-charge-
density ratio.

I. INTRODUCTION

Heavy-ion fusion requires high beam power to be focussed onto a small
i

pellet : intensities of 100-1000 TW/cm may be required. If the reactor
chamber pressure is below 10 - 10 torr, beam compression will be limited

by space charge unless neutralized by comoving electrons. If higher cham-
ber pressures are to be used, the heavy ion beam will create a significant
number of background electrons during its propagation and will undergo

stripping. The background electrons could provide the neutralization for
high beam intensities.

Previous studies have avoided the background pressure region from

about 10 - 10 torr because the ion beam will become two-stream un-
stable. However, recent analytical estimates that included ion beam
stripping, ion space charge, beam convergence, and electron generation sug-
gest that the two-stream instability growth is too small (the electric

field is too weak) to cause a significant change in the beam's waist size.
Charge and current neutralization physics were not included.

In the past the neutralization problem was studied at pressures on the
order of or greater than 1 torr. As a result, the ion-beam charge density
was always significantly smaller than the background electron density except

possibly at the front of the beam. ~ At background densities of 10"
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10~ torr, the beam charge density can become greater than and possibly sig-
nificantly greater than the background electron density as the beam
approaches the target. In this paper our primary purpose is to present
results of heavy-ion beam propagation for this low pressure region. We will
not address the question of the amount ot ion beam energy loss or the effect
of the beam-generated electric and magnetic fields on the beam's waist. We
focus on the electron temperatures generated. If the background electrons
are to provide the neutralization required for a small focus at high ion

currents, high electron temperatures must be avoided.
Our approach was to first study the propagation problem in the

electrostatic case to understand whether electron heating WAS significant
and under what conditions. Our results suggested that heating could be im-
portant; so, two-dimensional fully electromagnetic simulations were done to
determine whether the added dimension had a significant impact on the one-
dimensional results. Two approximations were made to simplify the
calculations. Neither the background electron generation nor the ion beam
stripping were included in our simulations. The possible effects of these
approximations are discussed in the summary.

The orientation of this paper is the following. First we present one-
dimensional electrostatic simulation results that suggest significant
electron heating can occur where the heating is examined as a function of
the ion beam to electron charge density ratio. Results with a background
plasma density gradient and with a comoving electron beam are also
presented. This is followed by fully relativistic and electromagnetic two-
dimensional simulation results that confirm the sensitivity of the
background electron heating to the ion-beam to background electron - charge-
density ratio.

II. ONE-DIMENSIONAL SIMULATIONS

We present one-dimensional electrostatic simulations of electron heat-
ing by an ion beam under four different conditions. The simulation results
were obtained using the Los Alamos code WAVE, a two-dimensional, fully
relativistic and electromagnetic code that self-consistently solves the
Newton-Lorentz equations of motion and Maxwell's equations for ions and

electrons with the particle-in-cell technique. The presentation of
results will be brief emphasizing qualitative aspects of the simulations.
Details have been left for a later paper.

The first simulation is ion propagation through a dense plasma into
vacuum. The electron and ion density were an order of magnitude greater
than the beam's peak charge density. This high density plasma that is lo-
cated at the left boundary exists in all of our simulations. Thermal
electrons are continuously injected from the left boundary to maintain
charge neutrality. The plasma represents a grid placed in the ion beam's
path near the entrance port to the reactor chamber. In all simulations the
heavy-ion beam is injected from the left boundary, propagates in the x
direction, and is absorbed at the right boundary. Electrons are absorbed at
the right boundary while background ions are reflected at all boundaries.
The boundary condition for the electric field was aperiodic, metallic-like.
In all simulations the mass-to-charge ratio was 20,000 for the heavy ions
and 1836 for the background ions; the injected ion charge density profile
was
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A{ exp(-t/t,) - (1)

where A, tx , and t, are constants. For all simulations the ion drift

velocity was v, = c/3 and the momentum spread 0.003; a value of 0.01 gave

similar results. There were 20 cells per wavelength assumed to be 2irv./w
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electron two-stream
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associated with the maximum growth rate for the ion-
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instability. In all simulations, the and t,
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coefficients were 20 and 300, respectively. Figs.3.3-1 and 3.3-2 illustrate the
electron heating at time 200. The front of the beam was located at the

position 60. In all figures time is normal-

ized to u~ , length to c/w
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mass,

'heating of electrons occurs at early times
»• o o i r.1 Y J • n creating a high energy tail in the momentum
Fig. 3.3-1. Electron density Fdistribution. The electron distribution
versus momentum P at t = 200 (arbitrary units) versus momentum is given
(vacuum). p l g # 3 3_1#

This shows the electron return current with an average velocity about equal
to and a thermal velocity greater than v,. Fig.3.3-2 is a plot of the

electron momentum in the x direction as a function of the distance x. A
virtual cathode-like structure is evident as was seen and described by S.

Humpheries et al. However, the cathode structure exists only near the
dense plasma; so, a different description of the downstream electrons is
needed. Filling the vacuum region with a plasma with a density equal to
l/10th the peak ion beam charge density had little effect on the cathode
structure, or the return current average and thermal velocity. Fig. 3.3-3 is
a plot analogous to Fig. 3.3-2 and illustrates the similarity in the cathode
structure and heating for these two plasma conditions.
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Fig. 3.3-2. Momentum P versus
distance X at t = 200 (vacuum).

Fig. 3.3-3. Momentum P versus
distance X at t = 200 (plasma
one-tenth beam's peak density).

In the second simulation the vacuum region was replaced with a uniform
plasma that was twice the beam's peak density. Figs. 3.3-4 - 3.3-5 illustrate
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the dramatic change in the electron temperature. These plots are snapshots
at 200 Che time of Figs. 3.3-1 and 3.3-2. Tha electron charge density varsus
momentum is shown in Fig. 3.3-4. The return current background distribution*
have merged making it difficult to determine an average momentum sss^?iated
with the return current. Figure 3.3-5 displays the momentum versus distance.
The cathode structure is no longer evident and the number of high:energy elec-
trons greatly reduced.
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Fig. 3.3-4.Electron density F
versus momentum P at t = 200
(plasma twice beam's peak den-
sity).

Fig. 3.3-5. Momentum P versus
distance X at t = 200 (plasma
twice beam's peak density).

In the third simulation the vacuum region was replaced with a plasma
with a linear density gradient. The density was twice the beam's peak
charge density at the interface with the dense plasma and a tenth this peak

density at the right boundary. The density
gradient was used to gain some understanding
of beam convergence in one dimension.
Initially the background electron heating
was similar to that of the previous simula-
tion: fairly low temperatures prevailed.
However, when the beam charge density became
greater than the electron density, the

,av electron temperature rose. By the time the
X beam reached the right boundary, significant

Fig. 3.3-6. Momentum P versus temperatures were generated. This heating
distance X at t = 400 (density is illustrated in Fig.3.3-6,which is a plot of
gradiant). momentum versus distance at the time 400.

In the final simulation, the vacuum region was again replaced with a
The gradient was the same as the previous
calculation. Both ions and electrons were
injected from the left boundary and they
both had the profile given by Eq. (1). The
temperature of the electron beam was chosen
to be 2 KeV to minimize the electron-
electron two-stream instability. If the
injected electrons remain trapped in the ion
beam, higher initial temperatures will not
provide charge neutralization of a converg-

plasma with a density gradient
l.N
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Fig. 3.3-7. Momentum P versus i nS i o n beam- T h e electron and ion drift
distance X at t = 120 (ions and velocities were the same. The gradient was

used to provide some understanding of the
effects of beam convergence. For example,

i
electrons injected).
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both the electron-electron and the ion-electron two-stream instability are
resonant processes and can be modified by density gradiants in either the
beam or background plasma. Pig. 3 J-7 illustrates what happana to the comov-
ing electrons. The injected electrons became two-stream unstable, lost a
substantial amount of energy, and no longer provided a thermally cool
neutralising current required for ion-beam compression.

III. TWO-DIMENSIONAL SIMULATIONS

The two-dimensional simulations had the same boundary conditions in
the x-direction as the one-dimensional calculations. The fields and par-
ticles had periodic boundary conditions in the y spatial dimension. The
injected ion beam had a gaussian density profile in y and the density
profile of Eq. (1) in time. The t, and t, were 20 and 300, respectively.

The beam propagated in the x-direction with a speed of c/3 and a momentum
spread of 0.003. For the simulations presented, significant electric fields
existed in the x and y directions as well as a magnetic field in the z
direction. The results from two different plasma conditions are presented.
As in the one-dimensional calculations, a dense plasma was placed at the
left boundary in the x dimension.

•i.oo

O.M •1.00

Fig. 3.3-8 Momentum P versus
distance X at t = 200 for 2-D
simulation (plasma one-tenth
beam's peak density).

Fig. 3.3-9 Electron density F
versus momentum P at t = 200
for 2-D simulation (plasma one-
tenth beam's peak density).
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In the first simulation a uniform plasma one-tenth the beam's peak
i density was located to the right of the

dense plasma. Figure 3.3-8 shows the plasma
condition analogous to Fig. 3.3-3. The cathode
structure is again evident as well as sig-
nificant electron heating although somewhat
reduced from the one-dimensional result.
The electron density as a function of momen-

_ turn is given in Fig. 3.3-9. The thermal
i~M velocity associated with the return current

is the order of or greater than r.. In the

3 3-10 Electron density F second simulation the uniform plasma density
= 200 was increased to twice the bean1 a peak charge
(plasma density. As in the one-dimensional calcula-

tion, a dramatic reduction in the electron
temperature occurs. A plot analogous to
Fig. 3.3-4 ia depicted in Fig. 3.3-10.

-l.M •O.M 0.01

P
9.U

Fig.
versus momentum P at t
for 2-D simulation
twice beam's peak density).
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IV. SUMMARY

Our results suggest that if a plasma is present, coinjected electrons
whose purpose is to charge and current neutralize the ion beam become two-
stream unstable, become hot, and no longer provide the thermally cool
electrons required. We also find that the ion beam induced background
electron temperature is very sensitive to the ion beam charge density (n, )

to background electron density (n ) ratio reaching a temperature on the or-
©

der of or greater than the ion's drift speed for n, /n = 1 0 . At a ratio of
D e

1/2, the temperature is greatly reduced aa is illustrated In Fig. 3.3-10. Our
results suggest that the background plasma may not provide the current and
charge neutralization required if n, /n is greater than 1 for a significant
distance. The initial heating and subsequent beam compression could create

I
electrons too hot to provide charge neutralization at the beam's waist.
Many unanswered questions remain, however. Neither the background electron
generation nor the ion beam stripping have been included in our simulations.
Because these processes determine n, /n , without them accurate predictions
of the electron temperatures will not be possible. A time and spatial
variation of n,/n could also modify the streaming instability growth rates.

D e
Finally, a simulation of a two-dimensional converging beam needs to be done
to determine if electrons initially trapped remain trapped as the beam com-
presses.
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3.4. TARGET BEAM-PLASMA INTERACTION AND ION RANGE

G. R. Magelssen
Los Alamos National Laboratory

Unlike the effort in West Germany, in the past little theoretical ef-
fort or experimental thought has been given to the beam-target coupling
problem. This situation has continued during the systems study. A few
years ago an attempt was made to understand some of the physics occuring in

the target plasma corona. The physics was very complex; so, without an ex-
perimental program for guidence, there was little incentive for continuing
the work. A strong theoretical and experimental program is needed. We give
a brief summary of some of the physics we believe should be pursued.

Atomic Physics:
Better estimates of the ion effective charge state and the average ioniza-
tion potential are needed. In this regard, more accurate models of the
atomic processes should be made. In particular, the process of dielectric
recombination needs much more study.

Nuclear and Radiation Physics:
Models of nuclear fragments, gamma, and x-ray products are needed in our
codes to better understand their impact on target preheat.

C1assical Plasma Physics:
A model of ion slowing down in dense plasmas, plasmas with the Debye
parameter on the order of one, needs to be developed and added to our codes.

Plasma Physics:
The beam interaction in the target corona needs work. Questions about hot
electron production, beam instabilities, charge buildup, and significant
magnetic field generation should be addressed. Whether one can make useful
simple estimates of these plasma processes is questionable. Whenever we
have examined a particular physics issue, the physics has become very in-
volved. To illustrate, recently we considered the issue of charge buildup
on the target. If the ion beam propagates in vacuum, ion charge will ac-
cumulate on the target and give rise to an electric field that could prevent
some of 'the beam from hitting the target. A few years ago, Jorna and

2
Thompson made some simple estimates of the fields one could expect from
this charge accumulation. At that time the heavy ion particle energy was 50
to 100 GeV, and the total ion energy was 1 MJ. These calculations suggested
the fields were too weak to effect the beam. We repeated their calculation
for an ion particle energy of 5 GeV and a total energy of 3 to 6 MJ. We
found that the fields were large enough to be a problem. The difference be-
tween our calculations and JornaJs was a factor of more than 10 in the number
of ions irradiating the target. Of course, the reactor chamber is not a
vacuum; so, we made a simple estimate of the electrons available by ioniza-
tion due to the electric field created by charge accumulation. The electron
was assumed to be ionized when the product of electric field and the
electron orbital diameter was greater than the ionization potential. This
estimate suggested that there will not be enough electrons available for
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chamber pressures below 10 Torr and possibly too few for 10 Torr. The
chamber gas was assumed to be lithium. There are many other physics issues.
As the bean propagates to the target, it will create some electrons which
could be pulled to the target. Some of the beam ions that penetrate but are
not stopped in the target corona, could leave some of their stripped
electrons in the corona. Electrons could be emitted from the target surface,
and this emission would reduce the effective field. A grid could be placed
in front of the beam or electrons could be injected with the beam to provide
the necessary charge, but the impact of these electrons on the ion beams
propagation and waist size would need careful study. Clearly the physics
problem associated with target charge buildup has become difficult to under-
stand and model.

From an experimental standpoint, ion range measurements are needed.
Experiments such as those being undertaken at GSI, West Germany would seem
appropriate. For example, they will measure the ion range in a fully
ionized hydrogen plasma created by a z-pinch. The ion beam will be of low
current; so, only atomic effects will be measured in these initial experi-
ments. At the same time, they are developing a facility that will produce
an ion beam of enough current to study some of the plasma physics issues.
Unfortunately, our light ion machines do not provde the correct beam charac-
teristics or plasma environment for useful comparison with heavy ions.
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3.5. CAVITY GAS CLEARING AND PUMPING

R. R. Peterson
University of Wisconsin-Madison

ABSTRACT

The limits on the cavity gas density required for beam propaga-
tion and condensation times for material vaporized by target explo-
sions can determine the maximum repetition rate of heavy- ion- beam-
(HIB) driven fusion reactors. If the ions are ballistically focused
onto the target, the cavity gas must have a density below roughly

10"^ torr (3 x 1 0 ^ cm"^) at the time of propagation; other propaga-
tion schemes may allow densities as high as 1 torr or more. In some
reactor designs, several kilograms of material may be vaporized off
of the target chamber walls by the target-generated x rays, raising
the average density in the cavity to 100 torr or more. A one-
dimensional combined radiation-hydrodynamics and vaporization-and-
condensation computer code has been used to simulate the vaporiza-
tion and condensation of material in the target chambers of HIB
fusion reactors. Additionally, the gas pumping requirements have
been studied for a representative HIB reactor concept. Conclusions
are drawn as to the allowable repetition rates in various target
chamber designs, with various ion beam propagation limits.

I. INTRODUCTION

The economic feasibility of heavy-ion-beam- (HIB)driven fusion reactors as
power plants depends on the ability to achieve a high rate of target shots.
This may be even more true for HIB fusion than it is for laser or light-ion beam-
driven fusion because of characteristics of HIB drivers; HIB drivers have tra-
ditionally been thought to have the potential for high repetition rates. The
required shot rate depends on the cost of the plant, the desired cost of
electricity, and the target gain. A high total repetition rate for the plant
can occur through a high rate for each target chamber, multiple target chambers,
or a combination of the two. The allowable repetition rate for various target
chamber designs is the topic of this chapter.

The vaporization and recondensation of material in the reaction chamber of
an inertial confinement fusion (ICF) facility can have far reaching consequences
on the facility design. If one is designing a plant that produces commercial
electrical power, the condensation of vaporized material should be considered
because it may put an upper limit on the rate at which targets may be exploded
and may have a strong effect on the economic viability of the plant. Both in
power plants and in near-term devices, where target explosions may be very
infrequent, one must consider the effects of condensation on things such as
optical components, whose performance or survival may be compromised by the
deposition of a layer of material through condensation. The complexities of
these issues may be avoided by designing facilities that have low target yields
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and large chamber radii and thus have no vaporization of wall material, but this
increases the costs and/or lowers target gain and fusion power. For these and
other reasons, understanding the vaporization and condensation of material in
reaction chambers is a critical part of technology research for ICF.

There are several design concepts for target chambers for HIB reactors.
The repetition rate for a given target chamber is determined by the required
cavity gas conditions at the time of the next shot and the length of time needed
to achieve these conditions. If there is no material vaporized off of the
chamber walls, which is the case in designs where the target energy density on

the walls is low,^"^ very high repetition rates may be possible. Another ap-
proach is to allow a thin sacrificial layer from the first wall of the cavity to

be vaporized and recondensed back onto the wall.4"6 The advantage of this is
that the cavities can be smaller and cheaper, or so the designers hope. Also,
one could use higher gain targets that improve the economy of power production.
On the other hand, one must wait until the vapor density in the cavity has
fallen to the point where beam propagation is possible before firing the next
shot, and there is the chance that the vapor could condense on and damage criti-
cal components of the reactor.

The vaporization of first-wall material and its condensation back onto the
walls can be a very complicated process.^ The target-generated x rays rapidly
vaporize the wall material in an as yet poorly understood way. For example, the
x rays raise some of the wall material that is not on the surface to an energy
density above that required to heat it to the boiling point but not enough to
overcome the latent heat of vaporization, and it is unclear what happens to this
material. The vaporized material forms a dense layer of plasma near the
surface, which is heated by target-generated ions, that may exist long enough

for some rather unusual chemistry to take place. The initially very nonuniform
pressure profile in the vapor causes a shock wave to move toward the center of
the target chamber that eventually collides with other similar shocks, resulting
in very complicated hydrodynamic motion on the target chamber gases and vapors.
While this motion is occurring, the gas is radiating energy back to the first
walls and is condensing. Both of these processes put significant surface heat
fluxes onto the wall that can cause evaporation of wall material. Unusual
molecular species formed shortly after the vaporization may have a rather low
sticking coefficient or may sputter more wall material than is condensed.
Eventually, the vapor cools enough and enough energy has been conducted away
through the walls that condensation proceeds to the point that the ion beam can
be propagated through the gas and the next shot is fired. The complex nature of
these phenomena indicates that a well-tested computer code that contains simula-
tions of the relevant physical processes is required as a design tool. Scaling
laws for vaporization and condensation rates can be developed through parametric
use of such a computer code that should be a useful design tool.

In addition to condensation of vapor, active pumping of noncondensabie
gases is required to keep the gas density in the target chamber at the levels

required for beam propagation.^ Noncondensabie gases are released by the explo-
ding target. The presence of these gases not only adds atoms to the chamber
that can affect beam propagation, but it can also slow the condensation of the
vapor and thus lower the allowable repetition rate. Pumping of noncondensabie
gases will be discussed.

In this chapter, I will present calculations of the time-dependent average
gas density in a target chamber. I will do this for three target chamber
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designs that allow the first wall to partially vaporize: HIBALL,4 FIRST STEP,5

and CASCADE.6 I will begin with a comparison of the target chamber gas densi-
ties allowed by different drivers and propagation schemes. I will then discuss
the physics that goes into the computer code used for these calculations. Fol-
lowing a short discussion of HIB target spectra, I will then present and compare
the results of the calculations for the three designs and will consider what can
be done to improve the repetition rates for the designs. Finally, I will
present some scaling laws for vaporization and condensation and discuss gas
pumping issues.

II. GAS CONDITIONS REQUIRED FOR HEAVY-ION-BEAM PROPAGATION

The limitation of the reaction chamber repetition rate by vaporization and
recombination may be a very important consideration for ICF power plants. This
limit comes about because the density of the gas in the chamber at the time of
the next shot is determined by the mode of propagation for the driver beam.

Lasers require a density of between 10"^ and 1 torr (the pressure the gas would

have at 0°C), light ion beams 1 to more than 100 torr, and heavy-ion beams 10"^
to 10 torr, depending on the mode of propagation. There is considerable un-
certainty in these limits.

The breakdown of gases with intense laser beams has been extensively
studied theoretically and experimentally. » ^ Calculations of the breakdown
threshold laser intensities within the multiphoton absorption and cascade models
do not always agree with experimental results, which are themselves somewhat in-
consistent. It has been found that the breakdown threshold depends greatly on

the laser pulse width and frequency, the focusing optics, and the gas in-
volved, including the density, specie and impurities. An additional complica-
tion is that if the breakdown is limited to a small part of the beam path, much
of the laser energy may still reach the target, especially if the breakdown

1 p
occurs very near to the target, as it is likely to do. This all means that it
is yery difficult to state generally the density limit on the reaction chamber
gas because it is strongly dependent on the design of the facility.

The gas density limits in the case of light-ion beam fusion depend on the
mode of beam propagation. Propagation in laser-guided plasma channels is cur-
rently the favored scheme.13-16 p o r c o r r e c t channel formation, the gas mass
density in th'e target chamber should be about 2 x 10 g/cm . The species of
the gas range from hydrogen to xenon,but all are alwaysnoncondensabie gases.The
number density ranges from 2 torr for xenon to 350 torr for hydrogen. The ef-
fects of condensable vapor mixed in with background gas may be significant to
the formation of the channel and the behavior of the fireball in the gas that

results from the target explosion, but numerical limits on the condensable
density are not known to this author. In the past, I have used the condition on
the condensable vapor density that it cannot change the total mass density by
more that 10%. As an alternative to propagation in channels, schemes using co-
moving electron beams*° to charge and current neutralize the ion beam have also
been considered. These methods typically require cavity gas densities on the

order of 10"^ torr.
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Heavy-ion fusion has several beam propagation schemes, with required target

chamber gas densities ranging from 10"4 torr to several 10's of torr.19 The
lowest target chamber gas densities are required by ballistic focusing of heavy-
ion beams. As one increases the cavity gas density, there is increased ion loss
due to scattering. As the density continues to increase, the background gas
provides some charge and current neutralization. However, at low gas densities
there exist two-stream instabilities in the background plasma-ion beam system
that prevent effective ion beam propagation. Once the density reaches a level

of about 0.1 torr,20 the collision frequency in the plasma damps out the plasma
instabilities to the point that the ion beam may propagate in a charge-anti cur-
rent-neutralized mode. At higher densities, plasma channels could possibly be
used in much the same way as in light-ion fusion. Other means of beam propaga-
tion include propagation in a self-pinched mode, which is possible at a somewhat
lower density.

From the discussion above, one can see that the vapor density required at
the time of beam propagation can vary over about six orders of magnitude depend-
ing on the mode of propagation. Any material that is vaporized by the target
explosion must condense at a sufficient rate that the density reaches the re-
quired level before the next shot. The calculation of the amount of vaporiza-
tion of first-wall material and of the rate of condensation is the topic of the
remainder of this paper.

III. COMPUTER MODELING OF THE PHYSICS OF VAPORIZATION AND CONDENSATION

The vaporization and recondensation of material in target chambers of ICF
reactors are often broken down into two distinct phases.21-23 j n e vaporization
can be of two types: rapid adiabatic vaporization that is due to essentially
instantaneous absorption of target-generated x rays,and slow vaporization due to
energy that is radiated from the target chamber gas over a long enough time
that vaporization is limited by heat transfer into the material. In a reactor
with a low cavity gas density, which I will call case 1, the x rays from the
target deposit mostly in the first surface that they meet in the target chamber,
whereas in reactor schemes with higher gas densities, hereafter referred to as
case 2, this energy is mainly absorbed in the gas. In case 1 both superheated
vapor and vapor at the local boiling temperature of the vaporizing material come
off of the surface in a very complicated way. This vapor will then meet with
the energetic target debris ions and will be further heated. Over the next
100 ms or so the vapor will radiate to the first surface, causing additional
vaporization, hydrodynamically move throughout the target chamber, and condense
back onto the first surface. In this case, the presence of noncondensable gases
may or may not affect the rate of condensation. In case 2, the x ray and debris
energy from the target create a fireball in the target chamber gas that radiates
its energy to the first surface over a time on the order of 0.1 ms. The radiant
energy of the first surface is spread out over a long enough time that heat
conduction into the material can drastically reduce the amount of vaporization.
The vaporized material then mixes in with the noncondensable target chamber
gases, where it is moved about the target chamber by the hydrodynamic motion of
the fireball and is eventually condensed back out of the noncondensable gases.
The rate of condensation can be greatly reduced by the presence of the noncon-
densable gases.
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In both of the scenarios described above, similar physical phenomena must
be considered. In many cases, heat transfer through the first surface material

is the major process that determines the condensation rate.24 Slow heat trans-
fer through the material can keep the temperature near the surface high,, which
causes a high vapor pressure that slows the net condensation rate. In a liquid
metal first surface, one must be aware that convective heat transfer can de-
crease the surface temperature and increase the condensation rate.25 Hydro-
motion in the target chamber gas can also play a role by affecting the radiative
heat transfer and the local vapor density adjacent to the first surface. The
physics of the sticking of vapor atoms onto the condensing surface is very

complicated,^ being affected by the molecular state of the vapor, the energy of
the condensing atoms, and the state of the condensing surface. The molecular
state of the vapor is determined in case 1 during the time shortly after the
rapid vaporization and deposition of debris ions, when the vapor is vary hot and
dense. In fact, there are other important processes occurring at this time:
there may be rapid recondensation because the vaporized mass is still very close
to the first surface, there may be additional vaporization because the vapor has
been heated by the debris ions so that the heat flux to the surface is very
high, or both. In case 1, the physics of vaporization itself is rather complex
and great differences in the vaporized mass can be predicted by equally reason-
able vaporization models.

A computer code, CONRAD, has been under development at the University of
Wisconsin that attempts to model many of these physics issues. With the use of
this code, much can be learned about the relative effects of the aforementioned
issues. However, it is clear that, both to study each item separately and to
benchmark the computer code, experiments are needed. A project is in progress
to verify the accuracy of the CONRAD computer code by comparison with that

experimental data which is presently available.2^ There are presently no
experiments that simultaneously simulate all of phenomena that occur in HIB
target chambers. However, experiments do exist that can be used to verify vari-
ous aspects of CONRAD. The coupling of incident ions to the target chamber gas
and the hydromotion of the gas can be compared with experiments being done at
the Naval Research Laboratory, where laser-created blow-off plasmas drive shocks

in background gases.28 Experiments at Sandia National Laboratory29 and other

laboratories,30*31 where stress waves in solids that are subjected to intense x
rays are measured, may be able to provide x-ray deposition profiles and amounts
of mass vaporized that can be compared with CONRAD. The equations of state

and radiation opacities in CONRAD, which are provided by the code MIXERG,32 are

being compared with data from Los Alamos National Laboratory.33

CONRAD attempts to model the behavior of a radiating, moving vapor and a
material that is vaporizing or on which vapor is condensing by dividing the
problem into two separate regions. The vapor, one of the regions, is modeled
with Lagrangian hydrodynamics and multigroup radiative heat transfer. The un-
vaporized material, the other region, is modeled with a standard finite-differ-
ence heat-transfer method. From this point on, the term "material" will refer
to the unvaporized material. Each of these regions is treated with standard
numerical techniques. There is little experience in how to model the heat and
mass transfer between the two regions. For this reason, there have been some
options written into the code that allow the user to choose, for example, what
model to use for rapid vaporization.
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There has been considerable effort devoted to modeling the coupling between
the target explosion and the vapor and between the material and the vapor.
Multigroup x-ray deposition in the gas and surface material is calculated either
as though it were instantaneous or in a time-dependent manner, or both ways.
The energy from target debris ions is deposited in the gas as calculated by a

modified form of Mehlhorn's model.34 The time of flight of the ions is con-
sidered. The Lagrangian zones are dynamically rezoned as mass is transferred
between the surface material and the vapor. Data tables of equations of state

and opacities are read by CONRAD and are provided by the MIXERG computer code.32

In the past, CONRAD has been used to study the importance of radiative heat

transfer from the vapor to the first surface on the net condensation rate.4 It
was found that energy radiated from the vapor, over a time long compared to the
heat pulse directly from the target and short compared to the thermal diffusion
time in the surface material, can cause significant additional vaporization that
slows the overall reduction of the vapor density. CONRAD simulations have also
shown that the temperature and mass of the condensing particle, by affecting the
mobility of the particles and thus their diffusion speeds, can have a marked ef-
fect on the condensation rate. The effects of vaporization modeling and vapor
density-dependent boiling temperatures have been studied.

An effect that may seriously limit the condensation rate is that the equi-
librium boiling temperature of the condensing material is a function of the
local vapor density. Or, in a microscopic sense, the evaporation rate is a
function of the surface temperature of the material while the condensation rate
is a function of the properties of the vapor near the wall; the net condensation
rate is the difference between the two. The choice of these alternative ap-
proaches to the same effect is anoption in CONRAD.

The macroscopic equilibrium model uses a temperature-dependent calculation
of the boiling temperature and then uses the rapid vaporization models to calcu-
late the amount of evaporated mass on each time step. Using the Clausius-
Claperyon equation, one can deduce that the boiling temperature at some pressure
P is related to the boiling temperature at 1 atmosphere by

boiling r 1 R , , P ^

where P is the local partial pressure of the vapor in atmospheres, R is the gas
constant and AH V is the latent heat of vaporization. In Fig. 3.5-1, the boiling

temperature of lithium is plotted against the vapor pressure. The unit of vapor

pressure is J/cm , which is equivalent to MPa.
The microscopic evaporation model just assumes that those ions on the

surface of the material that have enough thermal speed to overcome the escape
potential of the surface will leave the surface. The atoms on the surface have
a distribution of speeds that are a function of the surface temperature that
lead to an equation for the evaporation rate,

4.13 x io3

surf
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BOILING TEMPERATURE FOR LITHIUM
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Fig. 3.5-1. Lithium boiling temperature versus local vapor
pressure.

Here p is the mass density of the surface material, lsurf is the surface temper-

ature in K,and A is the atomic mass number of the material.

IV. HEAVY-ION-BEAM TARGET EXPLOSIONS

The x-ray and ion spectra and energy partitioning that result from the
target explosion are required for analysis of the target chamber behavior. We
have chosen the target designed by Bangerter et al. as one that is typical for

HIB fusion. This target design was slightly modified into the form shown in
Fig. 3.5-2. Here the target is shown in its initial form and in its configura-
tion at the start of its burn. The burning of the target was simulated with the

PHD-IV computer code.36

This simulation, in concert with calculations of the interaction between
the fusion neutrons with the fully compressed target, provides the time-
dependent spectrum of x rays leaving the target and the debris ion energies.
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Fig. 3.5-2. Heavy-ion fusion target.

These results have been reported elsewhere, »3° and are also shown in Fig. 3.5-
3 and Table 3.5-1. The target yield in these results is normalized to 100 MJ,
where the input ion beam energy was 1.3 MJ. The x-ray spectrum shown is inte-
grated out to 3.5 ns, where the hard component is due to x rays from the burning
fuel, while the soft are from the whole target.

Naturally, different reactor designs demand different target yields. These
are obtained by scaling the results for 100 MJ to the proper yield. The shapes
of the x-ray and ion spectra remain the same, but the numbers of photons and
ions are changed.

V. VAPORIZATION OF FIRST-WALL MATERIAL

The vaporization and condensation of lithium in an ICF target chamber have
been simulated with the CONRAD computer code. The initial conditions for this
simulation are listed in Table 3.5-II. These parameters are consistent with

the Los Alamos National Laboratory FIRST STEP design,** which was chosen for the
sake of an example. The x-ray spectrum used for a 30-MJ target explosion is
scaled from Fig. 3.5-3, and the deposition power profile it instantaneously cre-
ates in liquid lithium is given in Fig. 3.5-4. The long tail is due to the hard
component of the x rays. The energy of the debris ions has been put into the
lowest energy x-ray bin for these calculations. This will have some effect on
the results and will not do the heating of the vapor by ions properly. Also,

since the ions typically take 10"" seconds to deposit their energy, there are
some time-dependent effects that are neglected. This approximation was used be-
cause the ion deposition in CONRAD was suspect at the time these simulations
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Fig. 3.5-3. Target x-ray spectrum for HIBALL-type target.

TABLE 3.5-1

HIB TARGET YIELD ENERGY PARTITION AND ION ENERGIES

Energy Partition
Fusion Yield
Neutron Yield
X-Ray Yield
Debris Ion Yield
Endoergic Neutron Reactions

Debris Ion Energies
Debris Ion Yield
Average Energy per Nucleon
Deuterium
Tritium
Helium
Lithium
Lead

100 MJ
71 MJ
20 MJ
7.4
1.6

7.4
0.85
1.70
2.55
3.40
5.90
176

MJ
MJ

MJ
keV/amu
keV
keV
keV
keV
keV

were done. A new ion stopping package is currently being tested, and better
simulations will be done.

Three vaporization models are included in CONRAD, the user's choice of
model being an input parameter. The models can be understood with the help of
Fig. 3.5-5. Here the energy density after deposition of x rays in the surface
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TABLE 3.5-11

INITIAL CONDITIONS FOR COMPUTER SIMULATION

Fi rs t Surface

Nominal Target Yield

F i rs t Surface Position

Target X-Ray Spectrum

Time Depandence of X-Ray Pulse

Desired Repetition Rate

Liquid l i th ium

25 MJ

2 meters from target

Bangerter et al.

Instantaneous

10 Hz

X-Ray Deposition Profile
2.4E+17

2.0E+17-

1.6E+17-

5

1.2E+17-

1
"O

J3
8.0E+16

4.0E+16-

O.OE+OO •
1.9-7

Liquid Lithium First Surface

1.e-6 1.e-5 1.e-4 1.e-3
Distance from Front Surface (m)

1.e-2

Fig, 3.5-4, Deposition power in lithium for spectrum in Fig. 3.5-3.
Distance from target is 2 meters.
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Fig. 3.5-5. Vaporization models.

material is plotted against distance from the surface nearest the target, as is
the energy density needed to raise the material to the boiling temperature and
that needed to vaporize the material. One should notice that in region I there
is more than enough energy present to vaporize the material and that in region
II there is more than the sensible heat required to raise the material to the
boiling point but not enough to vaporize it. There is a third region where the
material is below the boiling point. Three different models have been used to
study this situation: model A, which is not shown in Fig. 3.5-5, assumes that
all of the energy from regions I and II is free to spread around to vaporize the
maximum amount of material, model B only allows region I to vaporize, and model
C uses all of the energy in region I to vaporize material in region I and the
energy in region II to vaporize as much material as possible in region II.

A series of calculations of the amounts of vaporized mass has been carried
out with CONRAD for target yields ranging from 3.0 MJ to 450 MJ, the results of
which are presented in Fig. 3.5-6. One can see that the vaporized mass can vary
by a f?ctor of several between the results of models B and C. This difference
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Fig. 3.5-6. Vaporized masses for a two-meter radius spherical tar-
get chamber with a liquid lithium first surface versus
target yield per unit target chamber surface. Calcula-
tions have been made within model B and C.

is due in part to the long tail on the deposition profile seen in Fig. 3.5-4.
Calculations were not done for model A, which is considered to be the least
physical of the three.

VI. CONDENSATION OF VAPORIZED MATERIAL

Two possible ways of computing the evaporation contribution to the net
condensation rate exist in CONRAD: the macroscopic equilibrium and the micro-
scopic model. These two methods are compared by performing CONRAD simulations
both ways. The features of each of these sets of simulations will show which
model is best for target chamber analysis.

To test the importance of variable boiling temperatures in the macroscopic
equilibrium evaporation model, CONRAD has been used to simulate the condensation
of 200 g of lithium vapor, which is initially near the vaporizing surface and at
an initial temperature of 0.5 eV, onto the lithium walls of a 2-meter radius
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Fig. 3.5-7. Average vapor density in a two-meter-radius spherical
target chamber with a liquid lithium first surface with
a 25-MJ target explosion versus time after explosion.
Calculations have been done with variable and constant
boiling temperatures.

target chamber. This is the condition of the vapor shortly after a 30-MJ shot.
The results of simulations for the case where the boiling temperature is calcu-
lated in this manner are compared in Fig. 3.5-7 with a calculation where the
boiling temperature is held constant. Here the average density in the target
chamber is plotted against time. One sees that, as long as the average density
is more than a few torr, the two calculations agree. Once an average density of
about 1 torr is reached, the case where the boiling temperature is calculated no
longer sees any net condensation, while the other calculation continues to con-
dense. This is due to a reduction in the boiling temperature below the
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temperature of a significant part of the wall, leading to vaporization of that
part of the wall. This additional vaporization, of course, increases the densi-
ty of the vapor in the chamber and increases the boiling temperature. This
feedback between the boiling temperature and the vapor density causes the oscil-
lations that are seen. I believe that these oscillations are of numerical
origin and indicate a weakness in this approach. Eventually, the temperature of
the wall will decrease enough that net condensation will continue. In fairness
to liquid lithium first wall protection schemes, it should be mentioned that
convective heat transfer in the liquid, which is not taken into account here,
could decrease the temperature in the wall more rapidly and speed the condensa-
tion process.

Condensation calculations have been carried out for three target chamber
designs with the CONRAD computer code, with the microscopic evaporation model
invoked. The three all allow partial vaporization of the first walls by target

Typical parameters for the three designs are listed in Tablegenerated
3 . 5 - I I I .

x rays. yp p e e g
HIBALL uses a coating of l i qu id l i th ium-lead eutec t ic , ^ 8 3 ^ 1 7 on a

py
The radius
for HIBALL.

in radius and

substrate of silicon-carbide fabric to protect the rest of the structure from
the target-generated x rays and ions. The chamber radius is 5 m and the hoped
for repetition rate is 5 Hz. FIRST STEP uses liquid lithium that is rapidly
flowing so that centrifugal force holds it up against a metal wall.
is only 2 m but the target yield is only 25 MJ, compared with 396 MO
The designers of FIRST STEP hope to run at 10 Hz. CASCADE is 3 m
the first wall is made of flowing graphite pellets that are also held against
the walls by centrifugal force. Some versions of the CASCADE design use
beryllium-oxide in place of graphite, but it has since been learned that BeO
will dissociate and the beryllium will condense, leaving a great deal of oxygen

gas in the the cavity that must be pumped out. The target yield is 334 MJ. As
one can see from Table 3.5-1II, the x-ray and ion target energy per unit area

Firs t Wall Material

Target Yield (MJ)

Target Design

Fraction of Yield in X-rays and
Ions

TABLE 3.5-111

HIBALL

Liquid Pb-Li

396

"Bangerter"

0.27

FIRST STEP

Liquid Li

25

"Bangerter"

0.27

CASCADE

Graphite

334

"Bangerter"

0.27

Distance from Target to F i rs t Wall 5
(m)

X-Ray and Ion Energy per Unit Area 0.340

(MJ/m2)

Desired Rep Rate per Cavity (Hz) 5

0.134

10

0.797
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AVERAGE DENSITY IN CAVITY
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Fig. 3.5-8. Average vapor density in HIBALL target chamber versus
time.

varies considerably between the three designs and the designs have different
wall materials.

The average gas densities in
chambers, as simulated by CONRAD,
respectively.- The first thing to
haved than in simulations using the macroscopic model,
paring the shape of the average density curves in Figs
with that found in Fig. 3.5-7. The results with the
smoother than those for the macroscopic model. This is
scopic model, once the boiling pressure reaches the gas
near the wall, cannot decide whether the large amount of
tures very close to the boiling point will
solid (or liquid). This microscopic model

the HIBALL, FIRST STEP, and CASCADE target
are shown in rigs. 3.5-8, 3.5-9, and 3.5-10,
notice is that these results are better be-

This is seen by com-
. 3.5-8 through 3.5-10
microscopic model are
so because the macro-
pressure in the vapor
material with tempera-

become vapor or if it will remain
does not have this problem because

the evaporation rate is a smooth function of temperature.
The results for HIBALL show that after 0.2 seconds the density is still 5 x

,14 cm"3,lO1"* cm"J, more than 2 orders of magnitude higher than that required for ballis-
tic focusing. This is because the thermal speed of the vapor atoms is very low
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Fig. 3.5-9. Average vapor density in FIRST STEP target chamber
versus time.

because most of the energy has been radiated away and the lead atoms have high
mass. One should notice the vapor density is actually increasing very early in
the calculation, which is due to the high radiant heat flux. The vapor density

in FIRST STEP initially falls very rapidly to below 101* cm"3 but then condensa-
tion ceases. At this point the evaporation rate is equal to the condensation
rate. The evaporation rate is fairly high because the temperature of the
surface of the liquid lithium is 540°C at 0.1 second. The condensation could
continue if the bulk temperature of the liquid lithium were lowered below 420°C
or if some other way of increasing the heat transfer could be found. The
thermal conductivity has already been increased over classical values in an at-
tempt to account for convective heat transfer. A set of three calculations has
been done for CASCADE for three values of the sticking coefficient for vapor
atoms striking the surface. If all of the atoms striking the surface stick to
it, a sticking coefficient of 1, the density of vapor in the cavity falls to the

level required for ballistic focusing, 3 x 10 1 2 cm"3, in less than 0.1 second.
It has been found, however, that because of the chemistry of vaporized carbon,
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Fig. 3.5-10. Average vapor density in CASCADE target chamber versus
time.

the sticking coefficient may be about 0.7.^ This leads to a density of 1 x 1 0 ^
cm at 0.1 second and should lead to a level acceptable for ballistic focusing
by 0.2 second. If the correct value is actually 0.5, condensation occurs too
slowly to allow a 5 Hz repetition rate and ballistic focusing.

There has been some indication that ballistic focusing may indeed be possi-
ble at densities of more than 1 x 10 cm" . " If this is true, there is no
problem for FIRST STEP and CASCADE in running at 10 Hz. HIBALL may marginally
be able to run at 5 Hz.

VII. VAPORIZATION AND CONDENSATION SCALING LAWS

Computer simulations of the vaporization and condensation of material in
the reaction chamber of a heavy-ion-beam fusion reactor have been done with the
CONRAD computer code. Using basic laws of physics and comparisons between many
CONRAD simulations, scaling laws have been devised for the allowable repetition
rate.
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We have carried out parametric calculations for the FIRST STEP target
chamber concept with liquid lithium first wall protection with a chamber radius
of 2 meters, a target yield of 30 MJ and lithium as a vapor species, where the
liquid lithium is initially at 420°C. Liquid lithium has been chosen as the
material for vaporization. The target yield was varied to show the dependence
of the vaporized mass on the yield per unit area, which is shown in Fig. 3.5-6.
The linear nature of this curve lets us write the vaporized mass as

M (g) = 2.76 x 102 Y/4TTR2 , (3)

where Y is the yield in MJ,and R is the chamber radius in meters. Starting from
the same vapor density profile, the early condensation process is then simulated
for several chamber radii, shown in Fig. 3.5-11. Parametric variation of the
temperature of the vapor shortly after vaporization has been combined with the
information in Fig. 3.5-11 to provide a scaling law for lithium in the early
phase

n(t) = h Q exp[-t/(0.21 x 10"
3 RT'0*56)] . (4)

Here, n(t) is the time-dependent average number density of vapor in the cavity

in particles/nr and t is the time in seconds. T is the initial vapor tempera-
ture in eV, which can be expressed in terms of yield and radius with the use of

Eq. (3). Simple heat transfer relations and the Clausius-Claperyon equation^9

for vapor pressure as a function of surface temperature give a similar law for
the later phase:

n(t) - 2.6868 x 10 2 5 ( ^
-i atm)

where y t ) - T b u U + ±-
Ar

Nn is Avogadro's number, kg is Boltzmann's constant, and dHy is the heat of

vaporization of the material. T
DOiling

 is tne bo i l i n9 temperature of the ma-

terial at 0.1 MPa of pressure, and Tbl|-|k is the temperature of the back of the

wall. Kg is the thermal conductivity of the wall material and a is the thermal

diffusivity. From Eqs. (3), (4) and (5), the repetition rates for a given re-
quired density in the reaction chambers can be calculated for both early and
late periods.

VIII. CAVITY GAS PUMPING

Because condensation cannot clear the gas of hydrogen and helium, active
pumping must be employed to some degree. Helium and hydrogen enter the cavity
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Fig. 3..5-11. Average number density in cavity versus time for vari-
ous target chamber radii. The bulk temperature of the
wall is 420°C and there are initially 150 g of vapor-
ized material.

as debris from the target explosion. Because there is very little residual
cavity gas, the gas ions travel through the cavity as energetic ions that either
strike the vapor newly created by the target x rays or hit the first
surface directly. The hydrogen component in the gas may be adsorbed in the first
surface but the helium will remain as gas in the cavity. Cryogenic pumping has
been investigated as a means of keeping the helium density in the cavity at
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acceptable levels. An average helium density of 3.5 x 1 0 ^ cm""* (10 torr) has
been chosen as the value required for beam propagation.

The active pumping is opposed by the resistance of the pipe between the

pump and the target chamber.^ «, measure of the flow that is allowed in a pipe
is the conductance, which can be calculated in the case of molecular flow
through the expression

c i * ,n3

7T + 1 / 1 7 (T • (6)

Here, P is the length of the pipe in cm, r is the pipe radius in cm, T is the
gas temperature in K, and m is the molecular weight of the gas in g. We have
considered the pumping parameters for the FIRST STEP concept. Estimating the
pipe length to be 400 cm, the pipe radius to be 30 cm and the gas temperature to

be 2000 K, one calculates conductances of 2.99 x 104 and 3.83 x 104 liter/s for
lithium and helium, respectively. From the other helium pumping parameters
listed in Table 3.5-1V, the required effective pumping rate may be calculated by
the formula

n_ + An
V in C-V"V o

which leads to a value of 2.43 x 10 liter/s. Here, nQ is the required average

number density, Any is the increase due to the induction of target debris, and

At is the period of time between shots. The actual pumping rate required is
related to the effective pumping and the conductance of the pipe through the
relation

1 _ 1 I (a)

S " S " C * * '
pumping eff

The required pumping rate to regulate the helium density is therefore equal to

6.62 x 10^ liters/s. If one assumes that 1 cm^ of cryopanel area provides
5 liters/s of pumping capacity, 1.3 x 10* cm^ of cryopanel is required. Whether
sufficient space is available for these cryopanels depends on the design of the
pumps and the beam lines; but in HIBALL1 there is 2.8 x 104 cm2 so that, even
with a 50% duty factor, there is enough room to do such pumping.

Some of the vaporized lithium will also travel down the beam tube, possibly
contaminating the cryopanels or helping to reduce the lithium density in the
cavity. The rate that lithium vapor flows down the beam transport tubes is con-
trolled by the same things that constrain the helium pumping. The number of
lithium atoms that reach the cryopanels on each shot is expressed in terms of
the number of lithium atoms in the cavity at any time t, nii_r, and the volume

of the cavity V,
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TABLE 3.5-IV

HELIUM PUMPING PARAMETERS FOR FIRST STEP

Pipe Length 400 cm

Pipe Radius 10 cm

Gas Temperature 2000 K

Gas Volume (V) 3.35 x 104 liters

Required Number Density (nQ) 3.5 x 10 1 2 cm'3

Density Increase Due to Target Debris (nT) 2.63 x 10** cm""*

Time Between Shots (t) 0.1 s

nLi-pumped ~ Jn
 u t 7 C H T X 7 7 7 T T * (9)

5pump

Since 1/Spump + 1/CL1 = 1.66 s, and At = 0.1 s, n L i_ p u m p e d < 0.06 nLi (t = 0).
This means that the effect of the active pumping on the overall lithium vapor
density as a function of time is not important. Therefore, one can use the
density as a function of time from Eqs. (4) and (5) in Eq. (9) to find the mass
of lithium that would reach the cryopumps if condensation of the lithium oc-
curred on the inside of the tube. The mass of lithium to reach the pumps in

this case is 4.2 x 10'2 g. In fact, much of the lithium that is pulled into the
beam transport tube will condense onto the walls of the tube. If the condensa-
tion is just proportional to the area of the tube walls divided by the area of

the opening on the pump end of the tube, 1.6 x 10 g will condense on the cryo-
panels on each shot. It is conservative to assume that the cryopanels will
cease to perform properly once they are covered with 10 monolayers of lithium.
This means that they must be heated up to a few hundred degrees C to clean them

after 2 x 10"3 g of lithium reaches the pumps. Thus, unless a great deal of
additional area for condensation is added, the cryopanels will only function for
one shot.

IX. ALLOWABLE REPETITION RATES

Computer simulations of the condensation of target explosion created vapor
in three designs of HIB target chambers have been carried out. If the relative-
ly hard vacuum of 10"4 torr is required for ballistic ion beam focusing, one has
three different concerns for the three designs, each of which could make the
repetition rate unacceptably high. In the case of HIBALL, the vapor can cool
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rapidly due to radiation so that the thermal speed can become very low, and the
cavity is so large that it takes too long for the vapor atoms to reach the
surface. In FIRST STEP, the vapor pressure of the liquid lithium is high at
fairly low temperatures so that the condensation can be greatly slowed if the
surface temperature of the lithium is even as high as 540°C. In CASCADE, the
chemistry of the vapor causes the sticking coefficient of the vapor on the
surface to be significantly below 1.

Adjustments to the designs may improve the repetition rates. In HIBALL,
the rate may be increased by making the cavity smaller, and in FIRST STEP, in-
creasing the flow rate of the lithium may lower the vapor pressure by lowering
the bulk temperature of the lithium fcnd increasing convective heat transfer. It
is harder to say what can be done to CASCADE to change the chemistry of the
vapor, but the search for improvement must begin by gaining understanding of the
physics of such hot and dense vapors. If it is indeed possible to focus the ion
beams through denser gases, all three designs show promise of allowing reason-
able repetition rates.

X. CONCLUSIONS

Vaporization and condensation phenomena in HIB target chambers can be
critically important in determining the repetition rate of the facility. These
phenomena are most important to designs that require very low target chamber gas
densities at the time of driver beam propagation, such as designs requiring
ballistic beam focusing. The density required varies by six orders of magni-
tude, depending on the propagation mode.

There are several physics issues that are important to understanding vapor-
ization and condensation phenomena. Heat transfer through the vaporizing or
condensing surface is clearly important when the thermal diffusion time is com-
parable to or shorter than the time over which heat is deposited. The condi-
tions of the vapor, that is its temperature and density, can have a large effect
on the condensation of the gas. The physics of sticking, which may be greatly
influenced by the chemistry of the vapor phase, can also dominate the condensa-
tion rate.

A computer code is under development that simulates these phenomena in ICF
reactor target chambers. Presently, the CONRAD code models vaporization, hydro-
motion and ionization in the vapor, radiative heat transfer from the vapor back
onto the surface, and condensation. The detailed physics of sticking and vapor
chemistry are not presently included in the code. To date, CONRAD has been used
to show the importance of radiative heat transfer, of correct modeling of the
vaporization process, of using the proper target x-ray spectrum, of calculating
the heat transfer in the surface, and of properly modeling the evaporation of
material during the condensation phase.

Scaling laws have been devised from basic laws of physics and results of
computer simulations for the case of liquid lithium protected cavities. These
scaling laws can be used to calculate the allowable repetition rate for the
cavity based on the dimensions and conditions of the cavity and the allowed gas
density. Standard gas pumping formulas are used to estimate the pumping power
needed to clear the cavity of noncondensable gases. The area of cryopanels has
been determined for a given design of the tube through which the pumping occurs.
The contamination of the cryopanels by lithium vapor has been studied and is
found to be a potentially serious problem.

Experimentation is needed to bench-mark computer codes and study specific
physics issues. Many of the physics issues rely on models that need
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experimental verification. For example, there are presently at least three
candidate models for vaporization, where each gives a different result. Experi-
ments are needed to better understand the details of this, complicated process.
Even if all of the individual physics issues are understood, experiments that
involve all of the issues together are needed to test the validity of the
computer codes such as CONRAD.

The CONRAD computer code is being subjected to a verification procedure
through comparison with some experimental data. This process lias already led
to improvements in the manner ions are absorbed in the gas and will doubtless
lead to more improvements. Once this* process has been completed and a better
version of CONRAD is available, we will be able to study HIB target chamber
phenomena more completely than we can at the present time. One area to which we
expect to devote considerable effort is the interaction of the target ions with
newly created vapor and the subsequent behavior of the vapor shortly after the
target explosion.
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4.1. HEAVY-ION FUSION SYSTEM ASSESSMENT:
FINAL FOCUS AND TRANSPORT MODEL

E. P. Lee, A. Faltens, and D. Keefe
Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory

J. Hovingh
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory

1. Overview

At the end of the induction linac the beamlets are laterally separated
for transport to final focus and, if necessary, split to provide an increased
final number of beamlets on target <NO). Splitting may be required for
symmetric illumination, to stay within space charge limits, cr to provide a
sufficient number of beamlets to build up a desired intensity waveform
through the use of path length differences. The No transport channels from
the linac to final focus are composed of cold bore superconducting
quadrupoles and bends, and possibly higher order magnetic elements which may
be needed to control the effects of momentum dispersion and aberrations. The
beamlets have a head-to-tail velocity difference on the order of 5% imposed
during the final stages of acceleration, which produces an order of magnitude
or more compression during transport, so the final pulse length is in the
desired range (5-20 ns) at the pellet. As the beamlets compress, space
charge limits in transport are increasingly stressed, with large apertures
and close packing of quadrupoles especially pronounced immediately before the
final focus magnet set.

The major features of the final focus system are determined largely by
the requirements of spot size on the pellet, reactor chamber radius, and the
shielding required to reduce the neutron, x-ray and gas fluxes from the
reactor to an acceptable level. The final focus quadrupole triplets
described by R. Martin*3-) are well suited to serve as the basic final focus
components. HIBALL II*2) adopts for this purpose a pair of triplets
separated by a pair of weak bends that aid in the removal of line-of-sight
neutrons. This general arrangement is also adopted in the present study.

Transport within the reactor vessel has, in most studies, been assumed to
take place in near vacuum (P < 10~4 torr Li) to avoid disruption by the
two-stream instability.(3) Alternatively, a "high pressure window"
(P = 1 - 10 ' torr Li) may also be available for stable propagation;*-*) its
suitability, however, in a reactor/beam line environment is very unclear
because of the large gas load that may stream back into the final focus
lenses. HIBALL II specifies P < 3 x 10"6 torr Pb vapor to avoid the
stripping of electrons from the beam ions (which might cause spot size blow-
up through the interaction with the beam's electric field). Unfortunately,
several attractive reactor concepts considered in the present study
(HYLIFE*4), CASCADE*5), WET WALL*6)) have residual gas pressures in the
range 10~2 _ io~3 torr Li at reasonable repetition rates (2 - 10 Hz);
this pressure must be taken into account with regard to both transport in the
reactor and the leaking of gas into the final focus beam lines. Recent
calculations*7) indicate that, contrary to earlier conclusions, the
two-stream instability is benign at these pressures due to the detuning
effect of beam convergence.
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To produce the small spot radius (r3) on taiget, the final beamlet
unnormalized emittance (c) must satisfy the condition c < rsft, where
© is the beamlet convergence cone half angle. Kor the typical parameters
rs = 3 mm, © = 10 mr, we require e < 3x10 5 m-r. This value appears
to be achievable using high brightness ion sources^' and is well matched
to the desired range of normalized emittance for a cost-optimized
accelerator. Allowance must also be made for the effects on spot size of
momentum spread (±Ap), various forms of beam jitter, and space charge
induced blowup. A final focus system composed of a pair of triplets has
dispersion at the pellet that leads to an increased spot radius
Ars * 8LG (Ap/p), where L is the distance from the center of the
final magnet to the pellet. Unless this is corrected by special beamline
elements, it is desirable to limit the momentum spread to the range
Ap/p < t 10~3. This is a severe requirement on the accelerator
system (which must produce a value less than ~ + 10"^ prior to
compression).

In summary, the required small spot size on the pellet is met by low
specified emittance, small momentum spread, and a set of other focal and
reactor constraints that are only partially understood at present. The
convergence cone half-angle, 6, is set at a value that is determined by
tradeoffs among economic and physical factors. Factors driving a low value
of 9 are dispersion, aberrations, magnet costs, reactor economics,
shielding and beam-line vacuum. Factors driving a large value of 6 are the
emittance limit, space charge limits, and jitter control. The typical range
of reactor vaiues (6 = 5-20 mr) is the result of compromise among these
factors. Aside from the spot size condition, it is desired to make the
normalized emittance relatively large (en = fife > 10"^ m-r) since
transportable current is found to vary as e^3, an(j too small a value
of cn could result in an unreasonably large number of beamlets in the
high energy portion of the linac (N increasing above ~ 24) .

2. Pulse Compression
At the end of acceleration the ion pulse is typically 100-400 ns in

length, which is well matched to the bandwidth of the accelerator pulse-
forming system. Subsequent reduction to the desired 5-20 ns length desired
for the fusion pellet implosion is achieved by the mechanism of drift
compression in the transport lines leading to the final focus system. If the
initial pulse length (in m) is ?o and the drift lines have length ZQ,
then a head to tail velocity tilt of approximataly

o
Aw I Q— = r (1)

must be applied in the final stages of acceleration. If, for example,
fo = 20 m and Zo = 400 m, then the pulse tail must move 5T. faster than
the head in the transport lines. There are several important considerations
in this approach:

(a) The bends in the transport system must handle the velocity tilt and
space charge with a minimum of dispersive effects. There have been
only rudimentary (but encouraging) calculations of a design to
accomplish this.
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(b) Longitudinal space charge forces reduce the velocity tilt as the
pulse compresses; the initial tilt must be large enough that it is
not entirely removed before the desired final pulse length is
reached.

(c) Any residual tilt remaining in the pulse at the time of final focus
will result in a potentially severe second - order chromatic
aberration at the pellet. It is assumed that this can be
compensated for by the use of rapidly pulsed quadrupoles in an upstream
location. These pulsed quadrupoles would impose a time-dependent
envelope oscillation that would cancel the time - dependent
aberration resulting from the remaining tilt.

(d) The generation of longitudinal momentum spread by the inhomogeneous
fields acting during compression is minimal (ideally Ap/p <
10"3 in final focus). A recent, and preliminary particle-in-cell
simulation of compression dynamics indicates that final momentum
spread can be on the order of 10% of the initial tilt^9^. This
is larger than desired by a factor of several.

The System Assessment model assumes the favorable resolution of these
concerns. However, the role of space charge in removing tilt appears to be
sufficiently fundamental that a scale law has been devised for the System
Model. We adopt the approximate represenlation of longitudinal electric
field

Y 3Z

where \(z,t) is the line charge density of the beamlet and

(3)

is a geometric factor involving the ratio of channel radius b and beam
radius a. Then a pulse with parabolic longitudinal profile must have
initial tilt

Here ^0 and ^f are initial and final pulse lengths,and K is beamlet
perveance in final focus

K - 2 qll 2 (4«« I"1 . (5)
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The system code generally uses the limiting value K = ©2 (see discussion
of perveance limit given below) where 8 is the convergence half angle in
final focus. Inserting the typical values 9 =.01 rad and >.f/f.o = .05
we find the tilt condition

r } ]0-4 9b)l
1/2

 fM
= 0.038. ^ '

This is an appreciable, but probably not unacceptable, value. A residual
momentum spread of ± 5% of this tilt would be double the value of ±0.001
assumed in the model. Thus we are somewhat optimistic on this point.

3. Perveance Limit

The minimum number of final beamlines (No) required to transport the
beam ions to the fusion pellet with radius rs can be estimated from a
consideration of space charge effects in the reactor chamber. First
consider the situation in which the beamlets transverse the chamber in
vacuum and that space charge is the dominant defocussing affect. Then the
beam envelope equation is

A 2 =
ds a

where K is the beamlet perveance

2Iqe
^~ ^ = n e

(BY) m
o
c 4irco (Br) A (31 x 10 amp)

The perveance is a dimensionless measure of beamlet current. The minimum
beamlet radius resulting from this equation is

r = a exp (-02/2K) , (9)

where 9 is the convergence cone half angle and

a. = Le (10)
lens

is the beam radius at the final lens. For a power reactor, we expect
L = 5-10 in, 9 = 10-20 mr, and r = 2-4 mm. To make space charge negligible,
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we therefore require, in the absence of neutralization

K < (.1)6
2

(11)

This condition leads to unacceptably large numbers of beamlets when the
charge state exceeds q = 2-3, so some degree of neutralization must be
invoked in general. The figure adopted in the HIFSA study is 90%
neutralization, either from the ionization of residual gas or co-injection
of electrons. Recent calculations by Olson^O) indicate that the ion
pulse is able to trap an electron cloud of sufficient density and low enough
temperature to accomplish this. Thus assuming neutralization we adopt the
condition

e (12)

The final number of beamlets No can be related to the total energy
delivered to the pellet (W), beamlet current (I), and pulse-length (Tp) by

o =
W 4We q

(13)

A convenient formula for No is

(14)

where final pulse length is
non-relativistic formula T
(q = 3, A = 200, W M J = 4,
get No = 14.1,
illumination.

given in nanoseconds (Tns) and we used the

o = (l3y)2Mc2/2. For the typical case
T n s =10, K = 2.25 x 10~4, |3y =0.33), we

which rounds up to No = 16 for symmetric two-sided

4. Transport Lines

Transport lines from the linac to the final focus train serve a variety
of purposes:

a. drift compression,
b. bends matched to final focus configuration,
c. delay lines for multiple pulse linac,
d. correction and compensation of aberrations and dispersion, and
e. pulse splitting.

It has not been feasible to make detailed estimates of cost, length and
configuration that accommodate all of these features. A crude estimate of
cost, which is proportional to the length and total number of the transport
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lines is used in the system code:

cost/m = (5000$) 1 + (15)

The actual perveance, of course, is much lower than the final value (K)
during most transport; but. the dependence of radius on current is
approximately correct. The quantity [Bp] is the magnetic rigidity of the
ions ([Bp] = ByMc/qe). Tunnel costs are a separate item in the system
code.

Any splitting zones required to convert the N-accelerated beamlets into
N final beamlets are costed at 20 k$/m for a total bend of ir/8 radiars:
o

cost 20.000$ /|Bpi\ /ir\

ipTTt= in \ 2t / U J •

The length of bea-\ lines is highly dependent on both the focal geometry
and the final focus train length (8L), where L is the focal length of lenses
close to the reactor (see sec. 6). A rough match-up of geometry has
motivated the following formulas (length per transport line).

Single-sided illumination:

line length = 18L
Double-sided illumination:

line length= 9L + |3ir - l) p

where
P = [Bp]/2T

is the average radius of curvature in the bend system. The total length is
not allowed to be shorter than 18L.

Uniform illumination:

line length = 20L + 2irp

This is necessary to carry beamlets to the back side of the reactor.
Double-pulse delay lines:

lius length = 18L + Be xd

where delay time x,j = 10~5 s is assumed. The second pulse lines have
length 18L.

5. Transportable Current

Immediately prior to final focus the beamlet current (as computed from
the perveance limit) can potentially exceed the Maschke transport
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limit.dD To insure against this possibility, the final beamlet current
(I) is tested against this limit, allowing a factor of two for compression
during final focus; that is, I <. 2 Iiimit i-

s allowed.
The specific formula for limiting current used here(12) is the

general form

limit = (2.89 x 106A (BY)
5 2

1/3

,(17)

where an and are the normal and depressed tunes of the transport
lattice, n is the quadrupole occupancy factor, and B is the quadrupole
field at the beam edge. We adopt the maximum reasonable values for these
quantities as understood at present:

cro =85° r 1.48 rad
an/0 = 10
n
B

0.5
: 3T

to obtain

1 < 2 I
imit

= (45.2 x 1(TA ) (BY)5/3 1/3 2/3
(18)

For the typical values A/q = 67, BY =0.33, et
I < 13.4 kA, (which is usually satisfied).

6. Final Focus 'Components and Their Arrangement

= 10"^ rad-m, we get

The final focus system described in the H1BALL II report^) serves as
a model for HIFSA. The essential layout consists of two quadrupole triplets
separated by a pair of weak bends (~ 3° each). The first triplet expands
the beamlet to a radius of ~ 20-40 cm and the second triplet focusses it
onto the pellet. The bends allow line-of-sight neutrons to be removed from
the beamline. If neutrons were absent then a single quadrupole quadruplet
would be adequate. The magnets are assumed to be superconducting with a
warm bore (for system efficiency), with ths possible exception of the final
quadrupole, which may be an iron - dominated electromagnet in order to
withstand the neutron flux. A rough model of the system optics is obtained
by taking the focal length of all six quadrupoles equal to the distance (L)
from the middle of the final magnet to the fusion pellet. The beam radius
in the final magnet is L8, and the maximum radius in the train is 3L6,
which is reached in the second and fifth quadrupoles. Space charge effects
are incorporated in this design only in the crude sense that magnet
gradients are increased by a factor of /2~ over the values required in the
absence of space charge. Magnet lengths are set equal to L/2 except for the
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final quadrupole, which is generally shorter (~ L/4) in order to reduce
the final focal length. Total length for the train is set at 8L (generally
in the range 50-100 m), which is 50% occupied by magnets. The
superconducting wire is set back to a radius of twice that of the beam to
allow room for shielding, cooling and thermal insulation.

For the described final focus layout the spot radius is given by

r2s ~ ^ + (8L9AP/P)2 , (19)

assuming aberrations and space charge in final transport can be neglected.
The minimum spot radius is obtained with

e _ / £ _ \ 1/2 (20)

* " 1 8UP/PJ

For the system cost algorithm we use the formula

. e n c l of u r e
 + (1.2) (.5M$ + 8-J*-r) .cost \ magnet / (21)

The enclosure cost is $2830/m for a cut and cover tunnel. The factor of
(1.2) includes all shielding, utilities, power supplies, etc. A 0.5 Ml price
is included to cover the transition zone in which the gas load is reduced,
and the factor of 8 reflects the number of magnets per line. The cost-per-
magnet estimate is based on the third quadrupole, which is of medium size
compared with the others. Its wire radius is 46L, with field at the wire
Bc = 8 V2 [Bp] e/L , where [Bp] is the magnetic rigidity of the
beam. Generally, values of Bc obtained range from ~ (1.0 - 5.0)T, but
an upper limit of 8T at the wire is imposed.

The cost per magnet is a modification of the formula used in the
induction linac design code LIACEP, (described elsewhere in the HIFSA
report), which in turn was based on a 1979 survey of existing design
estimates. It is

where rc = (48L -0-04 m). A point check of this formula with a current
SSC magnet cost code gave agreement within 10% for a large bore quadrupole.

7. Geometric Aberrations

During final focus, significant deviations from paraxial ray optics may
appear if the beam is focussed toe abruptly. These deviations appear as a
third-order effect in the formulation of beam transport, and their
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consequence is to distort the be<*m spot shape such that intensity is
reduced. D. Neuffer har given the condition<13>for this distortion to be
tolerable, assuming the spot radius it determined by emittance
(rs = e/8):

c < (0.15) r*/4 pWA , (23)

where p is radius of curvature of a particle at the beam edge in the final
focus quadrupole fields. In the present study, momentum spread and possibly
space charge also play a role in determining spot radius, so Neuffer's
formula is modified by substituting c = 9 rs to obtain the equivalent
form

9 <0.15 ( r s / P )
1 / 4 , (24)

which should apply in the more general situation. This formula is used in
the system code to place an upper limit on 9. The typical maximum values
are in the range 15-30 mr and may be slightly conservative since some
measures such as the insertion of octupoles can be taken to reduce such
aberrations.

Aberrations in final focus associated with closeness of the beam
envelope to the magnet pole tips are generally not expected to be a problem
since in most cases the final focus coils are moved well back from the
aperture (by a factor of two) in order to allow space for shielding and
insulation. In addition, the magnets are operated at a fixed strength, thus
permitting flexibility in design that could minimize aberrations due to
field errors, fringe fields, etc.

8. Gas Load in Final Focus Lenses

It is essential that the residual pressure in the reactor chamber
(P ~ 10~2 _ io"3 torr Li) be attenuated by a large factor between the
reactor and the final focus train. Otherwise the bulk of the beam ions are
stripped before the focal process is completed and are thereby misdirected.
It is assumed in the study that this can be achieved with a combination of
fast shutters and pumping in a transition region of about 1.0 m in length
located between the final quadrupole and the reactor shield. Some estimates
of the requirements follow.

The stripping length ls = (^gOg)"1 should be at least 300 n
in the final magnet if beam loss is to be kept below ~ IX. There is
further pumping upstream so ls gets longer rapidly as one moves away from
the reactor. The stripping length is approximately (see subsection 9.2)

; (25)

238
we require (for U on Li)
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P < 3 x 10"^ torr,

which is a factor of 30 to 300 below the pressure in the chamber. High
speed shutters (for example spinning disks with holes) could open a 10-cm
diameter hole for a period as short as 2 ms, so the beam line would only be
open for IX of the time if the system rep rate was 5 Hz. It is only open
for the low pressure residual gas; i.e., the high pressures following the
explosion are blocked.

The gas volume that is passed by the open shutters is characterized by
molecular flow (long mean free path) and can be readily removed by pumping,
except for the line-of-sight fraction. This fraction can be reduced to a
few percent of the passed volume if the transition zone is long enough; we
assume for the study that a length equal to ten times the beam radius is
adequate. Hence the transition length formula: i t = 10 8 • (Reactor
Radius (Rc + X)]. The cost of this section is set at 500 k$ per line.

The development of a transition zone design is a critical item for HIF.

9. Beam Transport Within the Reactor

9.1 Reactor Environment

The system model defines a reactor chamber of radius Rc = 5 - 10 in
surrounded by a Li blanket and shielding of total thickness X = 2 m. The
beamlets must pass through whatever residual gas remains in this zone as
they converge toward the pellet. An additional beam line length of ~1 ro
between the final magnet and the shielding is occupied by pumping ports and
shutters required to prevent a significant amount of gas from reaching
upstream into the final focus lenses. No restrictions based only on gas
fill are specifically incorporated into the system model. However, it is
assumed that a gas density no greater than ~ 3 x 10** cm"3 Li (equals
10~2 torr Li or equivalent other vapor at 300° K) is present at the
moment of beamlet transit. Since pressures in the range 1 -10 torr appear
immediately following an explosiom this implies the presence of a very
powerful self pump-down of the chamber to match the repetition rate of
~ 1-10 Hz. The difficulties associated with densities higher than
3 x 10** cm~3 Li are (a) gas flux into final focus lenses,
(b) filamentation instability and possibly the two-stream instability, which
are treated below, and (c) possible beam spot spreading from stripping.
Limitations due to beam scattering and energy loss set in at ng >. 3 x
10 1 6 cm"3 and are not relevant here. Fortunately the reactor types
considered here [Granular Wall, Wetted Wall, HYLIFE (Li jets), and
Magnetically Protected Dry Wall] all appear to be potentially capable of
meeting this requirement. An interesting contrast is provided by the XXBALL
chamber (not considered here), which employs a Li-Pb layer. This special
surface pumps down the chamber to ~ 10 1 1 cur3 Pb vapor at a 5 Hz shot
rate. A brief discussion of stability and stripping follows.

9.2 Stripping

The cross section for gas stripping of the beam ions is approximately
given by
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where

x 10-18 en,2 (li) exp (_063ZA) (26)

Z. = atomic no. of ion , and

Z* = stripped state of ion .

Here we have used the numerical fit by Stroud^7^ for u 2 3 8 on Li, gener-
alized to apply to other heavy ions by incorporating the factor (Zj/92)
For low Z*, a typical value is (10 GeV, U 2 3 8 ) .

o % 2.7x10" cm .

A stripping length is defined

TT - ( 3 7° c m ) r ^ " (27)

9 s

An average stripped state of approximately

Z* - initial + ^ ^ ( 2 8 >

results as the ions approach the pellet. If n- is taken as 3 x lO^*
cm~3 then, since Rc +• X is expected to be on the order of 10m, it is
clear that as many as 10 electrons are removed in addition to the initial
state q.

The consequences of stripping in the chamber are unclear at present.
The beam current increases as Z*, and the rigidity decreases as 1/Z*. Hence
we expect the stripped ion beam to be more easily disrupted by beam-plasma
instabilities. These are discussed below. A second concern is that the
beam will not focus to the desired small spot radius due to increased space
charge forces. The few estimates made to date of this effect suggest that
the problem is reduced or eliminated by the fact that electrons stripped
from the ions travel with the beam and neutralize the increased space charge
and current. The dangerous possibility is that, since there will be a
spread in charge states, the ions will be deflected by varying amounts in
the residual self- electric field of the beam and the spot size will be
spread. Research on this topic—dynamics of the beam envelope in the gas
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environment. including the statistical effects of stripping and
neutralization—has been inadequate and has been identified by HIFSA as one
of the most important areas for future simulation and experiment. If
stripping is found to be unacceptable in the considered reactor designs, then
either some other propagation mode that is insensitive to stripping must be
considered or
be considered.

a reactor chamber of the HIBAXL type (n. « 1014) must

9.3 Filamentation Instability

The filamentation mode is a serious concern for high pressure reactors
(P > io~2 torr Li). If the beam ions strip to a sufficiently high
average charge state and the beam is also neutralized by background
electrons, then magnetic pinches can grow during propagation to the pellet
and disrupt the convergence processes. A previous analysis of this

^ 1 4) gave the safety condition

G>,R
b c . , (29)

where w^ is the plasma frequency of the beamlet evaluated at the chamber
wall, c is the speed of light, and Rc is the chamber radius. Because of
convergence effects, the total mode growth is only on the order of exp (a)
< 20. The mean stripped charge state Z* is used to evaluate «j}.

1/2

(30)

where n̂ , is the beamlet's number density. Using convenient system
parameters, we have the safety condition

"beamlet * <33MJ> (|V ** (31)

There is little problem provided A/Z* > 20. We estimate for stripping by
Li vapor

A > 2.5m

Rc Ptorr
(32)

so no problem is expected below ~ 10~2 torr, which is the case for the
present study. If higher pressures are contemplated, then this subject
should be given renewed attention.
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9.4 Two-Stream Mode

Prior to 1985 it was generally believed that unstable two-stream modes
eliminated the possibility of heavy- ion beams propagating in a background
pressure of 10~* - 10" * torr Li. The analysis of converging beams by
P. Stroud<7) has reversed this opinion, and for HIFSA we now
(optimistically) assume that there is no restriction on pressure from this
consideration.

The standard analysis for non-converging beams uses a Fourier
decomposition in longitudinal variable (z) and time (t):

Perturbed _ _
quantities r

where k is the wave vector and w is the frequency. The resulting
dispersion relation for the plasma electron-beam ion mode is

2 2

! - !ffe +. " P (34)
2 7 *

w (w - kV )'

where WQ and up are respectively the beam and electron plasma
frequencies, and v is the beam velocity. Rapid growth occurs for
u> % ojp and

/v . (35)

2
The maximum growth rate in this case is (.6873) (u> w. ) , and only

P b
non-linear effects can result in saturation. When convergence of the beam
envelope is taken into account, this simple (and disastrous) picture is
changed because the resonant condition does not persist with distance. The
plasma frequencies (w^,^) both increase as the beam converges and
any particular unstable wave number k is quickly swept through resonance.
The reader is referred to the article by Stroud for details; the relevant
conclusion is that at typical HIF parameters less than 1% of beam ions are
deflected from the desired spot at pressures at least up to 3 x 10~3 torr
Li.

10. Sequence of Calculation

The HIFSA system code requires as input a set of parameters such as ion
mas8 number and net electric power, and also the specification of major
features such as pellet and reactor type. A conceptual power plant design
is then computed, including cost breakdowns, cost of electricity, size of
components, and dependent physical parameters such as spot radius. The
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entire ensemble of designs computed from a broad range of input parameter
seta is stored in a data base, which may be searched for a minimum COE
subject to specified constraints. Final focus constraints play a large role
in the system definition. In this section we give a brief outline of the
way these constraints typically enter into the computational sequence; there
are several alternatives.

A net electric output of 1000 MW (for example) is desired, so a fusion
power Pf = 4000 MW is tentatively selected. A repetition rate (r) is
also specified, which fixes the fusion yield Y = Pf/r. A target type has
also been specified; we assume here that the Lindl-Mark^-S) single-shell
gain curves are applicable. These curves relate gain (Q) to the net beam
energy on target and the quantity Yp = v^^R, where R is ion range
in the pellet. The value of yp is specified, and W = Y/Q is inferred
from the gain curves. The required net beam power (P^) is also determined
from the Lindl-Mark formulation.

Some major beam parameters are now determined. Mass number (A) and
charge state (q) have been specified at input/ but ion energy (To) must be
selected from a band of permissible values such that the Lindl-Mark spot
size condition

(.1) (36)

is satisfied. The range-energy relation then determines R, and spot radius
is given by

rs = ( Y P / R )
2 / 3 (37)

The relativi&tic parameter Qy is determined from To and A:

0Y =

and the magnetic rigidity in the final focus is

1/2

(38)

[Bp] (39)

The net beam current (electrical) is

I .
net

(40)

however, the current per beamlet, I
number of beamlets No is fixed.
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The beamlet cone half angle (8) must be determined at this point.
First a limit (SR^X) is fixed by the aberration condition

(41)

where p is the radius of curvature in the final quadrupole in the final
focus beam line. We use

(42)

with specified Bp (typically Bp = LOT). The actual value of 8 is the
smaller of dmax an(* the optimum value

e = ——§ . (43)
/F8L ap/p

The momentum spread is specified (typically Ap/p = ± 10~3) and the
distance to the center of the final lens (L) is determined from the sum of
the specified reactor cavity and blanket radii (Rc + X) and half the
final lens length

L = (1 + 10 8) (Rc + X) + 111 , (44)

with the factor 10 8 *= .1 inserted to allow room for shutters and pumping.
The final lens aperture Rf and magnet length are determined

simultaneously with L using the thin lens formulas

and (45)
LB

Rf = a.l) 8 (L + 2. ) . (46)

At this point the upper bound on final emittance (c) is determined from
8 and rs:

c = r88 / VT , (47)

where the factor of V2~ reflects the fact that momentum spread and
emittance are assumed to play an equal role in determining rg. Normalized
emittance is en = Qyc. This is the value used in the calculation of
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accelerator parameters. In case this value of cn exceeds the tabulated
values used in the LIACEP survey of the linac parameters we use its maximum
tabulated value.

The beamlet current (I) and hence beamlet number (No) is now
determined from the perveance condition

/n\2 W Ml

NQ > (.138) (J) HJ
5 • (48)

If this inequality allows a smaller number of beamlets than is assumed for
the linac then the linac number (N) is used; i.e., there may be splitting,
but no merging is considered after acceleration.

Having determined No, L, 9 and [Bp], the lengths, apertures and
field strengths of the final focus elements are determined (total train
length is 8L). These quantities are used to obtain a cost estimate that is
entered into the system cost table. The lengths and costs of the transport
lines are estimated in similar fashion. The remainder of the calculation
determines the cost of the accelerator, balance of plant, reactor, etc. as
well as the resultant net electrical output. If this output differs from
the original input, the calculation is repeated with an increased or
decreased value of fusion power.
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4.2. BEAM NEUTRALIZATION PHYSICS

G. R. Magelssen
Los Alamos National Laboratory

Heavy - ion fusion requires high beam power to be focussed onto a small
2

pellet; intensities of 100-1000 TW/cm may be required. If the reactor

chamber pressure is below 10 - 10 torr, beam compression will be limited

by space charge unless neutralized by comoving electrons. If higher cham-
ber pressures are to be used, the heavy-ion beam will create a significant

2-3
number of background electrons during its propagation and will undergo
stripping. The background electrons could provide the neutralization for
high beam intensities.

Previous studies have avoided the background pressure region from about
10 - 10 torr because the ion beam will become two-stream unstable.
However, recent analytical estimates that included ion beam stripping, ion
space charge, beam convergence, and electron generation suggest that the ion-
beam background - electron two-stream instability growth is too small (the

electric field is too weak) to cause a significant change in the beam's
a

waist size. The dropoff electron problem was not addressed, however.
These electrons will constitute a cold electron beam with a current com-
parable to the ions. The electron - beam background-electron two-stream
instability growth rate is at least an order of magnitude greater than ion-

electron. Still the result was encouraging, although charge and current
neutralization physics was also not included. For example, the analysis as-
sumed the beam to be fully charge and current neutralized.

During the heavy-ion systems study, C. Olsen reexamined the current
neutralization issue. To simplify the physics; the background density was
assumed to be greater than the beam density, instabilities were ignored-, and
the effect of beam convergence on the electrons providing charge and current
neutralization was not considered. In his paper, he illustrates how the
background plasma physics evolves from background electrons playing a
dominant neutralizing role to the situation where the background ions are of
primary importance. Upper limits to the neutralization that can be provided
by background ions and by background electrons moving transverse to the beam
direction are made. Limits on transportable current as a function of ion
charge state, ion particle energy, atomic weight, beam waist size, and
propagation distance are given. For full details see his paper titled "HIF

_g
Transport Issues for P > 10 torr and Z > 1" in this report.

Magelssen and Forslund examined the neutralization problem for the
situation in which the beam density was greater than the background electron
density. To simplify the physics, background electron generation, beam con-
vergence, and ion stripping were not included in the analysis. One-
dimensional electrostatic and two-dimensional fully electromagnetic and
relativistic simulations were used to study the background electron heating
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as a function of the ion-beam to background-electron density ratio. The
results suggested that significant heating will occur for beao-to-electron
density ratios greater than one and that the electron temperature was a very
sensitive function of this ratio. It was also found that if a background
plasma is present, electrons injected with the ion beam will become two-
stream unstable and will cot propagate with the beam. For full details see
the paper titled "Charge and Current Neutralization Physics of a Heavy-Ion
Beam during Final Transport1 found in this report.

The beam transport problem has a great need for experimental and
theoretical support. From an experimental standpoint, an intense and cold
intermediate - to - heavy high-z ion beam is needed. Unfortunately, light-ion
machines create beams with very large momentum spreads. As a result, the
streaming instability growth rates are greatly reduced. Furthermore, these
beams can only propagate in background pressures above 1 torr, and so,
many neutralization physics issues would remain unresolved. Finally, the
atomic plasma physics issues related to heavy ions could not be addressed.
The only beam development program that I'm aware of that could someday ad-
dress these transport issues is being built at GSI, West Germany.

Theoretical effort is needed in many areas. The atomic physics as-
sociated with ion stripping and electron generation needs to be added to the
particle-in-cell codes. The beam propagation needs to be studied over
longer time and distance scales, a situation not possible with the explicit
PIC code. Beam convergence has to be added to understand its impact on
electron heating. Estimates of the beam waist size need to be made that in-
clude fields due to instabilities as well as neutralization physics.
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5.1. HEAVY-ION FUSION REACTORS

J. H. Pendergrass
Los Alamos National Laboratory

ABSTRACT

The requirements, the desirable characteristics, the tradeoffs,

and the design constraints are discussed for commercial heavy—ion

fusion (HIF) reactor plants with induction linear—accelerator (linac)

drivers. The tradeoffs and the design constraints when the

reactor plant requirements and desirable characteristics conflict

with those for other HIF power plant systems are described. The

reactor plant concepts included in the Heavy-Ion Fusion Systems

Assessment (HIFSA) are discussed in relation to these

requirements, characteristics, tradeoffs, and constraints. Four

reactor—plant concepts were included in the HIFSA studies to

provide large ranges of reactor repetition rate and target yield

accomodation (1 to 20 Hz and 150 to 3000 MJ) This permitted

thorough exploration of the impact on HIF cost of electricity (COE)

of the high repetition rate and efficiency advantages of induction

linacs. Contrary to pre—HIFSA expectations, large plants with

large driver repetition rates and multiple reactors are not required

for attractive COE: repetition rates < 10 Hz in 1000-MWe,

one—reactor plants are competitive. More than one HIF reactor

plant concept shows promise: the minimum COE estimates for the

four concepts in 1000—MWe plants range from 55 to 75 mills/kWh.

Cost and/or technological problems in one part of reactor operating

parameter space need not be fatal for HIF: the COE is within 5% of

the minimum over wide ranges of the repetition rate and the target

yield for a fixed plant size and reactor concept.

I. INTRODUCTION

Inertial confinment fusion (ICF) and magnetic confinement fusion (MCF) seem to have
arrived at a crossroads: public, governmental, and energy—industry interest and approval, and
consequently funding, have decreased substantially in recent years. Perceived shortcomings of
existing reactor concepts are at least partly to blame. They have been characterised as too big,
too complex, and too expensive! Are bold new initiatives required,or will patient slogging slowly
improve existing fusion reactor concepts to the point that they regain the attractiveness they
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enjoyed before their potential defficiencies were identified? Can fusion be made to operate

efficiently, or at all, and with acceptable unit production costs only in facilities so large and

complex that

0 the required initial capital investment strains the ability of utilities to finance them,

O architect—engineer firms and/or utilities cannot successfully manage their

construction, and

O their operational reliability is low enough to significantly reduce integrated power grid

stability?

Will fusion compete successfully with other primary energy sources only if its anticipated fuel

resource, safety, and environmental impact advantages become overwhelming in importance?

Many organizations have successfully used high-risk, innovative R&D strategies over long

periods, operating almost as R&D experiments that couldn't afford to fail.1 Others have

prospered through incremental improvements in existing technologies. Some enterprises have

been successful with both approaches, either simultaneously or by switching back and forth as

technologies, market forces, and available R&D talent changed.

Very likely not all that can be has been wrung out of existing fusion reactor concepts, but

new directions seem to be required as well. The hard question is how to go about it. One

useful step is the identification of the requirements for fusion reactors and the clarification of

just what the characteristics of an attractive fusion reactor are. Another is the identification of

significant tradeoffs when these desirable characteristics conflict and of the constraints on

realization of these desirable characteristics.

Affordabiiity, reasonable levels of efficiency and safety, acceptable environmental and social

impacts, atid compatibility with other plant systems and utility operations are general examples

of such requirements. An attractive reactor plant concept will have characteristics that permit

meeting and/or exceeding these and other requirements. Each of these general requirements

involves more than one characteristic of a reactor plant. Examples of reactor plant conflicts

with the requirements and/or attractive characteristics for other ICF plant systems include

0 smaller target yield* that are easier tocontain within smaller, less—expensive reactors,

but result in higher target and other fuel—cycle costs and in higher recirculating

power requirements; and

0 drivers that are most cost effective when operating at high repetition rates and

reactors that are most cost effective when operating at low repetition rates.

As indicated by these examples, many requirements and characteristics must be considered

in a thorough discussion of what constitutes an attractive commercial—applications fusion

reactor. Many design tradeoffs with conflicting goals and numerous constraints for both reactor

and non—reactor plant systems must be explored. Expertise in many disciplines and

technologies is needed to develop attractive reactor concepts.

Many desirable characteristics, tradeoffs, and constraints, and the scientific and engineering

principles involved, are the same for ICF, MCF, and fission reactors. The two fusion

technologies also differ in substantive ways from each other and from fission. Optimum

solutions to apparently similar problems can be different for ICF, MCF, and fission. Meaningful

comparisons of ICF, MCF, and fission reactors must treat significant differences as well as

similarities.
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Prominent differences between MCF and ICF on one hand and fission on the other include

the following. Fission occurs spontaneously if the correct materials are assembled in suitable

proportions in appropriate geometries under ordinary conditions in very simple systems. Fusion

must be driven to occur under extreme conditions in very complex systems.

The use of deuterium-tritium (DT) as a fusion fuel requires the mildest conditions for

reaction, but involves a reactant, tritium, that for practical purposes does not exist in nature on

earth. Fortunately, tritium can be bred from resources that for practical purposes are infinite,

albeit at substantial cost. This gives fusion an enormous eventual advantage over fossil and

fission energy sources, although advances in processes for the recovery and utilization of fossil

and fissionable fuels may extend the resources for these fuels far beyond what is now projected.

Fusion enjoys inherent safety and environmental advantages over fission and fossil fuels that

alone could eventually tip the scales in favor of fusion. This may come about sooner than many

people think for fossil fuels, which each year pour enormous quantities of pollutants into air and

water and generate large amounts of solid wastes. The nonnuclear balance of plant (BOP) can

be very similar for fission and fusion, but ICF and MCF may permit the use of a wider variety of

electric power generation options. They also may be able to more cost effectively breed fissile

fuels and other isotopes and to deliver high—temperature process heat.

Important differences between MCF and ICF include the following. The extreme pulsed

nature of ICF energy release and the added complexity of the ICF fuel cycle appear to pose more

severe design, control, and materials challenges than those of steady—state MCF reactors that

operate with a much simpler fuel cycle. The relaxed vacuum requirements for ICF relative to

MCF and the greater separability of ICF fuel cycles, reactors, and drivers may aid in meeting

these challenges.

Complex, expensive MCF reactor vessels may have inconvenient geometries and poor access

compared to simpler, less—expensive ICF reactor vessels. An MCF plasma is confined by large,

complex, expensive magnets. If they must be driven, MCF reactors can use steady—state

plasma heating devices, such as particle accelerators or microwave generators, that are relatively

efficient and whose power requirements and design tolerances are relatively modest. Fueling can

be accomplished through the injection of simple DT pellets with modest aiming requirements

and no tracking requirements.

Magnets are not required for the confinement of ICF plasmas. But ICF drivers are large,

complex, expensive lasers or ion accelerators that must deliver very short, high—energy pulses

repetitively and precisely track and focus on fast-moving targets. Also, ICF targets are

complex and must be manufactured to close tolerances; as a consequence, they are expensive.

The rest of the fuel cycle for ICF is also more complex. Design for the accommodation of large

amounts of target debris in the reaction chamber and other reactor plant systems is necessary.

In addition to the recovery and recycle of unburnt and bred tritium .which is common to all

fusion reactors, special reactor—plant and fuel—cycle systems must recover radioactive target

debris for recycle and/or permanent disposal. The protection of reactor structures and systems

from damage by pulsed ICF target microexplosion energy and debris release may be more

difficult than the protection of MCF reactors from steady energy release.

The requirements and desirable characteristics are discussed in more detail for commercial

heavy—ion fusion (HIF) reactor plants with induction linear accelerator (linac) drivers. The
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tradeoffs and design constraints when such characteristics and requirements conflict with those
for other HIF power plant systems are also described in more detail for HIF reactor plants and
BOP's. The reactor plant and BOP concepts included in the Heavy-Ion Fusion Systems
Assessment (HIFSA) are described in detail and discussed in relation to these requirements,
characteristics, tradeoffs, and constraints. These topics have been addressed for magnetic
fusion in recent publications.2"3 The U.S. Heavy—Ion Fusion Program and the HIFSA project
are also described in more detail below.

I.A. The U.S. Heavy—Ion Fusion Program and The HIFSA Project

The U.S. heavy—ion fusion (HIF) research program is presently oriented toward development

of multiple—beam induction linear accelerator (linac) drivers. Basic heavy—ion induction linac

technology and recent advances are described 1n Sec. 2.1 of this report. Perhaps the best prior

overall design study of commercial HIF is the HIBALL study,4"5 which treated only

radio—frequency (rf) linacs and one reactor concept. During the HIBALL study, a technically

credible commercial HIF power plant scenario with competitive projected production cost of

electricity (COE) was developed. The results of the HIBALL study, while not entirely

satisfactory because of the plant scale (4000 MWe) required for competitive COE, are widely

viewed as having established the technical feasibility of commercial HIF, provided that

high—gain targets and affordable target mass production methods are also demonstrated. In

particular, the HIBALL rf linac concept appears to require little new fundamental accelerator

technology. Of course, considerable development will be required to qualify reliable, affordable

commercial systems. Also, some details of accelerator design, beam merging, final focus, etc.,

may be somewhat different than presently envisoned. However, the emphasis of the U.S.

program was shifted to induction linacs because of the potential of this technology for lower

costs, greater simplicity and reliability, and higher efficiency.

Once technical feasibility is established and economic promise is indicated, support for the

R&D required to realize the potential of HIF must be provided. HIF is faced with the same

dilemma confronting all of fusion in the U.S. today—several factors have diminished, at least

for the present, the interest of government, the public, and public utilities in long—range new

energy technologies. These factors include

O the intense competition for limited federal R&D funding;

O the perceptions of fusion as too difficult, too far in the future, too big, and too

expensive;

0 the large projected cost of the next generation of R&D facilities;

O the problems of fission; and

0 the temporary easing of the energy "crisis."

Past and present U.S. HIF R&D Program funding levels have been adequate for investigating

beam transport and accelerator physics and design issues theoretically, with some small

supporting experiments. The present level of funding is not adequate for extending the

accelerator experiments for examination of the parameter space for commercial applications of

HIF or for engineering and constructing large prototype accelerator components.

Target studies have always been central to the national ICF program. Much work on
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laser-driven targets is applicable to HIF targets, but costly rnegajoule-class R&D drivers

apparently are required for major new advances in target development.

The situation with HIF reactors is much the same. HIF reactors are expected to be similar

to laser fusion reactors, but commercial ICF reactor studies have generally been primarily

theoretical. Definitive reactor experiments can only follow the availability of megajoule-class

drivers with high—repetition—rate capability and high—gain targets. However, some advances

can be made experimentally without full-scale ICF sources, but reactor development is not

currently funded. Some of the design issues for commercial reactors will have to be addressed

in designing target chambers for the next large ICF R&D facility that includes an induction linac

Seavy—ion driver.

For ICF the short-term answer to the funding dilemma is the development of less-costly

concept for the next generation of R&D facilities. For the longer term, the attractiveness of

ICF with tospect to cost, reliability, and safety must be even more firmly established. To

enhance the attractiveness of HIF relative to other approaches to ICF

O the accelerator capital cost, which is still the largest contributor to COE for an HIF

power plant, must be reduced;

O the commercial plant scale for competitive HIF COE's must be reduced below the

4 0 0 0 - M W e level of the HIBALL study;

0 the projected efficiency and reliability advantages of induction linacs over lasers must

be verified; and

O it must be established that there are no surprises for HIF reactors and targets

relative to reactors and targets for the other ICF options that could prevent

affordable practical applications of HIF.

The Heavy-Ion Fusion Systems Assessment (HIFSA) was a multi-year study begun in

1984 of the prospects for successful commercial heavy—ion fusion electric power generation

using induction linac drivers. In addition to its emphasis on heavy—ion accelerator and target

design, cost, and performance, HIFSA addressed several other HIF technology performance and

cost issues, including final beam transport, target manufacturing, beam stability in reactor

cavity environments, reactor cavity clearing, and overall power plant systems integration and

tradeoffs.

The principal objectives of the HIFSA project included

O an assessment of existing HIF driver, target, reactor, and power plant concepts and

technologies;

0 the development of new HIF concepts, with emphasis on innovations and

cost/perform a nee modeling for HIF target, accelerator, and final beam transport

concepts; and

0 wide—ranging tradeoff, sensitivity, and optimization studies.

Additional development of HIF reactor—plant and BOP systems and structures was assigned a

lower priority. The scope and objectives of the reactor—related aspects of the HIFSA project

are described in more detail below.

Substantial contributions were made by all the members of a large interdisciplinary team

representing a unique assemblage of talent from universities, industry, and federally funded

laboratories. The HIFSA team imcluded physicists and engineers with expertise in accelerators,
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targets, reactors, and plants for ICF commercial applications. The institutions involved included

the Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL), the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory

(LLNL), the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory (LBL), the Stanford Linear Accelerator Center

(SLAC), the University of Wisconsin (UW), and the McDonnell Douglas Astronautics Co.

(MDAC). Funding for the project was provided by the U.S. Department of Energy (USDOE)

and the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI). The HIFSA project was guided by a steering

committee with members from several of the organizations listed above.

The HIFSA project only lasted about two years and during that period was only a small part

of the U.S. HIF program, which is largely devoted at present to accelerator RAD. However,

much of the work on targets, reactors, and other systems in both U.S. and non—U.S. laser

and light—ion fusion programs is believed to be directly applicable to HIF. The results of the

HIFSA studies are expected to play a vital role in providing guidance for the parts of the national

HIF R&D progarn concerned with the commercialization of HIF through the identification of

promising commercial plant subsystem concepts and operating parameter space. The HIFSA

results have already had a significant impact on the national program with respect to accelerator

and target RAD directions. The results of the HIFSA project have substantially bolstered the

credibility of HIF as a future important energy source. The HIFSA final beam transport studies

suggest that the design parameter space for HIF reactors is much larger than previously

perceived. Also, significant COE insensitivity to reactor design parameter variations was

demonstrated. The details of the reactor—plant—related findings are described in more detail

below.

I. B. Scope and Objectives of HIFSA Reactor Studies

Many of the of ICF reactor plant and BOP concepts developed for laser fusion4 '14 apparently

require only mine? modifications for HIF. There are also a few reactor concepts that were

developed specifically for H I F . 4 " 5 1 2 " 1 3 A large fraction of the ICF commercial—applications

study resouces over the past decade has been devoted to development of these concepts. These

considerations led to concentration of limited HIFSA resources on

0 the cost/performance modeling of and innovation for improvement of HIF target,

accelerator, and final beam transport and focusing concepts; and

0 a systems code for the identification of key cost/performance issues, the exploration

of tradeoffs, the quantification of sensitivities to variations in the values of key

cost/performance parameters, and the determination of global optima for entire HIF

power plants.

Although only minimal HIFSA resources were devoted to the further development of

reactor—plant and BOP conceptual designs and cost/performance models for them, reactor

plant and BOP systems and structures contribute substantially to the COE from HIF power

plants. More significant for HIF commercial applications studies, reactor performance

characteristics significantly constrain the design options for other plant systems, especially for

the driver. A description of the reactor plant equipment, structures, and interfaces with other

plant systems for the reactor concepts used in the HIFSA studies that emphasises their

cost/performance characteristics can help illuminate the impacts of these characteristics on
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designs for other HIF power plant systems.
Only the adaptation of existing laser fusion concepts with which HIFSA team members had

substantial experience was considered. For lack of champions on the HIFSA team, other
promising concepts developed for laser fusion and/or HIF were not studied. Fortunately,
promising laser fusion reactor concepts also appear promising for HIF.

The HIFSA reactor studies focused on
0 the identification and quantification of "hard" and "soft" design requirements for

HIF additional to those for ICF and the areas where HIF reactors requirements are
less constraining;

0 the development of concepts for the required interfaces between the reactor and the
driver, the fuel cycle, and the BOP in HIF power plants;

0 the identification of and the quantitative exploration of the significant tradeoffs
between the design requirements and attractive characteristics of HIF reactor plant
systems and structures and those of the driver, the fuel cycle, and the BOP; and

0 the consistent formulation of cost/performance models for the reactor-plant
concepts included in the HIFSA studies for incorporation into the integrated
commercial HIF power-plant systems code developed by MDAC as part of HIFSA.

The simple HIFSA reactor plant cost/performance models developed for the integrated plant
systems code are described in Sees. 5.2 and 6.1. The degree of detail of the models used
in the HIFSA studies is commensurate with the purposes of these studies. More detailed
models can be found in some of the original references for the reactor plant concepts. This
section concentrates on requirements, desirable characteristics, and descriptions of the reactor
plant and associated BOP concepts, the interfaces of the reactor plant equipment with other
HIF plant systems, and the important reactor plant/BOP—related results of the HIFSA
integrated HiF power plant tradeoff, sensitivity, and optimization studies. The HIFSA BOP
systems, which include both relatively conventional equipment and advanced concepts for which
only conceptual designs are available, are discussed only briefly where necessary to treat the
tradeoffs, constraints, and interfaces.

All reactor plant structures and systems are treated—not just the reaction
chambers—including the equipment required to interface the reactors with the driver, fuel
cycle, and BOP. The reactor plant equipment and structures comprise

O reactor cavities;

0 pressure vessels and vacuum boundaries;
O cavity—clearing and first—wall protection systems;
0 target-debris transport systems;
0 blankets for thermalization of primary fusion neutron, x—ray, and ion energy and for

tritium breeding;
O primary and special heat—transport systems;
0 systems required to remove corrosion/erosion products and other contaminants

from reactor plant systems fluids;
O shielding,containment structures and barriers, and inert-gas, filtering, fire-suppression,

alarm, and other safety and environmental protection systems;
0 direct—conversion (target-debris or other ion energy to electrical energy) systems;
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0 instrumentation and controls;

O miscellaneous equipment, including piping, supports, restraints, and dump tanks;

and

0 buildings to house reactor plant equipment and O&M facilties.

The interface systems treated include

O reactor/fuel—cycle interface systems, such as target injection and tracking systems,

target—debris cleanup and recycle systems, and tritium recovery systems;

O reactor/BOP interface systems, such as steam generators and other heat

exchangers, secondary heat transport loops and associated equipment, and reactor

plant equipment power distribution systems; and

0 reactor/driver interfaces, such as vacuum, radiation streaming control, and special

heat removal and shielding systems.

The magnetic fusion community generally includes in the category of reactor plant

equipment all fuel cycle systems and drivers, which are relatively modest parts of MCF reactor

plants. For ICF the fuel cycle and driver are usually more costly, physically larger in the case of

drivers, and more complex than other ICF systems and are usually treated separately. For

MCF, most of the R&D funding is associated with this expanded definition of reactor plant

equipment; for ICF, a large majority of the funding is allocated to separate driver and target

R&D programs.

A combination of reactor concepts providing a wide range of reactor repetition rates and

capable of accomodating a wide range of target yields was desired to permit thorough

exploration of the attractive characteristics of heavy—ion induction linac drivers. These

characteristics include (1) high efficiency, and (2) high repetition rate capability (>50 Hz) at

little additional cost and with a small or no efficiency penalty or even a small gain. Both of

these characteristics of induction linacs are in contrast to those of laser drivers, which begin to

suffer significant increases in cost and decreases in efficiency at high pulse repetition rates.

Prior to the HIFSA project, it was anticipated that these characteristics of induction linacs could

permit competitive HIF with smaller target gains, and hence smaller driver pulse energies, than

is expected to be the case for laser fusion. Large driver and reactor cost savings were envisioned

provided

0 the costs for the greater number of targets for a specified net plant electric power do

not become excessive;

0 the number of reactors with repetition rate capability significantly lower than that of

induction linacs required to match the driver pulse repetition rate is not too large;

and

0 the increased driver recirculating power fraction as a consequence of the reduced

target gain does not become too large.

The continuing HIBALL study involving rf linac drivers obtained attractive COE estimates

only when several large reactors were driven by a single linac. The HIBALL plant concept

sought to take advantage of high—efficiency driver operation at high-repetition rates to reduce

the large contribution of an expensive rf Ilinac driver to COE by generating very large amounts of

electricity using a single driver. Multiple reactors were required because the HIBALL reactors

had modest repetition—rate capabilities. However, the resultant multigigawatt total plant
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capacity is not presently considered attractive by utility managements who prefer smaller plants

to provide more easily financed capacity additions, easier siting, and smaller impacts of outages

on system—wide operations.

Contrary to these preconceptions and prior results, the reactor-related results of the HIFSA
study indicate that with induction linacs, competitive COE can be obtained with single
reactors driven at moderate repetition rates with a single driver in l-GW(e) plants. Of course,
additional substantial economies of scale can be obtained with larger plants, but the HIFSA
results indicate that multiple reactors do not give lower COE until capacities reach several
GW(e). The evidence for these conclusions is presented in detail below.

II. REACTOR PLANT REQUIREMENTS, DESIRABLE CHARACTERISTICS, TRADEOFFS,

AND CONSTRAINTS

Fission reactor plant equipment, fusion reactor plant equipment in general, and ICF reactor

plant equipment in particular must perform several tasks at acceptable cost with reasonable

safety and reliability. The emphasis will be on ICF during the discussion that follows, but many

tasks required of MCF and fission reactor plants are similar. Differences between the three

technologies that cause differences in the tasks to be performed were described briefly above.

The emphasis in the HIFSA project was on electric power production, but other applications of

HIF, such as process heat and fissile fuel breeding, are discussed briefly.

II.A. Target Microexplosion Containment and Survival

An HIF reaction chamber must contain and survive, with performance not significantly

impaired for years, target microexplosions at approximately 1 to 10 Hz that typically release a

few tenths of GJ's to a few GJ's in very short pulses. This is necessary if an HIF power plant is

to generate electricity at acceptable cost. Fusion energy escapes HIF targets in three forms.

The DT fusion reaction liberates high—energy neutrons (14.1 MeV) that carry 80% of the

initial fusion energy release as kinetic energy. Alpha particles born with 3.5-MeV kinetic energy

are also liberated. However, because of modest spectrum broadening and degradation through

interactions with target materials, neutron kinetic energy represents only about 60 to 70% of the

total fusion energy release escaping targets. Gamma—ray photons resulting from neutron and

alpha-particle interactions and few eV to few tens-of-keV x-ray photons emitted by hot

target debris together represent 10 to 20% of the fusion energy escaping targets. Target—debris

ions (mostly heavy metals by weight, but with substantial amounts of light elements) are highly

charged, have kinetic energies up to about 100 keV, and carry off 10 to 20% of the fusion

energy.

In the absence of dense gases in reaction chambers, these three energy forms impinge on

exposed ICF reactor structure and on substances used to protect reactor surfaces in very short

pulses. Typical pulse durations are a few nanoseconds for the neutrons and gamma rays, a few

microseconds for soft x rays, and a few tens of microseconds for debris ions. Dense gases in

reaction chambers absorb x rays, stop ions, and alter the spectra and spread out in time the

arrival of energy at reactor surfaces and protective materials, but don't affect the neutrons very

much.
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The less—penetrating fusion energy forms (ions and soft x rays) are the most difficult to

accommodate because their energy is deposited at high density in thin layers of exposed

surfaces (typically within a few microns of the surface of a condensed phase). The short-pulse

nature of the deposition exacerbates the problem.

The soft x rays and ions heat exposed surfaces to very high temperatures, even for

per—pulse fluences as small as a few J/cm2 Melting and rapid evaporation can result, even

though the surfaces cool rapidly from peak temperatures. Instantaneous surface evaporation

rates depend on instantaneous surface temperatures in an inverse—exponential fashion for

quasi—steady evaporation into a vacuum. Other, less—well—understood phenomena become

important when evaporation rates are large and transient.

Per—pulse evaporation depends on the spectrum, the fluence, the duration, and the shape in

time of the energy deposition pulse and on the properties of the exposed material, such as its

thermal conductivity, density, latent heats of fusion and vaporization, specific heat capacity, and

atomic number. "Soft" spectra, large fluences, and short pulses increase evaporation rates.

High thermal conductivity permits rapid conduction of energy away from surfaces into the

interior. High specific and latent heats give lower temperature rises. Low atomic numbers and

densities permit greater penetration of x rays and ions and reduced deposited energy densities.

The strong dependence of per—pulse evaporation on fluence means a strong dependence on

reaction chamber radius—nearly inverse exponential.

Physical sputtering is the direct knocking of atoms out of a surface by impinging ions with

sufficient energy to break the bonds of the condensed phase. When surface temperatures are

high enough to cause significant evaporation, the separation of sputtering and evaporation is

difficult. When sputtering dominates, the per—pulse thickness loss of material is directly

proportional to the fluence and hence inversely proportional to the cavity radius squared. The

sputtering coefficient, or number of condensed—phase atoms sputtered per impinging ion,

depends on the ion atomic number and energy, the target atom weight, and the exposed surface

composition, structure, and temperature. Sputtering-coefficient maxima as a function of ion

energy are observed.

Target debris ions can react chemically with exposed materials, causing the formation of

volatile species. "Chemical sputtering" material thickness loss rates depend on the cavity radius

in the same way that physical sputtering rates do. Attention must be paid to the chemical

compatibility of reactor and target materials. Undesirable changes may be caused by ion

irradiation (and by x rays and neutrons at lower rates) of exposed solid surfaces by differential

sputtering of different atomic species, radiation damage, chemical contamination, and changes

in surface morphology that alter important properties. Shock waves generated by short

energy—deposition pulses can causing spalling of surface layers of solids. Cyclic x—ray and ion

heating, surface melting, and evaporation and condensation may anneal damage, but the

induced thermal stresses and phase changes also may be harmful.

X rays present a more difficult problem than ions in small reactors because of the stronger

dependence of evaporation on cavity radius. Sputtering dominates in large reactors because of

the slower falioff with cavity radius.

Complete protection of underlying structure from damage by both x rays and ions can be
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provided by thin ( < 1 mm) layers of a solid or liquid. There are great differences in the

resistance of different solid materials to damage by x rays and ions, to sputtering, and in the

evaporation rates of different solids and liquids due to heating by these radiations.

The spreading out in time of the deposition of both x-ray and ion energy by cavity gases

can reduce evaporation rates. Ions can be diverted away from ICF reactor surfaces and out of

cavities by magnetic fields. X—ray energy can be converted into ion energy, and the x—ray and

ion spectra can be "softened" by surrounding targets with thick layers of high atomic number

materials. Softer spectra may be more or less damaging depending on circumstances.

Evaporated and sputtered materials must eventually condense somewhere, usually mostly

back onto the surfaces from whence they came. Some permanently volatile materials may be

formed, some condensible vapor may be removed from the reactor cavity by vacuum pumps or

stream through driver—beam ports and other cavity apertures before it can condense, and

vapor—phase nucleation may lead to some formation of small particles. If a substantial fraction

of an evaporated and sputtered solid material recondenses in an appropriate form on the surface

from which it originally came, then the effective rate of material loss may be much reduced.

Target debris sticking on exposed solid cavity surfaces can cause buildup of material that

can provide protection from x rays and target debris ions. On the other hand, some means must

be provided for removal of large annual throughputs of target debris (315 tonnes/y for typical

1—g targets in a 10—Hz reactor cavity at a capacity factor of one). The migration of sputtered

and evaporated materials and target debris within and from ICF reactors has not yet been

adequately characterized.

Every ICF reactor concept has some components which will be subjected to intense, pulsed

irradiation by fusion neutrons. The mechanisms of steady irradiation neutron damage (atom

displacement, transmutation, gas generation, embrittlement, etc.) may be enhanced by pulsing

and by cyclic thermal and mechanical stresses.

Neutron damage rates depend on the irradiation characteristics, such as the fluence per

pulse, the pulse repetition rate and pulse duration, and the neutron spectrum. The damage

rates also depend on materials characteristics, including the composition and purity, any heat

treating and working, and on fabrication methods. The consequences of neutron damage

depend on design characteristics, such as design for stress relief, reduction of cyclic pressure and

thermal stress loadings, and annealing in place. They also depend on the reactor conditions,

including the operating temperature and pressure levels and the chemical and electromagnetic

environments. The materials, design, and reactor operating environment can make significant

differences in the consequences of the neutron damage.

Substantial protection from fusion neutron damage can only be obtained by interposing large

thicknesses of materials between target microexplosions and reactor structure. Absorption of

neutrons is not necessary for significant protection ; "softening" of the neutron spectrum can

reduce the displacement of atoms and "threshold" transmutation reactions.

If all other factors are the same and neutron damage determines the service life of an ICF

reactor component, then the life will be set by cumulative neutron fluence. Therefore,

neutron—damage—determined service life scales inversely with the target yield and the pulse

repetition rate and directly with the reactor size (cavity radius squared).

If protection from neutrons is not provided, then design for affordable, convenient periodic
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replacement of damaged reactor components will be necessary. ICF reactor concepts generally

involve primarily one or the other of these alternative strategies, but all will include some

components that must be replaced periodically. Protection from significant neutron damage of

all components appears virtually impossible for any fusion reactor. Life—of—plant designs may

have cost advantages but also may constrain design options. Replaceable components may be

more cost effective.

Short-pulse, high-density, volumetric deposition of neutron energy in condensed phases,

such as reactor structure and liquid—metals, can produce fragmentation.15 ICF targets also

emit lesser amounts of hard x—ray energy that is deposited volumetrically. The deposition is

termed isochoric (constant—volume) if the deposition time is less than than the sound transit

time of the condensed phase. In such cases, the condensed phase doesn't have time to expand

much while the energy is being deposited, so that its pressure increases sharply.

if the condensed phase is not confined, then tensile relief waves propagate inward from free

surfaces. The condensed phase is subjected to negative pressures. Cavitation, bulk

vaporization, gross fragmentation, and surface spading with high fragment velocities may result

if the energy deposition densities are high enough. The fragments have velocity distributions

determined by the accelerations due to the pressure differences across the tensile waves.

Fragmentation clearly must be avoided for reactor structure by maintaining per-pulse

fluences at sufficiently low levels through the use of distance from target microexplosions, by

interposing thick material layers for protection, and/or by limiting target yields. For liquid

metals in reactor cavities the effect can be beneficial or detrimental depending on the concept. If

disruption of a liquid—metal used for first—wall protection is not desired, then a high

liquid—metal dynamic tensile strength and the use of distance and/or reduced target yields can

help. Large fragmented liquid—metal masses may collide with reactor structure, imparting large

cyclic impulsive loads. Higher than average velocities for some fragments can lead to rapid

erosion of exposed surfaces, even when impulsive loads due to those fragments are low.

On the other hand, fragmentation increases surface area for the condensation of evaporated

and sputtered materials and hence can increase cavity clearing rates. For some ICF reactor

concepts, liquid—metal fragmentation may determine reactor pulse repetition rates. It can be

promoted by moving liquid metal closer to target microexplosions, increasing target yields,

altering liquid—metal geometries, and using liquid metals that have lower dynamic tensile

strengths.

Fragmentation is still not well understood, but is being investigated in the ICF program and

elsewhere. Even if fragmentation can be avoided, pulsed volumetric neutron and hard x—ray

energy deposition can cause excessive cyclic thermal and mechanical stresses leading to fatigue.

Better materials and thermal/mechanical design, greater distance from target microexplosions,

reduced target yields, and protection from neutrons all help.

Several approaches have been explored for the containment of ICF microexplosions and the

protection of reactor structure from ICF microexplosions.4"14'16 These include

0 large cavities to reduce fluences;

0 protection from x rays and ions thru the use of thin, self—healing, liquid-metal films

weeping through porous structure or woven tube walls, sprayed onto woven first

walls, or injected tangentially at high velocity through slit nozzles onto curved
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surfaces ;
O solid, sacrificial liners for protection from x-rays and ions;
0 heavy metals in targets to reduce x-ray emission and ion energies, with the debris

deposited continually on reactor surfaces to protect them from ions and x rays;
O magnetic fields to deflect ions away from cavity surfaces and out of reactors;
O thick layers of liquid metals, in the form of arrays of jets, or layers held in place by

centrifugal force in rotating vessels or due to swirling induced by tangential injection
into cylindrical vessels, or thick sprays, for protection from neutrons, x rays, and
ions;

O thin liquid —metal sprays to stop x rays and ions only;
0 gases at densities large enough to slow the transport of x rays and ions; and
O thick layers of falling solid particulates or of particulates moved by centrifugal forces

in rotating vessels for protection from neutrons, x rays, and ions.
All of these approaches have attractive features. None has proved to be overwhelmingly

attractive for ICF. Future concepts may differ substantially from all existing concepts but also
may involve more than one of these ideas. Not all of these concepts have been explored for HIF.

Perhaps the dominant theme is the tradeoffs between reactor cavity size, service life, and
constraints on other reactor functions imposed by the choice of first—wall protection. A larger
reactor size has implications beyond the cost of the reactor itself. A larger reactor means larger,
more—expensive containment and reactor auxiliary systems. On the other hand, larger reactors
will be stressed less severely, perhaps permitting longer service life for costly components and
the use of less expensive materials and designs. Better materials are clearly another key to
more attractive reactors.

II.B. Cavity Clearing and Target—Requirements Implications for Reactor Design

ICF reactors must quickly reestablish after each target microexplosion the conditions

required for the effective transmission through the reactor cavity and the focusing of the driver

beams on targets to provide repetitive operation. Reactor pulse repetition rates of 1 to 20 Hz

appear feasible? in various ICF reactor concepts. HIFSA and other commercial—applications

studies indicate that resctor pulse repetition rates of the order of 5 to 10 are optimum for net

plant electric powers in the 750-to 1500-MWe range for many concepts. Thus, ICF reaction

chambers must be cleared within about 0 1 s following each target microexplosion.

For laser drivers the necessary conditions correspond to no gas breakdown that would inhibit

beam transmission near targets where the beams are focused. The maximum residual cavity

gas density depends on the breakdown characteristics of the gas for the particular laser light

wave—length and the focus conditions. A requirement for number densities of the order of

101 5 /cm3 , corresponding to easily obtained vacua of about 0.1 torr, is well established.

Liquid—metal droplets created by sprays, isochoric-heating fragmentation, or homogeneously

nucleated condensation and solid particles spalled from reactor components or particulate beds

also can disrupt driver beams.

For heavy—ion drivers and ballistic focusing, moderately good vacua of the order of about

m3 number density, corresponding to STP pressures around 10~4 torr, may be necessary.
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However, the results of a HIFSA beam propagation study described elsewhere in this report

suggest that satisfactory ballistic focusing may be possible with cavity pressures of up to about

10~2 torr.19"20 Beam instabilities are estimated to be less severe than originally thought.

Experimental work is required to definitively establish the vacuum requirements for acceptable

beam transport.

For light—ion drivers, gas number densities up to 1018 /cm3 , corresponding to up to about 50

torr pressure, with ionized paths from diodes to targets established by lasers, are required to

confine focused beams for efficient transport. Such so—called "pinch focus" final transport at

about 1 torr has been suggested for heavy—ion drivers as well. This possiblity has not been

studied enough to establish its potential for HIF. This approach could significantly ease

constraints in some areas of reactor design, but could add constraints in others. Reactor

vacuum systems could be less expensive and repetition rates higher, but the transport of

thermal energy deposited in such dense gases from the reactor cavity is a difficult

reaction-chamber design problem and survival of targets as they traverse reaction chambers

may become problematical. The design of the interface between the reactor and the accelerator

with its high—vacuum requirements becomes more difficult.

ICF reaction chambers environments must cause no significant degradation of injected target

functionality while targets traverse the chambers. Targets may have to be in flight during a

substantial part of the period of cavity clearing following each microexplosion and there are

limits, ill-defined as yet, on the accelerations to which targets can be subjected. Targets will

be exposed to thermal radiation from hot chamber surfaces, liquid metals, solid particles, etc.

They will be heated convectively by cavity gases and irradiated by x rays from activated species.

They may be attacked by chemically aggressive ions, free radicals, and liquid—metal vapors.

Collisions with liquid—metal droplets or with solid particulates or condensation onto targets

may destroy target functionality. These same reaction chamber environment factors may

interfere with the target tracking that may be required for dynamic final aiming and focusing of

driver beams.

Conventional ICF targets can't stand much preheating without significant degradation of

their performance. They are heated internally by tritium radioactivity and may have to be

cooled to liquid—helium temperatures to perform acceptably. Targets can survive for only very

short times without unacceptable degradation of performance following their separation from

cryogenic systems. Non—cryogenic targets also have been studied. High gains with such

targets may require much larger pulse energies from more costly drivers. On the other hand,

the problem of survivable injection of conventional targets is a difficult one.

ICF reactor designs may be constrained by the need to reduce cavity temperatures,

atmosphere densities, and activation to reduce target heating and improve target tracking.

Reduced cavity size to reduce target times of flight and/or accelerations may be necessary.

Lower reactor pulse repetition rates to provide more cavity clearing prior to target injection may

be needed. However, appropriate target design to provide for survival during injection generally

has been assumed to be the best way to approach this problem. Therefore, reactor designers

have not addressed this problem to any great extent, although the validity of this approach to

dealing with it has not been established.

Concepts for target injection and tracking are in a relatively primitive state. Injection
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velocities of hundreds of meters per second appear to be necessary for reactor pulse repetition

rates of the order of a few Hz. Targets accelerated to such velocities in few—meter—long

devices will be subject to average accelerations of thousands of g's. Longer accelerators can be

used to reduce acceleration stresses. The use of inexpensive plastic sabots, or outer capsules,

which would be separated after acceleration of the targets, has been proposed for protection of

targets from frictional heating during acceleration. Pneumatic guns with hydrogen or helium

driver gases and electromagnetic devices acting on conducting materials incorporated in the

sabots have been studied as potentially promising target injectors.

Targets must be illuminated with high precision by many driver beams. The beams must

strike mm—sized spots on cm—sized targets with a maximum of only a few percent jitter about

the aiming points over distances of several meters and up. They may have to be spun at high

rates about their axis of injection to provide a stable trajectory. The ideal would be complete

reproducibility of injected target speeds and trajectories so that accurately aligned and timed

driver beams could repetitively illuminate targets properly, with only compensation for slow drift

required. Such reproducibility is not easy to achieve. Therefore, concepts for systems to

ascertain target speeds and trajectories shortly after acceleration to terminal velocity have been

studied. The measurements would be used to predict in real time the subsequent flight of the

targets to permit small final dynamic corrections to the aiming and focusing and in the timing of

the driver pulses. Other studies have considered the steering of targets, e.g., with laser beams.

These and other aspects of the implications of target requirements for reactor design have been

considered in a recent publication.18

Several methods have been proposed for cavity clearing. Large amounts of relatively cool

liquid metal with lots of surface area remaining after evaporation and sputtering are completed

in concepts that use liquid metals for first-wall protection act as very efficient vacuum pumps

by condensing superheated vapor. Beds of solid particles used for first—wall protection can also

condense vapors efficiently.

For rapid condensation, several factors are important, including the surface area, the

temperature of the bulk material, the rate of heat transport away from surfaces, the introduction

of fresh cool material into the reactor cavity, and the transport of heat from the reactor cavity.

The bulk temperature of the condensed phase must be below the equilibirum temperature

corresponding to the desired final vapor pressure. Condensation rates can be increased by

increasing the surface area using several approaches, including the use of particulates, jets,

sprays, and extended first—wall surfaces. In general, the transport of vapor to condensation

surfaces limits condensation rates initially, but the transport of heat away from surfaces into the

interior of the condensed phase may determine condensation rates during the late stages.

Mobile species must move through reactor cavities at rates sufficient to carry off with an

acceptable temperature rise the energy trapped in a reactor. The continuous introduction of

fresh, cool material as condensation proceeds can enhance condensation rates. Turbulent

mixing promotes transport of heat from condensation surfaces into the bulk coolant.

Condensation can be slowed by the collection at surfaces of noncondensibles such as

helium produced by fusion reactions and neutron interactions with reactor materials. Constant

renewal of surfaces can prevent buildup of noncondensibles Rapidly moving surfaces can sweep

noncondensibles from reactor cavities. Dilute noncondensibles may be trapped in the condensed
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phase by very rapid condensation long enough to permit transport from reaction chambers.
Otherwise, large vacuum pumps with significant (a MW or more) power requirements will be
required.

The reaction chamber concepts that use gases for first-wall protection and heat transport
must flow the gases very rapidly through the reaction chamber. So—called "dry-wall" concepts
may depend on conventional mechanical pumps to maintain the necessary vacua. Many of the
approaches mentioned appear to be capable of accommodating target debris as well as
evaporated and sputtered materials.

Rapid cavity clearing is one of the greatest design challenges for ICF reactors. Many existing
concepts appear to closely approach limits on cavity clearing rates. Uncertainties in theoretical
analyses make this a research topic of considerable continuing interest. Experiments are
urgently needed to definitively establish limits on reactor repetition rates.

II.C. Reactor/Driver Interfaces

Targets that require illumination by beams relatively uniformly distributed in solid angle,

that are driven by planar—symmetric arrays of beams, and that are illuminated from only one or

two sides by narrow cones of beams are all being considered for HIF. Different target

illumination geometries impose different constraints on reactor design. In general, the use of

thick layers for the protection of reactor structure from neutrons restricts the

target illumination geometry more than the other approaches to first—wall protection described

above. Uniform illumination constrains reactor design more than do the other geometries.

Perhaps even more important for HIF, the cost of the equipment for bending stiff heavy—ion

beams is much greater than that required for redirecting light beams. Therefore, unless the

potential advantages of direct drive, such as lower pulse energy requirements for a specified gain

and simpler targets, outweigh the large additional expense for injection of uniformly distributed

ion beams, direct illumination may not be attractive for HIF. The tradeoffs involved need more

study.

The final driver beam—transport and focusing components must be protected from damage

by neutrons, x rays, and ions. The protection of laser—driver optics presents the greatest

challenge because of the sensitive nature of optical coatings. The protection of laser optics from

neutrons can only be provided by distance—more than 100 meters may be required. Distance

protects from ions (the most damaging) and x rays as well, but ions can also be deflected by

electromagnetic fields. Furthermore, both x rays and ions can be stopped by gas between target

microexplosions and optical elements. Heavy—ion beam focusing magnets are much easier to

protect. They need not be in the "line of sight" of target microexplosions, so that they are not

exposed directly to target x rays and ions and do not involve vulnerable coatings. However, HIF

focusing magnets must be closer to the reaction chamber than laser final focusing elements.

They must be shielded from neutrons (especially important when particularly vulnerable

superconducting magnets are involved). For this reason, the use of superconducting magnets

for final focusing may not be cost effective, unless the recently recognized possibility of practical

high—temperature superconducting materials is realized. Light—ion diode/reactor interfaces

have not been studied extensively.
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Driver beams that do not strike targets can deposit greater fluences on reactor walls than
target microexplosions if they stay focused. Some defocusing is expected, but this issue needs
further study, especially for HIF. In general, ICF reactor conceptual designs include the
assumption that driver beams should not bo directed toward beam ports on opposite sides of
the reactor.

More radiant energy escapes from ICF reaction chambers through beam ports than would be
predicted from the consideration of the total solid angle subtended by the beam tubes alone
because of scattering. Special heat—removal systems, shielding, and neutron traps are required
for beam tubes. Vapors streaming out of reactor ports can be allowed to condense on beam
tube surfaces. Laser—driver optical elements must be protected from these vapors; they present
no problem for HIF focusing magnets. In either case, condensate—removal systems and vacuum
pumps are required. The vacuum requirements for heavy—ion accelerators are especially
severe—typically 10~8 to 10~7 torr. Those for laser drivers are much less so. High rates of
differential pumping in HIF final beam transport tubes will be necessary.

II.D. Delivery and Conversion of Fusion Energy

ICF reactors must convert fusion energy to usable forms. The conventional approach is to

absorb target emissions in matter and convert their energy into heat. The thermal energy can

then be used as process heat or converted to some other form such as electric power. Materials,

engineering, safety, cost constraints, and the laws of thermodynamics limit the process heat

temperatures and the electric power generation efficiencies that can be achieved conventionally.

However, innovative concepts for high—temperature fusion reactors indicate how substantial

improvements might be obtained. Future advances in materials can be expected to give better

performance. Virtually all of the thermal power generation schemes proposed for use with

other energy sources have been considered for use with fusion, including steam cycles,

potassium topping cycles, thermionics, and high—temperature Brayton cycles.

The direct conversion to electricity of the energy of ions for more efficient power generation

through circumvention of Carnot limitations has been proposed. Examples include ICF target

debris ions deflected from reactor cavities by magnetic fields and ions diverted from MCF fusion

plasmas to magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) or electrostatic devices. The conversion of the

energy of other fusion radiations to ion energy followed by direct conversion has also been

proposed.

Reactor concepts have been developed for the delivery and utilization of fusion energy and

radiations in other forms and/or for amplification of fusion energy. The following are several

examples. The breeding of fissile isotopes for fueling fission reactors in hybrid fusion—fission

blankets containing elements such as uranium and thorium has been studied. The use of

neutrons to breed special nuclear materials and medical and other useful isotopes and to "burn"

dangerous radioactive species has also been considered. The use of fusion plasmas directly and

of fusion plasma energy converted to x rays and ultraviolet light for chemical processing has

been examined, e.g., for the destruction of dangerous chemicals or the production of chemicals

or synthetic fuels. The use of fusion radiations, especially neutrcnii, for radiolysis to produce

synthetic fuels has also received some attention.
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Reactor concepts have been developed to produce hydrogen or other synthetic fuels by
coupling with high—temperature electrolysis processes that use thermal energy to permit
reduced direct—current electrical energy requirements. Others couple with thermochemicai
cycles that use high—temperature heat alone.

ICF reactor concepts that use liquid metals, gases, or mobile solid particles for first-wall
protection usually use these materials for some primary heat transport as well. If only
protection from x rays and target debris ions is provided by thin layers of such mobile materials,
so that a blanket is necessary for absorption of neutrons, then a wide variety of materials can be
used to transport heat. These blanket materials may be mobile lithium—bearing substances
used for breeding as well as heat transport or simply coolants for tritium breeding materials
and/or neutron—multipliers. X - ray , ion, and neutron energy trapped in reaction chambers can
be removed by mobile first-wall protection materials or, after conduction through walls, by
special heat transport systems or by blanket heat transport systems.

The separation of first—wall protection and blanket functions can provide considerable
design flexibility. Hybrid blankets containing fissionable materials become possible. The use or
fissionable materials within ICF reactor cavities with numerous penetrations interfacing with
target injectors and driver beam tubes and subjected to pulsed x ray, and ion irradiation is not
considered to be feasible. When these two functions are separated, blankets can be designed for
delivery of most of the neutron energy as thermal energy at very high temperatures or for
utilization of neutrons in other ways, while maintaining cavity conditions suitable for beam
transport and target injection.

Important issues here include better utilization of fusion energy, applications that other
energy sources can't address, and associated cost and reliability tradeoffs. Further discussion of
the first issue is presented below.

II.E. Reactor Plant Aspects of ICF Fuel Cycles

ICF energy sources have a huge advantage over fossil and fission technologies in their

eventual fuel resource and in the cleanliness of their fuel cycle. ICF reactors are most likely to

burn DT because the conditions required to induce the fusion reaction of deuterium and tritium

are much less extreme than for other fuels. Although alternative fuels, such as

deuterium-deuterium (DD) and proton-boron-11 (pB11), offer some potential advantages

(fewer neutrons and a majority of the fusion energy carried away by ions), the few studies of

ICF with other fuels suggest that the first, and perhaps all, generations of ICF reactors will burn

DT. Although some reactor design problems may be eased by the use of alternative fuels, most

of the radiation phenomena associated with DT must still be dealt with; the driver pulse

energies required to induce fusion are much larger; and the copious production of neutrons by

DT reactions can have advantages.

Thick layers with high lithium atom densities and modest competition for neutrons from

other elements are lequired to breed more tritium than is consumed in DT fusion reactions

without "he use of neutron multipliers such as lead, beryllium, and uranium. Tritium breeding

ratios (BR's) comfortably greater than one can be achieved provided blanket penetrations and

structure do not compete for the capture of neutrons with lithium too much. In other designs,
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the achievement of tritium BR's greater than one involves severe design compromises and the

use of neutron multipliers.

Lithium can be exposed to neutrons for tritium breeding in the form of thick liquid

pure—lithium or lithium—alloy layers or as layers of solid particulate lithium compounds used for

first-wall protection and heat transport as well. Blankets containing liquid lithium,

liquid—lithium alloys, and/or solid lithium compounds are used when other methods are

employed to protect reactor structure.

To close the tritium fuel cycle and to protect the plant staff, the public, and the environment

from exposure to too much tritium, reactor systems must effectively limit the escape of bred

and unburnt tritium to the surroundings. They must also quickly recover almost all the tritium

deposited in reactor systems to limit inventories and prevent decay losses (12.3—y half—life)

that can reduce effective breeding ratios below unity. Tritium is a dangerous radioisotope, even

though only a weak beta emitter (0.01861 MeV), because hydrogen is an important chemical

component of life and the hydrogen isotopes are extremely mobile.

The burnup fractions for target DT fuel are expected to be modest, so that unburnt fuel may

require a greater recovery capacity than bred tritium. Tritium recovery is complicated by the

very low concentrations (few—ppm range typically) required to keep inventories low for safety

and to limit its escape to the environment to acceptable rates (a few curies/day). Some reactor

fluids and other materials bind tritium very tightly, increasing inventories and making recovery

difficult, but reducing escape. Tritium is virtually insoluble in other potential reactor fluids and

materials, with opposite consequences. ICF reactor concepts that separate

first—wall protection and blanket functions permit the use of different systems for the recovery

of bred and unburnt tritium for more effective recovery and/or lower average recovery costs.

Several methods have been proposed tor the recovery of tritium from ICF reactor systems.

Some are confidently expected to work, but are relatively expensive. Others may be less

expensive but must still be demonstrated. The proposed methods include

0 the use of tritium windows, i.e., heat—exchanger—like devices with large transfer

surface areas through which tritium permeates;

0 the use of molten salts to extract tritium from liquid lithium and lithium alloys;

0 the use of cold—trapping to remove tritium from liquid—metal intermediate coolant

loops;

0 the use of special materials to getter tritium from liquid—metal or gaseous coolants;

and

O the reaction of tritium with oxygen in gaseous coolant streams, followed by

cryogenic condensation or vacuum pumping.

Several strategies have been suggested for limiting the escape of tritium to the environment.

Tritium permeates hot materials more readily than cool ones. Tritium permeates some

materials much faster than others. Thin,cool plena made of materials, such as aluminum, that

do not pass tritium readily, around hot reactor plant equipment can effectively block tritium

migration. Double—wall—tube heat exchangers with an inert gas sweeping the space between

the double tubes can reduce the permeation of tritium to steam—cycle or other

power—generation systems. Tritium escaping into reactor plant containment can be removed by

vacuum systems or by inert—gas cleanup systems.
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ICF reactors must transport target debris from reactor cavities, and reactor plant systems

must be provided to remove it from reactor fluids such as liquid metals and inert gases and from

deposits on solid particulates and reactor plant equipment surfaces. Targets typically include

a few light elements, such as carbon, silicon, and/or beryllium, in small but significant amounts

and a gram or more of heavy metals, such as lead or tantalum. One—gram targets in a 10—Hz

reactor corresponds to 315 tonnes/y of target materials at a plant capacity factor of one. Some

target designs also call for other materials whose effects on reactor systems must be assessed.

The removal of some lighter elements must be continuous and to low concentrations to control

corrosion in some reactor concepts, e.g., those that involve the use of liquid metals in cavities.

Many ICF reactor concepts automatically transport target debris from reactor cavities, e.g.,

those that use liquid metals or moving solid particulates far first—wall protection, while other

concepts require special subsystems for removal.

Corrosion/erosion products must also be removed, but the magnitude of this problem is

expected to be much smaller than those of target—debris cleanup and tritium recovery.

Target—debris removal systems may take care of these additional contaminants. The removal

of target debris from reactor plant surfaces and from reactor fluid and particle streams has not

been studied extensively. Apparently satisfactory conventional cleanup processes, such as

cold—trapping of liquid metals, have been identified for some concepts and target materials.

However, the scale of the target debris cleanup problem suggests that the capital and O&M

costs for cleanup systems will be substantial.

Similarly, the disposal of activated target debris and other ICF radwaste has not received

much attention. The scale of the radwaste generation for ICF may be larger than that for

fission, but no fission products are involved,and target materials can be selected with some

freedom to minimize induced radioactivity and permit the use of less expensive disposal

strategies. Expensive materials must be recovered, separated, purified, and recycled. The

recycle of even relatively inexpensive activated target materials may be less expensive than their

disposal as radwaste. U.S. costs for and restrictions on transportation and disposal of

radwastes have escalated rapidly in recent years. Reactor designs with reduced activation of

reactor structure to reduce ultimate disposal costs, enhance safety, and promote hands—on

maintenance have received much more attention.

II.F. Safety, Environmental Protection, Resource Utilization, and Societal Impacts

Environmental protection systems and safety systems to protect the plant staff and the

public during both normal operating and accident conditions are required for fusion reactor

plants. The issues and concepts for addressing them have been reviewed in several recent

publications.2"3-14 Of course, until fusion reactor designs are firmed up, definitive answers can't

be expected. Also, the relevant data base, primarily that derived from conventional fission

reactors and some studies of and experience with pioneering breeder reactors, is very limited,

still in a state of rapid flux, and does not completely cover fusion technology. However, it is

essential that safety and environmental aspects of fusion technology be addressed in an

integrated way with other aspects of reactor design. There are significant tradeoffs to be

examined, and fusion must strive to maintain the potentially very important safety and
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environmental advantages relative to fission that are presently projected. On the other hand,

overreaction to the recent perceived safety and environmental problems of fission technology

must also be avoided.

External events, such as storms, floods, earthquakes, airplane crashes, and terrorists do not

appear to pose greater threats to fusion plant safety than they do to fission plants. Fusion

plants may be more vulnerable to being put out of commission, but adquate solutions seem to

be in hand. Some internal events, such as loss of primary coolant, do not appear to represent as

great a threat as in fission plants. Others, such as failures in liquid—metal systems, require

more attention, although adequate solutions to potential problems arc apparently available and

the experience so far with liquid—metal—cooled fission reactors is encouraging. Some of these

solutions are discussed below. However, some of the phenomena in fusion plants that can lead

to component failure are not yet completely understood. Decommissioning costs, which may be

larger than currently expected because of large inventories of activated materials, are often

neglected on the grounds that the cost at the end of the plant's service life should be highly

discounted.

The prevention of the escape of tritium to the environment during normal operations was

discussed above. Containment structures similar to those required in most Western countries

for fission power plants may be required for some fusion plant concepts to prevent the release

under accident conditions of tritium and other radioactive species and of the poisonous chemical

products of the reaction of liquid metals and other materials with air, water, concrete, etc. The

use of intermediate liquid—metal coolant loops has been suggested for greater safety with

reactors using liquid metals for primary heat transport.

Designs to reduce the activation of reactor structure and fluids and to minimize or eliminate

the use of highly reactive substances, such as liquid metals, have received considerable

attention. Substantial reductions in the costs for radwaste treatment and disposal, ultimate

reactor disposition, and plant decommisioning may be possible with such designs. In addition

to reduction in the amount of activation, the waste classification may be less restrictive, making

less costly methods and a wider variety of options for disposal feasible. Shorter

"cooling down" periods, more hands—on maintenance, and less costly remote maintenance

may be possible. Longer component service l:fe through a reduction in radiation damage rates

means that less maintenance is required. A reduction in the number or the scale of, or the

complete elimination of, some safety and environmental protection systems and structures may

be justified. A smaller plant safety and environmental protection staff may be possible. Safety

is also enhanced by reductions in hazardous—materials inventories that might be released under

accident conditions and by reduced exposure of plant staff under normal operating conditions.

The strategies proposed for achieving such designs include shielding of the reactor structure

from neutron irradiation and the use of low-activation materials. Target materials can be

selected to minimize dangerous activated target debris.

Fire—suppression equipment, such as inert gas systems, reservoirs into which liquid metals

can be rapidly dumped and cooled, and steel reactor—cell liners' to prevent

liquid—metal/concrete reactions, are important when reactors contain large amounts of liquid

meta's. High—efficiency gas filtration systems are required to remove activated particulates,and

systems for removal of radioactive gaseous species may be required. Special safety equipment
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may be necessary for some reactor plant systems. Redundant control and communication

systems and backup power are essential. The protection of vital control, communication, and

backup power systems from damage is also essential.

Large costs for safety and environmental protection systems provide considerable incentive

for innovation to promote inherent safety. Advantage should be taken of especially favorable

safety—related characteristics of fusion relative to fission. The incorporation into fusion reactor

plants of objectionable features of fission reactor plants that are not inherent to fusion

technology should be avoided.

Ethically, an energy technology is considered aceptable only if it is not wasteful of resources

that might be needed in the future, however economical the indiscriminate use of those resources

might be currently. Fusion is particularly frugal insofar as its fuel cycle is concerned. On the

other hand, there is some concern about existing fusion concepts insofar as total mass

utilization [i.e., the total mass of equipment and structures per unit net output power)and the

utilization of some scarce materials are concerned. Substantial improvements in mass

utilization for fusion is an important goal.

Some critics of fission power have contended that the energy required to construct and

operate fission power plants and to provide their fuel exceeds or is nearly equal to the energy

delivered to customers in a usable form. Whatever the truth of such assertions, such a state of

affairs for fusion should be considered an unwise use of resources. So long as fusion plants are

not physically larger than fission plants or require materials that can only be provided through

the expenditure of excessive amounts of energy, the fusion fuel cycle should guarantee an

advantage in overall energy resource utilization relative to fission or fossil energy.

Such environmental impacts as the effects of radioactive wastes and waste heat rejection

must also be considered in assessing the merits of fusion relative to other energy sources. Some

methods for reducing radioactive wastes from ICF power plants and the possible quantities and

characteristics of such wastes were discussed above. Waste heat discharges from ICF plants

that use conventional steam cycles for electric power generation are not expected to be greatly

different from those from typical fission power plants. Also, ICF has potential for delivery of

high temperature heat and for direct—conversion and other advanced power generation

technologies that could increase overall plant efficiency and reduce waste heat discharges.

As has been noted many times, nuclear power plants of any type generally have much lower

discharges of chemical pollutants than do fossil—fueled power plants of equal capacity. Visual

pollution by an ICF plant should be no greater than that by a fission power plant and much less

than that by a fossil—fueled plant of similar net capacity. The impact of an ICF power plant on

local water supplies and the requirements for a plant site should be no greater than those of

conventional power technologies. More than this, fusion may be able to make a convincing case

relative to fission and fossil energy technologies that fusion is a better neighbor. Certainly, at

present the American public and the citizens of most other countries seem to be more favorably

disposed toward fusion than toward fission. The fusion community must strive to ensure that

this reservoir of good will is not dissipated through indifference or carelessness as was the case

for fission.

An iCF power plant is not expected to have impacts on local communities during

construction and during operation that differ qualitatively from those of fission plants. However,
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the magnitude of any large power plant construction project is great enough that precautions
must be taken to prevent undesirable effects. The temporary effects of thousands of
construction workers on local housing, school systems, municipal services, and the local
economy must be considered. An ICF plant construction project is not expected to have a
greater impact on local infrastructures than other energy plants of similar capacity.

II.G. Costs, Cost Figures of Merit, and Public Acceptance Issues

In the end, most aspects of what constitutes an attractive fusion reactor plant reduces to

monetary cost. Even for such difficult to quantify issues as safety, environmental protection,

resource utilization, and impacts on consumers and society, the cost of achieving a particular

degree of safety or reduction in undesirable impacts, rather than the ultimate potential of a

technology, frequently determines whether or not a particular technology is accepted. The

circumstances a society finds itself in at any time, the basic tenets of that society, the

understanding about an issue, the competing technologies, and the potential consequences of

problems determine where the threshold of economic pain for a particular aspect of safety or

impact lies. The present situation with fission power illustrates the differences in cost

considered acceptable in different societies. Therefore, safety and impacts also must be

discussed in terms of cost, rather than only in terms of some ill—defined intrinsic goodness.

The ethical aspects of safety, environmental and societal impact, and resource utilization

must also be considered, however fuzzy and difficult to atttach a price tag to, however the

ground—rules and the database shift with time and circumstances, and however irrational the

concerns of the public may appear at times. If these issues are not addressed, then a technology

may not be accepted, perhaps for irrational reasons, however desirable it is otherwise.

In open societies, especially very litigious ones like the U.S., the proponents of a technology

must be prepared to combat the drive for recognition, political power, etc., of small, but vocal

and active, minorities who may not even have a significant stake in the issues in dispute.

Anticipation of problems so that timely solutions are available, professional honesty, willingness

to debate the issues in the proper forums, and vigorous efforts to educate decision makers and

the public can help defuse issues before contention overwhelms rational behaviour. Proponents

of a particular power plant technology must be prepared to deal effectively with different

perceptions of safety and! impacts and different goals on the part of utility managements,

regulators, and the public.

In a highly regulated design environment, such as that for fission plants in the U.S., a strong

tendency to design to meet regulations with minimum deviation from existing designs can

develop. The rationale for such behaviour is that higher costs will be incurred in qualifying

deviations from established practice than can be justified by improved performance or lower

capital or O & M costs. For an emerging technology with perceived cost problems, such as

fusion, this rationale does not seem appropriate. Fusion proponents should try to avoid the

"design—to—regulations" mindset and regulatory straight— jacketing by current regulations.

The cost figure of merit (FOM) generally regarded as the best in a rational world for

assessing economic attractiveness of energy sources is levelized unit cost of production

(mills/kWh) in constant dollars. Minimization of this form of the COE means that in terms of



monetary units of constant worth discounted to reflect the time value of money, the average

cost of production over the service life of an ICF plant will be a minimum.

Of course, any estimate of future COE, or any other FOM, can be invalidated by events.

Primary—energy—source plant economics is particularly vulnerable to unforseen events because

of the long service lives of such plants. Also, the lowest COE is not always associated with the

most attractive option in a particular case. An urgent need for power may dictate the choice of

a technology or a design that can be built quickly whether or not it is otherwise the moist cost

effective. The plant scale must be matched to the anticipated demand. Local safety and

environmental considerations may influence the choice.

Unfortunately, this integrated—plant FOM also can obscure the role of the reactor plant as a

whole and of individual reactor plant subsystems unless individual contributions to COE are

broken out. Otherwise, the leverage for reductions in power cost associated with the reactor

plant and individual reactor plant subsystems can't be identified, and the design tradeoffs that

led to the optimum plant configuration may not be apparent. Furthermore, COE is determined

by capital cost, by fuel—cycle and non-fuel operating and maintenance costs, by efficiencies and

reliabilities, and finally by time—dependent economic influences beyond the control of reactor

designers and to which they can only react.

The most widely used secondary cost figure of merit is initial capital cost. The popularity of

this secondary figure of merit reflects the present difficulties utilities are having in financing

large, new, capital—intensive power plants. Interest rates have been very high in the recent

past. Utilities have experienced regulatory delays and rapidly changing requirements that result

in long construction periods and associated large interest—during—construction costs, derating,

and costly retrofits. Politically motivated restrictions, including ones aimed at reducing rate

shock resulting from overnight introduction of expensive new plants into the rate base, have

been imposed by public utility commissions.

Poor nuclear construction project management has led to excessively long construction

periods with resultant large interest costs during construction and quality—assurance and

regulatory problems. High corporate risks associated with nuclear power plant construction and

operation have driven up borrowing costs.

The capital cost also is used as a secondary figure of merit because fusion plants are

expected to be capital—intensive, in such a scenario, the capital costs for the reactor plant and

for individual reactor plant subsystems largely determine their contributions to COE and serve

to identify acccurately where leverage for cost savings lies.

Many, but not necessarily all, of these factors appear to be especially significant right now,

but may become less important in the future. For some of these factors, perceptions, rather

than actuality, determine their importance when trying to obtain the necessary capital. For

example, interest rates have declined significantly in recent years. The best—run construction

projects show that advanced—technology plants can be constructed on time and within budget

and that significant reductions in initial capital cost can be achieved simply through better

management.

II.H. Plant Cost/Size Scaling, Construction Period Length, and Capacity Addition Strategies
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The U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) recently studied 75 U.S. nuclear plants

for which construction was begun between 1966 and 1975. The results of this study indicated

that three—quarters of the increase in average finished direct unit capital cost from $700/kWe

for plants begun in 1966 to $3100/kWe for plants begun in 1974-5 could be attributed to

increases in the required amounts of land, labor, materials, and equipment.19 The remaining

one—quarter was attributed to increased interest during construction resulting from longer

construction periods. EIA researchers were not able to ascertain the relative contributions of

design changes, safety and environmental protection retrofits, and managerial factors to

increases in construction period length. Real increases in unit costs of materials and labor were

small.

The EIA study also indicated for U.S. fission power plants, as suggested by other observers,

that larger fission power plants do not have lower unit capital costs on average. The larger

plants studied generally had longer construction periods than did smaller plants. Greater

interest during construction typically destroyed potential economies of scale.

In the absence of increases in construction period length and management problems with

increase in plant size, low exponents (0.3 to 0.8 for major power plant systems, with roughly 0.6

for reactor plant equipment and about 0.5 for plants as a whole) are expected for scaling of

capital cost with plant size. Because of problems in raising capital for power plant construction,

siting difficulties, effects of loss of large units on power grids, lower projected demand growth

rates, rate shocks resulting from introduction of large, expensive, new units into rate bases, and

large plant construction management problems, utilities are interested in smaller plant

capacities, provided unit capital costs ($/kWe) do not scale too unfavorably to smaller sizes.

Unfortunately, small capital cost/capacity scaling exponents (0.5 or less) mean very unfavorable

(much higher $/kWe) scaling to small plant sizes and very favorable scaling to large plant sizes.

Modular designs could permit more cost effective addition of capacity if scaling of costs to

smaller sizes were favorable. However, if construction period length growth and management

problems for larger plants can be controlled, the more favorable COE of large plants are

expected to be more important than the advantages of smaller, but more costly plants.

Further evolution of ICF plant concepts may alter this preliminary judgement,and it is not yet

time to give up on this approach to more attractive fusion. This strategy is presently being

pursued for fission with some success, but the cost scaling of some ICF plant equipment is

expected to be different from that of fission plant equipment.

An intermediate—cost compromise has been suggested for ICF for which drivers are expected

to be expensive and to be operable at repetition rates much greater than are optimum for 750 to

1500 MWe reactor plants. This compromise envisions development of a plant site with a driver

whose repetition—rate capability would be upgraded in stages to serve more than one reactor

unit of about 1000—MWe net electric capacity. The site initially would be furnished with a

single reactor/BOP. As more capacity was needed, identical reactor plant/BOP units would be

added. The target factory would be designed for upgrading to serve more than one reactor by

addition of identical manufacturing lines in the same facility. This compromise was treated by

the HIFSA studies.

There are good reasons to believe that the recent trend in construction time with increase in

plant size is an historical anomaly in which increase in plant size was accompanied by increase
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in regulatory requirements and failure of project management capabilities to evolve. Provided

the regulatory environment stabilizes and construction projects are managed better, larger work

forces should permit larger plants to be built in the same time as small ones. Also, there may

be sufficient differences between fission and fusion to permit more favorable scaling of

construction time with plant size for fusion than for fission. Whatever the true situation, many

fusion cost studies include the assumption that the construction time is not a function of the

plant scale.

Even with more favorable costs of attracting capital for power plant construction, the

interest during construction will still be substantial. Therefore, a reduction in the length of the

construction period can play a significant role in reducing the capital cost and COE for a fusion

power plant. Such savings may be great enough to allow designs that have higher unit capital

cost, fuel cycle, and/or O&M costs to be cost effective.

Several things can be done to reduce construction period durations. Because reductions in

both direct and indirect costs can be achieved using these methods, the effects on both of these

categories of capital costs will be discussed at the same time. The use of standardized designs,

with due allowance for site and regional transportation, labor, supplier, etc., differences, can

reduce design, field—office and home—office construction management, and owner's general and

administrative (G&A) costs and construction period length. The gradual evolution of designs

can permit extensive testing and evaluation before large—scale deployment to prevent costly

mistakes. A large, stable program can cost—effectively invest in better construction facilities,

methods, training, and equipment and in R&D to develop better materials, equipment, designs,

and methods.

The use of the same work force, except for normal attrition and recruitment, in the

construction of unit after unit in a stable capacity—addition program can yield higher

productivity and better project management. The retention of construction learning is promoted

(as opposed to the present situation in the US. is which large changes in the construction work

force, the engineering staff, and the project management from site to site generally occur).

Inferior workers can be gradually weeded out and costly, low—productivity overtime can be

reduced. Quality can be improved, quality—assurance costs can be reduced, and regulatory

delays and costs can be reduced. The use of the same construction equipment, materials, and

services suppliers (each with a significant share of contract awards, but with shifts in contract

share resulting from a competetive contract award process) for unit after unit can permit

investment *m better facilities, equipment, training, etc.

The above might be termed the French model. The French nuclear program has employed

most of these tactics to rapidly construct safe, reliable fission power plants that produce electric

power for substantially less (25% and more) than in the U.S. or neighboring European countries.

The lessons of the French experience can be applied to the introduction of any large—scale

electric power generation technology. Therefore, this approach will not necessarily give fusion a

competitive advantage over alternative energy technologies unless its inherent characteristics

permit greater advantage to be taken of the potential benefits of this approach for fusion. The

strong French central government presently has certain advantages relative to other

governments with respect to the selection of plant sites and the control of energy supply. Also,

the French public seems to have been particularly receptive to the deployment of nuclear power
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technology. These advantages presently enjoyed by the French nuclear power program may not
long persist and may not be as applicable in the U.S. Nonetheless, the potential advantages
should not be ignored in making a case for fusion energy.

The factory fabrication and assembly of plant equipment, and even structural components,
can reduce their direct and indirect costs, reduce their construction time, and improve their
quality. Labor can be used more effectively, materials wastage can be reduced, weather is much
less a factor, and quality assurance is easier, but transportation to the plant site becomes a
concern.and the scale of power plant construction may strain manufacturing facility capabilities.
However, innovation in recent years has permitted factory fabrication and transportation of very
large equipment and substructures, including nuclear power plant containment building domes
and large reactor vessels. Shipbuilding, process industry, and aerospace projects provide other
examples.

The potential for factory construction can be promoted by smaller and/or modular designs
and large, stable construction programs that make investment in better methods and facilities
cost effective. There are currently significant fission power R&D and design efforts in the U.S.
to develop smaller, modular concepts. The fusion community is also actively pursuing the
potential advantages of smaller, modular concepts and is tracking the fission power R&D
efforts. Compromises in other costs and performance to obtain the advantages of factory
fabrication may be cost effective in some instances.

Some of, but not all of, the factors that could lead to lower costs described above were
folded into the cost estimates for the HIFSA reactor plants and BOP's. More study of these
factors could result in further reductions in costs for all large—scale energy technologies in the
U.S.

II.I. Materials

Continued progress can be confidently expected in the critical area of materials, although

exact limits and directions are difficult to predict. Materials with superior properties may be

developed to permit longer service lives and greater reliability for critical reactor components

and higher performance in energy conversion and delivery systems. Better properties can offset

higher costs for advanced materials. The substitution of less expensive materials may be

possible and better designs may permit the use of less material to perform the same function.

Reactor mass utilization, or total mass of reactor materials per unit reactor power,is sometimes

used as a secondary figure of merit. Fusion R&D programs can draw on large materials

development efforts worldwide, but must also allocate substantial programmatic funds to

address fundamental materials requirements unique to fusion.

II.J. Performance

Improvements in both fusion systems and BOP performance can reduce production costs
and environmental impact. A higher target gain for the same driver pulse energy, the same gain
for a lower energy, can mean fewer targets, lower costs for the rest of the fuel cycle, and
smaller, less—expensive drivers that could more than offset higher costs per target.
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Better blanket performance, e.g., higher neutron energy multiplication factors or tritium and

other isotope breeding ratios, can substantially reduce the size of the fusion energy source

required for a specified production rate. Non—fissionable neutron—multiplying materials, such

as beryllium and lead, permit modest (up to about 30%), but potentially significant, increases in

neutron energy multiplication. Fissionable materials can give much larger energy multiplication

and breeding ratios—all the way up to near—criticality with suitable blanket enrichments.

Unfortunately, the use of fissionable materials brings with it all the problems of fission products,

large decay heats after shutdown, and the fission fuel cycle with its resource limitations.

However, criticality is not necessary for large energy multiplication,and fusion-fission hybrids

are safer than pure fission.

The results of ICF and MCF commercial applications studies suggest that fusion—fission

hybrid breeders may be more cost effective than pure fission breeders for extension of

fissionable element resources through support of non—breeding reactors. Fission can be

suppressed to maximize fissile isotope breeding. Copious production of neutrons with

more favorable energies by fusion sources, in addition to reduced costs for safety, account for

the difference.

Higher driver and power generation efficiencies and reduced power requirements for reactor,

fuel cycle, and BOP operation can reduce the fusion power required for a specified net rate of

production. The recirculating power can be reduced and ultimate heat rejection (UHR) and

other BOP systems can be reduced in size and cost. Equivalently, more product can be

obtained with the same fusion source. In addition to capital, O & M , and fuel cycle cost savings,

the inventories of dangerous materials and the environmental impacts, such as radwaste

disposal and ultimate heat rejection per kWhe, can be reduced and the resource utilization can

be improved.

To a first approximation, the additional investment that can be afforded for performance

improvements is given by the value of the additional product or the reduction in costs for plant

subsystems. For example, if 30% more power can be obtained from a $3—billion plant with

fixed fusion power by increasing the power generation efficiency, then up to $900M can be

afforded for the improvement, provided the O&M costs are not increased. Additional

improvement in COE can also be expected due to reduced UHR and fuel—cycle costs per kWhe.

On the other hand, if the reduced—fusion—power/fixed—net—production—rate option is

exercised, some economy of scale may be lost for the fusion energy source. Compatibility of a

reactor concept with higher gain targets, more efficient drivers, more efficient BOP's, and

higher performance blankets can make it more attractive than other concepts, even if the

reactor cost is higher and/or the performance of the reactor alone is less attractive.

Performance improvements have high leverage for reducing COE. However, gains in

performance for some systems may come slowly. For example, only modest improvements in

cost—effective electric power generation efficiencies have been achieved over several decades for

conventional generation technologies. On the other hand, there are indications that fusion

energy sources may have inherent advantages ovet' conventional energy sources insofar as

compatibility with advanced generation technologies is concerned. BOP and fusion systems

similar to those in conventional power plants are already fairly efficient, and large reductions in

power requirements for these systems can't be expected. Driver designs (some of which have >
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20% recircuUiting power fractions, while others have recirculating power fractions < 10%) and
reactor plant system designs (several—% recirculating power fraction for some concepts) are
much less developed. Breakthroughs that could substantially reduce power requirements may
be possible.

U.K. Reliability, Availability, Maintenance

In general, low COE will be achieved only when fusion plant capacity factors are fairly high.

The plant capacity factor is the ratio of the actual annual plant output to that corresponding to

operation of the plant at its rated capacity 100% of the time. If the plant isn't producing much

and costs are not reduced correspondingly, then what it does produce will be expensive.

The savings in capital cost obtainable by cutting corners in power plant design and

maintenance generally seem to be more that offset by the value of lost production and

increased maintenance costs. On the other hand, extremely high plant factors can only be

achieved with excessively expensive designs and/or excessive expenditures for maintenance.

Therefore, an optimum plant factor is expected. Existing base—loaded fossil—fueled power

plants typically operate with high capacity factors. The best U.S. and foreign fission plants also

achieve high capacity factors, although often starting out at low plant capacity factors that

increase as design deficiencies and O&M problems are corrected (O&M "learning").

Base—loaded fission plants designed for online refueling have achieved capacity factors greater

than 90%. The average U.S. fission plant capacity factor is presently around 60%.

The plant capacity factor can be treated as the product of an average load factor, or fraction of

rated capacity at which the plant is operated, and an average plant availability, or fraction of the

time the plant can be operated when needed. Availability is the principle determiner of plant

capacity factor for base—loaded plants with load factors near unity.

Data OR U.S. fission power plant availability and annual expenditures for maintenance in

recent years reveal little correlation between the two. Management competence often appears to

be a more important influence on availability. Three Mile Island had one of the higher U.S.

fission plant annual budgets for maintenance when it failed.

Much fission plant unavailability is caused by downtime for repair and routine maintenance

of conventional BOP rather than reactors. However, concerns have been expressed about the

achievable reliability of complex ICF reactor, driver, and fuel—cycle equipment. The reliability of

ICF plants has not been studied extensively, though the topic is clearly important in determining

COE and maintenance cost and is one of the potential drawbacks of ICF that has been much

publicized. The reliability for plant components and systems similar to those for conventional

plants can be estimated as accurately as the rather noisy data base will allow. Much R&D will

be required to develop and quantify reliability for components and systems unique to fusion.

Improvements in conventional system and component reliability through R&D can be expected

and may be important for fusion.

Reliability has dimensions other than average availability. Forced outages occurring at

inconvenient times or too frequently, even if of short duration, can have more serious economic

consequences than fewer, much longer outages whose cumulative downtime is greater. Forced

outages frequently involve damage beyond the original problem, especially if rapid shutdown,
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which can overstress components, is required. Shutdown and startup may take longer and cost
more in direct expenses and lost power than the value of the lost power and the expenses
incurred during the actual repair period.

Forced outages of large units can have significant impacts on entire utility system reliability
and involve costs beyond direct unit repair costs and the value of lost production. Sudden loss
of a large unit can strain the ability of the entire power grid to continue to operate, can cause
higher—than—design stresses on system components that can cause costly damage, can make
the grid much more sensitive to additional upsets, and can necessitiate load shedding that
results in significant losses by customers. As interties between different utilities become more
complex, sensitivities to upsets may become greater and individual unit reliability may increase
in importance. Replacement power to bridge either forced or scheduled outages may have to be
purchased from other utilities at substantially higher cost.

Several things can be done to reduce downtime for scheduled maintenance, including design
for rapid maintenance and quick shutdown and startup, design for and scheduling of outages for
maintenance of different plant systems to coincide, and design for minimization of interference
between maintenance operations. Low—activation designs can permit more hands—on
maintenance, shorter radioactivity decay periods, and/or reduced difficulty of remote
maintenance. Forced-outage frequency and cost can be reduced by provision for redundancy
and backup and other investments in additional reliability, by intrumentation for warning of
impending trouble, and by means for minimizing additional damage. The ability to bridge
downtime for other units through deferral of scheduled maintenance with small risk and small
additional cost for extra maintenance and/or for lost power as a result of required derating may
have utility—wide cost benefits. Optimum total investments in redundancy, backup, reliability,
repair, and maintenance are expected. Smaller unit capacities and better system design can
reduce impacts of the loss of units on the grid.

ILL. Operation

Better diagnostics, more automatic control, and the use of expert systems and other

artificial—intelligence techniques can permit operation closer to limits for higher performance.

They can minimize excursions from the optimum operating conditions, prevent damage by

detecting impending failures before serious consequences result, and allow more efficient

maintenance schedules. O&M personnel requirements and staff—related costs can be reduced.

II.M. Simplicity

Simplicity is often extolled as a virtue for fusion reactor concepts, apparently with the
presumption that a simpler design will somehow be more reliable and/or less costly. However,
there are many examples of simple designs for various technologies that gradually evolved in the
direction of greater complexity to obtain better performance, greater safety, or even higher
reliability through the use of backup systems and redundancy, often at similar or reduced
initial and/or life—cycle costs.

For power plants, additional complexity will generally be introduced for two reasons. Cost
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benefits to the utility may be expected, for example, as a result of greater efficiency, reliability,
customer satisfaction, and/or reduced O&M costs. Or it may be imposed in the form of
additional safety and environmental protection systems or to achieve other societal goals, such
as better long—term utilization of resources, aesthetics, and reduced interference with other
societal activities.

Added complexity as in the form of "in-line" systems requires for mere preservation of
pre—modification performance and reliability better performance and reliability from components
and systems present before the new components or systems were added. This usually costs
more. Examples of in—line systems that can reduce efficiency and reliability include
intermediate coolant loops for greater safety and dry cooling towers to reduce environmental
impact where water is scarce. Reactor concepts with less in-line complexity to reduce
efficiency or reliability may have substantial advantages. Parallel redundancy may be
cost—effective in easing reliability requirements for both primary equipment and redundant
equipment.

Fusion technologies are inherently complex. Therefore, the proper perspective on the
problem of complexity may be satisfactory management of complexity and optimum design
rather than emphasis on simplicity for the sake of simplicity. Of course, if two proposed system
concepts perform similarly and have similar capital cost, and one is "simpler " than the other,
then the simpler would usually be expected to be more reliable and hence more cost effective.
The U.S. fission power industry has taken a long time to learn this lesson. A typical present
U.S. fission plant has 30,000 to 40,000 valves; the latest Canadian CANDU design has only a
few hundred.

II.N. Versatility

Versatility occasionally is mentioned as a desirable characteristic for fusion reactors.

Generally for ICF this means compatibility with a wide variety of drivers, targets, and power

generation technologies, ability to deliver energy in forms suitable for more than one end use,

favorable scaling to small capacities, and/or near optimum performance over wide ranges of

operating parameter values.

Many ICF reactor concepts are compatible with either lasers and heavy-ion accelerators of

all kinds or with light—ion accelerators, but: not both catergories. Some concepts can admit

driver beams relatively uniformly distributed in solid angle for illuminating direct—drive targets.

Others are restricted to near—planar, two—sided, or one—sided illumination,which are suitable

for indirect—drive targets.

The results of the HIFSA studies suggest that the values for many commercial HIF plant

parameters, including reactor type and repetition rate, can be varied over surprisingly wide

ranges without the COE varying by more than a few % from the minimum estimated COE.

This argues well for the future of ICF in that if one part of parameter space turns out to be

technologically inaccessible or too costly, then success in another part of parameter space may

be possible.

It has been argued that the wide variety of approaches to fusion increases the chances for

success and that premature closing off of options should be avoided. On the other hand, while
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versatility may be very desirable for an R&D reactor, a different reactor concept may be

optimum for each application and plant size range. Nonetheless, an ICF reactor concept that is

versatile may offer a greater chance for ultimate success. It is interesting to note that fission

power reactor designers are still searching for optima in a large parameter space. The

prospects for cost—effective scaling of fusion plants to small sizes was discussed above.

Existing ICF reactor concepts vary widely in their ability to deliver high—temperature heat for

advanced electric power generation or process applications and radiation forms required for

various proposed applications.

II.O. Corporate Risk

Corporate risk appears to be the greatest barrier to investment in new nuclear power—plant

capacity in the U.S. Some studies indicate that the average U.S. fission-plant COE has risen

above the average U.S. coal—plant COE in recent years, apparently due in large part to startup

of several large new plants with very high capital costs. Although other new fission plant

construction projects have been or are apparently going to be completed with no,or only modest,

cost overruns in the U.S. and abroad, the potential for "financial meltdown" due to disasterous

mismanagement of nuclear plant construction projects or physical damage to a plant is

perceived as substantial.

Disasterous physical damage to an operating plant, such as occurred at the Three Mile

Island plant of Commonwealth Edison in 1980 or, even worse, the recent accident at the

Chernobyl plant near Kiev in the Ukrainian SSSR, can result in heavy liabilities for loss of life,

damage to property, and cleanup in addition to the loss of the plant. An unstable regulatory

environment can make operational planning, attraction of capital, etc., difficult for utilities. Low

U.S. fission plant availability factors also have helped reduce potential cost advantages over the

competition.

Fusion must avoid this situation if it is to be successfully commercialized in the U.S. Just

as in fission plants, the reactor is perceived as the greatest source of danger as a result of

physical damage. That's where the largest powers, the greatest energy densities, and the most

hazardous materials are!

On the other hand, fusion technology seems to have some inherent safety advantages over

fission. Although fusion reactors are even more neutron—rich than fission reactors, the fusion

reactor designer has greater control over exposure of undesirable materials of construction to

neutrons and may be able to make more—extensive, affordable use of low—activation materials

with shorter—lived, less dangerous activation products. For pure fusion, criticality is not a

concern and there are no fission products. Even with hybrid blankets containing fissionable

materials, high breeding and energy multiplication ratios can be obtained while avoiding

criticality and suppressing fission to minimize fission product generation. Afterheat will be

much less in fusion reactors and the possibility of physical meltdown can be eliminated for

inherent safety. Immediate shutdown of fusion energy generation following en ICF reactor

malfunction is easily achieved by interrupting the injection of targets into the reactor, if the

precise coordination of target injection and the driver required for ICF hasn't already been

disrupted.
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Management burdens for fission power construction projects are greater than those for

fossil—fueled alternatives because both the technology and regulatory climate are more

complicated for fission. Many U.S. utility managements are not willing to assume the risks

associated with fission power plants,and many public utility commissions (PUC's) aren't going

to permit them to in the near future. There are too many examples of grievous management

failures in the U.S. The technology for ICF is even more complex. However, the nuclear

construction and operation programs of some U.S. and foreign utilities show that good

management can result in safe, economical nuclear power.

III. HiFSA REACTOR CONCEPTS

Four generic ICF reactor concepts were selected for inclusion in the HIFSA reactor studies:

0 a granular-wall concept (a variant of the LLNL CASCADE concept81*);

0 a l iquid-metal-jet concept (a variant of the LLNL HYLIFE concept6'9 );

0 a wetted—wall concept (a variant of the LANL wetted—wall concept1016); and

0 a magnetically protected dry—wall concept (a variant of the LANL magnetically

protected concept611).

Space limitations permit only brief descriptions of these concepts and their relative advantages,

limitations, and design and database uncertainties. The reader is directed to the references for

each of these concepts for details on the supporting studies that establish their feasibility and

attractiveness.

Some of the differences between the generic versions of these four ICF reactor classes used

in the HIFSA reactor studies are minor; others are more substantial. The original reactor

concepts included in the HIFSA studies involve different degrees of optimism/conservatism,

which are in the opposite directions for functionally equivalent reactor systems,in some cases for

one reactor concept compared to others. For some conservatively designed reactor plant

subsystems, more optimistic approaches have been identified and their apparent feasibility

established. Some of the reactor concepts included in the HIFSA reactor studies have been

subjected to more analysis than others. More effort has been expended in refining some

concepts, leaving as yet unidentified potential improvements in the less-well studied.

The HIFSA reactor studies were not intended to be a final contest between reactor concepts.

Rather, the selection was made in an attempt to permit exploration throughout a wide potential

operating parameter space of the potential advantages of HIF as a source of commercial electric

power. Where it seemed appropriate and apparently would not interfere with the goals of

HIFSA, reactor subsystems were placed on a common basis. In other cases, the differing

degrees of optimism/conservatism were retained in order to permit exploration of the potential

benefits/penalties. Examples include the differences in reactor containment and other safety

systems and conventional steam—cycle versus advanced electric power generation systems. To

a large extent, the differences in the state of development of the reactor concepts were ignored.

In general, the descriptions of the reactor concepts used in the HIFSA studies will refer to the

original laser—fusion concept definitions with differences of the types discussed above and

changes required for conversion of the original laser—fusion versions required for HIF noted. On
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progressing through the list of reactors, the descriptions will generally grow briefer as reference
is made to similar features of concepts described earlier.

Ill A Granular-Wall Concept

The granular—wall ICF reactor concept (Fig. 5.1 — 1) employs a rotating (50 rpm in a

5—m—radius cavity to maintain the central cavity) biconical vessel and centrifugal forces to

move a thick (1 m) particulate blanket through the reaction chamber. The particle bed provides

complete protection of the reactor vessel from target x rays and debris ions, provides substantial

protection from fusion neutrons to permit a long service life for ths reactor vessel, and serves as

a tritium breeding blanket. The thick particulate blanket also reduces the

target microexplosion impulses transmitted to the reactor structure. The particles are

introduced continuously through openings at the smaller radius ends of the reactor and move

to the mid—plane of the reactor where the bases of the conical reactor halves meet and the

radius is greatest. Centrifugal forces then move the particles to rotating "shelves" on the

outside of the reactor vessel. Next, the particles, which are extracted from the rotating shelves

by stationary scoops, are flung upward into a hopper by centrifugal forces. From there, the

particles move by gravitational force through heat exchangers that transfer heat to a

high—temperature Brayton electric power generation cycle using helium as the working cycle.

They then are returned to the blanket by gravity, requiring no conveyojs or lifts to transport the

particles.

The granular-wall reactor power plant concept currently includes a very high—temperature,

high—effciency Brayton cycle using helium as a working fluid that provides a net electric power

generation efficiency of 55%. The granular—wall reactor concept can also be readily coupled

with other power generation systems, including conventional steam cycles, should this prove

desirable. The devlopers of the original granular—wall concept have also attempted to minimize

the clearance around the reactor and closely associated equipment to minimize the size of the

expensive vacuum containment structure.

The reactor, the granule circulation system, and the primary heat exchanger are enclosed in

a vacuum chamber. This approach avoids the problem of seals for connecting the driver beam

tubes and the particle transport system to the rotating reactor. It also avoids vacuum valves in

the granule transport lines and other similar complications. A vacuum of about 0.1 torr is

required for laser fusion. The vacuum required for HIF is only a little greater, about 0.01 torr, if

the results of the HIFSA beam transport studies suggesting that heavy-ion beams can be

transported and focused in reactor cavities at pressures substantially greater than the 10~5 to

10~4 torr indicated for vacuum ballistic focusing are confirmed by experiment.

Even at this more favorable vacuum level, the vacuum enclosure and systems constitute a

major contribution to granular-wall reactor capital cost. If the high vacuum required for

ballistic focusing is necessary for HIF, then the large vacuum enclosure and systems for

granular—wall reactors could become significantly more expensive. The effect of the vacuum on

granule—to—helium heat transfer is small because the dominant heat—transfer mechanism at

the heat—exchanger design temperatures is thermal radiation.

The original granular—wall reactor concept used dilithium oxide (Li2O) as the solid
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particulate blanket material and was constructed of steel. Because Li2O rapidly decomposes

into gaseous components and oxidizes metals at temperatures above 1200 K, the outlet

temperature of the particles m the original CASCADE concept had to be restricted to 1200 K,

thereby limiting the potential electric-power generation system efficiencies to relatively

modest values. Neutron activation of the steel wall was greater than desired and the wall

required active cooling.

The present form of the granular-wall concept employs a vessel made of trapezoidal

silicon—carbide (SiC) tiles held in compression by longitudinal and circumferential composite

SiC/aluminum tendons. This design can operate at much higher temperatures (2300 K in the

reference design), with appropriate inorganic insulation and thermal radiation to the

surroundings keeping the tendons outside the insulation at 700 K. SiC is also a

lower—activation material which reduces maintenance and rad—waste disposal costs.

Hands—on maintenance of the reactor vessel after a short delay following removal of the reactor

vessel from the reactor vacuum enclosure may be feasible, provided there are no activated

reactor components that cannot be easily detached and the vessel is not significantly

contaminated by activated target debris, activated corrosion/erosion products, or tritium.

Similarly, disposal of the reactor vessel components by shallow land burial might be permitted

under current regulations if the same conditions are satisfied. The cost advantage of these

features could be significant.

The blanket and heat exchanger are each divided into three regions in the latest form of the

granular—wall concept. The outer, 90—cm—thick, tritium—breeding zone contains

1—mm—diameter lithium aluminate (LiAIO2) granules. The granules in this zone exit the

reactor at 1390 K in the reference 5 -Hz , 300-MJ-target -y ie ld , 1000 -MWe-ne t design.

LiAIO2 decomposes and vaporizes at much higher temperature than does Li2O, but breeds

tritium less efficiently. The granules are used in the first section of the heat exchanger for the

initial heating of cool helium gas returning from the turbine generators.

A 9—cm—thick central region of the reference—design blanket contains 1—mm—diameter

beryllium oxide (BeO) pellets. The BeO acts as a neutron multiplier to permit tritium breeding

in the LiAIO2 layer at a ratio greater than unity to close the reactor tritium cycle. The density

of the BeO particles is slightly less than that of the LiAIO2 particles in the outer blanket region

and the effects of the difference are enhanced by centrifugal action. It is hoped that they will

"float" with little mixing on the LiAlO, particles. A modest amount of mingling cf the two

types of particles should not significantly degrade thermal and nuclear performance of the

blanket. Systems operating on side streams of the main granule stream for separation of

comingled particles, for replacement and/or reconstitution of particles whose size has been

significantly altered by thermal—stress—induced cracking, by crushing, by comminution

(grinding against each other or against reactor system surfaces), for recovery of tritium, and for

target—debris cleanup will be required. Detailed analysis and design for these reactor auxiliary

systems requires more definition of particle behaviour and target designs.

The particles in the central zone leave the reactor at 1510 K and are used for intermediate

heating of the Brayton cycle helium. The particle velocity distribution in the centra! and outer

blanket zones is continuous and varies over about an order of magnitude from the highest to the

lowest velocity.
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A 1—cm—thick inner blanket zone also composed of 1-mm—diameter BeO granules is

singled out for particular attention. The granules near the surface of this layer protect the

underlying particles from target x rays and debris ions. They are required to move through the

reactor with an average velocity approximately an order of magnitude greater than the particles

in the central blanket zone because this thin layer must transport a large fraction (20% or more,

depending on target design) of the total fusion energy release. The granules in this layer leave

the reactor at 2300 K in the reference granular—wal1. design and perform final heating of the

Brayton-cycle helium. The high particle velocity in this zone is required to transport the

substantial target x—ray and debris—ion energy, which is deposited entirely in this thin layer, at

sufficient rate to keep the particle temperature in this zone at appropriate temperatures. The

BeO which protects the LiAIO2 breeding zone can be heated to much higher temperatures and is

less susceptible to cracking due to thermal stresses resulting from rapid, pulsed heating and

cooling. This mechanism for BeO particle degradation is still under investigation.

Experiments and theoretical analyses indicate that the required rapid flow of the thin surface

layer of the blanket can be achieved. If the angle between the rotating vessel wall and the axis

of the reactor is greater than the angle of repose, as reduced by centrifugal forces relative to that

due only to normal earth—surface gravity, then two—layered flow "i l l occur naturally. A thin

surface layer will move rapidly in so—called critical flow over the slower moving underlying

material. Mixing within the critical—flow layer is rapid and helps to quickly transport heat

deposited at the surface of this layer into its interior. The flow rate of the majority of the

blanket particulates can be controlled at the blanket outlet by valving.

An important objective of the modifications to the original granular blanket concept was a

better match between local quasi—steady blanket thermal power density and particulate flow

rates. In addition to the heavy thermal loading of the supercritical layer by x—ray and

debris—ion energy deposition, the problem i?> complicated by a sharp discontinuity in the

neutron energy deposition thermal power at the interface between the BeO and LiAIO2 layers.

The mismatch is still significant but much better than in earlier versions of the granular—wall

concept. The restrictions imposed by materials properties, limitations on control of particle

velocity profiles, and limitations on control of energy deposition density distributions on outlet

temperatures of the three blanket zones result in a heat—exchanger exit helium temperature of

1190 K with a 300 -K temperature drop through the heat transfer surfaces and a cup—mixing

blanket outlet temperature of 1670 K. Better high—temperature materials, better control over

blanket particle flow and fusion energy deposition, and improved heat exchanger designs with

lower temperature drops that permit higher Brayton—cycle peak temperatures could give

increases over the already impressive net powor generation efficiency of the reference design.

Some of the BeO in the inner blanket zone is evaporated and sputtered by target x—ray and

debris—ion pulses. Condensation of evaporated BeO must occur rapidly after each

microexplosion to clear the cavity for injection of the next target and driver beam pulses. This

process is believed to represent the principal limitation on the reactor pulse repetition rate, but

pulse repetition rates up to approximately 10 may be feasible. The details of rapid, pulsed

evaporation and condensation in CASCADE cavities are still being studied . The large surface

area of the particulate blanket facilitates rapid condensation.

The developers of the original granular-wall reactor plant concept are attempting to make a
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credible case for inherent safety that will permit avoidance of the need for a reactor containment
structure along the lines of conventional fission plant containment. The cost of such
containment, if required, adds substantially to the cost of ICF reactor plants. Instead, a
conventional steel industrial building is proposed to house the reactor plant equipment. To this
end, the present design of granular—wall reactors involves the specification of nonflammable,
low—activation materials wherever feasible. As noted above, oxides were selected for the
blanket particulate materials and the reactor vessel is constructed largely of ceramic materials.
The use of beryllium in this reactor concept requires careful attention to design safeguards, but
with such safeguards should be acceptably safe. Analysis indicates that the relatively low
after—heat expected with this concept can be removed sufficiently rapidly by thermal radiation
to the surroundings. Protection against runaway in the event that reactor bearings and/or
support structure fail is required. Rotational kinetic energy is sufficient to fling the reactor
vessel and contents directly upward approximately twice the reactor diameter.

III.B. Liquid—Metal—Jet Concept

The liquid—metal—jet reactor target chamber concept (Fig. 5.1—2) uses an array of

liquid—metal jets falling continuously under the influence of gravity through an orifice plate in

the top of the reactor to protect reactor structure from neutrons, as well as x rays and target

debris ions, to permit life—of—plant service for the reactor structure. A total of 175 jets, each

0.2—m thick at the horizontal midplane of the reactor, is used to provide a total effective

liquid—metal thickness there of 0.74 m between target microexplosions and cavity structure in

the reference 1010— MWe laser—fusion HYLIFE design. Graphite enclosed within a thin steel

envelope for compatibility with liquid metal surrounds the reaction chamber to further moderate

neutrons not stopped by the liquid metal and reflect many of them back into the reaction

chamber to reduce the number of and "soften" the spectrum of those reaching the main

pressure vessel walls.

Earlier versions of this concept had complete—circle falling "curtains" of liquid metal

surrounding target microexplosions. The array of jets used in the current version reduces

pressure buildup by venting, rather than confining, the hot vapor generated by evaporation of

liquid metal by x—ray, target—debris—ion, and fusion neutron heating. The impulsive

momentum transfer to the first structural wall is also reduced. The surface area available for

condensation of liquid metal vapor is also increased to give a safety margin for cavity clearing

following a target micorexplosion.

Evacuation of the reactor cavity is accomplished primarily through condensation of the liquid

metal. A conventional vacuum system to remove vaporized liquid metal would be prohibitively

expensive. However, conventional vacuum systems are required for evacuation of the driver

beam tubes and target injection system, into which the streaming of liquid—metal vapor is

reduced by shutter valves that open to permit the injection of driver beams and targets and then

close quickly following each target microexplosion. This system would also collect

permanent—gas target debris and transmutation products not reacting with the liquid metal or

swept to condensation surfaces by the strong condensing vapor currents, trapped, and carried

quickly from the reaction chamber. Careful chamber geometrical design is required to control
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sloshing and splashing due to the pulsed operation of the cavity.

The reactor first structural wall is designed to avoid failure by fatigue resulting from cyclic

internal pressure rise, by impact of disrupted liquid-metal jet material, and by pulsed heating or

by buckling when the cavity is at: subatmospheric pressures between microexplosions. The

reference design calls for a relatively large thickness of A cm for the first wall. The reference

cavity design has a radius of 5 m. Cavity size is scaled with the square root of target yield,

while other reactor plant equipment scales with fusion power. The reactor structure is

constructed largely of a low—alloy (stabilized 2 1/4 % Cr, 1 % Mo) ferritic steel, which provides

better chemical compatibility with liquid metals and reduced activation, but somewhat lower

strength;;, compared to high—alloy austenitic stainless steels.

Two liquid metals have been investigated for use in liquid-metal-jet reactors: (1) pure

liquid lithium and (2) a lead-lithium eutectic mixture (83 atomic % Pb, 17 atomic % Li).

Lithium has a very low density, which results in lower pumping power required for recirculation

and lower stresses in the recirculation system and in the reactor. Also, lithium is not activated

by fusion neutrons. The lead—lithium eutectic is less chemically reactive than lithium, poses

less of a fire hazard, but is activated by neutrons and is very dense. Both liquid metals breed

tritium v/ith ratios substantially above one, permitting export of tritium to other ICF reactors if

desired.

The liquid—metal jet array is configured to permit the injection of driver beams between jets

angled to open up clear paths of appropriate cross section. Horizontal injection of one to a few

beam let clusters or of a single beam bundle from the top is relatively easy. More uniform

illumination of targets in HYLIFE is difficult. The laser—fusion version of this concept is:

operated at a relatively high temperature with liquid lithium to permit coupling with a relatively

high—temperature, high—efficiency steam cycle. If ballistic focusing in vacua of the order of

10'*5 to 1Q~* is required for HIF, then either the temperature at which HYLIFE operates with

lithium must be lowered substantially or a switch to a liquid metal with a lower vapor pressure,

such as the lead—lithium eutectic, will be required. If heavy-ion beams can be propagated

through cavity atmospheres at higher density, then the concept: is expected to be compatible

with HIF without reduction of operating temperature or a switch to another liquid metal.

The liquid—metal jets are disrupted by target microexplosions and must be reformed after

each one. Several, large (11 pumps of 7.8 m3 /s capacity in the reference design)

electromagnetic pumps circulate the liquid for the jets. The necessity to reform the jets after

eacli microexplosion, the relatively high pumping power (22.9 MWe) required at the reference

design pulse repetition rate of 1.5 Hz with lithium, and the rapid increase in pumping with linear

velocity (to the third power) in the recirculation system means that the pumping power and the

size and cost of the recirculating system increase rapidly with pulse repetition rate.

Thus, liquid—metal—jet ICF reactors can operate relatively economically only at the lower

end of the range of reactor pulse repetition rates of interest for ICF. Therefore, they are

inherently large—yield (1800 MJ for the reference design), low repetition—rate designs which

would be driven by a large—pulse—energy, low—repetition—rate driver. For this reason, this

concept was not initially viewed as a very promising reactor candidate for HIF. As will be

discussed below, this expectation was largely borne out by the HIFSA studies, although

differences in COE for this class of reactors and the more promising concepts are not
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prohibitive. Large target unit cost and very favorable cost scaling to large targets and driver

pulse energies can make operation at small pulse repetition rates and large yields relatively more

attractive. If the opposite is true, then low-pulse-repetition-rate ICF reactor concepts become

even less attractive. Induction linac driver costs scale not too unfavorably to large pulse

energies.

Two smaller pumps (4.9 m3 /s capacity in the reference design) circulate a smaller

liquid—metal stream through heat exchangers that transfer thermal energy to a sodium

intermediate loop. The sodium is circulated through conventional liquid—metal steam

generators (12 in the reference design). The sodium intermediate loop is included as an

additional safety feature, unfortunately at substantial cost. The replacement of the intermediate

sodium loop with double—wall—tube steam generators currently in the development phase at

commercial scale could substantially reduce reactor plant cost. However, the HIFSA studies

included only conventional containment and intermediate loops for this reactor plant concept.

A lithium—halogen molten—salt extraction system operating on a small sidestream of the

main lithium loop is proposed as the method for recovery of bred and unburnt tritium. The

effects of halogen species from the molten salt dissolved in small concentrations in the lithium

passing through the tritium recovery system on reactor materials has not been investigated.

Cold trapping of the sodium intermediate loop is another potential method for this concept for

recovering tritium and reducing its escape to the surroundings by transfer through

steam—generator heat—transfer surfaces through maintenance of very small concentrations in

the sodium.

An inert gas is used within the reactor containment building and other buildings to reduce

the risk of liquid—metal and other fires. Various safety systems are included to minimize

contact between liquid metal and water in the event of leaks. Steel building liners prevent

contact with concrete, with which liquid metals will react, if liquid metals leaks occur. Liquid

metal can be rapidly dumped into a catch tank beneath the reactor containing a large mass of

iron balls for rapid cooling of hot lithium in the event of massive liquid—metal system failures.

Liquid—metal—jet reactors apparently cannot easily be designed to deliver

very—high—temperature heat or be coupled with advanced electric—power generation systems,

so that very—high—conversion—efficiency power generation is not feasible for this concept.

Similarly, hybrid blankets do not couple well with this reactor concept.

!II.C. Wetted-Wall Reactors

In wetted—wall reactors (a spherical version is shown in Fig. 5.1—3), liquid—metal films are
injected at high speed tangentially through slit nozzles tangentially downward onto curved
(spherical, cylindrical, etc.) reactor—cavity first—wall surfaces to provide protection from x rays
and target debris ions. The film injection velocities required depend on reactor size, geometry,
and recoverage requirements. "Single—point" film injection requires higher velocities than
"multi—point" injection for full recoverage of all surfaces after each target microexplosion.
Analyses suggest that the protective liquid—metal films will not be dislodged from wetted—wall
reactor first—wall surfaces by the target microexplosions. If this is true, the protective—film
liquid metal only need be injected at rates sufficient to carry off the target x—ray, debris—ion,
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and fusion neutron energy trapped in the cavity (about 30 to 40% of the total fusion energy

release) with the desired temperature rise.

The design temperature rise depends on such considerations as the protective—film material,

the power conversion cycle, reactor materials limitations, driver beam—propogation and focusing

requirements, target survival during injection, and required cavity clearing times. Higher

injection speeds and/or multiple injection locations can be used to recover the entire first wall

after each target microexplosion if necessary. Available experimental data indicate that the

velocities of up to 100 m/s required for single-nozzle injection with full first wall recoverage

after every microexplosion in large cavities can be accommodated with conventional materials of

construction for the first wall at operating temperatures consistent with efficient steam cycles

(up to 550°C). If required, the use of refractory alloys for the first wall will not add substantially

to total reactor cost.

Like CASCADE, wetted—wall reactor cavity—clearing times are determined by the time

required for condensation of first—wall protection material evaporated and sputtered by target

x—ray emissions, debris ions, and fusion neutrons after each microexplosion. Wetted-wall

reactor pulse repetition rates are conservatively estimated to range up to 10 Hz and to be

relatively insensitive to cavity size.

Wetted—wall reactor cavities are sized to prevent failure by fatigue. First—wall service life

between replacements is determined by cumulative neutron damage. The cumulative neutron

fluence is the product of the per—pulse neutron fluence, the pulse repetition rate, and the

operating time divided by the first—wall surface area. Thus, for a fixed service life, the reactor

radius scales as the square root of the fusion power; or for a fixed pulse repetition rate, the

cavity radius scales as the square root of the target yield. First—wall service life can be traded

off for cavity radius to find the optimum combination.

The separation of first—wall—protection and blanket functions in wetted—wall reactors has

several potential advantages. Unlike many concepts which combine these functions,

wetted—wall cavities can be combined with blankets that operate at low, moderate, and high

temperatures using solid or liquid breeding materials and gaseous, liquid, or solid primary heat

transport materials compatible with a variety of electric power generation systems.

Wetted—wall reactors also can be readily coupled with hybrid blankets without substantial loss

of breeding or energy multiplication due to the thin protective liquid-metal film and first-wall

structure. Target debris is absorbed and transported from the reactor cavity in a smaller

liquid—metal stream whose characteristics can be adjusted to permit easier cleanup. The

temperature and composition of the first-wall-protection liquid metal can be selected to provide

different cavity clearing rates and residual atmosphere conditions to match target injection and

driver beam focusing and propogation requirements. On the other hand, for many applications,

minor leakage between blanket and reactor cavity when both liquid—metal streams employ the

same liquid metal will not cause difficulties.

Wetted—wall reactors are compatible with both single—sided and double—sided target

illumination and also with some more uniform illumination geometries. For example, clusters of

driver beams injected through vertical "orange-slice" openings between lines of longitude in a

spherical wetted—wall reactor are particularly convenient.

First—wall and other structures exposed to high —intensity fusion neutron fields in a
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wetted-wall reactor are minimized and designed for rapid changeout (required at 3- to 5-year
intervals due to neutron damage) to reduce costs and keep downtime for replacement within the
scheduled outages required for maintenance of other plant systems. The reactor vessel serves
as the vacuum barrier. The first wall is backed by longitudinal stiffening ribs for resistance to
buckling when the cavity is evacuated following each target microexplosion. A thick, actively
cooled close—in concrete shield/containment structure and inert—gas cover—gas systems are
provided. The lid of this concrete shell can be removed for first—wall replacement and other
maintenance. The reactor plant equipment is also enclosed by a conventional fission power
plant containment structure. The version of wetted—wall reactor plants included in the HIFSA
studies has relatively conservative liquid—lithium first—wall—protection and blanket primary
coolant loops coupled with a conventional steam cycle through a sodium intermediate loop to
provide a net electric power generation efficiency < 40%. tf'FSA resources did not permit
consideration of other, less-conservative versions in which the conventional blanket/primary
heat transport system is replaced with advanced thermal—transport/generation technologies and
the intermediate coolant loop is eliminated.

HID. Magnetically Protected Reactors

Dry—wall reactors may be crucial for the success of ICF with direct—drive targets, which

require relatively uniform illumination with many driver beams. Reactors which use liquid

metals or mobile layers of solid particles can't be easily adapted for injection of many driver

beams distributed relatively uniformly in solid angle. Dry—wall reactors can. Dry—wall reactors

may also be important for success of HIF if only ballistic focusing of heavy—ion beams in a

vacuum (10~5 to 10~4 torr) and high reactor pulse repetition rates ( > 10 Hz) are required to

take advantage of the high pulse—repetition—rate capability of accelerators to improve HIF

economics. The magnetically protected ICF reactor concept was selected for the HIFSA reactor

studies as a representative of this class of reactors to permit exploration of the

target/accelerator parameter space accessible only with dry—wall reactors.

The basic dry—wall reactor cavity concept is the simplest approach to ICF target

microexplosion containment and survival, consisting of a large vacuum vessel with unprotected

walls. If the cavity size is sufficiently large, then x—ray and ion fluences will be small enough to

make material loss rates due to evaporation and sputtering low enough to give acceptably long

first-wall service lifetimes between replacement, with typically at least a few years being

required. Unfortunately, simple dry—wall reactors must be very large indeed even for modest

target yields, e.g., with radii of the order of 20 m for yields of 150 MJ for typical targets at 20

Hz. Virtually all studies of ICF commercial applications with such reactor sizes indicate that

reactors this large are unattractive on a cost basis. In addition to the dry—wall reactors

themselves, various reactor plant systems and containment structures increase in scale and

capital cost with increase in reactor cavity size,and the total capital cost for these systems is

large. Therefore, there is considerable leverage for cost savings if dry—wall reactor cavities can

be reduced significantly in size.

Sacrificial first-wall protection layers or first—wall materials with superior

thermomechanical properties can be invoked, but the strong dependence of material loss rates
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due to x-ray and ion bombardment on cavity size limit the gains that can be made in this way.

Ion and neutron irradiation may degrade initially superior properties. Annealing due to high

operating temperatures may reduce radiation damage significantly. The use of sacrificial liners

of materials with superior high—temperature characteristics, such as graphite and various

ceramics, does seem to be cost-effective. Careful thermomechanical design is required to

permit efficient trasfer of deposited energy and to avoid excessive thermal stresses. A graphite

liner operating at a quasi—steady—state temperature greater than about 1250 K can deliver its

heat through a cooled steel first structural wall to liquid metal in a blanket with minimal contact

pressure and the front surface of the steel wall will not exceed safe limits.

The use of refractory metals in massive layers (up to 20 g) around the outside of targets to

continually renew refractory metal first—wall coatings by deposition of target debris ions has

been suggested. Such heavy—metal layers also cause substantial shifts of the

more—difficult—to—accomodate soft x—ray energy into target—debris ion energy. Assured

removal of the large amounts of target debris that builds up (hundreds of tonnes per year for

typical pulse repetition rates), the cost of the refractory material, and the large potential

amounts of radwaste are concerns. A significant fraction of the target soft x—ray emission will

be converted to ion energy using much less heavy metal around the target, e.g., 3 g or less.

However, the results obtained by shifting x-ray and ion energy amounts and spectra may

not always be what is desired. The remaining x rays will be "softer" and hence less penetrating,

giving higher near—surface energy deposition densities. There will also be more ions to contend

with; they will have lower average kinetic energies and hence be less penetrating, with the

obvious consequences for energy depostion density near exposed surfaces, and their energies

may be shifted toward those corresponding to maxima in the sputtering coefficient curves.

Massive outer shells may interfere with driver—beam/target coupling for indirect—drive targets

and may be completely incompatible with direct—drive targets.

Removal of the large amounts of x—ray and ion energy deposited in cavities is more difficult

for dry—wall reactors than for ICF reactor concepts that flow liquid metals or solid particulates

through the cavity. The thermal loading problem is manageable, but reductions of thermal

loading in dry—wall reactor cavities can ease design constraints and reduce costs.

Modest magnetic fields with field lines more or less parallel to surfaces to be protected can

be used to deflect target—debris ions away from the exposed surfaces and out of dry—wall

reactor cavities in a controlled manner through convenient openings. This is the feature that

distinguishes the Los Alamos magnetically protected dry-wall reactor concept (Fig. 5 .1-4)

from other dry—wall reactor concepts. Only modest field strengths (0.1 to 0.2 T, so that

superconducting magnets are not necessary) and simple field configurations (modified

solenoidal) are required.

Physical and chemical sputtering, ion irradiation degradation of thermomechanical

properties, chemical contamination, and target-debris buildup can clearly be eliminated through

the use of magnetic fields. If the reactor cavity is so large that sputtering is the dominant

material—loss mechanism, then large reductions in cavity size will be possible. If x ray—induced

evaporative material loss dominates, then only modest reductions in cavity size are possible.

Thermal energy loading on cavity first walls that may constrain other dry—wall designs is

reduced. The magnetic field that protects exposed surfaces from target—debris ions also can
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impede the motion of ionized (expected because of the intense radiation fields in ICF reactor

cavities) evaporated species away from the surfaces from whence they came. Thus, the

redeposition of evaporated materials onto surfaces from which they came is promoted, reducing

effective material loss rates, and speeded, reducing cavity clearing times. The migration of such

materials into beam paths is also reduced, potentially reducing effective cavity clearing times.

Simple modifications of the basic applied magnetic field can provide special protection to target

injection equipment, instrumentation, driver beam ports and final driver beam transport, aiming,

and focusing systems.

Lack of an assured method of target debris removal is a serious drawback for many dry—wall

reactor concepts. A few months of uninterrupted full—power operation can be long enough to

completely fill a reactor cavity with target debris if target debris is not effectively removed. The

use of magnetic fields to direct debris ion motion is a promising solution to this problem.

The use of large amounts of a heavy metal around the outside of targets to convert x—ray

energy into ion energy becomes more tenable. Target—debris cleanup is expected to be much

easier because the debris has been conducted out of the reactor cavity in a controlled manner, is

more concentrated, and the chemistry may be more favorable. The recovery of unburnt tritium,

typically more than half of ICF reactor recovery—system throughput because of low DT burn

fractions, can also be easier for the same reasons. Reductions in the average cost of expensive

tritium containment and recovery systems approaching 50% may be possible.

The ion energy diverted from magnetically protected reactor cavities still must be dealt with.

Early versions of the magnetically protected concept used large, solid energy sinks on which the

diverted ions impinged and deposited their energy. This removed the problem of ion

bombardment from the reactor cavity, with some potential minor advantages, but otherwise did

not radically alter the situation. The version depicted in Fig. 5.1—4 includes liquid—metal spray

condensers which avoid solid—surface ion damage problems, getter tritium, act as vacuum

pumps, and conveniently transport tritium, target debris, and thermal energy.

Magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) and other direct conversion systems have been proposed for

more effecient conversion of ion energy into electrical energy. The benefits can be substantial.

For example, conversion of 15% of the total reactor energy release to electrical energy at double

a conventional steam—cycle efficiency of 35% would give a composite plant efficiency of 40%.

This corresponds to a roughly 15% increase in electrical power from the plant, for which an

expenditure for the additional equipment for direct conversion in a $2—billion plant of about

53OOM could be afforded. Additional savings could come from reduced ultimate heat rejection

loads.

An electrostatic direct-conversion system was assumed for the magnetically protected
reactor used in the HIFSA reactor studies. The design and costing of this system was based on
average ion power, rather than pulse peak power. Design for peak power could greatly increase
the cost of the direct conversion system. In diverting the target debris ions from the reactor
cavity, the pulse duration is increased several orders of magnitude. A subsystem for further
increasing ion pulse duration to give effective steady state operation of the direct conversion
system was assumed. On the other hand, matching of the ion pulse frequency to plant output
frequency could permit avoidance of some direct—current—to—alternating—current conversion
system costs. Pulsed direct current utilization by drivers might also be a feasible use of power
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from direct conversion systems. This subject needs further work to definitively establish

feasibility.

Analyses of material loss rates from graphite sacrificial liners due to x-ray heating in

magnetically protected dry-wall reactors indicate that the liner would lose less than 0.3 cm/y of

thickness at the closest point to the target microexplosions in a 10-m-radius cavity for a

typical ICF target with no additional heavy metal for x-ray/ ion amount and spectrum shifts and

with a yield of 150 MJ. Therefore, a 3—cm—thick liner could last for several years if

thermomechanical integrity could be maintained. Neutron damage to structure would be

incurred at a rate nearly an order of magnitude less than in wetted—wall reactors of the same

fusion power. Energy densities are generally low throughout a reactor of this size.

Life-of-plant service thus might be feasible for magnetically protected reactor structure,

combined with every-few-year replacement of protective liners. Reactor cavity size scales with

the square root of the target yield; other reactor plant subsystems, such as those for direct

conversion, thermal transport, and tritium recovery and target debris removal, scale with fusion

power or thermal power.

The reactor structure design is similar to that of the wetted wall (thin shells stiffened with

ribs to resist implosion when the cavity is under a vacuum) even though the geometry may be

significantly different. The magnetically protected reactor version used in the HIFSA reactor

studies includes a liquid—lithium blanket, with shielding and containment similar to that for the

wetted-wall concept. Coupling with a conventional steam cycle was assumed for blanket

thermal energy. However, the separation of cavity and blanket functions allows magnetically

protected reactors to be combined with a similar variety of blanket and

electrical—power—generation—system types as is feasible for wetted—wall reactors.

Allowance for the effects of the first—wall—protection magnetic field on heavy—ion beams

traversing the reactor cavity using the final focusing magnets seem feasible, provided the field

settles down sufficiently rapidly after each target microexplosion. However, present thinking is

that magnetically protected reactors must be operated with a low residual—gas number density,

corrsponding to vacua of the order of 10~5 to 10~4 torr, to prevent deflection of ions in the

driver beams due to stripping (ionization to higher charge states) or neutralization (reduced

charge states) by the residual cavity atmosphere. Fortunately, vacua of this order of magnitude

do not appear to very difficult to maintain in magnetically protected reactors.

The principal problem with magnetically protected and other dry—wall reactors appears to be

their size, which results in large costs for the reactor itself, for shielding, for containment, and

for other reactor plant equipment. The cost and/or performance advantages of direct-drive

targets and/or high pulse repetition rate must outweigh the high costs associated with the

reactor plant for this class of reactors.

II!.E. HIFSA Reactor-Plant/BOP Concepts on Operating Surface

The relative locations of the HIFSA reactor-plant/BOP concepts in the HIF commercial
power plant operating parameter space is illustrated in Fig. 5 .1 -5 . In general, migration toward
the region of enhanced performance for blankets and other reactor subsystems and for the BOP
is expected to result in reduced demands on targets, reaction chambers, and drivers.
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IV. HIFSA FINAL-BEAM-TRANSPORT-ANALYSIS IMPLICATIONS FOR REACTORS

The requirements for the transport of heavy—ion beams from the final focusing magnets io

the targets in commercial HIF reactor cavities have been analyzed as part of the HIFSA project.

The details of these studies are reported in Sec.3.1 in this report and in the literature.17

Excessive disruption of focused beams will limit the driver energy that is delivered appropriately

to targets, and hence will limit target performance, for specified beam, target, and reaction

chamber characteristics. Conversely, if a specified level of target performance is to be provided,

then constraints may be placed on the feasible values of other HIF system design parameters,

including such important reaction—chamber parameters as cavity radius, gas density, number of

beams, and beam port radius, to obtain acceptable beam transport.

An important cause of ion beam disruption is the growth of instabilities resulting from the

interactions of the beam with gas in the cavity. The pressure of the cavity gas is thus an

important consideration for both reactor and driver cost and performance. Meaningful

cost/performance analysis for HIF reactors requires a thorough understanding of the tradeoffs

involved. The results described below of the HIFSA analysis of final beam transport in HIF

reactors have several favorable implications for reactor design.

IV.A. Model of Beam Disruption By Streaming Instabilities

The ion beams in commercial HIF reactor cavities stream through gas that remains after the

cavity is cleared in preparation for the injection of the next target following each microexplosion.

The residual gas may comprise target debris, fusion—neutron transmutation products, and the

vapors of fluids (such as liquid metals) and solids (such as reactor structure and liners and

granular solids for structure protection) evaporated and sputtered by target emissions. Some of

the residual cavity gas becomes ionized through collisions with the beam ions and electrons are

liberated. The ion-beam/ionized-cavity-gas system is dynamically unstable and charge

clumps start to grow. Growing electric fields drive radial expansion of the ion beam.

The principal objective of the analysis briefly described below was the estimation of the ion

beam, reactor, and target parameter value ranges for which heavy—ion beams would not be

unacceptably disrupted by interaction with residual cavity gas. The first step in the analysis

was the development of an improved model for the evolution in time of

0 the heavy-ion charge state distribution,

O the ion density in the gas around the ion pulse, and

O the density and velocity distribution of the electrons liberated by the interactions of

the heavy ions with the gas as the ions traverse the reactor cavity.

The model includes the application of Maxwell's equations, kinetic equations for charge

transfer, a continuum fluid—dynamical model for the electron motions, and charge stripping and

ionization cross-sections. The radial electrical fields driving instability growth are computed

using this model. A dispersion relation is solved for the growth rates of the streaming

instabilities as functions of mode number, time, and position. Finally, the perturbation of the
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beam ion distribution at the target is calculated to obtain the fraction of the beam energy

deposited on the target as a function of the parameters listed above.

IV.B. Summary of Computed Results

An example of the results of this analysis is shown in Fig. 5.1—6. The maximum final
ion—beam transport length (defined as the distance from the center of the final focusing
quadrapole magnet to the target) for which 99% of an 0.5—MJ pulse of 10—GeV ions injected
through a quadrapole of 10—cm bore will be deposited on an 0.2—mm—radius target is plotted
as a function of the number density of the cavity gas (assumed to be lithium vapor). Efficient
beam transport is also assured for any smaller transport distance. Fig. 5.1—7. is a map of the
required ion energy as a function of the ion charge state, with the gas (lithium vapor) number
density as a parameter, for fixed values of the final transport length (5 m), the beam radius at
the final focusing magnet (25 cm), the target radius (2 mm), the beam pulse energy (0.5 MJ),
the beam emittance (0.005 cm-rad) , and the beam momentum spread (0.4%). The points on
each of the curves correspond to ion energies for which 99% of the beam pulse energy will be
transported to the target. The parameter space above the curves corresponds to > 99% of the
ion pulse energy on target.

IV.C. Implications for HIF Reactor Design

The results presented above suggest that streaming instabilities may be much less disruptive

to the transport of heavy—ion beams through commercial HIF reactor cavities than previous

studies had indicated. The instabilities simply do not grow fast enough to disrupt the beams as

they traverse the cavity. Thus, the vacuum requirements for HIF reaction chambers apparently

can be relaxed substantially from the requirements thought to apply prior to the HIFSA studies.

Cavity clearing is faster at higher final gas densities. Some reactor concepts not previously

believed to be attractive for HIF could become more attractive; e.g., those with liquid metals in

the cavity for first—wall protection with vapor pressures believed in the past to be too high at

temperatures high enough for efficient generation of electric power. Beam transport at lower ion

energy, higher ion charge, and/or beam emittance are options that could significantly reduce

accelerator cost. In particular, a combination of

O backgound gas densities as large as 101 4 /cm3 (which corresponds to equilibrium of

pure lithium at 550 °C),

O ion charges as great as +4 , and

O ion energies as low as 4 GeV

may be feasible.

Experimental verification of the predictions of the new beam transport model in the near

future is important. The effects on COE of the freedom to enter new reactor design parameter

space can be substantial.
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V. INTEGRATED-PLANT REACTOR-PLANT/BOP-RELATED RESULTS

To facilitate the efficient exploration of the large design parameter space, EPRI and the

USDOE funded MDAC to develop an HIF commercial power plant systems code for design

tradeoff, parameter sensitivity, and optimization studies. This code required inputs in the form

of

0 computed results from a more detailed induction linac design code (LIACEP)

developed at LBL and fit with simple scaling relations by MDAC,and

O target performance, fuel—cycle, and reactor design and cost-scaling relationships

developed by LANL, LLNL, and MDAC.

The details of this code, including the reactor—plant/BOP models are presented in Sees.

5.2 and 6 . 1 , this report. Some important reactor—plant/BOP—related results of these

integrated—plant studies are presented below.

Except where otherwise noted, all of the computed results presented for COE's in

commercial HIF power plants are for 1000-MWe, one-reactor plants in which single-shell

targets are illuminated from two sides with sixteen +3-chsrge state, 130-amu ion beams by

an induction linac delivering beams with (spot size)3/2(ion range) = 0.03 g/cm1 /2 . The value of

this last parameter is an artificial, relatively unfavorable bound to which the optimization

algorithm in the MDAC systems code forced the value of this parameter. The bound was

seiected on the basis of what was known at the beginning of the HIFSA studies. This bound

can be relaxed in future studies.

Substantial reductions in the optimum COE can be obtained by switching from the

acceleration of +1—charge ions to the acceleration of +3—charge ions. The magnitude of the

COE benefits are indicated in Fig. 5 . 1 - 8 . Also shown in Fig. 5.1—8 is the breakdown of the

total direct capital cost into the contributions of the major parts of the plants. For

capital—intensive plants, the COE is largely determined by the capital charges. The difference in

COE for the two charge states is almost entirely due to the difference in the driver cost. The

fractional reactor—plant and BOP contributions for the +3—charge—state case are much larger,

suggesting that renewed emphasis on reducing the costs for these nlant subsystems is desirable.

The scaling of COE with reactor pulse repetition rate is illustrated for all of the four reactor

concepts included in the HIFSA studies in Fig. 5.1—9. The important points here are that (1)

the COE minima are very shallow, in general, and (2) the minimum COE for none of the four

reactor concepts is prohibitively large.

The inherent low—pulse—repetition—rate/large—target—yield ( < 2 Hz and > 2 GJ) character

of the liquid—metal—jet reactor concept restricts severely the practical plant operational

parameter space accessible to it. The reaction chamber is large and the reactor structure is

complex for this concept. The safety—system concepts (conventional containment structures

and an intermediate sodium coolant loop are specified) and the electric power generation system

concepts (a conventional steam cycle with efficiency < 40% is used) are conservative. These

factors result in relatively high COE's for this reactor—plant/BOP concept.

The magnetically protected dry—wail reactor—plant/BOP concept has near—optimum COE

over a very wide pulse—repetition—rate range and can operate at very large repetition rates.

However, the complex and very large reaction chamber required even with small target yields
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and high repetition rates plus the safety and generation system design conservatism for this

concept similar to that for the liquid-metal-jet concept result in a similar minimum COE.

The wetted-wall and granular-wall reactor-plant/BOP concepts have relatively large and

similar near—optimum pulse—repetition—rate operating ranges. The wetted—wall reactor—plant

design also includes conventional containment structures, an intermediate sodium coolant loop,

and energy delivery to a conventional steam cycle. Nonetheless, COE's significantly lower than

those for the first two reactor concepts are achieved due to much smaller reaction cavities

and simpler construction.

The results for the granular—wall reactor-plant/BOP concept illustrate the large savings in

COE that can be obtained if (1) inherent safety, permitting the elimination of expensive

containment structures and intermediate loops, can be achieved; and (2) the reactor can be

coupled with a power generation system of substantially higher efficiency, such as the

55%—efficiency, high—temperature Brayton cycle assumed for this study.

A comparison of the contributions of the major HIF power—plant parts to the total direct

capital cost corresponding to near—minimum COE's for the four reactor—plant/BOP concepts

is presented in Fig. 5.1—10. The driver cost is by far the greatest contributor to the total, but

the contribution of the reactor plant is also substantial.

Success in establishing credibility for the advantageous modifications to more conventional

ICF reactor plant and BOP designs embodied in the granular—wall reactor plant concept clearly

can be important for economically attractive HIF power production. The other HIF reactor plant

concepts appear to be compatible with some of the improvements assumed for the

granular—wall reactor.

Figure 5.1 —11 illustrates the tradeoff involved in going from one large wetted—wall reactor

to multiple smaller reactors with smaller driver pulse energy but higher pulse repetition rate at

fixed net plant electric power. At this plant power, one reactor is more economical than two or

three. This is the case for the other reactor concepts as well. At sufficiently large plant

capacity, this relationship must reverse. However, up to 2000 MWe, which is the maximum

plant size for which the cost data base is considered to be accurate, one reactor is still optimum,

although the difference between COE for one and two reactors has narrowed considerably at

2000 MWe. This comparison also involves the assumption of a completely separate BOP for

each reactor. The specification of some common BOP systems that access economies of scale

could change the location of the cross—over from one—reactor plants to two—reactor plants.

The scaling of COE with the plant net electric power is illustrated in Fig. 5.1—12 by results

for 4-1 and + 3 charge—state ions in liquid—metal—jet and wetted—wall reactors. Using scaling

relationships consistent with those used in the HIFSA studies, the HIBALL—II plant was scaled

down to 1000 MWe from the original 4000— MWe point design, and the corresponding points

were also plotted in Fig. 5.1—12. The strong economy-of-scale displayed depends on the

assumptions that the construction time does not increase with plant size and that other factors

do not erode the projected economies of scale. As discussed previously, the recent U.S. fission

power plant economy—of—scale experience runs counter to that shown in Fig. 5.1—12; i.e., large

fission plants cost nearly as much per kWe as small plants. Therefore, even though there are

good reasons to expect that the causes for the fission plant experience can be circumvented, the

scaling to small plant sizes may not be as unfavorable as that shown in Fig. 5.1-12 and the
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scaling to large sizes may not be as favorable. Figure 5.1—13 illustrates the way the fractional
reactor—plant and BOP contributions to the total direct capital cost increase as the plant
capacity increases and the expensive driver is more fully utilized for the wetted-wall
reactor/BOP concept.

One of the most encouraging results of the HIFSA integrated plant parameter studies is
that unexpectedly broad ranges of values of important reactor design parameters for which the
COE is near the minimum were found for each reactor-plant/BOP/target combination. The
ranges of values for some key reactor design parameters for which the estimated COE was
within 5% of the mimimum COE are listed In Table 5.1—1 for the case of one-reactor,
1000—MWe—net-electric plants with targets illuminated from two sides with +3 ions (130 to
210 amu ion mass). It is important to recognize that not all arbitrary combinations of
parameter values within the listed ranges are feasible. However, if one parameter value is set
arbitrarily, then some value within the listed ranges for each of the other parameters is
consistent with the specified value. This result suggests that if some part of the design
parameter space for a reactor concept turns out to be technologically inaccessible or less
attractive economically than originally thought, then other feasible and attractive regions of the
design parameter space can be found.

VI. HIFSA REACTOR-RELATED PROJECT ACCOMPLISHMENTS,
RECOMMENDATIONS, AND PROJECTIONS

The requirements, the desirable characteristics, the trade-offs, and the constraints were
discussed for commercial heavy—ion fusion (HIF) reactor plants with induction—linac drivers.
The tradeoffs and the design constraints when the reactor—plant requirements and desirable
characteristics conflict with those for other HiF power plant systems were described. The
reactor plant/BOP concepts included in the HIFSA studies were discussed in relation to these
requirements, characteristics, tradeoffs, and constraints.

Four reactor—plant concepts were included in the HIFSA studies to provide large ranges of
reactor repetition rate and target yield accomodation (1 to 20 Hz and 150 to 3000 MJ). This
permitted thorough exploration of the impact on COE for HIF of the high repetition—rate and
efficiency advantages of induction linacs. A wide range of BOP concepts with greatly different
power generation efficiencies, was associated with the reactor plant concepts. These four
reactor plant concepts involved different levels of development and degrees of optimism. The
differences in the level of development of the reactor plant/BOP concepts were ignored.
However, an attempt was made to develop cost/performance models for these concepts on a
consistent basis, except where the differences were retained to permit examination of the effects
on COE of different potential technological developments.

Contrary to pre-HIFSA expectations, large plants with large driver repetition rates and
multiple reactors to match the driver repetition raic are not required for attractive COE .
repetition rates < 10 Hz in 1000-MWe one-reactor plants give competitive COE . The
estimated COE's that resulted from the parametric analyses using the systems code developed
during the HIFSA project are comparable to those from recent magnetic—fusion and other ICF
power plant studies (50-60 mills/kWh in 1985 dollars for 1-GWe plants).
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More than one HIF reactor plant/BOP concept shows promise: the minimum COE
estimates for the four concepts included in the HIFSA studies in 1000—MWe plants range from
55 to 75 mills/kWh. Significant COE insensitivity to variations in the values of important
accelerator, target, and reactor design parameters was demonstrated. Thus, cost and/or
technological problems in one part of reactor operating-parameter space need not be fatal for
HIF: COE's are within 5% of the minimum over wide ranges of repetition rate and target yield
for a fixed plant size and reactor concept.

The results of the HIFSA final beam transport studies suggest that the design parameter
space for HIF reactors is much larger than it has generally been thought to be. In particular, the
potentially much—less—stringent vacuum requirements allow a wider range of existing ICF
reaction—chamber concepts to be considered for HIF. Also, reactor design becomes easier, and
more efficient electric—power generation may be possible, although operation at higher
reaction—chamber pressure and temperature means that more attention must be directed
toward reactor/driver interfaces.

The HIFSA project only lasted about two years and during that period was only a small part
of the modest U.S. HIF program, which is largely devoted at present to accelerator R&D.
However, the results of the HIFSA studies are expected to play a vital role in providing guidance
for planning for those parts of the HIF R&D program concerned with the commercialization of
HIF as a consequence of the promising commercial plant subsystem concepts and operating
parameter space that were identified. The HIFSA study results have already had a significant
impact on the national program with respect to HIF accelerator and target R&D directions. The
results of the HIFSA project have substantially bolstered the credibility of HIF as an important
future energy source.

VII. CLOSURE

A good crystal ball is hard to find!20 Futurists have not been very successful at predicting

the course of development and the impacts of entirely new technologies. New technologies often

appear unpromising at first. Initially they are frequently characterized by high cost, poor

performance, and unreliability.

Existing expertise often is not very successful in dealing with technological discontinuities.

Organizations and individuals successful with one technology often fail to make effective

transitions when faced with a revolutionary new technology, even when the applications of the

new fall within the scope of applications of the old. There are plenty of examples where very

capable organizations and individuals have missed the boat. Technological expertise that has

not been involved in the applications of the technology being superseded, but whose

fundamental principles are similar to those of the new technology, frequently is more successful

in exploiting new opportunities.

Thus, fission reactor and conventional power expertise may not be the best place to look

for innovation in fusion. More cross-fertilization between ICF and MCF could prove fruitful.

More involvement of talent from aerospace, defense, and other advanced—technology industries

might also be as valuable as the participation of MDAC in the HIFSA studies was. On the other

hand, extensive experience in a closely related, demanding technology such as commercial
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fission power should not be discounted when contemplating incremental improvements to
existing fusion concepts.

Fission power development is sometimes invoked as the best model from existing technology
for development of commercial fusion applications. However, this model is severely flawed as a
model for fusion development. There ire significant differences between the two technologies.
The present distortions imposed on fission by external forces are either not expected to operate
on fusion or to have been largely eliminated by the time of fusion commercialization. The noisy
fission data base makes reliable projections difficult. At times, the fission model even appears
to inhibit innovative approaches to fusion development. On the other hand, the painful lessons
of fission development should not be ignored when they apply to fusion. The problem lies in
distinguishing just what about fission development is relevant to fusion.
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TABLE 51-1

DESIGN-PARAMETER-VALUE RANGES FOR WHICH THE ESTIMATED COE IS WITHIN
5% OF THE MINIMUM COE IN ONE-REACTOR, 1000-MWe-NET-ELECTRIC

PLANTS WITH THE TARGETS ILLUMINATED BY +3, 130-amu IONS

PARAMETER/
TARGET TYPE

Repetition Rate (Hz)

Single-Shell
Double-Shell

Symmetric
Range—Multiplier

Advanced

Target Gain

Single-Shell
Double-Shell

Symmetric
Range-Multiplier

Advanced

Pulse Energy (MJ)

Single-Shell
Double-Shell

Symmetric
Range—Multiplier

Advanced

Ion Energy (GeV)

Single-Shell
Double-Shell

Symmetric
Range-Multiplier

Advanced

Number of Beams

Single-Shell
Double-Shell

Symmetric
Range—Multiplier

Advanced

(Ion Range)(Spot Radius)

Single-Shell
Double-Shell

Symmetric
Rsnge-Multiplier

Advanced

Magnetically
Protected

9-19
7-19
13-19
9-19
7-19

20-45
25-50
25-50
50-75
50-100

225-5.00
3.25-6.00
0.75-4.75
1.75-4 00
2.00-4.50

6-12
5-11
7-9

6-13
5-10

10-50
8-30
22-50
8-50
10-44

3/J(g/cm-V>)

0 01-0.03
0.01-0.03

NA
0.01-0.04
0 01-0.03

REACTOR-PLANT/BOP CONCEPT
Liquid-Metal

Jet

1-2
1-2
NA
1-2
1-2

125-200
125-175

NA
175-200
175-375

725-11.25
700-9.00

NA
700-9.50
4.75-8.50

8-15
8-14
NA

8-14
6-14

16-50
8-20
NA

15-49
10-60

002-004
0.01-003

NA
003-004
0.02-004

Granular-
Wall

3-9
3-9
NA
3-9
3-9

50-125
50-100

NA
50-125
75-150

3.00-7.25
3.50-8.00

NA
2.75-525
2.00-600

6-12
5-12
NA

7-12
5-11

12-50
8-36
NA

12-30
12-52

0.01-0.04
0.01-0.04

NA
0.02-0.04
001-0.04

Wetted -
Wall

3-9
3-7
5-9
3-9
1-9

50-150
50-120
50-100
75-150
75-400

3.50-8.00
4.00-8.75
4.00-11.00
3.25-6.00
2.25-7.50

6-13
5-12
5-11
6-13
5-12

12-52
8-40
18-60
12-50
10-60

0 02-0.04
0.01-0.04

NA
0.02-0.04
001-0 04
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Fig. 5 .1 -1 . The HIFSA granular-wall reactor-plant/BOP concept.
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Fig. 5.1-2. The HIFSA liquid-metal-jet reactor-plant/BOP concept.
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Fig. 5.1-3. The HIFSA wetted-wall reactor-plant/BOP concept.
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Fig. 5.1—4. The HIFSA magnetically protected reactor—plant/BOP concept.
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Fig. 51—5. A schematic of the operating—parameter surface for the reactor—plant/BOP of a
commercial HIF power plant of fixed net capacity.
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Fig. 5.1-6. The final beam-transport length for the delivery of 99% of the + 1 , 200-amu
ions in an 0.5—MJ pulse passing through a final focusing magnet of
10—cm-radius bore to a spot of radius 2 mm on a target as a function of the
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Fig. 5.1-7. The ion energy for a fixed final beam—transport length of 5 m through lithium
vapor of number density 101* cm" required for the delivery of 99% of the + 1 ,
200—amu ions passing through a final focusing magnet of 10—cm—radius bore to
a spot of radius 2 mm on a target as a function of the pulse energy.
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The near-optimum COE as a function of the pulse repetition rate for the four

HIFSA reactor—plant/BOP concepts in 1000—MWe, single-reactor power plants

with single-shell targets illuminated from two sides by 16 beams of +3 ,

130—amu ions with (ion range)X(spot radius)3/2 = 0.03 g/cm1 /2 .
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Fig. 5 1 — 10. A comparison of the contributions of the major HIF commercial-power—plant
parts to the total direct capital cost corresponding to near-optimum COE for
the four reactor-plant/BOP concepts in 1000-MWe, single-reactor plants with
single-shell targets illuminated from two sides by 16 beams of +3, 130-amu
ions with (ion range)X(spot radius)3/2 = 0.03 g/cm1/2.
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Fig. 5.1 — 11. The tradeoff involved in going from one large wetted—wall reactor to multiple
smaller wetted-wall reactors with smaller driver pulse energies, but higher pulse
repetition rates, at a fixed HIF net plant electric power of 1000 MWe with
single—shell targets illuminated from two sides by 16 beams of +3, 130-amu
ions with (ion range)X(spot radius)3/2 = 0.03 g/cm1/2.
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Fig. 5.1—13. The near—optimum COE and a breakdown of the corresponding near—optimum
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plant capacity for the wetted-wall reactor-plant/BOP concept with single-shell
targets illuminated from two sides by 16 beams of +3, 130-amu ions with (ion
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5.2. REACTOR SYSTEMS AND BALANCE OF PLANT

D. S. Zuckerman, D. E. Driemeyer, and L. M. Waganor
McDonnell Douglas Astronautics Company

I. TARGET HANOLING, INJECTION, AND TRACKING

The Target Handling. Injection, and Tracking System is critical to the

success of an ICF reactor power plant. The options proposed appear to be

technically achievable at a reasonable cost. The candidate targets are

cryogenic and will be stored at 4.2 K. With reasonable target heat transfer

characteristics in the outer layer(s), a cryogenically cooled sabot, and an

injection velocity in excess of 300 m/s, the targets can be delivered to the

center of a 5-m cavity chamber (approximately 18-ms lifetime). The injection

technique could be pneumatic or a linear synchronous motor. The latter

technique was assumed in this study because a cost estimate was available.

Specific technical issues will probably determine the eventual choice.

Tracking will be accomplished with a low-energy laser beam.

II. TRITIUM RECOVERY AND WASTE TREATMENT

This system is a part of the Reactor Plant Equipment. The system extracts

the tritiat^d compounds and waste products from the coolant or blanket media,

returning the cleansed blanket or coolant streams to the reactor systems.

The tritiated compounds are sent to the Target Factory for further

processing. This system collects the waste for disposal/storage. The target

debris and fusion by-products are also collected and separated for

reprocessing 1n the Target Factory or disposal/storage.

The specific subsystems employed to accomplish these functions vary

significantly depending upon the coolant, blanket, and cavity system option

selected. The use of a liquid lithium or lithium compound requires a

somewhat more expensive separation process than that associated with the

helium-cooled system. The system complexity also depends upon whether the



target debris is trapped in a liquid or 1s directed to a solid surface by a

magnetic field, et al. Appendix 6.1A documents several technical and cost

sources that w«r* used to define and model this system.

III. POWER CONVERSION SYSTEMS

Modeling of the Power Conversion System was an integral part of the

assessment because the Net Electric Power is one of the main parameters in

the Cost of Electricity Figure of Merit. The systems being modeled include

the Main Heat Transfer and Transport (Acct 22.02) and the Turbine Plant

Equipment (Acct 23). The reference reactor cavity conceptual designs for

this study specified the first wall, protection technique, the blanket

material, and the heat transfer medium with temperature constraints. Some of

the conceptual designs defined the complete power conversion system,

efficiencies, and pumping power requirements. Where available, these Inputs

were used in the HIFSA study. Liquid lithium is the primary heat transfer

medium for the Liquid Wall, Wetted Wall, and the Dry Wall. A sodium

intermediate coolant loop is also utilized with the lithium primary coolant

loop. An additional pumping power is required for establishing the Liquid

Wall in that concept. The gross thermal efficiency of these systems was

defined as being 40%. 2 f 3' 4

It is possible to raise the thermal efficiency of these systems, i.e.,

temperatures of the working fluids, by employing a more expensive and complex

thermal conversion system, which may be a cost-effective approach. However,

the scope of this study did not allow investigation of this option. Instead,

the nominal efficiency of 40% was used. The Magnetically Protected wall

concept also, employed a direct-conversion system that operated at 67%

efficiency for that portion of the fusion power related to the charged

particles. The Granular Wall used helium as a higher temperature heat

transfer medium,which allowed a 55% thermal conversion efficiency. The costs

for the liquid metal/steam or the helium heat transfer and transport systems

and the Turbine Plant Equipment were determined from References 1, 3, 4,

and 5. A complete discussion of this cost modeling is contained in

Appendix 6.1A.
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IV. OTHER BALANCE-OF-PLANT SYSTEMS

This category encompasses all other systems and subsystems not

specifically covered above. Included are land, buildings, facilities,

primary structures, vacuum systems, cooling systems, maintenance equipment,

instrumentation and control, Electric Plant Equipment, Main Heat Rejection

Systems, and Miscellaneous Plant Equipment. Most of these systems are

invariant with respect to the system option assumed. The size and cost of

these systems are influenced by one or more of the key reactor plant

parameters (e.g., thermal power, gross electric power, net electric power,

rejected thermal power, and physical size, such as the radius of reactor

cavity or cavities). In addition, the Granular Wall concept professed an

inherent safety advantage, which affected the design approach on several

buildings and elimination of remote maintenance equipment. These

relationships were included in the system modeling.
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6.1. HIFSA SYSTEMS INTEGRATION AND PARAMETRIC STUDIES

D. E. Driemeyer, L. M. Waganer, and D. S. Zuckerman
McDonnell Douglas Astronautics Company

and

D. J. Dudziak
Los Alamos National Laboratory

1. HIFSA SYSTEMS INTEGRATION

The basic intent of the DOE HIFSA project was to identify and evaluate

promising technical innovations for their potential to enhance the economic

attractiveness of an LIA-driven HIF power plant. The participants were thus

proscribed from concentrating on a single conceptual design. Rather, they

were directed to assess a broad spectrum of system options.

From the beginning of the HIFSA project, the project team realized that it

would be critical to examine the interactions between the various major

reactor systems (e.g. driver, target and cavity) in order to determine the

best combination of system design parameters. There was an early realization

that each system design group should not independently optimize its own

system. Rather, the best overall reactor design would consist of a set of

compromises between the various systems. In essence, the individual strengths

of the different systems would have to be traded off in order to create the

best overall power plant design.

As a direct consequence of this realization, McDonnell Douglas

Astronautics Company (MOAC) and its subcontractor, TITAN Systems Inc., were

instructed to perform the systems integration role in the project. Our

charter was, 1n part, to devise an integrated systems computer model which

would allow the project to examine the behavior of different systems and

determine the sensitivity of the overall power plant to different assumptions,

subsystem options and scaling relationships. The result of this effort 1s the

Inertial Confinement Systems and Casting Model (ICCOMO).

Before the actual simulation work could begin, there were several

preliminary tasks which had to be completed. The first task was to define the

scope of the integration effort, how it related to the individual system
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design tasks and who would assume specific responsibilities. The scope of the

work was defined as (1) support to LANL in the task of system Integrator, and

(2) overall assessment of the Innovative approaches and options. Figure 6.1-1

shows the major project tasks and their interrelationships. LANL would

provide the technical dirtction for MUAC and TITAN on their integration and

assessment tasks.

The second major effort was to establish the context in which innovative

approaches were to be evaluated. Since the reason for creating the model was

to compare a variety of different system options, it was important to define a

common set of ground rules which would apply to all systems and options.

Several of the ground rules were established by the DOE HIFSA Statement of

Work, such as electrical power production only, deuterium-tritium fuel,

linear-Induction accelerator (linac) driver, and a heavy-1on beam. Table6.1-I

shows the HIF reactor system specifications which were proposed and adopted by

the HIFSA project members. These specifications then provided the context

within which the proposed system options were evaluated.

The structuring of the work was largely determined by the major systems to

be evaluated. These were (1) targets, (2) accelerator, (3) final focus and

beam transport, and (4) reactor (cavity) and balance of plant (see Figure

6.1-1). Each major laboratory involved in the DOE project has expertise in one

or more of these specific areas and took responsibility for system options of

interest. Table 6.1-11 illustrates the major systems, tentative system options

and responsible individuals. Not all these options were investigated but all

were considered.

2. THE INERTIAL CONFINEMENT SYSTEMS ANO COST MODEL

In order to consistently assess the viability of proposed system options,

a system performance and cost analysis model was developed. The structuring

of this work was largely determined by the major systems to be evaluated.

These were (1) targets, (2) accelerator, (3) final focus end beam transport,

and (4) reactor (cavity, main heat transport and tritium recovery) and balance

of plant. Design details and scaling relationships were solicited from the

HIFSA project team members for the proposed system options (cf. References

1-8). This information was used to define algorithms describing their
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performance and cost scaling. In addition to these HIF specific options,

scaling relationships for all other systems required for a commercial fusion

power plant were defined and Incorporated in the code. Appropriate system

interfaces were also identified and modeled. Host of these interfaces were

based on the power flow diagram shown in Figure 6.1-2.

The philosophy employed during the construction of the ICCOMO code was to

define all the various system options within a common framework. The

underlying guidelines for the systems integration effort are defined in

Table6.1-11. Al1 system and option models used in the code were normalized to a

common reference point based on these guidelines. This allowed direct

comparison of different options. Only when a particular option represented a

radical departure from the norm in design philosophy were major deviations

from the common groundrules allowed. For instance, the design philosophy for

the CASCADE cavity concept (see Section 2.3) was to provide inherent safety

which eliminated the need for nuclear-grade containment. This philosophy

represents a completely different approach to design than the other cavity

concepts, resulting in a substantial decrease in a number of power-plant

costs. It was therefore unreasonable to insist that the CASCADE design

conform to the same design ground rules (current NRC containment regulations

for fission) as the other concepts. In the rare instances where deviations

from the common guidelines were allowed, they are so noted.

The ICCOMO code has seven main modules, as shown in Figure 6.1-3. These

include the main control routine plus six subsidiary modules: target design;

cavity design; beam transport/final focus; linac design; plant power balance;

and power plant costing. Each of these modules is self-contained and

therefore can oe easily modified or replaced. In addition, many of the

modules contain several design options, such as different target or cavity

types, which can be selected by the user. The structure of the code is

essentially once-through, although there are a number of internal convergence

and optimization routines which are performed automatically. For instance,

the code converges on a desired net electric power by successively adjusting

an initial estimate for the fusion power. Details of the approaches to each

of the models will be explained in the following subsections.
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The main figure of merit 1n ICCOMO 1s the bus-bar cost-of-electr1dty

(COE). This 1s expressed as

COE * ROI * (Capital Cost)+Annual Costs (1)
Net Electric Power * 8760 hrs/yr * Availability

where COE = Cost of Electricity (m1lls/kWh)

ROI = Annual Required Return on Investment
Annual Costs = Operation & Maintenence, Fuel and Miscellaneous

Operating Costs

Net Electric Power = Plant Power Output (MWe)

Availability = Fraction of Time Plant is Producing Rated Power

Section 2.7 and Appendix 6.1Agive a detailed breakdown of the costing

algorithms used in the ICCOMO code.

2.1. MAJOR CODE INPUTS AND OPTIONS

As an introduction to the methods used in the ICCOMO code, it will be

helpful to understand the particular systems options which were examined. The

main input parameters for the ICCOMO code are shown in Table 6.1-III. As is

readily apparent from this table, there are a number of options for each

subsystem, as well as a variety of inputs, all of which affect how the code is

run. For instance, some options are incompatible (e.g. a symmetric target

cannot accommodate single- or double-sided irradiation). Some inputs actually

change the code execution: changing from specifying Gain to specifying Beam

Energy means that the gain/beam energy equations must be reversed. Specifying

Gain and Beam Energy means that no gain curves are used at all (these two, in

addition to the other input parameters, completely define the target).

A note of caution is required here. In aJJ. of the following discussions,

either reactor thermal power or net electric power is specified. This means,

for instance, that if thermal power, gain and beam energy are all specified,

the target is completely defined by the following relationship:
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Repetition Rate (Hz) Pth

where: P

G

E

th

beam

(2)

1s thermal power (MW)
1s gain

is beam energy on target (HJ)

1s the fraction of energy in neutrons

(see Section 1.2 for details)

is the blanket energy multiplication factor

This caution applies to both the discussion of code construction and code

results. The entire code flow is based on achieving a certain output power,

and most of the comparisons of results are based on a fixed net electric

power. The main reason for this is that COE is the main figure of merit.

Examination of Appendix A to this paper reveals that many of the power-plant

costs scale with power output (either fusion, thermal, gross or net electric

power) to some exponent (usually less than 1.0). In fact, there 1s an economy

of scale related to power output that Invariably makes larger power plants

less expensive on a COE basis than smaller ones (which is not true for capital

cost):

x (x-1)

(3)CC,
c co

where CC

pnetl
Pnet0

=

Pnet
l0

X

=

=
ac

==„> COE1
C O Eo

Capital Cost (M$)

Net Electric Power

Baseline Value

New Value

An exponent which

=
pnetl
Pnet0

(MW)

is <: 1.0

Therefore, in order to identify preferred operating regimes and clearly

understand influencing factors, it is important to nullify this economy of

scale by holding net electric power constant.
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2.2. TARGET DESIGN

The target design module contains five target designs, as listed in the

first column of Table 6.1-111.The Single-Shell and Double-Shell designs are

based on the gain curves published by Lindl and Mark. The Range-Multiplied

target is based on the Single-Shell target, but the range (R) used to find the
3/2

correct y value (rs R) is divided by 2. This has the effect of
increasing the gain for a given energy on target (i.e., the gain curves are

shifted such that lower energy on target is required for a given gain and

y). These target gain curves are based on 2-sided irradiation. The HIFSA

systems integration team also decided to investigate 1-sided irradiation with

these target concepts in order to quantify its impact on power plant costs.

Target costs were not adjusted in 1-sided irradiation cases since no actual

designs were available. The intent of these studies was simply to provide

target designers with guidance as to whether final transport and focus system

simplifications associated with 1-sided irradiation are significant enough to

justify the development of indirect-drive targets.

The final two target designs are a Symmetric concept based on work by
4

Magelssen and an "Advanced" concept based on the Single-Shell design. As
one might guess, the Symmetric target requires symmetric irradiation. The

necessary 16 beams are arrayed uniformly either in a single plane or over the

surface of a sphere. It should also be noted that the Symmetric target y is

defined as R/r , which is different than the other target concepts. The

Advanced target is an enhanced gain version of the Single-Shell concept where

the gain curves are increased by a factor of 2.5. Such a design might be

representative of targets incorporating polarized fuel and advanced

coupling schemes. It was also evaluated only for 1- and 2-sided irradiation.

A summary of allowable combinations of target type and irradiation scheme for

all the target designs considered in this study is presented in Table 6.1-V.

The various target options are implemented in ICCOMO using polynomial fits

to their associated gain and power curves (cf. References 3 and 4). Each

target has a family of these curves versus energy-on-target which are

characterized as a function of the parameter y. Accurate fits were obtained

using polynomials containing from ten to fifteen terms. Errors in the

resulting equations as compared to the original curves were typically less

than 5%. ICCOMO also requires estimates of target mass and material
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composition in order to calculate yearly fueling costs. These estimates are

based on the work of Bangerter . The HIFSA team decided to restrict the

present study to the more well-documented target designs discussed above since

meaningful target design guidance could still be obtained. In the intervening

time, several of these designs have been reevaluated 1n the context of

heavy-ion energetics. Discussions of this more recent work may be found in

References 7-9.

2.3. REACTOR CAVITY DESIGN

The reactor cavity design includes (1) the first wall and its protection

scheme, and (2) the blanket subsystem. Each design concept also includes the

specification of several ancillary subsystems, including reactor cavity

shielding; heat transport; thermal conversion; reactor structure; reactor

vacuum; fuel recovery and waste treatment; reactor maintenance equipment; and

associated buildings. The choice of t.'e wall protection scheme and/or

heat-transport medium has a far-reaching effect on all of the above ancillary

systems, both from technical performance and cost standpoints.

Many cavity design concepts have been proposed and evaluated for ICF

reactors in recent years. This project assessed a few concepts which are

representative of generic classes of first wall and blanket design. This

allowed assessment of general cavity design characteristics rather than

comparison of specific designs.

The "Liquid Wall" protection scheme has been proposed in several

configurations. The liquid is usually a thick sheet or waterfall of lithium

or a lithium-lead mixture. HYLIFE ' proposed a circular array of

free-flowing jets of liquid lithium surrounding the target explosion area (see

Figure 6.1-4). The jets are driven by a pressure head generated by a pool of

lithium at the top of the cavity. Clear passages through the jet array are

provided to admit the targets and the heavy-ion beams. The lithium absorbs

the bulk of the nuclear heating, X-rays, alpha particles and target debris,

and is collected at the base of the reactor. It is then pumped to the thermal

conversion system. Debris and contaminants are removed prior to its return to

the cavity. The liquid metal jets protect a standard structural and vacuum

wall from neutron and X-ray damage as well as pressure pulses. The cavity
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radius required to accommodate the 1-meter-thick lithium jet array 1s quite

large (~S m) and hence costly. This concept has the additional disadvantage

that the lithium jets disturbed by the target explosion must be reestablished

and the lithium vapor cleared out of the cavity prior to the next

micro-explosion. These considerations limit the repetition rate to 2 Hertz or

less. Multiple cavities must be employed to obtain higher repetition rates.

There are also limits on the amount of gravity pressure-head which is

obtainable with this concept.
12 13Another Liquid Wall concept, HIBALL ' , proposed porous tubes to

contain a lithium-lead mixture. This reduces the amount of vaporization, thus
14allowing somewhat higher repetition rates. Similarly, PULSE*STAR proposed

a porous bell jar through which lithium flowed and formed a zone of liquid

droplets protecting the structural elements. Finally, HIBLIC-I employed a

magnetically guided curtain of lithium.

HYLIFE was chosen as the representative design for this class since data

was easily obtainable. All of the liquid wall designs are rather large

structures with life-of-plant component lifetimes. The associated heat

transfer system uses a sodium intermediate coolant loop and a rather efficient

(40%) steam thermal conversion system. The shielding consists of uncooled

concrete. Liquid Wall concepts are limited as to the number of ion beams that

can be accommodated. This is because each beam requires a penetration of the

liquid wall, which reduces the coverage and resulting effectiveness of the

flow. In general, a maximum of two beams can be accommodated (although the
12 13

HIBALL design ' proposed a nonplanar configuration employing 20 beams).

The target type in Liquid Wall systems was thus restricted only to those which

permit 1- or 2-sided irradiation (see Table 6.1-V).

The "Wetted Wall"16'17 concept, shown in Figure 6.1-5,is similar to the

Liquid Wall in that they both use liquid lithium as the first-wall protection

medium. However, the Wetted Wall concept uses a thin film of lithium on the

inner surface of a relatively small sphere (nominal radius of 3.5 m).

Although the thin film (0.5 to 10 cm) absorbs most of the surface particle and

X-ray damage, the nominal lifetime of the structure is limited to a few years

because of neutron damage. A slowly flowing liquid lithium blanket located

behind the first wall absorbs the generated heat and provides tritium

breeding. This class of cavity is representative of a small, easily

replaceable structure, which can potentially be more cheaply fabricated and
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installed than the larger Liquid Wall cavities. Wetted Wai 1 systems are also

not as severely repetition-rate limited as Liquid Wall ones because analysis

Indicates that the protective lithium film adheres to the wall, reducing

the amount of vapor produced during each mkroexpiosion relative to the Liquid
18

Wall concept. This in turn reduces cavity clearing time, permitting

repetition rates up to 10 Hz to be considered. Heat transfer and thermal

conversion systems are similar to those for the Liquid Wall concept, although

a higher conversion efficiency can be realized due to the higher lithium

temperature permitted in the blanket. Shielding 1s cooled concrete and, as

Table6.1-Vindicates, the Wetted Wall concept will accommodate all target types

and Irradiation schemes.

The third class of cavities considered uses a solid first wall made of
19

graphite or a ceramic material. For example, SOLASE uses a large sphere

covered with graphite tiles. High repetition rates can be achieved using this

approach if the cavity radius is large enough to minimize sputtering of the

exposed surface. A variation of this design, the Magnetically Protected Wall
20concept (see Figure 6.1-6), was chosen to represent this class of cavities

in this study. The addition of magnetic fields allows the charged particles

to be swept away and Insures higher repetition rates. However, a large cavity

radius (in this case cylindrical) is still required because of X-ray and

neutror damage to the first wall material. The design is thus costly and

requires that the first wall material be replaced at moderate intervals (10-20

years). This class of cavity, however, is the only one examined which has the

potential of repetition rates up to 20 Hz based on cavity clearing
20considerations. Heat transfer and thermal conversion systems for the

Magnetically Protected Wall concept were assumed to be the same as those in

the Liquid and Wetted Wall concepts, although this class of cavity has the

potential for higher efficiency thermal conversion systems at increased

capital cost. The shield is uncooled concrete and this design can also

accommodate all proposed irradiation schemes and target types. This cavity

concept has the additional requirement for low-field magnets surrounding the

cavity.
21 22A fourth class of cavity designs is represented by the CASCADE '

design (see Figure 6.1-7), which can be categorized as a "Granular Wall." This

cavity design employs several types of ceramic granules, Including a lithium

compound, graphite and beryllium. These granules are circulated in a rotating
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double cone drum, and provide heat transfer, breeding, and wall protection

functions. They are thrown out of the drum into a ceramic heat exchanger

which uses helium as its heat transfer medium. The heat transfer system runs

at a high temperature and allows a high thermal conversion efficiency (54%).

The drum 1s constructed of low-activation S1C tiles held in place by

prestressed S1C/A1 composite tendons. The Granular Mall concept has the

attractive features of high thermal conversion efficiency and the possibility

of low activation which may eliminate the need for remote maintenance and

high-grade radioactive containment/confinement structures (buildings).

However, there is still a rather expensive low-grade containment chamber,

vacuum vessel and shield surrounding the reactor cavity. The repetition rate

is limited to less than 10 Hz, mainly by the inability to more quickly remove

target debris from the chamber. The cavity configuration further restricts

this concept to only consider target types that accept 1- or 2-sided

irradiation. Granular Wall concepts have many attractive features, but have

to prove the claims of inherent safety to benefit from the proposed cost

savings of more conventional (non-nuclear) construction techniques and

elimination of the requirements for remote maintenance. The beryllium granule

chemical stability also remains to be demonstrated.

The four types of cavity designs along with the appropriate ancillary

systems were modeled for inclusion into the HIF Assessment Code. The

characteristic radius of the reactor cavity is scaled as (yield) ' for the

Magnetically Protected Wall and the Granular Wall. The Liquid Wall and the

Wetted Wall radius are determined as a function of (fusion power) * .

Appropriate pumping powers, efficiencies and costs were adopted from the

e 10,11,16,17,20,21,22
referenced concepts.

2.4. BEAM TRANSPORT AND FINAL FOCUS

The beam transport/final focus module is the link between the

target/cavity designs and the accelerator design. This module calculates the

beam line length and the number of beamlets required to satisfy the relations

for perveance, aberration, pole-tip field, magnet aperture radius, spot size,

and focal length (see equations presented in Section 4.1). Inputs include the

necessary beam power and allowable irradiation schemes for the chosen ta.'get
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concept. Beam-line sizing equations were developed to account for the four

target Irradiation schemes. Bending constraints Imposed by space charge and

appropriate switching and delay line lengths (for double-pulsed accelerators)

are Incorporated.

A flow diagram for the beam transport/final focus module 1s presented In

Figure 6.1-8. The figure Illustrates the logic which is used to determine the

various parameters along with an internal cost-optimization loop. As the

figure Indicates, the module begins by determining an acceptable range of ion

energies, E. . This is based on considerations discussed in the next1on
paragraph. Values from this range are then selected and the module proceeds

by calculating the corresponding spot size, r , and maximum convergence
angle, e , based on aberration constraints. A second convergence

max
angle, e, and focal length, L, are then calculated which correspond to the

maximum beam emittance,- c, for the given spot size. If the new 0 is

greater than 9max» L and c are recalculated for the maximum convergence

angle. The current per beamlet, I , is then determined from the perveance

condition and the total beam current, I., is evaluated from the associated

power curves for the chosen target type. This determines the required number

of beamlets, allowing the beam delivery cost to be determined. The

accelerator cost is then added Lo find the total driver cost for the selected

ion energy. The module repeats this procedure until the ion energy that gives

the minimum driver cost is found.

The ion energy loop is a result of the fact that there generally are

several ion energies which are expected to lead to identical target gains for

the same total beam energy on target, W. For the single-shell, double-shell,

and advanced target concepts, acceptable ion energies are defined by 0.1 <
1/3

r /W < 0.33, where W is in MJ and r in cm. Because the value of W
3/2is known at., this point and the ratio y = r R (where R is the ion

range) 1s an Input to ICCOHO, the above expression involving spot size can be

recast in terms of 1on energy using the ion range curves shown in Figure 6.1-9.
4/13For the symmetric target, the spot size is fixed at 0.289W cm, but the

3/2
ion range can vary from Y/I*S down to 3/4 of this value. Thus a
similar range of ion energies can be determined.

The results of a typical beam transport/final focus optimization loop are

illustrated in Figure 6.1-10 which shows the total driver cost and its two major

constituents, the beam delivery and accelerator system costs, as a function of
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ion energy for a wetted-wall case. As the figure Indicates, the accelerator
cost generally shows a rather broad minimum somewhere 1n the range of
7-12 GeV. It should further be noted that the beam delivery costs begin to
rise rapidly below 7 GeV due to the increasing number of beamlets (NBFT)
required to satisfy the perveance condition at these energies. As a result of
these two effects, the driver cost generally optimizes 1n the range of
8-12 GeV, and very few optimum cases are found at ion energies less than 7 GeV.

2.5. LINAC OESIGN

The 1 iliac design module is a key element of the ICCOMO code because the
linac is a major cost component in an HIF power plant. It therefore is
important that the linac be accurately modeled. In order to accomplish this
while keeping with the philosophy of a fast-running systems code, the overall
linac design was represented as a function of a few key parameters. The

1 23detailed linac design code LIACEP ' was used to calculate tables of linac
cost, efficiency, and length over the multi-dimensional parameter space
indicated in Table 6.1-VI. More than 500 individual LIACEP runs were made in
setting up these tables. Some of the parameters in Table 6.1-VI,namely charge
state and emittance, were examined only at their limiting values. Other
parameters were examined at up to five discrete points within the ranges shown.

The resulting tables were characterized by fitting multi-parameter
surfaces through the values. Independent parameters used in the fits were ion
energy, ion mass, beam energy, emittance and repetition rate. In order to
assure that no extraneous variations were introduced by the fits,
single-variable functional dependence was limited to third-order with
additional restrictions applied if there were fewer than three values in any
dimension. For cost and efficiency, a 46-term polynomial was found to provide
the best fit to the LIACEP results; while for length, a 30-term polynomial was
adequate.

Due to the discrete nature of the charge state and number of beams, these
variables were not included in the curve fits. Because the overall shape of
the multi-parameter surfaces varied significantly with the number of beams,
separate fits were computed for each of the three discrete values (4, 8, and
16 beams). The code was then restricted to consider only these discrete
values.
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For charge state, a different approach was used to represent the two

options. Supporting HIFSA analysis by LBL showed that the +3 charge state

results could be characterized as a simple multiple of those for +1 charge

state. The entire LIACEP data base was thus generated only for a +1 charge

state linac. Cost, efficiency and length multipliers were then provided by

LBL for converting the +1 values to +3. Table 6.1 -VII illustrates the accuracy

of this procedure by comparing three LIACEP calculations for a +3 accelerator

to the results of the curve fits scaled to +3 using the LBL supplied

multipliers. The cost and efficiency results are generally within 10% of the

LTACEP values, but the length results are accurate to only 18%. This should

not influence the overall conclusions, however, because this length is only

used to calculate building cost. The accelerator cost is determined using a

separate fit to the LIACEP cost results as already discussed.

The +1 curve fits themselves were checked by comparing them to the LIACEP

data base and by examining various cuts through parameter space to assure that

no higher order behavior had been introduced. A summary of the comparison is

presented in Table 6.1-VHI. This table shows that the fits generally reproduce

the LIACEP results within 10%. In fact for cost and length, over 95% of the

fitted values were within 5% of the LIACEP data. Efficiency is not as

accurate, but still is within 10% of the LIACEP data 93% of the time. This

should be more than adequate for the present application. An illustration of

how well the fits reproduce trends in the data is presented in Figs.6.1-10a and

10b. These figures show the cost and efficiency as a function of beam energy

for ion energies of 5,10,15 GeV.

2.6. POWER BALANCE

One of the major factors 1n the assessment of the various HIF system

options is the ability to produce electrical power. A realistic assessment

must evaluate the effect of all the system elements. Figure 6,l-2schematically

illustrates the HIF power flow. From the cavity, the fusion power is mainly

sent to the blanket, allowing some nominal losses in the shield. In the

special case of the Magnetically-Protected Wall, the energy associated with

charged particles 1s sent to a direct convertor and then into the main

busses. From the blanket, the thermal power is transported to the the turbine
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generator, either directly in the case of the Granular Wall helium cycle, or

through an Intermediate sodium coolant loop. The gross thermal efficiency for

the Wetted Wall, Liquid Wall and the Magnetically Protected Wall (which use

the liquid lithium/sodium/ steam cycle) is 40%, while the Granular Wall helium

cycle efficiency is 54%. The Magnetically Protected Wall also sends the

charged particle energy to a direct convertor with a 67% efficiency. For each

cavity and heat transport concept, the respective power losses are modeled

according to the amount of power handled. Gross electric power is then

partitioned and either returned to the power plant as recirculating power or

sent to the power grid (net electric power). The power to the driver is the

largest single item and depends on driver efficiency, energy on target and

target gain. The efficiency of the driver depends upon its performance

parameters and is in the range of 25-40%. Of the power required to pump the

heat transport fluids, 85% of the energy is delivered to the fluid as pump

work and is added to the useful thermal energy of the coolant fluids. Only

15% of the pumping power is assumed to be lost from the system. No other

recirculating power is recouped. The overall power plant efficiencies are in

the range of 34-36% for the lithium systems, up to 38% for the direct

convertor assisted Magnetically Protected Wall system, and approximately 50%

for the helium-cooled Granular Wall concept.

2.7. POWER PLANT COSTING

Another element in the assessment of system options is the cost of the

plant. Capital and operating costs must be modeled to accurately reflect

performance and operational requirements imposed upon the systems being

considered. A complete capital and operational cost estimate for the entire

power plant and fuel factory was developed for HIFSA, including all the system

options considered. Costs were estimated in terms of 1985 dollars, assuming a

mature technology base (i.e., no research and development costs are included

and learning curve factors are applied for an identical tenth-of-a-kind

plant). The cost estimate was developed with and bench^arked against two
24 25

current nuclear power cost databases. ' In addition, the HIFSA estimate

incorporates the cost data from many of the recent ICF and MCF conceptual

design cost estimates (References 26-30).
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Tl\e principle economic figure of merit, Cost of Electricity (COE),

incorporates the direct and indirect capital costs of the entire plant* the

operating expenses (fuel, operations and maintenance a.id scheduled replaceable

items), system performance and power plant availability. A H of these factors

were assessed during the HIFSA project except the system availability.

Availability was set to a constant value of 0.75 for all concepts because a

comprehensive evaluation was beyond the scope of this work.

The modeling technique adopted for the HIFSA project was to use a common

fusion-electric power plant as the framework within which to compare various

system options. All systems, equipment, buildings and site facilities have a

coixnon design and cost basis. For each system option, the developer or

proponent provided a design, performance and costing basis for inclusion in

thj HIFSA system and cost analysis. If the system option required other

unique support systems or offered distinct advantages or disadvantages, these

we-e accommodated in the modeling. The standard balance-of-plant and

buildings were adopted from the major ICF and MCF design studies (References

26-30), which are largely based on the fission industry and the NRC
21

regulations. The granular wall cavity design concept offered some unique

advantages in terms of potential inherent safety and elimination of remote

maintenance requirements. Incorporation of these advantages required some

modification in the general plant costing basis. An explanation of the HIFSA

economic groundrules, estimating logic and supporting data for the capital and

annual costs are contained in Appendix 6.1A.

2.8. MULTIPLE CAVITY SIMULATION

Each of . the HIF reactor cavities considered here is repetition rate

limited. Conversely, accelerator efficiency and the power plant, economy of

scale improve with repetition rate. Thus the question arises as to the

efficacy of employing multiple reactor cavities driven by a single accelerator

to better utilize the repetition rate capability of the induction linac

driver. Perhaps the economies derived from a higher repetition-rate

accelerator will offset the increased cost of multiple cavities, resulting in

a lower-cost power plant.
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To consider this possibility in ICCOMO, a set of cost-sharing

relationships was developed which account for multiple cavities sharing a

single driver. The approach used in evaluating multiple-cavity plants is as

follows:

1. The thermal power and repetition rate used in the code are both

reduced by the number of cavities. As was stated earlier, an initial

guess is made for thermal power at the beginning of the code, and this

value is iterated until the desired net electric pow<;r is obtained. In

the case of multiple cavities, the thermal power is simply divided by the

number of reactor cavities. Because the repetition rate is also divided

by the number of cavities, the target parameters (gain, yield and energy

on target) all remain the same as if a single, higher repetition-rate

cavity were used.

2. All subsequent calculations are performed on a per-cavity basis. Each

cavity has a low repetition rate, but the accelerator must fire at the

cavity rate times the number of cavities. Provisions are included for

sequentially switching the beam from one cavity to the next.

3. The costing subroutine apportions costs into those that can be shared

between cavities and those that must be duplicated. For instance, the

main heat transport system would likely be a single, large system on the

heat-exchanger side, but would consist of a number of smaller, parallel

systems at the cavity end. In essence, part of the system can be shared

by all cavities, while the rest must be duplicated for each cavity.

It is this cost-sharing concept which is the heart of the multiple-cavity

simulation. In order to calculate *he net cost, sharing factors must be

determined for each reactor plant system and component. Table6.1-IX lists the

sharing factors used in the ICCOMO code. These factors represent the

fractions of the various components which were assumed common to all cavities

(i.e., only one large system is required). The remaining fraction (1-f) must

be duplicated for each cavity. The basic cost-sharing equation is thus
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Cost = CQ [ U (N-l)d-f)] , (4)

where: Cost * Total system or component cost

C. =* Cost of one unit based on reduced power and rep rate

N = Number of cavities

f = Cost-sharing fraction

This approach is adequate for systems/components which do not handle the

total thermal power or do not scale with thermal power output. However, some

shared systems are required to handle the entire the'Tnal output. Since C

is based on a reduced-power cavity. Equation (6) will underestimate these

shared costs, which should be calculated fcr full thermal power. Therefore,

shared costs which scale with thermal power are calculated using the following:

Cost = C Q N (1-f) + f , (5)

where: C1 = Cost of one unit based on full power and rep rate

The appropriate cost-sharing equation for each component is shown in

Table 6.1 -IX. Note that no cost sharing was assumed for reactor cavity

components.

2.9. CODE OPERATION

The ICCOMO code was designed to allow examination of large areas of parameter

space. Thus the user can instruct the code to run multiple cases while

varying up to nine different parameters:

Net electric power (or thermal power)

Cavity type

Number of reactor cavities

Target type

Irradiation scheme

Gamma

Ion mass

Number of beams in the accelerator

Repetition rate, energy on target, or gain
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The code can also produce varying degrees of detail in its output. On a

case-by-case basis, details of all reactor system parameters and costs are

printed out in an annotated, 3-page format. This output consists of 125

different system and cost parameters and thus can become quite cumbersome if

more than a few cases are to be examined. For multiple-case studies, a

one-line summary of each case can be created which identifies the primary

system parameters (e.g. major inputs, powers and system costs). Finally, for

large parameter scans, the full output can be sent to a database file in

condensed format. This condensed database file can then be used with dBASE

III to examiie "large numbers of cases in a simple and efficient manner.

Examples of the various output formats are shown in Appendices 6.1C and 6.1D.

Descriptions of all input parameters are shown at the beginning of the code

listing (Appendix 6.IB).

Each case run requires approximately 5 seconds on an IBM PC/XT with math

coprocessor. The database file requires approximately 600 bytes per case.

For our studies, we created a 25,000-case database (~15 MB of stored data).

The time required to create the data with ICCOMO and lead it into dBASE III

was approximately 50 hours. Since ICCOMO is completely automated (including

all error-handling processes), the entire database could be set up over a

weekend. Please examine the cautions at the beginning of the code listing

before running the rode. Some combinations of parameters can result in

erroneous results if not interpreted with care.

3. SYSTEMS ANALYSIS RESULTS

The following sections present the results of a number of studies using

the ICCOMO code. A wide range of cases were run with a number of different

system option combinations (e.g., different combinations of targets, cavities

and irradiation schemes). Our main goals in these analyses were to determine

(1) the most promising combination of system options and operating parameters

for commercial HIF power plant operation; (2) which areas of technology

improvement can significantly benefit the commercial competitiveness of HIF;

and (3) which range of beam energies, ion energies and beam currents tend to

be most favorable. In order to address these questions, we examined the

systems from three perspectives: (1) the relative behavior of different system
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options (e.g., different targets or cavities); (2) the relative behavior of

different combinations of system options (e.g., target/cavity combinations);

and (3) the preferred operating regimes for an HIF power plant (i.e., those

regions which seem to provide the best conditions for commercial power

generation).

Because we are examining a commercial power plant, we have employed cost

of electricity (COE) as our main figure of merit. The cost of electricity is

a figure of merit used by utilities because it combines the effects of capital

costs, annual operating costs and power production costs. We do not wish to

imply that the costs we are presenting can be compared directly to those for

present-day power plants. In fact, they are only estimates based on broad

(often projected) scaling relationships. However, because these scaling

relationships have been developed for all the different systems and options

using a common set of ground rules, we are reasonably confident that relative

cost comparisons (between options, for instance) are meaningful. Hence, we

caution the reader to concentrate on the relative costs presented in the

following sections rather than on absolute costs and COE values. Moreover, we

caution against the uncritical comparison of the costs presented here with

those derived in other conceptual design studies, because the basic

groundrules and design assumptions may be quite different. We have

endeavored, however, to make the present costing methodology as consistent as
26—30

possible with the referenced studies.

We have further tried, wherever feasible, to hold as many parameters

constant as possible in any given comparison. For instance, when comparing

different target types, we held the net electric power, cavity type and

irradiation scheme constant, as well as a number of beam and target

parameters, such as gamma and ion mass. This allowed us to compare different

system options without worrying about other factors which might influence the

costs. Table 6.1-X presents a list of the parameters and the reference values

which were assigned to them in this study. Deviations from these parameter

values are noted as required.
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3.1. SYSTEMS ANALYSIS DATABAS!

When we began to work with the ICCOMO code, we quickly realized that we

would have to examine virtually the entire available HIF parameter space.

Previous experience had told us that the preferred combination of operating

parameters would very likely be in a different area of parameter space than we

had originally thought, based on a simple intuitive basis. This is because the

code is capable of trading off a dozen or more independent variables when

searching for an optimum combination, while we humans are making judgments

typically based on, at most, three variables.

Because we were trying to perform a reasonably exhaustive examination of a

very large, multidimensional parameter space, we realized that a large number

of code runs would be required. We thus decided to create a multidimensional

grid over the parameters of interest, run a complete survey of parameter

space, and then work only with the output data. This was a much more

efficient process than trying to run cases a few at a time, interspersed with

data analysis.

Variations in the eight independent parameters used in creating the HIF

database are shown in Table 6.1-XI. All acceptable combinations, based upon the

study assumptions and physical limitations, were examined which resulted in a

data base of over 25,000 unique cases.

3.2. TARGET COMPARISONS

As was discussed in Section 2.2, five target concepts were considered by

the HIFSA study. Four of these (single-shell, SS; range-multiplied, RM;
3

double-shell, DS; and advanced, AOV) are based on work by Lindl and Mark
and the fifth (symmetric, SYM) on work by Magelssen4. (The RM-SYM type,

represents a derivative of the SYM target which will be discussed later in

this section.) A comparison of the five targets concepts as a function of

driver repetition rate (RR) is presented in Figure 6.1-12. This figure depicts

target cost scaling about a near-optimum point for each targtt concept in a

1000 MWe, wetted-wali cavity. It also typifies the variation in COE as a

function of target type. The figure shows that the AOV and RM targets have

the lowest COE, which is expected because these targets have the highest gain
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for a given beam energy. The SS and OS targets have intermediate COE,

3-5 mills/kWh above the high-gain concepts, while the SYM target has the

highest COE, 10-15 m1lls/kWh above the minimum.

The most significant aspect of Figure 6.1-12 is the relatively small

variation in the minimum COE versus target type. With the exception of the

SYM target, which 1s handicapped by an imposed restriction on Ion range, the

minimum COE among target types differs by less than 10%. This is a direct

result of the Mgh efficiency (>20%) of heavy-ion drivers, and it demonstrates

that HIF system performance is not strongly dependent upon the development of

high-gain targets. For example, a comparison of the minimum cost for the SS

and AOV targets shows that raising the gain curves by a factor of 2.5 results

in only a 7% reduction in COE. This is explained by the fact that the gain

for heavy-ion systems depends on ion range (hence energy) in addition to beam

energy. As discussed in Section 2.4, driver cost increases rapidly as ion

energy decreases below 5 GeV due to the large number of beamlets required for

final transport. The present study therefore shows that heavy-ion systems
3/2

tend toward intermediate y (r R) values where some gain 1s sacrificed

in favor of higher ion energies in order to hold the number of beamlets down.

The economics of HIF systems are thus influenced by the location of the

"knee" in the gain curves (cf. the SS and DS gain curves of Reference 3). If

the knees were to shift to higher beam energy, HIF costs would increase and

the optimum region of parameter space would change. In order to quantify the

magnitude of these effects, several cases were run with the SS gain curves

shifted to the right by a factor of two in y. This raises the minimum COE

by 13% from 60 to 58 mills/kWh for the data shown in Figure 6.1-12, and moves

the optimum region of parameter space to higher ion mass where 1on energies

are larger for a given range. HIF costs are thus found to be sensitive to the

location of the knee in the gain curves which indicates a need for careful

verification of their position by target designers.

As was indicated, the relatively high cost of electricity with the SYM

target is due to an imposed limitation on ion range for this concept. The SYM

target gain curves, sKown in Figure6.1-13»are comparable to (and in some cases

actually higher than) those for the other concepts. Yet the data presented in

Table 6.1-XH shows that the near-optimum SYM case gains are significantly lower

than those for the other targets. This is a result of the ion range

restriction which is defined by the following:
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O . 7 5 R < R < R
max max'

where H m a x ^ m ) - 0.289 y W 4 / 1 3 .

In these equations, y = R/r is tne 9 a i n curve discriminator (cf.
Figure 6.1-13), r is the spot size in cm, and W is the beam energy in MJ.

The maximum ion range (hence energy) is thus found to vary weakly with the

beam energy but linearly with the chosen y value, which ranges from 0.075 to

0.300 for the SYM target. Unfortunately, the above equation leads to ion

energies less than 5 GeV for y < 0.125. The optimum SYM cases therefore

sacrifice gain for higher ion energy in order to reduce the number of beamlets

to a more reasonable value. This corresponds to selecting y > 0.225 where

R (hence ion energy) is larger. Figure 6.1-13 shows that target gains are

a factor of two lower than the maximum (or ideal) SYM gain curve for these

Y'S , but the increased ion energy (hence smaller number of beamlets) causes

this to be the preferred region of parameter space. As one might expect,

however, the reduced gain relative to the other target designs is reflected in

higher COE.

In order to see how the SYM target might compare if the range restriction

were relaxed, several runs were made with the range limit (R ) increased

by a factor of 3. This opens up the allowable parameter space for the SYM

target to include cases where Y < 0.125, leading to gains comparable to

those for the other target concepts (see RM-SYM entry in Table 6.1-XQ). The

COE for these cases is also more comparable with the other targets as is

illustrated by the RM-SYM curve of Figure 6.1-12.

Another feature of Figure 6.1-12 is the sharp upturn in COE for repetition

rates less than 3 Hz. This result is due to the rapid increase in beam energy

at these low repetition rates and the strong dependence of heavy-ion driver

cost on beam energy. Table 6.1-XIII summarizes these effects for targets where

results were available at both 1 and 3 Hz. The table clearly shows that the

upturn in COE is a direct result of the increase in driver cost with beam

energy.

Table 6.1-XE also helps explain a few more subtle aspects of Figure6.1-12.

The first is the much sharper upturn in COE with decreasing repetition rate

for the RH target indicated in the figure. This is due to the method used to

enhance gain for this concept. In the Range-Multiplied model, gain is
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evaluated using y calculated with an ion range that is half of the actual

value. For bean energies greater than 5 MJ (the region corresponding to

RR < 3 Hz as indicated in Table 6.1-XHI), the RM gain enhancement is reduced

because the gain curves have converged on the asymptotic limit. This is

substantiated by Table 6.vxm , where the RM gain is found to be 21% higher

than that for a SS target at 3 Hz, but only 10% higher at 1 Hz. The RM target

thus requires a much larger percentage increase in beam energy below 3 Hz than

do the other concepts, and this is reflected in a sharper upturn in COE.

A final aspect of Figure 6.1-12 that is explained by Table 6.1-XE involves

the relatively small increase in COE below 3 Hz for the ADV target. The ADV

cases correspond to a factor of 2.5 increase in gain relative to the SS gain

curves, and they consequently lie on a steeper portion of the gain curves than

do the other concepts. This is reflected in Table 6.1-XE where gain is found

to increase by more than a factor of two between 3 Hz and 1 Hz for the ADV

target. The table shows that this results in a smaller increase in beam

energy and associated rise in driver costs for the ADV target at low

repetition rate. COE is thus a much flatter function of repetition rate for

the ADV target than it is for the other concepts.

3.3. CAVITY COMPARISONS

The cavity comparison studies were performed to determine the sensitivity

of different cavities to repetition rate, and to determine which cavity design

approaches appear most attractive when used with an HIF driver. All

parameters listed in Table 6.1-Xwere held constant (with the obvious exception

of cavity type). Because there are different repetition rate limits for the

various cavities (see Section 2.3), not all cavities have data at the same

points. For instance, the Liquid Wall design is restricted to 2 Hz or less.

Hence, Liquid Wall cases w e e run every 0.2 Hz between 1 and 2 Hz (see

Table 6.1-XI).

The main factor influencing cost in these comparisons is cavity radius,

which affects the building and reactor costs, as well as the beam transport

and accelerator costs. The reactor and building costs are directly related to

••he radius of the cavity. The relationship between cavity radius and

accelerator costs is more indirect. At large cavity radius, the beam
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convergence angle, e, must be very small. This 1n turn forces small

emittances 1n the accelerator (which drives accelerator costs up) and a large

number of beams in the final transport section (which drives final transport

costs up). As can be seen in Table 6.1 -XW, the beam transport and accelerator

costs for the Magnetically Protected Wall design are extremely high at low

repetition rates (where the cavity radius is very large), and drop off sharply

as repetion rate increases. This behavior results in the steep curve of COE

versus repetition rate shown in Figure 6.1-14. The large cavity radii make the

Magnetically Protected Wall the most expensive of the four cavity types.

Both the Magnetically Protected-and Granular-Wall-cavity radii scale with

(Yield) ' . However, because the Granular Wall radius is so small, its

impact on capital costs is minimal, resulting in a flat curve of COE versus

repetition rate. The small cavity radius and the low projected reactor and

building costs make the Granular Wall concept the least costly design

evaluated.

Both the Liquid- and Wetted-Wall cavity radii scale with thermal power,

which remains fairly constant as repetition rate changes (directly related to

net electric power). Hence there is only a small variation b COE. Because

of the Liquid Wall's complex design, high lithium flow •"ues and low

repetition-rate, it is relatively costly. The Wetted Wall design h?.. a much

less expensive cavity and significantly lower lithium recirculation

requirements, making it comparable in cost to the Granular Wa^l.

The shallow upward slope in all curves shown in Figure 6.1-14 at higher

repetition rates is due to the increasing costs of target manufacturing

facilities (a capital cost) and target production (an annual cost) as a

function of repetition rate (number of targets produced per year), see

Reference 31. These costs begin to offset and eventually overpower the

decreasing cavity and accelerator costs.

An obvious question at this point is whether the use of multiple cavities

with a single driver might decrease the COE. This is particularly important

for the Liquid Wall which is so severely repetition-rate limited. The answer,

unfortunately, is no. While the higher driver repetition rates caused by the

use of a single driver do decrease driver costs, the increase in cavity and

beam transport, costs still result in a net increase in COE (see Table6.1-XV).

If the cost sharing factors given in Section 2.8 could be increased, it is

possible that multiple cavities could become more attractive. It should
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further be noted that the use of multiple cavities could lead to higher plant

availability which might lead to a net reduction in COE. This effect has not

been considered 1n this study.

3.4. ACCELERATOR OPTION COMPARISONS

The primary motivation for the HIFSA study was the identification of

design innovations which could reduce the large capital cost associated with

heavy-ion induction linacs. The principal cost-saving concept identified
32

during the study was the use of higher charge state ions (q = +3). Keefe

presents an excellent overview of recent experimental results supporting this

concept, while Hovingh (Section 2.1 and Ref. 1) and Lee (Section 4.1 and Ref. 2)

discuss the detailed analyses which were performed to assess the impact of

higher charge state ions on the accelerator, final beam transport and

focusing. To summarize, it now appears that the direct generation of an

acceptable current of higher charge state ions is possible based on work by
33

Brown with the metal vapor vacuum arc (HEVVA) source . Furthermore,
34preliminary results from the multiple beam experiment (MBE-4) indicate

that the problems associated with accelerating multiple, individually focused

beams within the same channel can be overcome. Analysis further indicates
that final transport and focusing of +3 ions is feasible (Section 4.1 and

Ref. 2). The results presented here thus concentrate on a +3 charge-state

accelerator.

Figure 6.1-15 depicts the savings resulting from the use of +3 ions. This

figure compares the major capital cost account breakdown for a power plant

based on a +1 charge-state accelerator to one based on a +3 charge state.

Both cases are for a 1000 HWe power plant with a Wetted Wall cavity, so costs

other than the driver are roughly equivalent. However, it should be noted

that the +3 charge-state linac is about 50% more efficient than its +1

counterpart, which leads to additional savings in BOP costs. We therefore see

that the +3 linac reduces the driver capital cost from 55% to 43% of the

total, resulting in a 22% reduction in COE. This savings corresponds to a

$710H reduction in direct capital cost. Coupling these savings with those

generated by considering advanced targets and the more optimistic Granular

Wall cavity option leads to a 1000 HWe HIF power plant that has COE of

50 Mills/kWh. This is within the 45-55 Mills/kWh range typical of advanced
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energy concepts, and 1t represents a significant improvement in the size and

cost previously associated with HIF power plants.

The economic benefits of double-pulsing the induction Unac were also

investigated. Double-pulsing (OP) implies the operation of the linac in a

mode where the final required beam current (hence energy) is built up by

firing the linac twice in rapid succession with half of the total current each

time. This requires that the linac only be capable of handling half the total

charge, which generates a significant cost savings. Conversly, OP lowers the

linac efficiency and increases the cost of the final transport system, because

of the need for fast reset of the induction cores and time delay of the first

pulse. Studies indicate that OP does reduce driver cost, but this is offset

by increased balance-of-plant costs resulting from higher recirculating power

requirements due to the lower linac efficiency. More recent analysis by LBL

indicates that ICCOMO underestimates the cost benefit of OP at lower ion

energies (5-7 GeV), but the increasing cost of the beam delivery system at

these energies generally precludes operation in this regime. There

consequently appears to be no preference for DP in a reactor application. It

should be emphasized, however, that DP does represent an attractive option for

an experimental test facility where driver cost and flexibility are more

important than overall efficiency. In this application, OP represents a very

cost-effective way to set up an initial test facility that can later be

upgraded to higher beam energy.

Figure 6.1-16 summarizes the implications of our systems studies relative to

induction linac design for a 1000-HWe, Wetted Wall reactor plant. It shows

the preferred range for each major accelerator parameter and four of the five

target types modeled in the code. A preferred range is defined as one which

contains a high percentage (-80%) of the cases having COE's within 5% of the

minimum for that target. It should be emphasized that there are cases lying

outside of the parameter ranges indicated that have COE's near the minimum.

However, the indicated ranges are definitely preferred for the particular set

of options being considered. It should also be noted that points within the

indicated parameter ranges are not necessarily independent of one another

(e.g. low repetition rates require high beam energies). Finally, one should

remember that there can be significant cost variations over the different

target and cavity types. Thus, in some instances, none of the cases in the

near-optimum COE range for one target type would fall within this range for

another.
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The most significant aspect of Figure 6.1-16 is that there are many

combinations of system parameters that can produce COE's nearly equal to the

minimum over a wide range of induction linac parameter space for each target

option. The Single-Shell target has cases with near-equal COE at repetition

rates from 3-7 Hz, beam energies from 4-7 MJ, ion energies from 7-12 GeV, and

ion masses from 130-200 amu. The only restricted parameter is emittance,

which tends to lie near its upper bound of 30 yrad-m. Similar results are

obtained for the Granular Wall cavity, but the Magnetically Protected- and

Liquid-Wall cavities impose more stringent demands on the driver due to their

design limitations. For example, the Liquid Wall cavity can only operate at

repetition rates below 2 Hz which raises the preferred range of beam energy

for that concept to 7-10 HJ. This increases the base-line driver cost by 250

MJ relative to the Wetted-Wall cases considered here, but solutions are still

found over a wide range of conditions with minimal change in cost.

The flexibility of induction linacs is particularly evident with regard to

ion type (mass). As is indicated in the figure, studies have shown that

near-optimum cases are distributed almost uniformly in ion mass. The only

exception to this observation is the Symmetric target which shows a strong

preference for higher masses, as discussed in Section 3.2, due to an imposed

restriction on ion range. The weak dependence of COE on ion mass suggests an

alternative to higher charge state ions in the form of three times as many
35

singly-charged ions with one-third the mass. This will produce the same

total beam energy and represents the same current in the linac. However, it

will also increase the range of the ions in the target (potentially lowering

the gain) and reduce beam stability during final transport. Work is under way

to quantify these issues in order to determine if intermediate mass ions can

be considered a viable alternative to higher charge states.

The last implication of Figure 6.1-16 relative to induction linac design

involves the strong preference for large emittances. The numbers following

the emittance bars indicate the percentage of cases which are pinned at the

30 yrad-m limit imposed on emittance in ICCOMO. This limit was imposed due

to restrictions in the emittance range (15-30 yrad-m) chosen for the LIACEP

database which was the basis for the linac model in ICCOMO. Over 80% of the

near-optimum cases run into this limit. This occurs because the final focus

system is able to satisfy spot-size requirements at the target for

significantly larger emittances out of the accelerator than were initially
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anticipated. This was realized too late in the study to modify the

accelerator model. However, further reductions in linac cost can presumably

be generated by Increasing the beam emittance and future work should consider

this. Alternatively, this result could be viewed as an additional safety

margin in the event that the final focusing of +3 ions is not as effective as

predicted.

3.5. SYSTEM OPTIMIZATION

After performing a number of single-parameter studies, we turned to the

examination of the preferred operating regimes for an HIF power plant. We did

not attempt to optimize the power plant in an exact sense. Rather, we

examined our 25,000-case database, looking for the lowest COE for each

combination of system options. Because we used a rather coarse grid for the

database, it is highly unlikely that we located the exact minimum COE (the

"optimum" set of operating parameters). Therefore, we will refer to the cases

we present in this section as "near-optimum" cases.

While there were no major changes in the ordering of various target or

cavity concepts (e.g. the Advanced target and Granular Wall cavity still

provide the lowest COE), the parameter combinations which gave the best

overall COE's were different than those presented previously. This was

expected. As was stated at the beginning of this section, the various

tradeoffs between different operating parameters were expected to lead to a

region of operating space not evident in the single-parameter studies.

We began our examination of preferred operating regimes by pulling out the

lowest COE cases for each of the various target-cavity combinations. Examples

of these are shown in Table 6.1-XVI. As is evident from the table, the Advanced

target and Granular Wall cavity appear to have the lowest COE's. These are

results which were predicted by the single-parameter studies. However, what

is striking is the fact that they are not significantly better than the other

targets and cavities. While the combination of a Granular Wall cavity and

Advanced target can reduce the COE to 51 mills/kWh, COE's in the mid-50's can

be obtained with a Wetted Wall cavity and a Range-Multiplied Single-Shell

target, and 60 mills/kWh with the baseline Single-Shell target. Thus, going

to the most optimistic combination of target and cavity design yields a
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significant but not tremendous cost saving. Going to the more conservative

Liquid and Magnetically Protected Wall designs still allows COE's in the

high 60's, about 30% higher than the best COE in the database.

These results are extremely encouraging. Not only is the general range of

COE's reasonably attractive, but the range of configurations which yield

similar COE's appears to be fairly broad; i.e., the system appears robust.

This leads to another important question: how broad is the range of

near-optimum solutions (i.e., are the surfaces of COE versus a number of other

parameters flat)? Our single-parameter studies have shown that, except for

very low repetition rates, the curves of COE versus various individual

parameters are fairly flat. Does this generalize to the multidimensional

parameter space?

In order to investigate these questions, we examined each of the

14 cavity-target combinations shown in Table 6.1-XVI and extracted from the

database all cases which had COE's within 5% of the minimum COE's (i.e., for

each cavity-target combination, we (1) multiplied the minimum COE in the

database by 1.05, and then (2) extracted all cases with the same cavity-target

combination having COE's less than that value). Thus we ended up with a group

of low-COE cases (usually about 50) for each cavity-target combinations.

Once we had these groups of low-COE cases, we examined the range of values

for different parameters. For instance, we looked at all the cases with low

COE's for the Magnetically Protected Wall/Single-Shell target combination

and found that the gain ranged from approximately 30 to 60. However, using

the Wetted Wall with the Single-Shell target produced a low-COE range of gains

of 55-140. This implies that the Wetted Wall approach is not only more

economical (see Table 6.1-XVI), but its minimum is flatter (i.e., there is wider

latitude in the selection of parameter values leading to low-COE solutions).

Table 6.1-XVH gives the parameter ranges for each of the cavity/target

combinations, and Figures 6.1-17 through 6.1-19 show some of these results

graphically.

As can be seen from the figures, the parameter ranges for minimum COE are

quite broad. This means that the design constraints on a commercial HIF power

plant are not terribly strict. If one parameter turns out to be more

constrained than anticipated due to some technological problem, other

parameters can be adjusted to compensate. Since all of the parameters have

relatively broad ranges, the conclusion must be reached that the induction
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linac approach to HIF encompasses a rather large range of potential design

alternatives, all of which result in fairly attractive COE's.

3.6. NET ELECTRIC POWER COMPARISONS AND STAGED INSTALLATION OPTIONS

A key aspect of induction linacs involves their capability to operate at

much higher repetition rates than those required for 1000-MWe power plants

with minimal increase in cost. This is illustrated in Figure 6.1-20 which

provides a direct capital cost breakdown for the Wetted-Wall system at 500,

1000 and 1500 MWe. This figure shows that the linac represents a large

fraction of the total capital cost in an HIF power plant (approximately 50% at

the 500-MWe power level), but that its cost increases very little (only

125 M$, or 14%) as net electric power output rises to 1500 MWe. As a result,

the COE for HIF systems scales very favorably with net electric power, P.

In fact, the present study shows that COE for HIF power plants scales as

(P/P ) " due primarily to the near-constant cost of the accelerator.
0 -0 3

This compares to a (P/P ) ' scaling law for most other energy concepts.

Heavy-ion systems thus have a difficult time competing with other concepts at

power levels less than 1000 MWe, but they are very competitive at higher power

levels. This is reflected in Figure 6.1-20by COE's which decrease from 97 to

46 mills/kWh as power output increases from 500 to 1500 MWe.

The above characteristics of induction linac drivers make HIF power plants

particularly well suited for a staged installation procedure where successive

reactor cavities are added to a single linac as required to meet increasing

power demand. Table 6.1-XVIH summarizes the principal costs for the staged

installation of a 3000-MWe plant and compares them to those for single-cavity

1000-and 3000-MWe plants. The staged-installation reactor cavity costs are

completely independent in this comparison, hence reactor cavity cost increases

linearly with the number of cavities. Conversely, the driver and target

manufacturing costs are assumed to be shared. They 2re thus :.ized to

accommodate the full 3000-MWe requirement. The single-cavity 3000-MWe

target-manufacturing costs are lower than the 3-cavity case due to its lower

repetition rate, but its driver costs are higher because it must deliver more

beam energy. Finally, driver cost increases in the staged-installation case

are due to additional beam delivery systems.
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Comoarison of the Stage 1 costs to the single-cavity plant shows that the

driver and target manufacturing account for nearly half of the $480M premium

the first cavity must pay for staged installation. This causes the COE for

Stage 1 to be 19* higher than that for a near-optimum single-cavity plant. By

Stage 2 the COE is 26% lower than the single-cavity plant and the COE

reduction becomes 41% after the addition of Stage 3. This corresponds to a

savings of -$3.78 in direct and indirect costs compared to the installation

of three seperate plants. However, it is ~$500M more expensive than a

single-cavity 3000-MWe plant. The future utility environment will ultimately

dictate which of these options is more viable, but it is clear that

staged-installation offers a potentially attractive alternative to seperate

plants if reasonable growth in demand is anticipated.

4. CONCLUSIONS

One of the most significant findings of the HIF systems modeling activity

was that the minimum Cost of Electricity (COE) was rather robust over a large

range of reactor power plant design and operating parameter space. The effect

of repetition rate, ion voltage (energy), target gain, beam energy, ion mass,

and beam emittance on COE is small in a rather broad range about the near-

optimum points. The values of these variables can be traded off against each

other to maintain low COE, allowing significant design flexibility. Specific

design options for the major systems (Targets, Irradiation Schemes,

Accelerator Configurations, Cavity/Wall Designs and Ion Charge States) were

compared. When these system options are compared in their respective optimal

regions, some systems offer relative advantages while other are comparable.

The following, are specific conclusions.

4.1. TARGETS

The Range-Multiplied and Advanced targets offer a COE advantage of 2 to

5 mills/kWh over the Single-Shell and the Double-Shell Targets. At this point

in time and with rather nebulous target cost and performance estimates, this

advantage should not be interpreted as a strong incentive to develop these

"advanced" target types. Further investigation and assessment of the
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"advanced" tarqets is warranted. Likewise, the Single-Shell appears to have a

small COE advantage over the Double-Shell target in most applications. This

is fortuitous, since the Single-Shell design is much simpler. However, if

technical or cost difficulties occur in the Single-Shell target, the

Double-Shell could be adopted with minimal impact. The Symmetric target was

significantly less attractive in this assessment. The higher cost of the

multiple beam-lines and reactor ports could not be offset with a cheaper or

better performing target. However, if the Range-Energy restrictions on this

target could be relaxed, it would be much more competitive.

4.2. IRRADIATION SCHEME

The influence of this design option is difficult to assess as it is

intimately tied to the choice of target type. The combination of the cost and

the performance of the Symmetric target with Planar or Full Irradiation makes

these combinations all look less attractive than 1- or 2-sided irradiation

schemes with either a Single-Shell, Rangi-Multiplied or Advanced target. In

addition, no attempt was made in this study to include the effects of

irradiation scheme on target gain. While it is evident that 1- or 2-sided

irradiation will result in lower beam-line costs than multiple-sided

irradiation (fewer separate beam enclosures and no under- or above-ground

construction), the impact of irradiation scheme on the gain curves may offset

this. Thus, more examination is required in order to isolate the cost impacts

of changing irradiation schemes.

4.3. REACTOR CAVITY DESIGN

Our analysis attempted to compare several generic cavity designs. The

larger size of the Liquid-Wall cavity concept, as well as its additional

plumbing and large pumping power requirement severely handicap this concept.

The use of multiple cavities do not appear to improve its reactor economics.

The Magnetically-Protected cavity is the only concept we examined that can be

operated above 10 Hertz, but the COE only marginally improves above 5 Hertz.

Thus, there appears to be no special advantage to high repetition rates. On

the other hand, large physical size (as in the Magnetically Protected Wall)

appears to be a distinct disadvantage. Both of the two prior cavity types
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could be made to be more cost-effective 1f their physical size and/or the cost

of construction were reduced. If a higher temperature, advanced thermal

conversion system were cost-effective, this would also help make these

concepts competitive.

The remaining two cavity types, the Wetted Wall and the Granular Wall, are

more promising. The cost difference between the two (1-2 mills/kWh) 1s well

within the tolerance band of the estimates for performance, design and

operational constraints. The Wetted Wall has had less detailed design and

analysis effort but has the advantages of being small, easily replaceable and

using more conventional technology. The Granular Wall offers the promise of a

safer, low-activation design resulting in a less expensive and more easily

maintainable reactor. Its high-efficiency helium thermal conversion system

further lowers cost by reducing the size of the balance-of-plant systems.

Both of these concepts should be pursued to resolve their higher risk

technical uncertainties.

Multiple cavities for a single driver producing a given net electric power

did not appear to offer an economic advantage (e.g., lower COE) over a single

cavity per driver. However, this approach will allow a staged installation

which reduces the incremental capital requirements of a utility at a slightly

higher final COE value.

4.4. ACCELERATOR CONFIGURATION

Double pulsing the accelerator with beam currents one-half that of a

single pulse appears to offer no advantages for a commercial reactor plant,

but it could be very useful in a test reactor, allowing the doubling of beam

current with very little additional cost. There is a strong economic

incentive (13 mills/kwh or 17%) to use a -1-3 charge state ion beam as opposed

to a single charge state ion beam. The accelerator also prefers low beam

energies and mid-range ion energies (ulO GeV) for minimum cost. These all

iead to shorter accelerators, higher efficiencies, and fewer beamlets in the

final transport. We also found that higher emittances will probably reduce

costs, although we were unable to examine emittances greater than 30

microrad-m. Varying the ion mass alone did not have much of an effect on the

COE, but in combination with the charge state, this parameter may offer some

promise for COE reduction. Further examination of these parameters is

warranted and may result in further significant cost reductions.
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4.5. NET ELECTRIC POWER

The scaling with respect to plant output was also investigated. The

capital cost of the HIF plant scales approximately (P/PQ) ' , whereas

Magnetic Confinement Fusion (MCF) plants usually scale with (P/P Q)
0' 7.

The reason for this is that the cost of the driver system is relatively

invariant with net power output. As a result the Cost of Electricity for

HIF plants scales as (p/P0)~ ' . whereas the MCF plant scales as

(P/P Q)~
0- 3. This indicates that the costs for smaller HIF plants become

very expensive (more so than MCF) but that larger plants are very economically

attractive (the driver can easily accommodate the required higher power levels

or the higher repetition rates). Plants whose Cost of Electricity are largely

determined by fuel costs would have a COE scaling as the

(P/PQ) ' ' One must also remember the above discussion applies

only to the relative scaling of the costs. The absolute level of the costs

for various technologies must also be considered, but it is clear that HIF

systems will be very attractive at higher power levels if they can be made

competitive at 1000 MWe sizes.

In summary, the HIF Systems Assessment has, on a consistent basis,

evaluated and compared many of the leading HIF system options. In screening

this available parameter space, a broad design and operating region is

available for HIF, allowing it to compete very favorably with projected

fossil, fissile and fusion energy options.
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TABLE 6.1-1

HIF REACTOR PLANT SYSTEM SPECIFICATIONS

Specification

Purpose of Plant

Time Frame of Technology

Fuel Type

Power Plant Net Electrical Output

Power Plant Lifetime

Plant Availability

Recirculating Power Fraction

Driver Type

Multiple Cavities Allowed

Blanket Energy Multiplication

Tritium Breeding Ratio

Target Factory Integral to Plant

Total Capital Cost (1985$)

Cost of Electricity (1925$)

Goal Value or Range

Electrical Power Only

2020

0-T

400 - 1500 MWe

40 y

75 %

<25 %

Induction Linac

yes

l.l - 1.2

1.0 - 1.1

Yes

<$2000/kWe

<50 mills/kWh
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TABLE 6.1-11

HIFSA SYSTEM RESPONSIBILITIES AND TENTATIVE OPTIONS

Responsible
Individual(s)

6. Magelssen
J. Mark
D. Wilson
R. Bangerter
S. Bodner (NRL)

J. Pendergrass
K. Billman

E. Lee
G. Magelssen
P. Stroud

E. Lee
P. Stroud

N. Hoffman
B. Saylor
K. Billman
E. Lee

Major
System

Target

Target Handling &
Injection

Cavity Transport

Beam Delivery

Target Tracking &
Targeting

Tentative
Svstem ODtions

- Cryogenic vs. Non-cryogenic
- Single Shell vs. Double Shell
- 1 , 2 , and Multiple Beam Illumination
- Polarized vs. Non-polarized Fuel
- Non-fuel Materials
- Configuration

- Mechanical vs Electrostatic +...?
- With and Without a Sabot

- Ballistic, <10~a torr
- Charge and Current Neutralization
- Ballistic, 10~3 to 10"4 torr
- Pinch Beam, 1-10 torr

- Robertson vs Ballistic
- 1, 2, or Multiple Beam Ports

- HIBALL

E. Lee
J. Hovingh
A. Faltens

B. Hogan
8. Saylor
J. Pendergrass
8. Peterson

D. Zuckerman
B. Hogan
N. Hoffman

K. Billman
D. Harris

Accelerator and
Power Supplies

Cavity & Blanket

Tritium & Debris
Recvy & Processing

Permanent Magnets and Electromagnets
Single Pass vs. Recirculating Linac

- Cascade
- Wetted Wall
- Magnetically Protected Dry Wall
- Thick Lithium Curtain

- As Required

Target Fabrication - As Required for Target Compatibility

L. Waganer

L. Waganer

Heat Transport &
Power Conversion

Balance of Plant

- Li & LiPb with Conventional Steam Cycle
- High Temperature Gas Cycle

- As Required to Accommodate
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TABLE 6.1-III

MAIN INPUT PARAMETERS FOR ICCOMO

To Establish Overall Power Balance, Specify One of

(1) Gain (2) Repetition Rate

(3) Beam Energy (4) Gain and Energy on Target

(no target gain curves)

and Either

(1) Gross Thermal Power (2) Net Electric Power

Then Select a Unique Set of the Following:

Accelerator Parameters

Pulse Scheme (Single, Double)

Ion Charge State (+1, +3)

Ion Mass (130 - 210)

Number of Beams (4, 8, 16)

Target Parameters

Target Type (SS, RM, DS, SYM, AOV)

Irradiation Scheme (IS, 2S, PS, FS)
3/2

Gain Curve Parameter (r R, R/r)

Reactor Parameters

Cavity Type (Mag, Liq, Gran, Wet)

Blanket Energy Multiplier

Number of Cavities
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TABLE 6.1-IV

ICCOMO SYSTEMS OPTIONS

TARGETS
Single Shell (SS)
SS Range Multiplied (RM)
Double Shell (OS)
Symmetric (SYM)
Advanced (ADV)

IRRADIATION
SCHEMES

1-Sided (IS)
2-Sided (2S)
Planar Symmetric (PS)
Fully Symmetric (FS)

CAVITY/WALL
DESIGNS

Magnetically-Protected
Liquid Wall
Wetted Wall
Granular Wall

ACCELERATOR
CONFIGURATIONS
Single Pulse
Double Pulse

ACCELERATOR ION
CHARGE STATES

+1
+3

CAVITY/ACCELERATOR
COMBINATIONS

1 Cavity/1 Accelerator
Multiple Cavities/

1 Accelerator

TABLE 6.1-V

ALLOWABLE TARGET, CAVITY, AND
IRRADIATION SCHEME COMBINATIONS IN ICCOMO CODE

TARGET

_
Single Shell (SS)
SS Range Multiplied (RM)
Double Shell (OS)
Symmetric (Sym)
Advanced (Adv)

_
CAVITY

Hag-Protected Wall
Liquid Wall
Wetted Wall
Granular Wall

1-SIDED

*
*
*

*

*
*
*
*

IRRADIATION

1 2-SIDED

*
*
*

*

*
*
*
*

SCHEMES

1 PLANAR
SYMMETRIC

*

*

*

1 FULLY
1 SYMMETRIC

4c

*
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TABLE 6.1-VI

PARAMETER SPACE EXAMINED FOR LINAC DESIGN MODULE

PARAMETER

Repetition Rate (Hz)

Ion Mass (amu)

Ion Energy (GeV)

Beam Energy (MJ)

Unnormalized Emittance (yrad-m)

Number of Beams

Ion Charge State

TABLE 6.1-VII

COMPARISON OF PREDICTED LINAC PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS
TO LIACEP RESULTS FOR THREE DASES (ION CHARGE STATE +3

MINIMUM VALUE
1

130

5

1

15

4

+•1

MAXIMUM VALUE
20

210

20

10

30

16

+3

Parameter

Repetition Rate (Hz)

Ion Mass (amu)

Ion Energy (GeV)

Beam Energy (MJ)

Unnormalized Emittance (urad-m)

Number of Beams

Cost (M$) Predicted Value

(LIACEP Value)

Efficiency (%)

Length (km}

Case 1
11

130

7

4.72

30.0

16

727

(736)

41.2

(39.5)

1.39

(1.61)

Case 2

3

130

8

7.76

30.0

16

840

(839)

32.3

(38.2)

1.68

(1.99)

Case 3

5

130

7

3.40

27.3

16

614

(559)

35.5

(36.2)

1.31

(1.51)
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TABLE 6.1-VIII

COMPARISON OF ICCOMO CURVE FITS TO LIACEP RESULTS FOR +1 IONS

Parameter

Cost

Efficiency

Length

Fraction of Results Within Indicated Error Band

5% 5-1 OX 10-15% >15%

96 4

67 26 5 2

97 3

TABLE 6.1-IX

MULTIPLE CAVITY COST-SHARING FACTORS FOR HIF SYSTEMS AND COMPONENTS3

COST
ACCOUNT
21.02
21.04

22.01.
22.01.
22.01.
22.01.
22.01.
22.01.
22.01.
22.01.

22.02
22.03
22.04
22.05
22.06

27.04
27.05
27.06
27.07
27.08

29

01
02
03
04
05
06
07
XX

TITLE
Reactor Building
Beamline Enclosures

First Wall/Blanket
Shield
Cavity Magnets
Primary Structure
Cavity Vacuum
Target Injection
Direct Convertor
Remaining Reactor Equipment

Main Heat Transfer
Cooling
Tritium Recovery
Maintenance Equipment
Instrumentation & Control

Beam Transport
Final Focus
Vacuum System
Cooling
Maintenance Equipment

Special Materials

COST SHARING
FRACTION, f

0.0
0.50

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.25
0.50
0.25
0.25
0.50

0.50
0.50
0.75
0.50
0.80

0.25
0.0
0.90
0.90
0.90

0.0

COST SHARING EOUATION

5

5
5
5
5
5

5
5
5
5
4

4

4
4
4

a Systems and components not listed have cost-sharing fractions of 1.0.
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TABLE 6.1-X

PARAMETERS TYPICALLY HELD CONSTANT IN SYSTEM OPTION COMPARISONS

PARAMETER VALUE

Net Electric Power 1000 MWe
Cavity Type Wetted Wall

Number of Reactor Cavities 1

Target Type Single Shell

Gamma Value (r3/2R) 0.03a

Irradiation Scheme 2-Sided
Number of Beams in Accelerator 16
Ion Mass 130 amu
Ion Charge State +2

Gamma Value for Symmetric Target (R/r) is typically 0.225

TABLE 6.1-XI

HIF DATABASE PARAMETER VARIATIONS

PARAMETER VALUES EXAMINED
Net Electric Power (MW) 500, 1000, 1500

Cavity Types Hag. Protected Wall
Liquid Wall
Wetted Wall
Granular Wall

Target Types Single Shell
Single Shell, Range Mult.
Double Shell
Symmetric
Advanced

Irradiation Schemesa 1-Sided
2-Sided
Planar Symmetric
Fully Symmetric

Gamma 0.01, 0.02, 0.03, 0.04
(0.075. 0.150. 0.225.
0.300 for SYM Target)

No. of Beams in Accelerator 4, 8, 16

Ion Mass (amu) 130, 200

Repetition Rate (Hz)b 1 (2) 19 (Mag. Wall)
1 (0.2) 2 (Liq. Wall)
1 (2) 9 (Wet. Wall)
1 (2) 9 (Gran. Wall)

a Not all irradiations schemes apply to all targets (see Section 6.1-2.2)
b Ranges of repetition rates vary for different cavity types. Values shown

represent minimum and maximum rep. rate plus grid step size (e.g., Mag.
Wall rep. rates examined were 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 13, 15, 17, and 19).
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TABLE 6.1-XII

RANGE OF TARGET GAINS FOR NEAR-OPTIMUM CASES
IN A 1OOO MWe, WETTED-WALL CAVITY

Target | Gain

Type | 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200
,

ss i i 1

RM | | 1

OS | | 1

SYM | | 1
RM-SYM | | 1
ADV | | 1

TABLE 6.1-XIII

INCREASE IN GAIN, BEAM ENERGY ANO DRIVER COST
ASSOCIATED WITH DECREASING REP. RATE FROM 3 TO 1 Hz

Target

Type
_ _

SS

RM

ADV

Gain

3 Hz 1

120

145

158

Hz

217

238

336

Beam

3 Hz

6.9

5.7

5.2

Energy

1

11

10

7

(MJ)

Hz

.4

.6

.4

| Driver

I 3 Hz
i
1

| 1008
| 923

j 856

Cost (M$) I

1 Hz |

1318 |

1246 |

1020 1
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TABLE 6.1-XIV

COMPARISON OF CAVITY COSTS AS A FUNCTION OF REPETITION RATE
(ALL COSTS IN M* ROUNOED TO NEAREST *1OM, EXCEPT COST OF ELECTRICITY, WHICH IS IN MILLS/kWh)

No. of
Rep. Energy Beams Cavity Beam Pellet Special Total Cost
Rate
(Hz) Gain

MAGNETICALLY
1
3
5
7
9

200
108
77
61
51

LIQUID MALL
l.C
1.2
1.4
1.6
1.8
2.0

217
199
184
172
162
153

Target
(MJ)

in Final
Transp.

PROTECTED WALL
10.4
6.5
5.6
5.1
4.9

11.4
10.4
9.6
9.1
8.6
8.2

GRANULAR MALL
1
3
5
7
9

98
69
54
44

WETTED WALL
1
3
5
7

"_ 9
-fa.
OO

217
120
86
68
57

Energy
6.2
5.3
5.0
4.7

11.4
6.9
5.8
5.3
5.0

344
66
42
28
26

62
56
52
48
46
42

on Target
30
24
22
20

62
34
28
24
22

Radius
(ro)

37
22
17
14
13

5
5
5
5
5
5

out of
5
4
3
3

4
4
4
4
4

Bldg.
Cost

3310
730
520
420
390

340
330
320
310
310
300

Reactor
Cost

2310
1050
790
690
630

610
620
620
630
650
670

acceptable range
170
160
150
140

310
270
260
260
260

280
270
270
270

380
380
390
390
400

Accel.
Cost

1430
990
740
700
680

960
910
880
850
830
810

Transp.
Cost

1990
220
170
90
70

80
70
70
60
60
60

for accelerator
710
670
660
660

960
750
700
690
680

40
30
20
20

70
40
30
30
30

Fab.
Cost

60
130
180
220
260

60
70
80
90
90
100

curve
130
180
220
260

60
130
180
220
260

M'tls
Cost

970
340
21Q
160
130

50
50
50
50
50
50

fits
60
70
70
70

15
15
15
15
15

Direct
Cost

12210
4230
3260
2890
2770

2790
2720
2680
2660
2650
2640

1990
1960
1990
2030

2470
2200
2190
2200
2250

Of
Elect.

292
107
85
77
75

73
72
71
70
70
70

55
55
56
58

66
60
60
62
63



TABLE 6.1-XV

COMPARISON OF SINGLE ANO MULTIPLE CAVITIES

CAVITY
REP RATE

WETTEO-WALL CAVITY
1
3
5
7
9

LIOUIO-WALL CAVITY
1.0
1 .4
1.8
2.0

DRIVER
REP RATE

1
1
3
5
7
9

1.0
1.4
1.8
2.0

1

COE

65
60
60
61
63

73
71
70
70

NUMBER OF

DRIVER
REP RATE

2
6

10
14
18

2.9
2.8
3.6
4.0

CAVITIES

2

COE

67
66
69
73
76

78
76
76
77

DRIVER
REP RATE

3
9

15
21
27

3.0
4.2
5.4
6.0

3

COE !

71
73
78 |
84
89

84 !
84 |
84 |
85 |

1

TABLE 6.1-XVI

NEAR-OPTIMUM HIF REACTOR DESIGN POINTS3

Net Electric Power - 1000 MWe
Irradiation Scheme = 2-s1ded (Planar Symmetric for SYM Target)
Ion Charge State » +3

CAVITY

ENERGY
ON TOTAL COE

ION MASS REP RATE TARGET CAP. COST (mills/
TARGET GAMMA (amu) (Hz) GAIN (MJ) (M$) kWh)

Mag. wall SS
RM
DS

SYM
ADV

.020

.020

.010

.225

.010

200
130
200
200
200

13
17
15
17
15

50
55
45
45
75

3.6
2.4
3.3
3.1
2.0

4800
4520
5060
4930
4620

71 .9
68.2
76.3
72.8
68.8

Liq. Wall

Gran. Wall

SS .040 130 1.4 165 10.6 4795 69.3
RM .040 130 2.0 170 7.3 4605 67.0
OS .040 130 1.4 150 11.6 4760 69.2

SYM (Allowed Irradiation Schemes Not Compatible With Cavity Design)
AOV .030 130 1.4 270 6.5 4350 63.3

SS
RM
DS

SYM
ADV

Wetted Wall SS
RN
OS

SYM
ADV

.020 200 5 85 4.4 3600 54.5

.030 130 5 90 4.0 3370 51.5

.030 130 3 85 7.0 3710 56.1
(Allowed Irradiation Schemes Not Compatible With Cavity Design)

.020 130 3 155 3.8 3360 50.8

.020

.040

.030

.225

.030

130
130
130
200
130

3
3
3
7
3

135
135

no
65
158

6.0
6.0
7.8
5.6
5.2

4040
3810
4090
4470
3690

59.9
57.0
61.2
65.9
55.3

These are the lowest COE cases found in the database for two-sided
Irradiation. Slightly lower values (-2 mtlls/leWh) were found for
single-sided Irradiation. These cases are not necessarily the absolute
lowest COE combinations which might be obtainable.
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TABLE 6.1-XVII

NEAR-OPTIMUM HIF REACTOR PARAMETER RANGES

Net Electric Power = 1000 MWe
Ion Charge State = «-3

CAVITY

Mag. Wall

Liq. Wall

Gran. Wall

Wetted Wall

TARGET

SS

RM

OS

SYM

AOV

SS

RM
DS
SYM

AOV

SS

RM

DS

SYM

ADV

SS
RM

OS
SYM
AOV

GAMMA

.010-.030

.010-.010

.010-.030

.225-.300

.010-.030

.020-.040

.030-.040

.010-.040

Irradiation

.020-.040

.010-.040

.020-.040

.010-.040

Irradiation

.010-.040

.020-.040

.020-.040

.010-.040

.225-.300

.010-.040

REP RATE

(Hz)

9-19

9-19

7-19

13-19

7-19

1.2-2.0

1.2-2.0

1.2-2.0

Scheme Not

1.0-2.0

3-9

3-9

3-9

Scheme Not

3-9

3-9

3-9

3-7

5-9

1-9

GAIN

30- 60

40- 75

30- 60

30- 60

40- 90

135-200

170-210

125-180

Compatible

180-375

45-11 b

55-115

50-100

Compatible

80-160

55-140

70-145

60-125

50- 90

85-300

ENERGY
ON TARGET

(MJ)

2.3- 4.9

1.8- 3.9

3.3- 6.0

2.8- 4.7

1.9- 4.4

7.3-11.3

7.0-9.5

7.0- 9.0

With Cavity D

4.8- 8.4

3.0-7.3

2.8- 5.3

3.5- 8.0

With Cavity 0

2.1- 6.0

3.5- 8.0

3.2- 6.0

4.0- 8.7

4.0-11.0

2.3- 7.5

TABLE 6.1-XVIII

STAGED INSTALLATION COST COMPARISON
(COSTS IN M$ EXCEPT COE IN MILLSAWh)

COST ACCOUNT
Reactor
Target Mfg.
Driver
Total Direct
COE

1 CAVITY
1000 MWe

381
128

1008
2204
59.2

STAGE 1
1000 HWe

381
261

1079
2685
70.4

STAGE 2
2000 MWe

762
261
1138
3604
44.0

STAGE 3
3000 MWe
1143
261
1196
3997
34.9

1 CAVITY
3000 HWe

835
178
1212
3403
30.1
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Fig. 6.1-1. Heavy Ion Fusion Systems Assessment Project Organization.
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Fig. 6.1-2. HIF plant power flow diagram.
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Fig. 6.1-3. Schematic flow diagram of ICCOHO systems code.
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Fiq. 6 .1 -4 . Schematic diagram of HYL1FE Liquid Wall reactor cav i ty .
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Fig. 6.1-5. Schematic diagram of Wetted Wall reactor cavity.
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Fig. 6.1-6. Schematic diagram of Magnetically Protected Wall reactor cavity.
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Fig. 6.1-7. Schematic diagram of CASCADE Granular Wall reactor cavity.
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Fig. 6.1-8. Flow diagram for the ICCOKO Beam Transport/Final Focus module.
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Fig. 6.1-9. Ion range (g/cm?) in aluminum vs. ion energy (GeV)
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Fig. 6.1-10. Results of Beam Transport/Final Focus Optimization Loop showing
change in capital costs as a function of ion energy.
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Fig. 6.1-lla. Correspondence between ICCOMO curve fits and LIACEP results for
accelerator cost.
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Fig. 6,1-llb. Correspondence between ICCOMO curve fits and LIACEP results for
accelerator efficiency.
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point in a 1000-MWe, wetted-wall system. A l l cases are for 2-sided
i r rad ia t i on , 16 beams, mass 130, +3 ions, and ga*ima of 0.03 except the SYM
target which has mass 200 ions and gamma of 0.225.
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Fig. 6.1-13. Target gain vs. beam energy for the symmetric target concept.
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Fig. 6.1-14. Comparison of cavity types for a 1000 MWe reactor with an SS target,
2-sided irradiation, 16 beams, mass 130, +3 ions and gamma of 0.03.
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Fig. 6 .1-15. Comparison of +1 to +3 charge-state driver for a single 1000-NWe wetted-wall
cavity using a single-shell target with 2-s1ded Irradiation.
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Fig. 6.1-16. Summary of near-optimum parameter ranges for a 1000-MWe
wetted-wall cavi ty using +3 ions.
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Fig. 6.1-17. Comparison of target gain ranges over which near-optimum cases
were found for each cavity and target type. All ranges are for
a 1000-MWe system using +3 ions.
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Fig. 6.1-18. Comparison of energy on target ranges over which near-optimum
cases were found for each cavity and target type. All ranges
are for a 1000-MWe system using +3 ions.
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Fig. 6.1-19. Comparison of repetition rate ranges over which near-optimum
cases were found for each cavity and target type. All ranges
for a 1000-MWe system using +3 ions.
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Fig. 6.1-20. Near-optimum case cost breakdown for a wetted-wall system at
three power levels. All ca^es are for SS target, 2-sided
irradiation, 16 beams, and mass 130, +3 ions.
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6.1 A. APPENDIX A
ICCOMO COST SCALING EQUATIONS

D. E. Driemeyer, L. M. Waganer, and D. S. Zuckerman
McDonnell Douglas Astronautics Company

1. ECONOMIC GROUND RULES

The key figure of merit for the assessment of the HIF system options has

been established as the cost of electricity (COE). The cost of electricity is

estimated by incorporating a consistent and compatible set of candidate

options into a heavy-ion fusion reactor power plant. These options are

defined in a modular manner to allow substitution of each system option and an

estimate of performance and cost impacts. Appropriate interface requirements

are incorporated as a part of the modeling.

The direct costs are estimated in terms of 1985 dollars, considering a

mature technology base for the costing (e.g., no research and development

costs are included, and learning curve factors are applied for an identical

tenth-of-a-kind plant). Reference 36 presented the methodology and cost

factors for indirect costs, contingency and time-related costs for consistency

with other ICF cost estimates. This methodology was benchmarked against two
24 25

major current cost Jata bases. ' In addition, the cost basis for the

major MCF design studies is also included to allow comparisons to a number of

widely published estimates, including STARFIRE,26 MARS,27 DEMO,28

WILDCAT,29 and E8TR. The COE values can be expressed for the initial

year of operation using either cost basis. Table 6.1A-Isummarizes the major

economic parameters and groundrules assumed in the study. The economic impact

of the system options appear in the direct-cost estimates, which are examined

in detail, as well as in operating costs such as recirculating power

requirements and system efficiencies. The significance of the indirect-and

time-related costs relates only to the need to obtain a final COE value. The

absolute values are not crucial to this analysis.

2. CAPITAL COSTS

This section presents the logic and the supporting data for the generation

of the HIFSA capital cost estimates. Factors that determine and influence the
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capital costs are presented. The BOP costs are benchmarked to existing
24 25fission economic data bases ' and are consistent with prior ICF and MCF

conceptual design study cost estimates. All costs are presented in 1985

dollars and include installation and initial testing. Escalation and

inflation rates are considered to be equal for this assessment; thus any prior

cost estimate or data was adjusted to the base year of 1985 by applying

historical Inflation rates as defined by the Gross National Product Implicit
37Price Level Deflator. All quantities are expressed in SI units.

The approach to the cost and performance estimation for the HIFSA project

is based upon the use of a standard or reference fusion electric power plant

within which the various system options could be examined. All systems,

equipment, buildings, and site facilities have a common design and cost basis.

The following subsections define in detail each of the major cost

accounts. Table 6.1A-II lists all the Cost Estimating Relationships (CER's)

which were used in the HIFSA study. The bases of these CER's are discussed 1n

the following sections. Because of the attempt to gain consistency in the

cost modeling, while retaining fidelity with the original cost estimates, a

more generic terminology will be applied to the four reactor concepts:

Granular Wall, Liquid Wall, Wetted Wall, and Magnetically Protected Wall.

2.1. LAND ANO LANO RIGHTS (Acct. 20)

The reference plant site is chosen to be in the midwestern U.S. at the

fictional Middletown site. The induction driver is likely to be rather

lengthy (in the range of kilomsters), and the size of the site must be

adequate to accommodate it. It is anticipated that the range of HIFSA drivers

could be sited on an area 2 km by 4 km, which would be approximately 800

hectares (2,000 acres). The land and privilege acquisition, clearing of the

land, demolition of existing structures, and relocation of buildings, highways

and railroads was estimated to cost 17,500/hectare ($3,000/acre).
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2.2. STRUCTURES AND SITE FACILITIES (Acct. 21)

This account encompasses all direct costs associated with the physical

plant buildings; e.g., reactor, driver, beamline, turbine, electrical

equipment, and site improvements and facilities. Oetailed descriptions are

given in the following subaccounts.

Site Improvements and Facilities (Acct. 21.01) - All site improvements and
• —

facilities necessary for the power plant are included. The STARFIRE

estimate when escalated to 1985 dollars, would be approximately $14.5H. The

HIF site size is larger and this estimate is increased to $17M.

Reactor Building (Acct. 21.02) - The buildings for the cavity concepts

using liquid lithium for wall protection, coolant, or breeding are assumed to

be constructed with reinforced concrete and a steel liner. The reactor

building houses the reactor cavity, primary coolant loop equipment, steam

generators, some auxiliary nuclear equipment, and a maintenance area. An

overhead crane and remote maintenance equipment are provided. The building

walls are sized at 1.5 m thick to provide for overpressure requirements and

biological shielding. The reference design is a rectangular building with a

subfloor housing piping and cabling. The cost estimate is based on STARFIRE

escalated to current prices. The estimate considers the cost of excavation,

dewatering, piling, concrete, reinforcing for concrete forms, finishing, pump

charge, underground cabling and piping tunnels, waterproofing, painting, wall

finishing, HVAC, plumbing, fire protection, and architectural items. A steel

liner provides a pressure boundary, a tritium permeation barrier, and

protection for a liquid lithium spill. CER's are based on floor area, wall

area, building volume and concrete/rebar volumes. This estimate is more

detailed than most of the other estimates in the remainder of the facilities

account because of the cost impact. Allowances are also made for wastage,

rework, premium time, quality control, and miscellaneous indirect charges.

In contrast, the CASCADE building estimated in Reference 21 is a

metal-framed building (nominally 30m x 40m x 50m high) supported on concrete

footings and framed with standard steel. Because of the CASCADE design

philosophy that a granular-wall reactor is inherently safe, a lower-cost

reactor building was used. Per K. R. Schultz, Reference 38, the "Nuclear +

Conventional" building approach is estimated at $26.4H and is a confinement

building but is not a containment building. The building houses the vacuum
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chamber (reaction chamber and main heat exchangers), vacuum system, chamber

drive, granular scoop system, shield, the final focusing magnet* and target

Injection system. The vacuum chamber has a floor area of 37m by approximately

24m plus a 2.5m-th1clc concrete biological shield outside the radiation shield

and vacuum vessel. This building is nearly conformal to the vacuum vessel and

shield. Since the reaction chamber (cavity) is stated to be life-of-
38

plant, no planned or unplanned major maintenance or replacement is
38

incorporated in the design. Per K. Schultz, any unforeseen major

mair'-enance or repair requiring removal of large equipment would be

accomplished by removal of the building roof. Consistent with these

assumptions, the granular-wall reactor building cost estimate is nominally

estimated to be $26.4M. The cost for concrete and the metal-framed buildings

are scaled for HIFSA based on the size of the interior radius of the reactor

cavity (Re).

Driver Building (Acct. 21.03) - This long, narrow building houses the

linear accelerator in a thermally controlled and vibration-free environment.

Access and maintenance areas are provided. The building will be steel-framed,

supported on a reinforced concrete slab. The slab is thicker than normal

construction practice and has reinforced concrete foundations and footings to

provide the driver a seismically stable environment. The above-ground steel

structure will be designed to withstand a design basis earthquake. HVAC

equipment is provided to maintain a stable environment for the driver system.

The cost of the building is $8541/m of length.

Beam-Line Enclosure (Acct. 21.04) - This building encloses thebeam line(s)

from the exit of the driver building to the reactor building. The cost of

this building is estimated to be $7009/m for a one, two, or planar beam

approach. If multiple beam lines are used in a fully symmetric pattern,

subterranean and elevated enclosures will be required. As the slope of the

beam lines becomes more severe, provisions for a tracked and geared maintenance

vehicle will be required. The cost of this enclosure is difficult to estimate

because of assumptions for excavation and bedrock. The enclosure alone is

estimated to cost $11154/m. The excavation 1s assumed to be equivalent to

that required for a fission reactor building on an area basis, which results

in an additional $6600/m. Thus, the subterranean enclosure 1s estimated to be

$19290/m. The elevated section would likely be a steel tubular enclosure with

trusses to provide adequate support and stiffness. As a first order

approximation, the same cost 1s assumed as for the subterranean enclosure.
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Turbine Building (Acct. 21.05) - The turbine building houses the turbine

generator and Its auxiliaries. The building is a steel-framed, truss-roofed

structure. Construction is consistent with conventional power plant

installations. Estimates for this building vary somewhat. The United

Engineers and Constructors estimates range from $22M for a best estimate

to the high 530H's for a median estimate, both with a. low scaling exponent of

0.5 on gross generating capability. The STARFIRE estimate 1s somewhat higher;

in the S40M's. The Burns and Roe estimate falls in between but has a

steep scaling slope. Although this estimate may be on the optimistic side,

the estimate for the turbine building is assumed to be similar to the best
25fission BWR estimate derived by UE&C, For the Granular Wall gas turbine

building, the estimate is scaled from the CASCADE estimate.

Ultimate Heat Rejection Structures (Acct. 21.06) - This account includes

any structures associated with housing equipment for the cooling towers. Also

included are the costs of the intake and discharge structures, conduits, and
25

earthwork for the cooling towers. The EEOB data are used as the cost
basis modified for rejected heat.

Fuel Processing and Storage Building (Acct. 21.07) - The Fuel Processing

and Storage Building houses the process equipment to reclaim and purify the

tritium. Oeuterium is also stored in this building and the two fuels are

prepared as targets, stored until required, and then sent to the reactor. The

30 m by 70 m building is separated Into areas subject to tritium contamination

and areas which are not. Areas subject to contamination are carbon steel

lined and are within a concrete-hardened structure similar to the Reactor

Building. An airlock separates, the contaminated areas from the offices, a

tritium equipment control room and HVAC equipment. The tritium area requires

a lower than atmospheric ambient pressure of clean air. Tritium cleanup of

the building atmosphere is provided by the atmospheric tritium recovery system

units. Sufficient area is provided for storage of deuterium, maintenance and

repair shops, and miscellaneous storage. A uranium storage bed for the

tritium is also required. The basis for the cost estimate is the STARFIRE

Fuel Handling and Storage Building which 1s deemed equivalent for the

purposes of this analysis.
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Hot Cell and Waste Processing Building (Acct. 21.08) - A wide variety of

maintenance and decontamination functions are accomplished within the Hot

Cell, largely with remote-handling equipment. These include inspection,

disassembly, and storage. All waste products are processed 1n the Hot Cell

and are either shipped offsite or stored. Also included are remote

maintenance and repair shops to work on cavity modules and other activated

reactor equipment. Atmospheric Tritium Recovery Units for tritium cleanup are
21

Included. The cost estimate 1s based upon the CASCADE estimate.
Miscellaneous Buildings (Accts. 21.09-21.13) - These accounts include the

Control Room Building (21.09), On-Site AC Power Supply i Electrical Equipment

Building (21.10), Reactor Service Building (21.11), Service Water Building

(21.12) and Administrating & Service Building (21.13). The cost basis is

primarily based on STARFIRE,26 although 21.'

Reference 39 and 21.13 1s based on Reference 25.
primarily based on STARFIRE,26 although 21.10 includes information from

2.3. REACTOR PLANT EQUIPMENT (Acct. 22)

This cost account encompasses all of the equipment associated with the

reactor and the main reactor support systems. The driver systems (Including

line and beam transport) and the target manufacturing system represent

significant capital assets and will be treated in separate major cost accounts

(Accounts 27 and 28 respectively).

Reactor Equipment (Acct. 22.01) - This cost account Includes the reactor

cavity and all closely-related systems (excluding beam transport and

delivery). These systems are generally located within the Reactor Building

enclosure or room housing the Reactor Cavity. Due to the significance of this

system, this 1s the only system which is reported at a third level cost

account.

First Wall and Blanket (Acct 22.01.01) - Several first wall and blanket

options are assessed. The cost data for the steel cavity wall, graphite

reflector, steel pressure vessel and internal structural support structure are

contained in this account. The cost of the flowing coolant or breeding

materials are Included in Account 29, Special Materials.
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The cost data for HYLIFE10'11 or, more generically, the Liquid Wall was
40

obtained from W. Meier. The cost 1s scaled to the reactor cavity radius
and the height (He) which are derived from the fusion power level and the

repetition rate (2700 MW at 1 Hz for HYLIFE). The increased flow rates for

higher repetition rates were obtained from Increasing the gravity head over

the orifice plates. As the repetition rate increases to several Hertz, this

approach yields excessive gravity heads and pumping power requirements.
21 22The CASCADE ' reaction chamber employs silicon carbide tiles

supported with Al/SiC composite tendons. The reference chamber which handles

1500 MW of fusion power costs $9.7M excluding blanket granules. The cavity

design is not sensitive to the repetition rate up to the limiting value of

approximately 10 Hz but 1s dependent upon the pellet yield.

The Magnetically Protected Wall and the Wetted-Wall16'17 concepts

use similar blanket materials and design approaches. However, the shape of

their cavities and method of protecting the first wall are significantly

different. The Magnetically Protected Wall uses a cylindrical shape with a

solenoidal coil which directs the charged particles and debris along field

lines to the ends of the cylinder. There, a direct convertor or lithium spray

effects the energy conversion. The straight section 1s approximately

equal to the cavity diameter. A two centimeter thick graphite tile serves as

the first wall, but to achieve an adequate lifetime, a rather large radius

must be employed (nominally 10 meters). The radius of the Magnetically

Protected Wall cavity is determined to keep the yield per unit area on the

first wall constant, thus R_,Ua,, ,.sl1v = 10 (Yield/150 M J ) 0 ' 5 in meters.
1t ii c^nag.waii;

The Wetted Wall ' concept uses a smaller spherical cavity with a thin

film of lithium providing the first wall protection. The damage limit 1s more

dependent upon the average power in the cavity. Thus the Wetted Wall radius
is Rc(Wetted Wall) * 4 x (Fusion power/3250 MW) ' in meters.

Both the Wetted Wall and the Magnetically Protected Wall use a similar

blanket construction, HT-9 material for both the Inner and outer wall, and

lithium between for tritium breeding and heat removal. The cost of the liquid

lithium in all designs is included in Account 29, Special Materials.
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Shielding (22.01.02) - The Liquid Wall vessel design emphasizes the

effectiveness of shielding by the lithium jets and the steel structure, with

1-1/2- m thick concrete cell wall surrounding the vessel. The CASCADE

shielding includes both radiation and biological shielding. The radiation

shield 1s a borated water-filled aluminum tank fitted around the reaction

chamber. The biological shield is precast concrete blocks. The Wetted Wall

uses an actively cooled concrete shield which closely fits to the outer cavity

radius. The Magnetically Protected Wall concept uses uncooled concrete in a

vault surrounding the reactor cavity and direct conversion systems.

Cavity Magnets (Acct. 22.01.03) - Only the Magnetically Protected Wall

will employ magnets (0.5 T-field) and the design is based on the concept as

presented in Reference 20. There are also some coils to channel the magnetic

fields into smaller annuli at the ends of the reactor. Given conservative

estimates on copper current density and radiation-induced resistance change

allowances, the magnets would be approximately 1/4 meter thick. These coils

are assumed to be fabricated with simple stampings and extrusions.

Primary Structures and Support (Acct. 22.01.04) - The costs associated

with this account are for any support structures between the vessel and the

reactor building major load-bearing structures. There is no design detail

regarding this system (sizes, weights, etc.). Reference 39 has a cost-

estimating relationship for this account but it requires a detailed design.

Thus, an allowance of $2M is estimated for this account. CASCAOE uses an

aluminum-alloy vacuum chamber structure to enclose the reaction chamber,

granule transport, and heat exchanger ($110M for 1500 MW of fusion power).
2i 22

CASCADE ' also has a chamber drive system which amounts to J5.2M.
-4

Cavity Vacuum (Acct. 22.01.05) - This vacuum system maintains 10 torr

in the reactor cavity and the beam tunnels. The cost database is

Reference 39. The cost developed for the Liquid Wall and Wetted-Wall concepts

assumes lithium or lithium lead as a getter. With the Granular Wall or

Magnetically Protected Wall concepts, the vacuum pumps have to sustain the

base pressure.

Target Injection and Tracking (Acct. 22.01.06) - The cost of target

injection and tracking/aiming is derived from the Westinghouse ICECAP
41

Code. A cryogenically cooled aluminum sabot is accelerated to 300 m/s in
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a tube using a linear synchronous motor. Tracking is accomplished by laser

beams. The cost of the system 1s $7.9M in 1985 dollars and scales with the

square root of repetition rate.

Direct Conversion (Acct. 22.01.07) - This system Is used only on the

Magnetically Protected Wall concepts. The cost basis is from MARS and is

scaled to the Fusion Power.

Main Heat Transfer and Transport (Acct. 22.02) - This cost account

encompasses heat transfer and transport functions from the reactor cavity up

to and including the steam generator. With lithium coolant, a sodium

intermediate coolant loop is assumed. The cost of the heat transfer loops

include piping, pumps, dump tanks, coolant cleanup equipment (target debris

and corrosion product removed), coolant makeup equipment, intermediate heat

exchangers, and steam generators. There is no requirement for residual heat

removal with a lithium-cooled cavity. The cost basis is the Blanket
4°

Comparison and Selection Study. The costs for the lithium pumps and

piping for both the cavity circulation and primary loop piping are based upon

HYLIFE data.43

The Magnetically Protected Wall and Wetted Wall concepts use a heat

transfer system similar to that of the Liquid Wall. There are some design-

specific differences, such as the size differences and the lithium Injection

into the Wetted Wall concept, but the power consumption and cost differences

are not first-order effects. Thus, the Liquid Wall cost equation 1s used for

the Magnetically Protected Wall and Wetted Wall Main Heat Transfer and

Transport, excluding the costs for the Liquid Wall recirculation loop.

The CASCADE study assumes the use of a helium Brayton cycle for power

conversion. The major cost elements in this account include the primary

ceramic heat exchanger to transfer the heat from the hot granules to the

helium, coaxial steel manifolds, insulation, and insulated steel ducting to

the turbines as well as the ground transport system. These components are

estimated to cost $60M, handling 1670 MW of thermal power.

Cooling Systems (Acct. 22.03) - The cooling system supplies all the

cooling required for the reactor and shield (if required). From the Standard
44

Unit Costs and Cost Scaling Rules, the cost of water cooling is $55/kW

deposited. Since no details are available for cryogenic cooling on the

Magnetically Protected Wall design, an allowance of $1M is provided.
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Tritium Recovery and Waste Treatment (Acct. 22.04) - The Waste Treatment
oft 39

costs are based upon STARFIRE and the Burns and Roe study. The cost

of processing the tritium and debris 1s dependent upon the choice of wall

protection scheme. If liquid metals are used as first walls, then the fusion

products and debris are largely swept away and a nominal gaseous exhaust
42processing system can be employed at a cost estimated to be $20M. If the

by-products of the target can mix with liquid lithium, tritium removal will be

more difficult to process and those subsystem costs must be increased to about

$30H. Cleanup of any water loops would be an additional J4M. Dump and

storage tanks for the lithium would be approximately $5M. The basis for the
42

Atmospheric Tritium Recovery is the BCSS study which yields a cost of $39H
for liquid metal systems. The Granular Wall cost estimates are based upon

Reference 21 resulting in a much more optimistic system cost.

Reactor Maintenance Equipment (Acct. 22.05) - This account includes all

maintenance equipment necessary to remotely maintain and service the reactor

cavity and all other reactor equipment. Building cranes are Included 1n
41

Account 25.01, Transportation and Lifting Equipment. The ICECAP costs are
in the range of J17M. The most current MCF conceptual design

76 27 30

studies ' ' have detailed estimates of the equipment necessary with

costs ranging from J25M to $38M. However, the maintenance tasks are more

complex on an MCF reactor. Thus, an allowance for the maintenance equipment

will be estimated to be 120M, except for the Granular Wall concept which is

assumed to require no maintenance equipment. Reference 21.

Reactor and Radiological Instrumentation and Control System (Acct. 22.06)

This system controls all reactor equipment and monitors all radiological

activity within the Reactor Building. The other major two-digit accounts

include separate costs for I&C function and will not be considered here. The

estimated cos$ for this function is highly speculative. The only known fusion
21

estimate 1s the CASCADE estimate which in turn was based upon an 1170-MW
38

HTGR estimate per K. Shultz.

2.4. TURBINE PLANT EQUIPMENT (Acct 23)

The estimate for the Turbine Plant Equipment account must accommodate two

basic types of thermal-to-electric conversion systems; the liquid metal
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coolants and the helium coolants. The cost bases for the liquid metal system

are the EEDB25 and the NECOB24 which evaluated a 1370-MWe Large-Scale

Prototype Breeder Reactor and « Liquid Metal Reactor. Reference 24 suggests

scaling to net electric power to the 0.8 power. However, use of net electric

power would not correctly reflect the cost for higher redrculating power

requirements of an ICF power plant. Thus, the gross electric power from the

turbine generators is used as the scaling parameter. The cost for the

liquid-metal Turbine Plant Equipment is $239 in 1985 $'s for a 1320 MWe output.

For the helium system cost used in CASCADE, Meier contributed a scaling
21 45

relationship ' which is slightly more costly than the lithium system.
42These values are less than helium systems used in the BCSS study and the

41ICECAP study but in those studies the heat rejection systems were included

in this account. If those data are removed, the costs are comparable.

2.5. ELECTRIC PLANT EQUIPMENT (Acct. 24)

This account includes the switchgear and station service equipment,

switchboards, lighting and cable trays and wiring. This system does not

include the main transformers or the switchyard as the power costs are quoted
24 25

up to the generator busbar. The NECOB and EEOB quote a lower price

for this system (approximately $80-90M) scaled to net power level to the

0.4 power. But a more detailed examination indicates that most major cost

accounts are either constant (protective equipment and lighting) or scaled to

the auxiliary power level (switchgear, station service equipment, wiring and
42 41

cable trays). The BCSS and ICECAP estimates more correctly scale

these parameters. The BCSS data are closer to the values quoted in the NECOB

and EEDBP and are used in this estimate. For consistency, the CASCAOE

estimate is not used.

2.6. MISCELLANEOUS PLANT EQUIPMENT (Acct.. 25)

This account is a conglomeration of all remaining systems such as

transportation and lifting equipment, air and water service systems,

communication, furnishings and fixtures, environmental monitoring and

security. Estimates in the references on these systems range from a low of
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|16M to a high of over $100M, scaling weakly with thermal or net electrical

power or remaining constant. For consistency, the estimate included in this
24

analysis is the NECD8 basis of $52M scaled to the net electric power to
the 0.3 power.

2.7. MAIN HEAT REJECTION SYSTEM (Acct. 26)

This account covers the mechanical and electrical equipment necessary for

the rejection of the waste heat from the condensor system. The structures

(buildings, intake and discharge structure, conduits and earthwork) associated

with heat rejection are included in Account 21.06. This account includes the

cooling towers, pumps, tubing, etc. The existing estimates24*25*41'42'45

45 25
ran^e from $22M to $52M. If compared on a consistent power basis, the

spiei.i in costs is only $10-1SM. The BCSS estimate was adopted as 1t was
between the EE06 and NECOB cost estimates and is scaled to rejected thermal
power.

2.8 DRIVER PLANT EQUIPMENT (Acct. 27)

This cost account covers all equipment related to the heavy ion driver

including power supplies, ion sources, preaccelerator systems, accelerating

modules, pulse compression, beam transport and final focus. Also included are

all support systems for the driver such as vacuum, cooling, maintenance and

instrumentation and control systems. This set of accounts considers all

hardware systems to deliver the beam(s) into the reactor chamber.

Ion Source and Preaccelerator Systems (Acct. 27.01) - The cost of this

subsystem 1s dependent upon the capital cost of Accounts 27.02 and 27.03 which

is the cost of the basic driver system. As a very rough estimate, an

allowance of 10-20% (depending on ion charge states of +1 and +3,

respectively) of Accounts 27.02 and 27.03 is included.

Accelerating Modules and Power Supplies (Acct. 27.02) - These two

subsystems comprise the basic driver system. The performance, physical

parameters, and cost for these subsystems were derived from the LIACEP
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Code. Specific code point designs were accomplished by Hovingh et al.

(see Section 2.1) over the range of parameter space of interest. These data

were curve fit to allow calculation of costs over the range of interest (see

main body paper).

Beam Transport System (Acct. 27.03) & Final Focus System (Acrt. ?7 fU) -

These systems take the beam(s) from the output of the driver and provide

transport to the reactor chamber and the necessary focusing for the target.

Lee (see Section 4.1) provided the performance and cost algorithms for these

systems. A full explanation is provided in a related paper in this issue.

Accelerator and Transport Vacuum System (Acct. 27.0!>) - This vacuum system

must provide the proper vacuum level for the entire accelerator and transport

systems. As an allowance, one percent of Accounts 27.02 and 27.03 are

included.

Cooling Systems (Acct. 27.06) - This system provides water cooling for all

the power supplies, accelerator modules, transport modular and final focusing

magnets. An allowance of 0.5% of the driver and transport costs is included.

Driver Maintenance Equipment (Acct. 27.07) - This account considers the

cost of the maintenance equipnent in the driver building and beamline

enclosures. The environment in these buildings is not considered to require

remote handling equipment except very near to the reactor building. The

reactor maintenance equipment provides remote maintenance for final focus

equipment. Maintenance will also be difficult and costly when multiple

beam lines for symmetrical illumination are employed. The base costs are

estimated for a driver length of 1 km. For each additional kilometer of

driver length,extra equipment must be provided.

Instrumentation and Control System (Acct. 27.08) - This system provides

instrumentation and control for the driver and transport systems. It is

estimated at J25M.

2.9. TARGET MANUFACTURING EQUIPMENT (Acct. 28)

The cost basis for this account is discussed in Section 1.2 and by
31

Pendergrass, et al.
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2.10. SPECIAL MATERIALS (Acct. 29)

Special materials are so called because they are not capitalized in the

same manner as all other capital assets. They are usually fluids or gases

that are purchased just prior to system check-out. The HYLIFE design uses

a total inventory of 2700 m3 (1.35x10° kg) of lithium. The BCSS
42

report recommends a cost of $40/kg. This results in a coolant- and wall-

protection fluid cost of $54M. This mass of lithium is not dependent on

repetition rate and is only weakly dependent on power level. It will

therefore be considered as constant. The Wetted Wall concept has about 250

m of lithium in the blanket and first wall plus two times that value in the

tritium removal system and primary coolant loops. The volume within the

blanket is scaled as the square of the cavity radius. The CASCADE21'22

reactor uses helium which is estimated to cost approximately $10M. In
3

addition, about $700x10 of other miscellaneous fluids are required.

3. ANNUAL COSTS

The capital cost is levelized over the economic life of the reactor, which

is assumed to be 30 years. These costs are developed for both constant-year

and current-year dollar amounts.

Cannual capital - °- 1 0 x Tota1 Capital Cost (Constant »

0.15 x Total Capital Cost (Current $)

24
The non-fuel 0&M cost estimates from NECDB for an LMR are J48M in 1985

dollars.

C0&M = *48xl0& < p
n e t

/ 1 1 0 0 ) 0 3 (Constant *>

" $ 4 3 x l ° 6 ( P n e t / 1 1 0 0 ) ° ' 3 X ( 1 . 0 5 ) C O n S t r u C t i o n time (Current $)

To these 0&M costs, the fuel 0&M costs are added. These 0&M costs and other

fuel costs are described in Section 1.2.

The cost of the scheduled component replaceable items are significant

enough in cost to require a separate accounting. The replaceable parts of the

first wall and blanket are probably the only items which would regularly have
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to be replaced. The first wall and blanket for Granular Wall and Liquid Wall

are assumed to be life of plant (40 years) but

Magnetically Protected Wall designs will be 0PA-lim1ted.

scaled according to

the Wetted and
The lifetime is

Life 5 x (wall rad1us/4) (650 HJ/yield) in years.

CSCR " C22 01 o i / C o m p o n e n t 11fe t1me x (Constant *)

" C22.01.01/Component life time x ( 1 . 0 5 )
C o n s t r u c t i o n Time (Current %)

The target costs are included in the annual costs. These costs are

dependent upon the target type, repetition rate and the yield, fpot size,

etc. The costs are defined in Section 1.2. For current dollar costs, these
. .... . . ... ,. . . ,, nc. construction time

values would have to be multiplied by (1.05)

To derive the cost of electricity, the annual costs are divided by the

power production.

C0E = <C

Annual Capital
x Availability)

V CSCR ¥ C F u e l ) / ( N e t Power x 8760 hrs/*r

8ase rear of Estimate

Table 6.1A-I

ECONOMIC GROUN0«Ut.ES

Indirect Cost Factors

91. Construction facilities, services and equipment

92. M O M office engineering ind services

93. field office engineering and services

94. Owners cost

Contingency

Escalation (ate •• InfUtion Site

After-Tex Cost of Money

Construction T1at

Fixed Charge Site

Use both then-current and constant-dol!«r presentation.

0IM Cost

1985

20» •

15* •

10* •

7* •

10* *

6*

9*

5 yrs,

-a. 3i

TDC
TOC
TOC

roc

(TOC • TIC)

(accel.dep.)

Variable (Typically

2-3*)

Note: TOC 1s Total Direct Cost
TIC 1i Total Indirect Cost
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TABLE 6.1A-II

SUMMARY OF HIFSA CAPITAL COST ESTIMATING RELATIONSHIPS

ACCOUNT TITLE

20 LAND AND LAND RIGHTS

21 STRUCTURES AND SITE FACILITIES

21.01 Site Improvements and Facilities

21.02 Reactor Building

21.03 Driver Building

21.04 Beamline Enclosure

21.05 Turbine Building

21.06 Ultimate Heat Rejection Structures

21.07 Fuel Processing and Storage Building

COST ESTIMATING RELATIONSHIP IN 1985 DOLLARS
(See text for definition of terms. All
quantities are expressed in SI units.

6xlO6

See Individual Subaccounts

17xlO6

935x[concrete vol. below grade] +
1435x[concrete vol. above grade] + 9x[area
below grade] + 1535x(area above grade] +
286x[floor area] + 93x[building volume] +
15.7xlOb

or (Granular Wall) 440 x
(43.2*2Rc)(33.2+2Rc)(23.2+2Rc)

8541 x Building Length

(One, Two, or Multiple-Planar Beams) 7009 x
length x number of beams

px (Symmetric Beams) 18290 x length x number of
beams

22xlO6 (Gross Electric Power/1193)0-5

or (Granular Wall) 12 x 106 (Gross Electric
Power/905)0-5

5.7xlO6 (Rejected Thermal Power/2231)0-5

11.2xlO6



21.08 Hot Cell and Waste Processing Building

21.09 Control Room Building

21.10 On-Site AC Power Supply and Electrical
Equipment Building

21.11 Reactor Service Building

21.12 Service Water Building

21.13 Administration and Service Building

22 REACTOR PLANT EQUIPMENT

22.01 Reactor

22.01.01 First Wall and Blanket

22.01.02 Shielding

22.01.03 Cavity Magnets

22.01.04 Primary Structures and Support

14.9xlO6 (Fusion Power/1500)0-5

4.0xl06

2.6xlO6

2.6xlO6

0.78xl06

6.2xlO6

See Individual Subaccounts

See Individual SubaccoiTts

(Liquid Wall) 94xlO6 (Rc+0.5) x (Hc+13)/110
or (Granular Wall) 9.7xlO6 x (Yield/350 MJ)
or (Mag Prot Wall) 6.05xl06 x Re2

or (Wetted Wall) 10.08xl06 x [.OO7Rc2 +
.02(Rc+l)2 + .003[(Rc+l)3 - Re3)]

(Liquid Wall) 6.1xlO3 [(28+Hc)[(Rc+3.5)2 -
(Rc+2)2] + 3(Rc+3.5)]

or (Granular Wall) 20.3xl0& (Fusion
Power/1500)0-5

or (Wetted Wall) 1.8xlO4 [(Rc+3)3 -
(Rc+1.5)3]

or (Hag Prot Wall) 3.051xl03 [4(2Rc+8)(4Rc+]00)
+ 2(2Rc+8)2]

only (Mag Prot Wall) 4.9xlO5 x Re2

2.0xl06

or (Gran Wall) llOxlO6 (Fusion Power/1500)0-5

x (no. of chambers) + 5.2xlO& (Fusion
Power/1500) x (no. of chambers)

I
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TADLE 6.1A-II (cont)

SUMMARY OF HIFSA CAPITAL COST ESTIMATING RELATIONSHIPS

ACCOUNT TITLE

22.01.05 Cavity Vacuum

22.01.06 Target Injection and Tracking

22.01.07 Direct Conversion

22.02 Main Heat Transfer and Transport

22.03 Cooling Systems

22.04 Tritium Recovery and Waste Treatment

or

COST ESTIMATING RELATIONSHIP IN 1985 DOLLARS

l.OxlO5 x (no. of beamlines) + 4.0xl04

(Thermal Power/103)
(Mag Prot Wall, Gran Wall) l.OxlO5 x (no. of
beamlines) + 4.0xl05 (Thermal Power/103)

7.9xlO6 x (Rep Rate/10)0-5

only (Mag Prot Wall) 23.7xlO6 x (Power to Dir
Convertor/450)0-8

(Liq Lithium Primary) 30.5xl06 (Flow
Rate/10.2)°-5 + 22.£xlO6 x (Flow
Rate/10.2)0.74 + iO3.94xlO

6 x (Thermal
Power/3800)0-85

Plus (Sodium Intermediate) 166.2xlO6 (Thermal
Power/3800)°-85

Plus (Liq Wall Recirc.) 30.5xl06 [(Cavity Flow
Rate/10.2)0-5 - 11 + 22.6xlO6 [(Cavity
Flow Rate/10.2)0.74 - i] + 3.5xlO6 [(First
Wall Radius/5)2 x [Chamber Height/8]
(Gran Wall) 60.0xl06 x (Thermal
Power/1760)0.85or

or

or

(Liq Wall, Wetted Wall) 0.0
(Mag Prot Wall) 550 x Fusion Power + lxlO6

[For Cryogenics]
(Gran Wall) 4.8xlO6

39xlO6 x C2Rc+&2)(4Rc+56)(35)/(2xlO5) +
59xlO& (Fusion Power/3500)0-8

or (Gran Wall) 16.7xlO6 (Fusion Power/1500)°-8



22.05 Reactor Maintenance

22.06 Reactor and Radiological I8.C System

23 TURBINE PLANT EQUIPMENT

24 ELECTRIC PLANT EQUIPMENT

o>

25 MISCELLANEOUS PLANT EQUIPMENT

26 MAIN HEAT REJECTION SYSTEM

27 DRIVER PLANT EQUIPMENT

27.01 Ion Source and Pre-Accelerator System

27.02 Accelerating Modules and Power Supplies

27.03 Beam Transport System

27.04 Final Focus System

27.05 Accelerator and Transport Vacuum System

27.06 Cooling System

27.07 Driver Maintenance Equipment

27.08 Instrumentation and Control System

28 TARGET MANUFACTURING EQUIPMENT

20x106 (Thermal Power/3800)15

or (Gran Wall) 0.0

8.1xlO6

(Liquid Metal) 239xlO6 (Generator Gross
Electric/1426)0-8

or (Helium) 184xlO6 (Total Thermal/1670)0-85

5O.3xlO6 x {Auxiliary Power/344) + 44.7xlO6

(Auxiliary Power/344+1) + 8.3xlO6

52xlO6 (Net Power/1100)0-3

4O.3xlO6 (Rejected Power/1896)0-8

See Individual Subaccounts

8S.lxlO6

See Sec. 2.1 for curve fit cost data

See Sec. 4.1 tor cost algorithms

See Sec. 4.1 for cost algorithm

0.01 x (C27.02
 + c27.03 + C27.04)

0.005 x (C27.02
 + c27.03 + c27.04)

5xlO6 + O.5xlO6 (Integer of Driver Length,
km) + 5xl0*> (for symmetric irradiation)

25xl06

See Reference 31 for cost basis

IO
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TABLE 6.1A-II (cont)

SUMMARY OF HIFSA CAPITAL COST ESTIMATING RELATIONSHIPS

ACCOUNT TITLE COST ESTIMATING RELATIONSHIP IN 1985 DOLLARS

29 SPECIAL MATERIALS (Liq Wall) 54.7xl06(Fusion Power/2700)
or (Grars Wall) 10.7xl06 + 21.2xlO6 (Fusion

Power/1500) + 24.4xlO6 (Fusion
Power/1670)0-75

or (Wetted Wall) 8.4xlO4 x [(Rc+1)3 - Rc^] +
10.7xl06

ox (Mag Prot Wall) 0.69xl0& x Re2 + 10.7xl0&



6.1B. APPENDIX B
SOURCE LISTING OF INERTIAL CONFINEMENT SYSTEMS

AND COST MODEL (ICCOMO)

D. E. Driemeyer, L. M. Waganer, and D. S. Zuckerman
McDonnell Douglas Astronautics Company

This appendix provides a complete listing of the ICCOMO source code. The
first five pages contain a 11st of all the Input variables, along with their
allowable values; a list of the input and output files; and a list of all
subroutines in the code.
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ICCOMO - Inertiai Confinement systems and COst MOdei

Developed by D. S. Zuckerman and D. E. Driemeyer
Nuclear Technology Programs
Department E451
McDonneil Douglas Astronautics Company (MDAC)
P.O. Box 516
St. LouiB MO 6316b

This program was developed for the Heavy Ion Fusion Systems Assessment
Project under Electric Power Research Institute and U.S. Department of
Energy sponsorship. Distribution of this code is subject to
restrictions imposed by those organizations. Please contact EPRI, DOE
or MDAC for release of this code.

This program is used to project system parameters and associated
costs or an Inertiai Confinement Fusion (Heavy Ion Beam Driver)
Power Plant. Input variables are defined below . . .

VARIABLE
itryinax

kans

ipwr
gain
igmul

pnet
pnetmin *
pnetmax *

pnetdelt *
gamma

gammin *
ganmax *
gamdelt *
etarg
etmin *
etmax *

etdelt *
rrate
rrmin *
rrmax *

rrdelt *
ncavt

ncavmin *
ncavmax *
ncavdelt •

MEANING
Number of tries through main loop to converge on PNET
Input parameter specification flag:

(1) Gain
(2) Repetition rate
(3) Energy on target
(4) Gain AND Energy on Target (no target gain curves)

Specify: (1) Gross thermal power (2) Net electric
Pellet energy gain factor (yield/etarg)
Gain Multiplier flag, used to select enhanced gain curves

(1) Gain curves are unchanged
(2) Gains are multiplied by 1.6
(3) Gains are multiplied by 2.56

Net electric power (MWe)
Minimum pnet value for multiple runs
Maximum pnet value for multiple runs
Step size for pnet for multiple runs
Gain gurve parameter: R*r**1.5, (R/r for Magelssen)
Minimum gamma value for multiple runs
Maximum gamma value for multiple runs
Step size for gamma for multiple runs
Driver energy on target (MJ)
Minimum etarg value for multiple runs
Maximum etarg value for multiple runs
Step size for etarg for multiple runs
Repetition Rate (Hz)
Minimum rrate value for multiple runs
Maximum rrate value for multiple runs
Step size for rrate for multiple rune
Number of reactor cavities
Minimum ncavt value for multiple runs
Maximum ncavt value for multiple run3
Step size for ncavt for multiple runs
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c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c

c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c

itrcpnin *
itrgniax *

itrgdelt *
icavt

itarg Gain curve selection flag:
(1) Single Shell (Use R*r**1.5 for Gamma)
(2) Single Shell Range-Multiplied (Use R*r**1.5 for Gamma)
(3) Double Shell (Use R*r**1.5 for Gamma)
(4) Symmetric (Use R/r for Gamma)

(r =» spot radius, R = ion range in target)
Minimum itarg value for multiple runs
Maximum itarg value for multiple runs
Step size for itarg for multiple runs
Cavity type flag:

(1) MAGNETICALLY-PROTECTED DRY WALL
(2) LI CURTAIN (WATERFALL)
(3) GRANULAR WALL
(4) WETTED WALL

icavmin * Minimum icavt value for multiple runs
icavmax * Maximum icavt value for multiple runs

icavdelt * Step size for icavt for multiple runs
aion Ion mass (AMU)

aionmin * Minimum aion value for multiple runs
aionmax * Maximum aion value for multiple runs

aiondelt • Step size for aion for multiple runs
irradinp Pellet irradiation scheme flag:

(1) Single sided
(2) Double sided
(3) Multi-sided Planar (16 beams)
(4) Multi-sided Fully Symmetric (16 beams)
(5) Double-sided, double-pulse

Minimum irrad value for multiple runs
Maximum irrad value for multiple runs
Step size for irrad for multiple runs
Number of beams in the accelerator
(Allowable Values: 4, 8, 16)
Note: If NBEAM * 0, the code scans over

all NBEAM values (4, 8, and 16).
multrun Multiple iteration parameter:

(0) single case - 3-page annotated output only
(1) multiple cases - summary output only
(2) multiple cases - 3-page annotated + summary output
(-1) multiple cases - database output only

delta Beam momentum spread (Delta P/Mean P)
sigO ** Initial tune (60 Deg)
sig ** Depressed tune (24 Deg)

rmult ** Range Multiplier for SYM Target
zgas ** Atomic number of gas in cavity

bpole Pole tip field strength in final focus magnet
ztarg Average atomic number of target surface layer (13)

magtyp ** Final focus magnet type:
(1) Supe rconduct ing
(2) Normal Copper

iaccinp Accelerator (cost,efficiency,length) normalization
factor selection flag:

(1) Single Pulse Charge State 1 (975.,.0108,.53,.1)
(2) Double Pulse Charge State 3 (500.,.00933,.186,.2)

irdmin *
irdmax *

irddelt *
nbeam
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c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c

(3) Single Pulse Charge State 3 (532.,.0155,.191,.2)
(4) Value automatically set to either (2) or (3)

based on IRRADINP
xmjmin Minimum etarg (MJ) accepted by Subroutine LINAC
xmjmax Maximum etarg (MJ) accepted by Subroutine LINAC

targiuult Cost Multiplier for Target Capital, OSM and Fuel Costs
(Baseline value = 1.0)

emdw Dry Wall blanket energy multiplication factor
emhylixe LI CURTAIN (WATERFALL) blanket energy multiplication factor
eincascad GRANULAR WALL blanket energy multiplication factor

emww Wetted Wall blanket energy multiplication factor
pfusn Reactor fusion power (MW)
xlen Standoff distance between back of first wall

and final focus magnet

acft Cash flow time 40 or 60% of the total
ownshp Ownership flag: (1) Private (2) Public
tcstn Plant construction tin.e (yrs)

avl Plant availability factor (nominal value»75%)
ihiz «* Flag for type of tamper: (1) Ag (2) Au (3) Hg (4) U
rhiz •* Ratio of Tamper Mass/DT Mass

emitmin Minimum allowable emittance (nominal value»15 microrad-m)
emitmax Maximum allowable emittance (nominal value-30 microrad-m)

kk Wall radius flag: (1) Find optimum (2) Specify radius
(3) Specify wall load

etath Blanket thermal conversion efficiency

* For Single-Case Runs, Set Max Vaule » Min Value,
Set Delta Value > 0.

** Input Value Not Currently Used In Code.
Use Any Dummy Value

C**************************************************************A***************

c*
c*
c*
c*
c*
c*
c*
c*
c*
c*
c*

NOTE: Only specific combinations of ICAVT, ITARG and IRRAD may be used.*
Other combinations will result in an error. *
The allowable combinations are as follows: *

For Target Type:
1,2 and 3
4

For Cavity Type:
1 and 4
2 and 3

Allowable Irradiation Schemes Are:
1,2 and 5
3 and 4

Allowable Irradiation Schemes Are:
All
1,2 and 5

Q********************* ****** ****************************** t************* *******

c* NOTE: Emitmin, Emitmax, Xmjmin, and Xmjmax are rr ;trictions on the data *
c* ranges allowed for the linac accelerator curve fits. The *
c* accelerator data ranges are: *

c*
c*
c*

Emittance
Energy on Target

MIN
15 micro-r in
1 MJ

MAX *
30 micro-r m *
10 MJ *
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c*
c*
c*
c*
c*
c*
c*
c«
c*
c*
c*
c*
c
c

Xinjmax can be moved up to 15 MJ without sacrificing data fidelity.1

However, exceding the emittance limits WILL RESULT IN ERRONEOUS '
RESULTS. DO NOT SET EMITMAX > 3E-5I

MOTE: IGMUL allows the gain curves to be multiplied by either 1.6 or
2.56. When the Single Shell Target is used, IGMUL - 2 (2.56)
corresponds approximately to a polarized-fuel target (termed
ADVANCED in the accompanyiny documents). THERE IS NO BASIS FOR
USING GAIN MULTIPLIERS WITH ANY OTHER TARGET TYPE. We recomnend '
avoiding the use of this parameter with any target type other '
than the single shell. '

c

c

c

c

c
c
c
c
c

ICCOMO Input and Output Files:

ICF.DAT - Input File
ICF.OUT - Output File

ICF.SUM - Output File

ICF.DBF - Output File

Contains Values For All Input Variables
Annotated 3-page List of Results

(used only when Multrun « 0 or 2)
Contains 1-line Summaries of All Cases Run

fused only when Multrun » 1 or 2)
Contains Database Output for All Cases Run

(used only when Multrun - -1)

c* HOTE: The file ICF.DBF MUST BE PRESENT WHEN ICCOMO IS STARTED, because
c* the code opens ICF.DBF and reads to the end of the file before
c* beginning any calculations. Therefore, we recommend that (1) you

c* create a dummy ICF.DBF file before beginning a run, and (2) if
c* you do create a database file, you rename the resulting ICF.DBF
c* file and create a new ICF.DBF file in order to avoid long waits
c* while the code reads to the end of the database file.

LIST OF SUBROUTINES AND FUNCTIONS IN ORDER OF OCCURRENCE

c
c
f2

c

c
c
c
c

c

n

TYPE
subroutine
subroutine

subroutine
subroutine
subroutine
function

function

function
function
function

subroutine

subroutine

NAME
igamchk
paramcheck

pellet
cavity
btrans
f 1

f2

f3
f4
f5

lmac

get46term

FUNCTION LISTING PAGE
Gamma Parameter Check 13
Input Parameter Check 13
Pellet Design 14
Reactor Cavity Design 16
Beam Xport/Final Focus Design 13
Pellet Gain Curve Fits 24
Pellet Gain Curve Fit3 25

Pellet Gain Curve Fits 26
Ion Energy/Range Curve Fits 27
Ion Energy/Range Curve Fits 28
Induction Linac Design 30

Linac Design Polynomial Fit3 32
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c 3ubroutine get30term Linac Design Polynomial Fits 33
c subroutine eflow Power Plant Energy Flow 34
c subroutine getcona Code Constants 35
c subroutine inputf Input Parameters 36
c subroutine cost Power Plant Costs 38
c subroutine drcost Driver Costs 49

c
c
c

c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c$debug

common/const/ rhiz, rloz, rhos, rhoc, rsprk, xmsprk, rhora, cvol,
. pi, cy, crO, crl, cr2, cr3, pl3, p23, p413, cl28, c527,

acft, tcstn, avl, ownshp, eamu, cspeed, iaccnf, multrun,
. p43, p53
common/cbeam/ aion, zeff, emit, delta, sigO, sig, brho, rho,

rmult, zgas, rbova, bpole, czeff, cperv, ztarg, magtyp
dimension fdelt(8),errmsg(19),numerr(18),iepsbin(7),ialphbin(16)
dimension ibeam(4)
character*1 junk
character*3 crit(3)
character*22 errmsg
character*60 title
character*7 alphamsg(16)

character*ll emitmsg(7)
charact»er*90 coutl,cout2
character*84 cout3

character*12 cout4

character*34 cavout
character*27 pelout
character*89 btout
character*13 linout
character*56 eflout
character*91 inplout
character*20 inp2out
integer sign,outfile,ownshp,fixeion
integer gamcnt,etcnt,rrcnt,gacnt

real l,12,mdr.
data icount/O/, itarg/1/, neg/O/, ibeam/0,4,8,16/
data k/1/, sign/0/, fdelt/l.,0.5,0.25,0.1,0.05,0.025,0.01,0.005/
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data crit/' ','tht','emt'/
data errmaq/'PNET Iter. Cnt Max ',

'ETARG < Min Value ',
'ETARG > Max Value ',
'Pellet GAIN < 10
'RRATE < 1 Hz
'RRATE > Cavity Max
'Point <> Ace. Data ',
'EMIT Above 30 uR-m ',
'GAMMA Below Min
'GAMMA Above Max ',
'Bad IRRAD+ICAVT+ITARG ',
'RANGE < Data Min ' ,
'Targ 4 RANGE < Min ',
'Targ 4 RANGE > Max ' ,
'Targ 4 RSPOT < Min ' ,
'Bad IRRAD + IACCNF
'No So In for BTRANS
'Final Focua B > 8T ',
'Too Many Beams GRANULR'/

data alphainsg/'.10-.11','.11-.12','.12-.13','.13-.14','.14-.15',
'.15-.16',. '.16-.17', '.17-.18', '.13-.19', '.19-.20',
'.2O-.2 5','.25-.3O','.3O-.3 5','.3 5-.4O','.40-.45',
'.45-.50'/

Set Constants
call getcons
open (6,file='icf.out',status-'new')
open (7,file-'icf.sum',status-'new')
open (8,file='icf.dbf',status-'old')

Read to End of ICF.DBF
1 read(8,990,end=4)junk

990 format(al)
go to 1

4 backspace 8
5 write (*,'(a )') ' Output Detail (0/1 -> Summary/All) ? '
read (*,' (il)' ) iprint
write <»,'(a\)') ' Case Title (0/1 -> No/Yes) ?'
read (*, ' (il) ' ) ititl
if (ititl.eq.l) then

write (*,'(a\)') ' Input Title (up to 60 characters)'
write (*,999)
read(*,'(a60)') title

endif

Read Input File
call inputf(leans,ipwrinp,ihiz,kk,nbeam,emdw,emhylife,emcascad,
emww,pfusn,etath,etadc,etabr,xlen,

itrymax,ganinin,ganinax,gamdelt/etmin,etmax/etdelt,rrmin, rrmax,
r rdelt,ncavmin,ncavmax,ncavdelt,gairunin,gainmax,gaindelt,
itrgmin,itrgmax,itrgdelt,xmjmin,xmjmax,ititl,title,igmul,
targmult,icavnun,icavmax,icavdelt,pnetmin,pnetjnax,pnetdelt,
aionjnin,aionmax,aiondelt, irdmin, irdmax,irddelt,emitmin,emitmax,

c
c Only one of GAIN, RRATE and ETARG can be specified if kana < 4
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if (kans.eq.l) then
rrmax - rrmin
etmax =• etmin

elseif (kans.eq.2) then
gainmax = gainmin
etmax = etmin

elseif ( kans.ecj. 3 ) then
rrmax = rrmin
gainmax = gainmin

eise
rrmax = rrmin

endif
isuccess = 0
iemtmax = 0
iemtmin = 0
if (nbeain .eq. 0) then
ibmin = 2
ibmax = 4

else
ibmin = 1
ibmax = i bin in
ibeani( 1) = nbeani

endif
10 ownshp = ownshp-1

c
c Determine number of iterations for each of gamma, rrate, etarg, gain,
c pnet, itarg, icavt, ncavt, aion, and irrad

15 if (multrun.eq.O) then
c Single case mode - set all values to mlnimums

pnetinp = pnetmin
pnetmax = pnetmin
gamma = gammin
gainnax = gammin
rrate = rnnin
rmiax = rnnin
etarg = etmin
etmax = etmin
ncavt = ncavmin
ncavmax = ncavmin

gain = gairunin
gainmax = gainmin
itarg = itrgmin
itrginax = itrgmin
icavt * icavmin
icavmax = icavmin
aion = aionmin
aionmax = aionmin

irradinp = irdmin
irdmax - irdmin

else
c Multiple case mode - determine number of iterations

write (*,900)

if (multrun.ne.-l) write (7,901)
endif
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npnet =» nint((pnetmax-pnetmin)/pnetdelt)
nqain = nint ( (qaiiinax-qainmin )/qamdelt!
net = nint((etmax-etmin|/etdelt)
nrate - nint((rrmax-rrmin)/rrdelt)
ncv = (ncavmax-ncavmin)/ncavdelt
ntarq = (it rgmax-itrgwin) /itrgdelt
ngain = nint((gainniax-gainmin)/gaindelt)
nicav = (icavmax-icavminj/icavdelt
naion = nint((aionmax-aionmin)/aiondelt)
nirrad = (irdmax-irdniin)/irddelt

c Iterate over gajnma, rrate, etarg, gain, pnet, itarg, icavt, ncavt,
c aion, and irrad

do 1500 npncnt = 0,npnet
pnetinp = pnetmin + npncnt'pnetdelt
do 1500 niccnt = 0,nicav
icavt = icavmin +• niccnt 'icavdelt
do 1500 nccnt = 0,ncv
ncavt = ncavmin + nccnt*ncavdelt
do 1500 lb = ibmin,ibmax
nbeani = ibeam(ib)
do 1500 itcnt = 0,ntarg
itarg = itrginin t itcnt*itrgdelt

c
c Set Appropriate Energy Multiplication Values tor Cavity Type

go to (300,310,320,330),icavt
300 emuIt = emdw

go to 340
310 eniult = emhylife

go to 340
3 20 emult = emcascad

go to 340
3 30 emult = emww
340 continue

c

do 1500 irdcnt = 0,nirrad
irradinp = irdmin + irdcnfirddelt

c

c Check or Set Appropriate Value of IACCINP For IRRADINP
c If laccinp = 4 then iaccnf must be set
c appropriately as a function of irradinp

if (iaccinp.eq.4) then
if (irradinp.eq.5) then

irrad =» 1
iaccnf = 2

else

irrad = irradinp
iaccnf = 3

endif
else

irrad = irradinp
iaccnf = iaccinp

endif
c
c Check Consistency of Target, Cavity and Irradiation Scheme
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call paraincheck(iaccnf,irrad,itarq,icavt,ierr)
if(ierr.ne.O) go to 1400

c
do 1300 ioncnt = 0,naion
aion = aionmin + ioncnt*aiondelt
do 1300 gaincnt = 0,ngam
gaiisua = gaiimiin 1 ganicnt*gaindelt

c
c Check for gamma within range of data for t a r g e t ( i t a r g )

c a l l igaiuchk(gaiimia, i t a r g , i e r r )
if ( ie r r .ne .O) go to 1200

c

c
c

do 1000
etarg =
do 1000
rrate =
do 1000
gain =

etcnt =
etmin +
rrcnt =
rrmin +
gacnt =

gainmin n

0,net
etcnt*etdelt

0,nrate
rrcnt*rrdelt
0,ngain
H gacnt*gaincielt

if (kans.eq.l) then
rrate

etarg

elseif
gain :

etarg

elseif

gain ;

rrate
else

rrate

endif

Zero

= 0.
= 0.

(kans.eq.

= 0.

= 0.
(kans.eq.

= 0.
= 0.

= 0.

Our. All

.2) then

3) then

Data RASP Chara

write(inplout,950)
write(inp2out,950)
write(coutl,950)
write(cout2,950)
write(cout3,950)
write(cout4,950)
write(cavout,950)
write(pelout,950)
write(btout,950)
write(linout,950)
write(eflout,950)

950 format(' ')
c

c Begin calculation
k = 1
itry = 0
ierr = 0
fixeion = 0
wallife =• 0.
fneut - 0.7
eionp = 0.
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etadrp • 0.
iprnt - iprint
ipwr - ipwrinp
pnet = pnetinp
if (ipwr .eq. 2) pfusn = 4.*pnet
pdelt '• pfusn

20 itry = itry + 1
c For Multiple-Cavity Cases, Reduce Fusion Power and Rep Rate
c Per Cavity ( => Target Gain, Yield and Energy on Target
c Remain Constant)

pfusncav = pfusn/ncavt
rratecav = rrate/ncavt

c
30 if (multrun.eq.O) write (*,*) ' Calling Subroutine PELLET . . .'

call pellet(iprnt,icavt,tplas,torr,gamma,gain,yield,
etarg,rratecav,pfusncav,exray,ecp,eneut,fcans,ihiz,rcavt,
hcavt,fneut,fburn,tritium,wallife,mdt,ppumpcav,tlfrcav,
kk,itarg,ncavt,ierr,xmjmin,XHijmax,iti'cl,title,ignuil,cavout,
pelout,emuIt)

rrate = rratecav*ncavt
if (ierr .ne. 0) go to 799

c
if (multrun.eq.O) write (*,*) ' Calling Subroutine EiTRANS . . .'
call btransfiprnt,itarg,irrad,rrate,etarg,gamma,range,elon,

rcavt,xlen,farad,fmien,fflen,ftlen,taup,bctot,rspot,
nbft,fixeion,ierr,nbeam,alpha,dllen,sylen,perv,btout,ncavt,
theta,flen,emitrain,emitmax,icrit,kans,emitacc,icavt)

if (ierr .ne. 0) go to 799
c

if (multrun.eq.O) write (*,*) ' Calling Subroutine LINAC . . .'
call linac(iprnt,etarg,eion,aion,emitacc,rrate,nbeani,clinac,
. etadrv,dblen,ierr,linout)
if (ierr .ne. 0) go to 799

c
if (multrun.eq.O) write (*,*) ' Calling Subroutine EFLOW . . .'
ppump - ppumpcav*ncavt
tlfr = tlfrcav*ncavt
call eflow(iprnt,icavt,etarg,rrate,fneut,emult,etadrv,
pfusn,pneut,pgros,paux,ppump,pdrv,pthrm,pnetp,ptarg,
etanet,frcirc,etath,etadc,etabr,eflout,pdc,etafusn)

c
c Check Convergence on Net Electric Power
c Adjust Fusion Power as Required

if (ipwr .eq. 2) then
pfusnp = pnet/etafusn
pdeltp = pfusnp - pfusn
if ((abs(pdeltp) .gt. abs(pdelt)).and.(pnetp .gt. 0.))

k = k + 1

pdelt = pdeltp*fdelt(k)
pfusn - pfusn + pdelt

c

c To Remove Possibility that Convergence is Being Hampered Because
c EION is Jumping Around From Case to Case, Choose Maximum Efficiency
c option if not converging and fix EION
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if ((abs(eion-eionp) .le. 2.).and.(itry .gt. 5)) then
fixeion * 1
if (etadrp .gt. etadrv) then

eion = eionp
etadrv = etadrv

endif
endif

eionp = eion
etadrp = etadrv
if ((abs(l. - pnetp/pnet) .gt. .002).and.(itry .le. itrymax)

.and.(k .it. 8)) go to 20
if ((itry .ge. itryinax) .or. (k .ge. 8)) then

ierr = 1
go to 799

endif
endif
if (ipwr .ne. 0) then

iprnt = 1
ipwr = 0
go to 20

endif
pnet = pnetp
jj = 2

c
if (multrun.eq.O) write (*,*) ' Calling Subroutine COST . . .
call cost(irrad,dblen,pthrm,pfusn,pgros,pnet,pdc,
icavt,hcavt,rcavt,rrate,itarg,wallife,etarg,tlfr,clinac,
ncavt,coecyd,yield,iprint,ititl,title,c22,c27,ctot,
targmult,farad,fflen,ftlen,fmlen,dllen,9ylen,brho,perv,nbft,
cout1,cout2,cout3,cout4,theta,nbeain,flen,ierr,etadc,etath,etabr)

if (ierr .ne. 0) go to 799
c

neg = 0
c
c Print out Results Summary

799 if (multrun .ne. 0) then
if (ierr .ne. 0) then

numerr( ierr) = nunierr(ierr) + l
write (*,920) nint(pnet),icavt,ncavt,nbeam.itarg,irrad,

nint(aion),gamma,etarg,rrate,nint(gain),errmsg(ierr)
if (multrun.ne.-l) write (7,921) nint(pnet),icavt,ncavt,

nbeam,itarg,irrad,nint(aion),gamma,etarg,rrate,
nint(gain),errmsg(ierr)

else
c compute the number of successful runs

isuccess = isuccess+1

c determine the number of runs where emittance is pinned
c at the top or bottom of its acceptable range

if (emit.ge..999*emitmax) iemtmax = iemtmax+1
if (emit.le.eniitmin) iemtmin = iemtmin+1

c drop emittance into 7 bins

delemit = (emitniax-emitmin)/6.
xemit = emitmin-delemit
do 100 iemit =1,7
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xemit = xemit+delemit
if (emit/xemit.le.1.) then
iepsbin( iemit) = iepsbin( ieinit) +1
go to 110

endif
100 continue

c drop alpha into bins which are 0.01 units wide
c if alpha is between 0.1 and 0.2

110 xalpha =0.1
do 200 lalpha = 1,10
xalpha = xalpha+0.01
if (alpha/xalpha.le.1.) then
ialphbin(ialpha)=ialphbin(ialpha)+l
go to 210

endif
200 continue

c drop alpha into bins which are 0.05 units wide
c if alpha is between 0.2 and 0.5

do 205 ialpha = 11,16
xalpha = xalpha+0.05
if (alpha/xalpha.le.1.) then

ialphbin(ialpha)=ialphbin(ialpha)+l
go to 210

endif
205 continue

c print out summary of case results
210 write (*,910) nint(pnet),icavt,ncavt,nbeain,itarg,irrad,

nint(aion),gamma,etarg,rrate,nint(gain),coecyd
if (multrun.ne.-1) write (7,911) nint(pnet),icavt,ncavt,

nbeant,itarg,irrad,nint(aion),gamma,etarg,rrate,
nint(gain),nint(eion),rspot,emit,crit(icrit),etadrv,
nint(pthrm),frcirc,nint(c22),nint(c27),nint(ctot),coecyd

endif
endif
if (multrun.eq.-l) then

write(inplout,960)kans,ipwrinp,igniul,nbeam,iaccinp,targmult,
emult,xlen,wallife,etath,etadc,etabr,acft,
ownshp,tcstn,avl,nint(pnet),gamma,
etarg,rrate,ncavt,nint(gain),itarg,icavt

write(inp2out,961)nint(aion),irradinp,delta,bpole,

nint(ztarg)
endif

960 format(il,',',il,',',il,',',i3,',',il,',',f4.2,',',f4.2,',',

13.1,',',f5.1,','.tl-2,',',fl.2,',',£3.2,',',t5.1,',',

il, ', (,f4.1, ', ',f3.2, ', M4,',',f4.3, ',',f4.1,', ',
f5.1,', \il,',',i3,',',il,',',il)

961 format(/,',i3,',',il,','/f4.3,',',f4.1,',',i3)
if (multrun.eq.-l) then
if (ierr.eq.0) then

write)8,980)inplout,inp2out,ierr,cavout,pelout,btout,

linout,eflout,cout1,cout2,cout3,cout4
else

write(8,981jinplout,inp2out,ierr
endif
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end if
lerr - 0

980 format(a91,a20,',',i2,aJ4,a27,a89,al3,a56,
390,390,384,312)

981 format(a91,a20,',',i2)
1000 continue

1200 if (multrun .ne. 0 .and. ierr .ne. 0) then
c Keep Tally of Error Types

numerr( ierr) = nuinerr( ierr)+l
write (*,92O) nint(pnet),icavt,ncavt,nbeam,itarq,irrad,

nint(aion),gamina,etarg,rrate,nint(gain),errmsg(ierr)
if (multrun.ne.-l) write (7,921) nint(pnet),icavt,ncavt,

nbeam,itarg,irrad,nint(aion),gamma,etarg,rrate,
nint(gain),errmsg(ierr)

ierr =» 0
endif

1300 continue
1400 if (multrun .ne. 0 .and. ierr .ne. 0) then

numerr(ierr) = numerr(ierr)+l
write (*,920) nint(pnet),icavt,ncavt,nbeam,itarg,irrad,

nint(aion),gamma,etarg,rrate,nint(gain),errmsg(ierr)
if (multrun.ne.-l) write (7,921) nint(pnet),icavt,ncavt,

nbeam,itarg,irrad,nint(aion),gamma,etarg,rrate,
nint(gain),errmsg(ierr)

ierr = 0
endif

1500 continue
c

if (multrun.eq.0) then
write (*,'(a\)') ' Do you want to try another case (y/n)? '
read (*,'(a)') jjans
if (jjans .eq. 'n') go to 899
go to 05

else
c Set up Emittance Bins

delemit = (emitmax-emitmin)/6.
write(emitmBg(1),923)emitmin
do 5000 iemit =2,7
write(emitmsg(iemit),924)emitmin+delemit*(ieniit-2),

emitmin+delemit*(iemit-1)
5000 continue

write(7,925)
do 7000 i=»l,7
write(7,930) i,numerr(i),errmsg(i),emitmsg(i),iepsbin(i),

alphainsg(i) ,ialphbin(i)
7000 continue

do 9000 i=8,16
write(7, 932) i,nunierr(i) ,errmsg( i),alphanisg( i) ,ialphbin(i)

9000 continue
c write(7,934) alphainsg(i),ialphbinfi)

do 9100 i=17,18
write(7,936) i,numerr(i),errmsg(i)

9100 continue

if (isuccesB .gt. 0)
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write(7,940) isuccess,
iemtmax/float(tsuccesB)* ICO,
iemtmin/float(isuccess)•100

endif
c

899 call close(6 |
call close(7)
call close(8)
stop

900 format(/t2,'PNET',t7,'ICV',tl1,'NCV, tl5.'NBM',tl9,'ITG',
t23,'IRR',t27,'AION',t32,'GAMMA',t38,'ETARG',t44,'RRATE',
t50,'GAIN',t55,'COECYD')

901 format</t2,'PNET',t7,'ICV,tll,'NCV,tl5,'NBM',tl9,'ITG',

t23,'IRR',t27,'AION'/t32,'GAMMA',t38,'ETARG
(,t44,'RRATE',

t50,'GAIN',t5S,'EION',t60,'RSPOT',t66,' EMIT',t72,'MAX',
t76,'ETAD',t81,'PTHRM',t87,'FRCR',t92,' C22',t98,
' C2 7',tlO4,' CTOT',tll0,'COECYD')

902 format (t2,'**»* INPUT FILE PROBLEM: Parameter IRAD Must Be Set',
' To 1 When Parameter IACCNF =• 2 <•••**')

910 format(t2,i4,t7(i2,tll,i2,tl5,i3,tl9,i2,t23,i2,t27,i4,t32,

£5.3,t38,f5.2,t44,£5.2,t5O/i4,t55,£6.2)
911 forniat(t2,i4,t7,i2,tll,i2,tl5,i3,tl9,12,t23,i2,t27,i4,t32,

f5.3#t38,£5.2,t44,f5.2,t50,i4,t55,i4,t60,3pf5.2,
t66,6pf5.I,t72,a3,t76,2pf4.1,t81,i5,t87,2pf4.1,
t92,i5,t98,15,tlO4,i5,tllO,Opf6.2)

920 format(t2,i4,t7,i2,tll,i2,tl5,i3,tl9,i2,t23,i2,t27,i4(t32,

f5.3,c38ff5.2,t44,f5.2,t50,i4,t55,a22)

921 format(t2,i4,t7,i2ftll,i2,tl5,i3,tl9,i2,t23,i2,t27,i4,t32,
f5.3,t38,f5.2,t44,f5.2,t50,i4,t55,'*••• ',a22,' *«*»')

92 3 format)'(',4x,'<•,6pf4.1,')')
924 format('(',6pf4.1,'-',f4.1,')')
9 25 format(//5x,'ERROR TALLY:',t50,'EMITTANCE TALLY:',

t80,'ALPHA TALLY:')
930 format(t2,'(',i2,')',13,3x,a22,t5O,all, 14,

93 2 format(t2,'(',i2,' ) ',13,3x,a22,t80,'(',a7,')',14)

934 format(t80,'(',a7,')',14)

936 format(t2,'(',i2,')'(i3,3x,a22)

940 format(//Sx,'TOTAL NUMBER OF SUCCESSFUL CASES:',14/
5x,'EMIT AT MAXIMUM IN ',£5.1,'* OF CASES'/
5x,'EMIT AT MINIMUM IN ',f5.1,'* Of CASES')

999 format (/' < ',t55,' >|')
end

subroutine igamchk(gamma,itarg,ierr)

c This function checks to be sure that GAMMA is within the range
c of the gain curve data

dimension gamnin( 5) ,gajimax( 5)

data gammin/.005,.005,.OOS,.075,.0025/

data gammax/.O5,.05,.05,.3, .03/
ierr - 0
if (gamma.It.gamminfitarg)) then
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ierr =• 9
else

if (gainma.gt.ganimax( itarq)) then
ierr = 10

endif
endif
return
end

subroutine paraincheck (iaccnf ,irrad,itarg,icavt,ierr)
c Thisroutine checks for compatibility betwee target, cavity
c and irradiation scheme.

c Check to see that IACCNF and IRRAD are compatible
if (iaccnf.eq.2.and.irrad.ne.1) then

ierr = 16
return

endif
c
c Check to »iake sure that IRRAD and ITARG are compatible

if (itarg.ne.4) than
if ( irrad.eq.3.oi. .irrad.eg.4 ) then

ierr = 11
return

endif
else

if (irrad.le.2.or.irrad.eq.5) then
ierr = 11
return

endif
endif

c
c Check to make sure that ICAVT and ITARG are compatible

if (icavt.eq.2.or.icavt.eq.3) then
if (itarg.eq.4) then

ierr = li
return

endif
endif
return
end

c

c

cSdebug

subroutine pellet(iprint,icavt,tplas,torr,gamma,gain,yield,
. etarg,rratecav,pfusncav,exray,ecp,eneut,kana,ihiz,rcavt,

hcavt,fneut,fburn,tritium,wallife,mdt,ppuinpcav,tlfrcav,
kk,itarg,ncavt,ierr,xmjmin,xmjmax,ititl,title,igmul,cavout,
pelout,emult)

c

c>» calculation of pellet parameters
c
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character*4 lhiz(4)
character*13 ltarq(5)
character*27 pelout
character*34 cavout
dimension amhiz(4 ), rratemax(4)
common/const/ rhiz, rloz, rhos, rhoc, rsprk, xmsprk, rhors, cvol,

pi, cy, crO, crl, cr2, cr3, pl3, p23, p413, c!28, c527,
acft, tcstn, avl, ownshp, eainu, cspeed, iaccnf, multrun,

. p43, p53
real in,mdti,mdtb,mdt,md,mt,malpha,mhiz,mloz
real nd,nt,nalpha,nhiz,nloz,ntar
data lhi2/'Ag','Au','Hg','U '/
data ltarg/'SINGLE SHELL ','SS RANGE MULT','DOUBLE SHELL ',

'SYMMETRIC ','SS TEST '/
data amhiz/107.368,196.9665,200.59,238.029/
date amd/2.0141/, amt/3.0160/, ama/4.0026/, amdt/5.0301/

c Maximum allowable repetition rates for 4 cavity types
data rr=vtemax/20. ,2. ,10. ,10./

c
goto (1,3,5,7), kans

c > » Gain specified
1 rratecav = 5.
2 yield = pfusncav/rratecav

etarg = fl(yield,gamma,itarg,igmul)
gainp = yield/etarg

if (abs(l. - gain/gainp) .It. .0001) go to 10
rratecav = rratecav*gainp/gain
go to 2

c>» Reaction Rate Specified
3 yield = pfusncav/rratecav

f.= 'g = imi-'ld,gamma, itarg,igmul)

go to 10
c > » Energy on target specified

5 yield = f2(etarg,gamma,itarg,igmul)

rratecav = pfusncav/yield
gain = yield/etarg
go to 10

c > » Energy on target and gain specified
7 yield = etarg'gain
rratecav = pfusncav/yield

c

10 if (etarg .It. xmjmin) ierr = 2
if (etarg .gt. xmjmax) ierr * 3
if (gain .It. 10.) ierr = 4
if (rratecav*ncavt .It. 0.1) ierr = 5

if ;rratecav.gt.l.01*rratemax(icavt)) ierr = 6
if (ierr .ne. 0) return

c»> calculate masses & numbers of particles for
c > » various pellet constituents:

cr4 = crl + cr2*yield

crS - crl*crl - cr2*yield*cr3
epsp «= 0.
do 20 i=.l,20
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eps = ((1. -• crl»epsp + cr5*epsp**4)/cr4)**crO
if (abs(l. - epsp/epst .It. .0001) go to 30

20 epsp - eps
30 rcold = rsprk/eps

xmcold = cvol*rhoc*(rcold**3 - rsprk**3)
mdt = xmcoid + xmsprk
rhor = rhors + rlioc*( rcold - rsprk)
fburn = yield/.334e6/mdt
fneut = 0.8*(l. - .05*rhor)
eneut = fneut*yield

c
c Design and Size Reactor Cavity

call cavity(iprint,icavt,ealpha,ed,et,ehiz,amhiz,emult,
torr,rcavt,hcavt,kk,ihiz,eneut,rratecav,ralpha,rd,rt,yield,
wallife,pfusncav,ppumpcav,tlfrcav,ncavt,
ititl,title,cavout)

pellet fab. _ tritium inventory
assume pellet fill time = 1 day _
av. time to fix mfg. plant = 3 days

tfill = 1.
tfix = 3.
ntar = ncavt*rratecav*36OO.*24.
tusage = mt*ntar
plets = ntar*(tfill+tfix)
tritium = mt*plets
if (iprint.ne.O .and. abs(multrun).ne,i) then
write (6,900) ltarg(itarg), etarg,xmsprk, gain,xmcold,
yield,mdt, fburn,rhor, fneut

c write (6,910) lhiz(ihiz),ind,mt,mhiz,malpha,nd,nt,nhiz,nalpha
c write (6,920) ed,et,ehiz,ealpha
c write (6,930) rd,rt,rhiz,ralpha
c write (6,940) torr,lhiz(ihiz),rhiz

enciif
if (iprint.ne.O) write (pelout,960)

xmsprk, xwcold,mdt, fburn,rhor, fneut
return

c
900 format(/8x,'TARGET SUMMARY FOR ',al3,' CONCEPT;'/

. 5x,'Energy on Target (MJ)' ,t.45, '= ', f 11.4,

. 171,'Spark Mass (mg)', till, '=*', 3pf 11.4/

. 5x,'Gain',t45,'=',Opf11.4,

. t7X,'Cold Fuel Mass (mg)',tlll,'=',3pfll.4/

. 5x,'Yield (MJ)',t45,'=',0pfll.4,
t71,'Total Fuel Mass (mg)',till,'=',3pf11.4/
5x,'Fractional Burnup',t45,'=',Opf11.4,

. t71,'Fuel Rho-r (g/cm**2)',till,'=',f11.4/
5x,'Neutron Energy Fraction',t45,'=',f11.4)

c . 5x,'Energy in X-rays (MJ)',t45,'=',f11.4/
c . 5x,'Fusion Energy in Particles (MJ)',t45,'-',f11.4/
c . 5x,'Plasma Energy in Particles (MJ)',t45,'=',f11.4)

910 format(/t34,'D',t44,'T',t54,a2,t63,'Alpha'/'Constituent Masses ',
'(g)',t30,4(e8.2,2x)/'Number of Particles',t30,4(e8.2,2x))

920 format('Energy/Particle (keV)',t30,4(e8. 2, 2x))
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930 format;'Penfitration Distance (m)',t30,0p4(e8.2,2x))
940 format)'Particle Info, for ',f4.2,

' torr Press.#/t23,' and a r,a2,'/DT Mass Ratio of ',f4.1,':'/)
950 format(/5x,'Radius of First Wall (in)',t45,'-',f7.2/

5x,'Pellet Fill Time (days)',t45,'=',f5.1/
. 5x,'No. of Targets Used/Day' ,t45, '=•', lpell. 3/

Sx,'Total Tritium Inventory (g)',t45,' = ', ell. 3)
960 format(',',3pf4.3,',',f4.1,',',

f4.1,',',0pf3.2,',',f3.1,',',f3.2)
end

subroutine cavity(iprint,icavt,ealpha,ed,et,ehiz,amhiz,emult,
tor1",rcavt,hcavt,kk,ihiz,eneut,rratecav,ralpha,rd,rt,yield,
wallife,pfusncav,ppumpcav,tlfrcav,nravt,
ititl,title,cavout)

c This routine designs and sizes the reactor cavity based on
c cavity type and target gain, yield and fusion power.

dimension emihiz( 4 ), lcavt ( 4 )

common/const/ rhiz, rloz, rhos, rhoc, rsprk, xrosprk, rhors, cvol,
pi, cy, crO, crl, cr2, cr3, pl3, p23, p413, cl28, c527,
acft, tcstn, avl, ownshp, eamu, cspeed, iaccnf, multrun,

• p43, p53
character*ll lcavt
character*60 title
character*34 cavout
data lcavt/' MAGNETIC ',' WATERFALL, ',' GRANULAR ',

'WETTED WALL'/
c

goto (10,100,200,300), icavt
c
c MAGNETICALLY-PROTECTED DRY WALL CONCEPT
c (Based on LANL MAG-PROTECTED DRY WALL Cavity Design,
c J. Pendergrass and J. Cornwell, LANL)
c

10 rcavt = 10.*sqrt(yield/150.)
c Assume 50% of non-neutron energy in x-rays

ppumpcav = (eneut*emult+.5*(yield-eneut))*
rratecav*(.0058+8./3500.)

hcavt = 0.
hpump = 0.
vmid = 0.

wallife - 5*(rcavt/4.)**2*325O/pfusncav
go to 899

c

c > » LI CURTAIN (WATERFALL) Cavity
c (Based on LLNL HYLIFE Cavity Design,
c w. Meier and W. Hogan, LLNL)
c

100 rcavt - 5.0*sqrt(pfusncav/2700.)
hcavt = 1.6*rcavt
vl = hcavt*rratecav - 4.9/rratecav
v2 = 2.67*sqrt(hcavt)
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vinj « ainaxl (vl , v2 )
hpump - vinj*vinj /19.6
vmid • sqr t (19.6* (hpuinp + .5*hcavt))
xmid » 0.86
amid = 7.35
t l f r cav = 1.1*amid*vmid
ppumpcav = ,O137*tlfrcav*(hpunip + hcavt)+

(eneut*emult+(yield-eneut))*
rratecav*( .0O58*-8./3500. )

wallife = 40.
go to 899

c
c»> GRANULAR WALL Cavity
c (Based on LLNL CASCADE Cavity Design,
c J. Pitts, W. Meier and w. Hogan, LLNL)
c

200 rcavt = 3.4*sqrt(yield/300.)
ppumpcav = 5.0
hcavt = 0.
h£.uinp = 0.
vmid = 0.
tlfrcav = 0.
wallife =• 40.
go to 899

c
c WETTED WALL CAVITY
c (Based on LANL WETTED WALL Cavity Design,
c J. Pendergrass and D. Dudziak, LANL)

300 rcavt = 4.*sqrt(pfuencav/3250.)
ppumpcav = (eneut*emult+(yield-eneut))*

rratecav*(.0058+8./3500.)
hcavt = 0.
hpunip = 0.
vmid = 0.
tlfrcav = 0.
wallife = 5*(rcavt/4.) **2*3250/pfusncav

c
899 continue

if (iprint .ne. 0 .and. abs(nmltrun).ne.1) then
write (6,900) char(12)
if (ititl.eq.l) writef6,902)title
write (6,910) ncavt,lcavt(icavt), rratecav,hpunip,

rcavt,vmid, hcavt,tlfrcav, ppumpcav
endif
if (iprint.ne.0) write (cavout,920) rcavt,

nint(hcavt),nint(hpuinp),vmid,tlfrcav,ppumpcav
return

900 format(al)
902 format <;;x,d60/)
910 format(8x,'CAVITY SUMMARY FOR',i3,lx,all,' CHAMBER(S):'/

5x,'Repetition Rate per Cavity,t45,'-',f11.4,
t71,'Puriping Head per Cavity (ra)',till,'=',f11.4/
5x,'Cavity Radius (m)',t45,'=',f11.4,

. t71,'Mid-plane Flow Velocity (m/s)',till,'=',f11.4/
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. 5x,'Cavity Height (m)',t45,'-',f11.4,

. t 71,'Total Li Flow Rate Per Cavity (ni**3/s)',t111,'»' , f 11.4/

5x,'Lithium Pumping Power Per Cavity (MW)',t45,'-',f11.4)
9 20 format!',',f4.1,',' (i4,',',i4,','

, f 5. 1, ' , ' , 16. 1, ' , ' , f 5.1)

end

c

c

cSdebug
subroutine btrans(iprint,itarg,irrad,rrate,etarg,gamma, range,

eion,rcavt,xlen,farad,fmlen,fflen,ftlen,taup,bctot,repot,
nbft,flxeion,ierr,nbeam,alpha,dlien,sylen,perv,btout,ncavt,
thet,flen,emitmin,eniitmax,icrit,kans,emitace,icavt)

c

c Final Beam Transport Algorithm,
c This subroutine uses:
c BPOLE,GAMMA,DELTA,RCAVT,XLEN,EION,TAUP
c To find the final beam transport parameters:
C THET,FMLEN,FMRAD,FTLEN,FFLEN,RS POT,EMIT,BCTOT,BCLET,PGAS,NBFT
c

common/const/ rhiz, rloz, rhos, rhoc, rsprk, xmsprk, rhors, cvol,
pi, cy, crO, crl, cr2, cr3, pl3, p23, p413, cl28, c527,
acft, tcstn, avl, ownshp, eamu, cspeed, iaccnf, multrun,

. p43, p53
common/cbeain/ aion, zeff, emit, delta, sigO, sig, brho, rho,

rniult, zgas, rbova, bpole, czeff, cperv, ztarg, magtyp
dimension lirsch(4), zion(3)
character*16 lirsch
character*89 btout
character*13 lmout
integer fixeion
real inashcons

c Ion Charge States for Different Accelerator Schemes

data zion/1.,3.,3./
c Irradiation Schemes

data lirsch/' SINGLE-SIDED',' DOUBLE-SIDED','PLANAR-SYMMETRIC,
' FULLY-SYMMETRIC'/

c>» Optimize on accelerator cost if FIXEION = 0
if (fixeion .ne. 1) then

if (itarg.eq.4) then

c Synmetric Target (Based on work published by G. MagelsBen,
c LANL, 1986)
c RSPOT = 0.289 • RMULT * ETARG»M/13, GAMMA - RANGE / RSPOT,
c 0.035 < RANGE < 0.2, RSPOT >- 0.15
c RSPOT is in cm, RANGE is in g/cm**2

rnginax = 0. 289"rmult »ga/nma»etarg**p413
rspot = O.OO289*rmult*etarg«*p413
if ( rngmax. I t .0 .035) i e r r =• 13
if (rngmax.gt.0.2*rmult) l e r r » 14
if ( r spo t . I t . 0 .0015) l e r r = 15
if ( i e r r . g t . 0 ) return
rngmin = 0.75*rngmax

e l se
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c Single- and Double-Shell Tarqets (Based on work published by
c J. Lindl and J. Mark, LLNL, 1983)
c 0.1 < RSPOT/ETARG«*l/3 > 0.33, GAMMA - R5POT»*3/2 « RANGE,
c 0.005 < GAMMA < 0.04

rngntin = gamma/.18957/sqrt(etarg)
c For Single-Shell Range-Muitiplier Target,
c Multiply 0.1 and 0.33 limits by sqrt(2)

it (itarg.eq.2) rnginin = rngmin*0.59460
rngii>ax = rngiuin*5.995

endif
rngmin = amaxl ( rngiuin, . 01)
if (rnginin .gt. rnginax) then

ierr = 12
return

endif
c Calculate Minimum and Maximum Ion Energies
c Corresponding to Minimum and Maximum Ranges in Target

imin = maxl(f5(rngmin,aion,ztarg),5.)
imax = mini ( f5( rnginax,aion, ztarg), 20. )
if ( imax .It. 5) imin = imax
if (imin .gt. 20) imax = imin
iprime = imin

else
imin = ifix(eion)
imax = imin

endif
cprime = l.elO
if (kans.lt.4) then

taup = f 3 (etarg,ganmia, itarg)
else

taup = 4.e-9*etarg**pl3
endif

c>>> Begin accelerator cost optimization loop
c Loop over Range of Ion Energies (in integer increments)
c Choose Ion Energy Corresponding to Minimum Driver Capital Cost

if (iprint.ne.O .and. abs(multrun).ne.1) write(6,998)
998 format</8x,'FINAL TRANSPORT DETAILS:'/

' optimum actual '/
'eion nbft thet emit thmax thet emit',

bgam range rspot flen bcletmax c27O2 c2704',
c.2705 c27')

c

c To minimize computation time, if there are more than 4 ion
c energies, start at middle of range and work in direction of
c decreasing driver capital cost until cost begins to rise again
c (curve of driver capital cost vs. EION is parabolic)

if ((iinax-imin .le. 4).or.(iprint.ne.O .and.
abs(multrun).ne.1)) then
isplit =* 0
11 = imax
12 = imin

13 = -1
else

isplit •* 1
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i 1 = fimax + lmin)12

1 2 - H + l

1J - 1

end if

JO do 100 i = i 1, l 2, l J

e m n •» f loaf I l )

range » M(pion,aion,ztarq)

if (itarq .ne. 4) rspot = 0.01•(qairana/ranqe)•'p23

c beam peak power (MW) and peak power/unit beaan area (MW/cm*»2)

bpwr - etarg/taup

bpwrsqin = bpwr/( pi * rspot • • 2 j

bqam = sqrt ( 1 .eS'eion/aion/eamu" ( 2 . * 1.e9'eion/aion/eamu))

gain - sqrtfl. + bgarn**2)

beta = bgain/gajn

brho = 3 . 107*a:on*bgajn/zion ( iaccnf )

rho = brho/bpole

<: Calculate Rho for beam transport section (assume average B » 2T)

rhotrans =• brho/2.

rex » rcavt •• xl«?n

c Calculate Maximum Convergence Angle Based on Aberration Condition

thinax - 0. 15* I rspot/rhoj «• . 25

thmsq " thmax'thmax

c>>> focus angle corresponding to maximum emittance

thetp - rspot-./delca/cl28/rcx

af * 4.

c Solve for the Theta which Maximizes Epsllon

c Theta = rspo1. / ( sqrt ( 128 ) *delta*f J en )

50 bf = 3. 3*thetp*rho • 2.»rcx *• 20. *thetp*rcx

it = thetp«rho«rcx«(2.2 + 22.'thetp)

flen = (bf + sqrt(bf**2 - 2.'af*cf) )/af

thet = rspot/cl28/delta/tien

if (at><!< 1. -thet/thetp) .It. l.e-5) go to 55

thetp =• tnet

go to 50

c Save theta and emittance from above calculation

55 thetopt = thet

thsq = thetopt»»2

bf = 3. 3-thetypt*rho+2. *rcx<-20. «thetopt*rcx

cf = thetopt«rho*rc!f* ( 2. 2 <• 22.*thetopt)

flen = (bf + sqrt(bf**2 - 2.»af*cf))/af

bt = rspot**2

etnitopt = sqrt(thsq*bt-64.'(delta'flen*thsq)**2)

r Make sure Theta is < thetaiiiax

If ; thet. le. thma*) th..n

lent = 1
else

l e n t = 2

t h e t = thmax

e n d i f

thBq * t h e t ' t h e t

bf = 3 . 3 * t h e t * r h o • 2 . * r c x + 2 0 . » t h e t ' r e x

cf = t h e t ' r f i o ' r c x ' l 2 . 2 • 2 2 . ' t h e t )

f l e n = ibf • s q r t l b f * * 2 - 2 . ' a f "zt)I/af
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bt = rspoc»*2
c Calculate Emittance

emitsq - thsq*bt - 64 . *(delta*flen*thsq)**2
c Make sure Emittance is > 10 microradian-m
c and < 30 microradian-m

if (emitsq .le. 0.) qo to 100
if (emitsq .It. enutmin**2) go to 100
emit = sqrt (eiuitsq)
emitacc = aiuinl) emit, einitmax )

c

c If emittance is too large, use following approach:
c Emittance is allowed large for beam transport,
c but is reset to EMITMAX for linac calculation,
c In this way the accelerator data ranges are not violated,
c but large emittances (and large thetas) are allowed in
c the beam transposrt section. This overestimates the
c cost of the acceleratOL, but not the beam transport and
c final focus,
c

if (emit .gt. emitmax) icrit = 3
fmlen = 2.*(flen - rex - 10. *thet*rcx)
if (itarg ,eq. 4) then

alpha = 100.*rspot/etarg**p413
else

alpha = 100. *rstyot/etarg**pl3
endif
emitn = emit*bgam
farad = 1.l*thet*(flen + fmlen)
fmrad = 4.•farad
bctot = etarg/taup/eion/1000.

c Current Limit Based on Perveance Limit

pervcons = cperv*thsq*aion*bgajii**3/zion( iaccnf) **2
c Current Limit Based on Mashke Limit

mashcons = 38el2*(emitn/l.e-5)**p23»(aion/200)•*p43*(bgajn/.32)**p53
*(gam-l)/.05/(zion(iaccnf)/3)**p43/(eion*l.e9)

c Select Most Restrictive Current Limit

bcletmax = ajninl (pervcons,mashcons)
c bclet = 1.593e6*(l. - (sig/sigO)**2)*((sig0/zion(iaccnf))**4
c . *(emitn*bpole/sig/rbova)**2*bgani**51aion)**pl3

nbft = bctot/bcletmax + 1.
if ( nbft. lt.nbeani) nbft = nbeam
nbft = nbft *• mod (nbft, 2)

c Check to make sure that nbft is less than
c maximum allowable for GRANULAR WALL

if (icavt.eq.3) then
if (irrad.eq.l) then

nbftmax = nint(19*( . 015/thetj**2 )
else

nbftmax = nint(38*(.015/thet)'«2)
endif
if (nbft.gt.nbftmax) then
c27 = l.elO
go to 90

endif
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00933,-186) --

0155,.191)

2 (DOUBLE PULSE)

endif
bclet = bctot/nbft
perv = bciet*zion(iaccnf)•"2/cperv/aion/bgaju** 3
pfocus = 160.*fmlen*bpole*«2*nbft

c beau transport system length, flags used to evaluate
c laccnf Accelerator (cost,efficiency,length) normalization
c factor selection flag:
c (1) Single Pulse Charge State 1 (975.,.0108,.53)
c (2) Double Pulse Charge State 3 (500.
C SET IRRAD = 1 (SINGLE)
c (3) Single Pulse Charge State 3 (532.

c irrad Pellet irradiation scheme flag:
c (1) Single sided — USE FOR IACCNF
c (2) Double sided
c (3) Multi-sided Planar (16 beajns)
c (4) Multi-sided Fully Symmetric (16 beams)

testlen = 9.*flen
c delay line length

dllen = 0.
c switch yard length

sylen = 0.
if (irrad .eq. 1) then

c Beam Transport Lengths from E. Lee, LBL
ftlen = 18.0*flen
if (iaccnf .eq. 2) then

dllen = beta*cspeed»l.e-5
sylen = rhotrans*pi/8.

endif
else if (irrad .eq. 2) then

if (rliotrans .It. testlen) then
ftlen = (1.5*pi - l.)»rhotrans

else

ftlen = rhotrans*(0.5*pi
2./rhotrans))

endi f
else

ftlen = I2.*flen + 2.0*pi*rhotrans
endif

ftlen = ainaxl! ftlen, 18. 0'f len)
fflen = 8.»flen

testlen

2.*acos((rhotrans - testlen)/

999

call linac to find cost or efficiency
call linacj 0,etarg,eion,aion,emitace,rrate,nbeam,clinac,etadrv,

dblen,ierr,linout)
Cost Driver System
call drcost(laccnf,clinac,dblen,ftlen,nbft,brho,perv,dl! en,

sylen,ncavt,fflen,flen,thet,c2 7Ol,c27O2,c27O3,c27O4,
c2 7O5,c2 7O6,c2 7O7,c2 7O8,c2709,c27,irrad,nbeain,ierr)

if (ierr.gt.O) return

if (iprint.ne.0 .and. absfmultrun).ne.I)
write!6,999)eion,nbft,thetopt,emitopt,
thjnajt, thet, emit, bgani, range, rspot, f len, bcletmax,
c270k,c2704,c2705,c27

format! lx,f3.O,3x(i3,3x,f5.4,3x,6pf5.2,3x,Opf5.4 , 3x, f5.4,
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3x,6pf5.2,3x,Opf4.3;3x,f4.3,3x,3pf4.2,3x,Opf5.1;
3x,f6.O,3x,f6.O,3x(f6.O,3x,f6.O,3x,f6.O)

c

c Choose Lowest-Capital Cost Driver System
90 if (c27 .It. cprime) then

cprime = c27
iprime = i

else
if (isplit.eq.O .and.(iprint.eq.0 .or. abs(multrun).eq.1))

go to 110
endif

100 continue
c end of accelerator cost optimization loop

110 if (cprime .eq. l.elO) then
ierr = 7
return

endif
if (isplit .ne. 0) then

if (cprime .eq. c27) then
11 = imax
12 = 12 + 1
13 = -1

else
11 = il - 1
12 = imin
i 3 = -1

endif
isplit = 0
go to 30

endif
if (il .ne. i2) then

11 = iprime
12 = il
13 = 1
go to 30

endif
if (iprint .ne. 0 .and. abs(multrun).ne.1) then

irradl = irrad
if ( irrad.eq. Land, iaccnf.eq. 2) irradl = 2
write (6,900) lirsch(irradl), bpole,brho, eion,rhotrans,

a,Lon,thet, zion(iaccnf ), rex, gainna, fmlen, rangs, fmrad,
ztarg,fflen

write (6,901) rspot,ftlen, bpwrsqm,dllen, taup,sylen,

emit,bclet, perv,nbft
endif
if (iprint.ne.0)

write(btout,930)nint(eion),range,rspot,nint(bpwrsqm/l.elO),
taup,emit,perv,brho,rhotrans,thet,rex,fmlen,fmrad,
nint(fflen),nint(ftlen),nint(dllen),nint(sylen),
nint(bclet),nbft

return

900 format(/8x,'FINAL TRANSPORT SUMMARY FOR ',al6,' IRRADIATION:'/
. 5x,'Pole Tip Field (T)',t45,'=',f11.4,

t71,'Beam Stiffness (T-m)',till,'=',f11.4/
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till
/ — 1

1

1 =* ' /

t45,

, ' =

fll
fll
r 3 /

fii

', f 11.
.4,
.4/
,fll.4

.4/

4/

5x,'Ion Energy (GeV) • ,t45,'-',ill.4,
t71,'Final Transport Bend Radius (m)',till,'-',f11.4/
5x,'Ion Mass (AMU ) ',t45,'-',f11.4,
t71,'Final Focus Convergence Angle (Rad)',till,'-',f11.6/
5x,'Ion Charge State',t45,'»',f11.4,
t71,'Cavity Radius + Standoff (m)',
5x,'Gain Parameter (R*r**1.5)'(t45,
t71,'Final Magnet Length (m)',tlll,
5x,'Ion Range in Target (g/cm**2)',
t71,'Final Magnet Radius (in)',till,
5x,'Target Average Z',t45.'» ',f11.4,
t71,'Final Focus System Length (m)',t111,'=',f11.4)

901 format|5x,'Final Spot Size (mm)',t45,'=»',3pf11.4,

t71,'Final Transport System Length (m)',till,'-',Opf11.4/
5x,'Beam Power Density (TW/cm**2)',t45,' = ', -lOpf11.4,
t7l,'Delay Line Length (m)',till,'=',Opf11.4/
5x, 'Final Pulse Length ( nsec) ', t45,'=»', 9pf 11.4,
t71,'Switch Yard Length (m)',till,'=',Opf11.4/
5x, 'Unnormalized Emittance (uR-m)' ,t45,'=>' ,6pf 11. 2,

. t71,'Current per Beamlet (A)',till,'=',Opf11.4/
5x,'Beamlet Perveance',t45,'»',f11. 6,
t71,'Number Beamlets in Final Transport',till,'-',17)
write(btout,9 30)nint(eion),range,rspot,nint(bpwrsqm/1.elO),

taup,emit,perv,brho,rhotrans,thet,rex,fmien,fmrad,
nintIfflen),nint(ftlen),nint(dllen),nint(sylen),
nint(bclet),nbft

write(btout,930)nint(eion),range,rspot,nint(bpwrsqm/l.elO),
taup,emit,perv,brho,rhotrans,thet,rex,fmien,fmrad,
nint(fflen),nint(ftlen),nint(dllen),nint(sylen),
nint(bclet),nbft

930 format!

end

cSdebug

function f1(yieldinp,gamma,itarg,igmul)

c Computation of energy on target as a function of yield
c and the range/spotsize variable GAMMA. The functional

c forms correspond to the following sets of gain data:
c itarg = 1 : Single Shell (Based on work published by
c J. Lindl and J. Mark, LLNL, 1983)
c = 2 : Single Shell, Range Multiplier
c = 3 : Double Shell (Based on work published by
c J. Lindl and J. Mark, LLNL, 1983)
c = 4 : Symmetric (Based on work published by G. Magelssen,
c LANL, 1986)

c NOTE: For itarg = 1,2,3 YIELD must be in (MJ) and GAMMA must be
c in (g/cm**.5 => r**1.5*R).
c For itarg = 4 YIELD is again in (MJ), but GAMMA must be

t

t

f4.

, 1 C. ,

,3pf4
, f 5. 1

1,','

t
t 1

• 2,
, ' ,
,f4

f 3.2,
',',14,
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1,
13

',9pf4.
', ' ,f4.
,',',13

1,
1,
$

t

',',6pf4
',',3pf4

• 1,
.1,
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c in (g/cm**3 => R/r).
c

dimension cgain(13,4), term(13), imax(4), gm(3), xp(3)
data cgain/

1.7852816E+1, 6 . 7381615E+O,-2.3933433E+O, 8.9428242E-1,
-5.3716895E-1, 1.5339986E-l,-2.6373814E-2, 1.2581264E-2,
4.7353173E-2,-1.891993OE-3, 1.00O00O0E+0, 1.OOOOOOOE+0,
l.OOOOOOOEi-0, 1.7852816E+1, 6. 7381615E+0, -2. 3933433E+O,
8.9428242E-1,-5.3716895E-1, 1.5339986E-l,-2.6373814E-2,
1.2581264E-2, 4.7353173E-2,-1.8919930E-3, 1.0O0O000E+0,
1.0000000E+0, 1.0000000E+0, 1.7493208E+1, 3.6785793E+0,

-3.9571723E+0, 2.7927819E-1,-4.4649424E-1, 3.9O6O7O3E-1,
-1.4338641E-2, 1.5632522E-2, 7.65O9832E-3,-1.1734103E-2,
1.0000000E+0, 1.OOOOOOOE+0, 1.0000000E+0, 9.1831577E-1,
3.7932O9OE+O, 1.47762O2E-3,-3.OS16262E+1, 6.5540681E-2,
1.5376210E-6,-3.5821992E-2,-4.1440497E-5, 1.0630422E+2,

-.31822791E-9,-9.9164426E-2, 4.8716800E-5, 6.3081850E-9/
data term(1)/1./, imax/10,10,10,13/, gin/1.,1.6,2.54/,

xp/0.,.18,.36/
c
c adjust yield to account for gain-multiplied curves

yield = yieldinp
if (igmul .ne. 1) yield = yieldinp/gm(igmul)
iitarg = itarg

c
10 go to (40,50,40,60,80),itarg

c itarg =1,3
40 xl = alog(gamma)

x2 = alog(yield)
go to 100

c itarg = 2
50 xl = alog(gamma/2.)

x2 = alog(yield)
go to 100

c itarg = 4
60 xl = gamma

x2 = yield
go to 100

c itarg = 5

80 xl = alog(gamma*2.)
x2 = alog(yield)
iitarg = 1

c

100 term<2) = xl
term(3) = x2
term(4) = xl*xl
term(5) = xl*x2
term(6) = x2*x2
tenji<7) = xl*xl*x2
term(8) = xl*x2*x2
term(9) = xl*xl*xl
term(lO) = x2*x2*x2
term(ll) = xl*xl*xl*x2
term(12) = xl*xl*x2*x2
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term)13) = xl»x2*x2«x2

sum = cqain(1,iitarg)
do 110 i=2,imax(iitarq)

110 sum = sum + cgain(i,iitarg)*term( i)
if (iitarg .ne. 4) sum = exp(suin)
if (iginul .eq. 1) go to 200

yieldp = yieldinp/gm(igmul)/exp(xp(igmul)/sum)
if (abs(yield/yieldp - 1. ).It.0.001) go to 200
yield = yieldp
go to 10

200 fl = sum

return

end

c
c*
c

c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c

function f2(etarg,gajwiia, itarg,igmul)

Computation of yield as a function of energy on target
and the range/spotsize variable GAMMA. The functional
forms correspond to the following seta of gain datai
itarg = 1 : Single Shell (Based on work published by

J. Lindl and J. Mark, LLNL, 1983)
= 2 : Single Shell, Range Multiplier
= 3 : Double Shell (Based on work published by

J. Lindl and J. Mark, LLNL, 1983)
= 4 : Symmetric (Based on work published by G. Magelssen,

LANL, 1986)
NOTE: For itarg = 1,2,3 ETARG must be in (MJ) and GAMMA must be

in (g/cm**.5 => r**1.5*R).

For itarg = 4 ETARG is again in (MJ), but GAMMA must be
in (g/cm**3 => R/r).

dimension cgain(13
data cgain/

-2.0921293E+2,

5.7717O38E+1,
-1.1O14356E+O,

3.1685543E-1,
-1.8828197E+1,
-7.943i'J79E+0,

-5.8262395E-1,
1.1546728E+2,
5.0959174E+0,
2.0264161E-1,
1.3864771E+3,

2.5O55371E+1,
-4.7158316E-1,

,4), term(13), gm(3), xp(3)

-1.0889816E+2,
-2.6533545E+1,

1.7951469E+0,
-2.0921293E+2,

5.7717038E+1,
-1.1014356E+0,

3.1685543E-1,-
-1.0975596E+1,
-7.2749241E+0,-
-4.4667911E-1,

1.7347825E+2,-

-9.1246050E+3,

1.3661450E+2,
8.1401888E+0,

3.7695550E-1,

•1.0889816E+2,

•2.6533545E+1,

1.7951469E+0,

•1.5563736E+2,

4.232956OE+1,

•5.7658626E-1,

4.01366D4E-1,

•4.9978461E+3,

•8.0681976E+1,

7.0125281E+1,

-1.8828197E+1,

-7.9436479E+0,

-5.8262395E-1,
1.366145OF+2,
8.1401888E+0,

3.769555OE-1,
-7.1738233E+1,
-2.6997780E+1,
7.2492691E+0,
-1.4033167E+2,
-1.8245926E+3,

6.0292708E+3,
1.2388547E+0/

data term(1)/1./, gm/1.,1.6,2.54/, xp/0.,.18,.36/

iitarg = itarg
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go to ( 10,20, 10,30,40),itarg
c itarg • 1,3

10 xl = alog(gaimia)
x2 = alog(etarg)
go to 100

c itarg = 2

20 xl = alog(gaiiuna/2 . )
x2 = log(etarg)
go to 100

c itarg = 4
30 xl = gamma

x2 = etarg
go to 100

c itarg = 5
40 xl = alog(gaiiu»a*2. )

x2 = alog(etarg)
iitarg = 1

c

100 tenu(2) = xl
term(3) - x2
term(4) = xl*xl
term(5) = xl*x2
term(6) « x2»x2
tem«(7) =• xl*xl*x2
term(8) - xl*x2*x2
tenn(9) = xl*xl*xl
term(10) = x2*x2*x2
temi( 11) = xl*xl*xl*x2
tenn(12) = xl*xl*x2*x2
term(13) = xl*x2*x2*x2

c

sum = cgain(1,iitarg)
do 110 i=2,13

110 sum = sum + cgain(i,iitarg)*term(i)
if ( targ .ne. 4) sum = exp(sum)

1) sum = sum*gm(igmul)*exp(xp(igmul)/etarg)
1) sum = sum*gnt( igmul)

if
if
f2

(igmul
(igmul
= SUI!)

return
end

.ne.

. ne.

function f 3(etarg,gaii»ita, itarg)
c
c Computation of beam pulse length in sec as a function of energy
c on target and the range/spotsize variable GAMMA. The functional
c forms correspond to the following sets of data:
c itarg = 1 : Single Shell (Based on work published by
c J. Lindl and J. MAIJI, LLNL, 19*3)

c -= 2 : Single Shell, Range Multiplier
c = 3 : Double Shell (Based on work published by
c j . Lindl and v.'. Mark, LLNL, 1983)
c = 4 : Symmetric (Based on work published by G. Magelssen,
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c LANL, 1986)
c NOTE: For itarg = 1,2,3 ETARG must be in (MJ) and GAMMA must be

c in (g/cm**.5 => r**1.5*R).
c For itarg = 4 ETARG is again in (MJ), but GAMMA must be
c in (g/cm**3 =» R/r).
c

dimension ctau(13,4), term(13), crel(3), imax(4)
data ctau/

-2.2429O72E+1.-1.1367642E+1, 1. 2695704E+1,-1.4676802E+0,
3.6042022E+0,-1.4385566E+0, 2.6618285E-1,-2.3O22171E-1,

-5.5975263E-2, 4.3657609E-2, 1.00O0OO0E+0, 1.0000000E+0,
l.OOOOOOOE+O,-2.2429O72E+l,-1.1367642E+l, 1.2695704E+1,

-1.4676802E+0, 3.6O42022E+O,-l.4385566E+0, 2.6618285E-1,

-2.3O22171E-l,-5.5975263E-2, 4.36576O9E-2, 1.0000000E+0,
1.0000000E+0, l.OOOOO0OE+0,-1.242S675E+l,-6.8452066E+0,
7.0997947E+0,-9.1799535E-1, 1.8449456E+0,-7.4465212E-1,
1.3232112E-l,-l.O568578E-l,-3.98411O4E-2, 3.O349572E-2,
1.0000000B+0, 1.0000000E+0, 1.OOOOOOOE+0, 5.4760249E+1,
5.3720309E+2, 4.7447520E+1,-1.5977122E+3, 7.5566368E+1,

-2.2281215E+0, 8.8091032E+1,-4.0018548E+0, 3.2504283E+3,
6.3298164E-2,-4.1885471E+2, 6.6917546E+O, I.3592153E-2/

data term(l)/l./, crel/5.0, 5.0, 2.5/, imax/10,10,10,13/
c

iitarg = itarg
go to (10 ,20 ,10 ,30 ,40) , i t a rg

c i t a r g = 1 , 3
10 x l = alog(gaiimia)

x2 = alog(etarg)
go to 100

c itarg = 2
20 xl = alog(gamma/2.)

x2 = alog(etarg)
go to 100

c itarg = 4
30 xl = ganma

x2 = etarg
go to 100

c itarg = 5
40 xl = alog(gamma)

x2 = alog(etarg)
iitarg = 1

c
100 term(2) =• xl

term(3) = x2
term(4) = xl*xl

term(5) = xl*x2
term(6) = x2*x2
term(7) = xl*xl*x2

term(8) = xl«x2*x2
term(9) = xl*xl*xl
term(10) = x2*x2*x2
term(ll) = xl*xl*xl*x2
term(12) = xl*xl*x2*x2
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terni(13) = xl*x2*x2*x2
c

sum • ctau(1,iitarg)
do 110 i=»2, imax( iitarg)

110 sum * sum + ctau(i<iitarg)*term(i)
c>» CRBL's are Billinann's factors of 5 and 2.5
c f3 » crel(iitarg)*etarg/exp(sum)

if (iitarg .ne. 4) sum = exp(sum)

f3 » i.e-6*etarg/sum
return
end

function f4(eion,aion,ztarg)
c
c Computation of ion range as a function of ion energy, ion mass
c and pellet effective Z. The fit is based on data for heavy ion
c ranges in aluminum. The aluminum data is extended to other Z values
c using an empirical relation given in Friedlander/Kennedy/Miller.
c NOTE: The ion energy EION must be in (GeV) and the ion mass
c AION in (AMU), the resulting range is in (g/cm**2).
c

dimension crng(9), term(9)

data crng/

3.2538416E+l,-3.8681050E+0,-1.4141442E+l,-1.6080974E-l,
2.6629337E+O, 1.3515433E+0,-2.9329578E-2, 8.7328661E-2,

-3.4487979E-1/
data term(l)/l./

c

xl = alog(eion)
x2 = alog(aion)

term(2)
term(3)
tenr.(4)
term(5)
term(6)
term(7)

term(8)
term(9)

= xl
= x2
= xl*xl
= xl*x2
= x2*x2

= xl*xl*xl

= xl*xl*x2
= x2*x2*xl

sum » crng(1)
do 10 i-2,9

10 sum - sum + crng(i)*term(i)

f4 * exp(sum)

c if (ztarg .ne. 13.) then
c zl = aloglO(eion/aion) + 3.

c £4 = f4*(.9 + .0275*ztarg t- ( .06-.0086*ztarg) *zl)/
c . (1.2575 - .0518*21)
c endif

return
end

********************************************************************
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funct ion fJ(range,aion,ztarg)
c

c Computation of ion energy as a function of ion range, ion mass
c and pellet effective Z. The fit is based on data for heavy ion
c ranges in aluminum. The aluminum data is extended to other Z values
c using an empirical relation given in Friedlander/Kennedy/Miller.
c NOTE: The ion range RANGE must be in (g/cm**2) and the ion mass
c AION in (AMU), the resulting energy is in (GeV).

c

dimension cirng(9), term(9)
data cirng/

-4.1403625E+0, 2.7127595E+O, 1.5104383E+0, 2.22I7047E-2,
~9.5766493E-l,-1.0890459E-2,-5.4990998E-3, 1.O6O3324E-1,

6.39538O3E-3/
data terni( 1) /I. /

c

xl = alog(range)

x2 = alog(aion)

term(2) = xl

term(3) = x2

term)4) = xl*xl

term(5) = xl*x2

term(6) = x2*x2

term(7) = xl*xl*x2

tenn(8) = xl*x2*x2

terra(9) = xl*xl*xl

c

sum = cirng(1)

do 10 i=2,9

10 sum = sum +• cirng(i)*term(i)

f5 = exp(sum)

c if (ztarg .ne. 13.) then

c zl = aloglO(eion/aion) + 3.

c f5 = f5*(.9 + .O275*ztarg + (.06-.0086*ztarg)*zl)/

c . (1.2575 - .0518*zl)

c endif

return

end

c

cSdebug

subroutine linac(iprint,etarg,eion,aion,emit,rrate,nbeam,clinac,

etadrv,dblen,ierr,linout)

c

c Computation of LINAC cost, efficiency, and length as a function

c of ETARG, EION, AION, EMIT, RRATE, NBEAM. Parameters are based

c on LIACEP Code (J. Hovingh and D. Keefe, LBL). Cost, efficiency,

c and length are fit using a 64 term 6 variable polynomial,

c Three different sets of polynomials are used, one for each number

c of beams (4, 8, and 16).

c NOTE: ETARG is in (MJ), EION is in (GeV), AION i9 in (AMU),

c EMIT is unnormalized, RRATE is in Hz, NBEAM is the
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c n.uiiî .- of beams, CLINAC is in (M$), ETADRV is in (%),

c DBLL'N is in (kM).
c

dimension ccost4(46), ccost8(46), ccoscl6(46)
dimension cetad4(46), cetad8(46), cetadlfi(46)
dimension clen4(30), clen8(30), clenl6(3O)
dimension ccost. (46, 3 ) , cetad(46, 3 ), clen(3O,3), tenn(46)
dimension 1 pulse)3)
character*16 lpulse
character*13 linout
coiiwon/const/ rhiz, rloz, rhos, rhoc, rsp:rk, xmsprk, rhors, cvol,

pi, cy, crO, crl, cr2, cr3, piJ, p23, p413, cl28, c527,
acft, tcstn, avl, ownshp, eajuu, cspeed, iaccnf, multrun,

. p43, p53
conmion/norm/ cnorm(4,3)
equivalence (c:ost4( 1) ,ccost ( 1, 1) ) , (ccost:8( 1) ,ccost (1, 2 ) )
equivalence (ccosr. 16 (1), ccost (1,3))
equivalence (cetad4(1),cetad(1,1)), (cetad8(1),cetad(1,2))
equivalence (cetadl6(l),cetad(i,3))
equivalence (clen4(1),clen(1,1)), (clen8(1),clen(1,2))
equivalence 'clenl6(1) ,clen(1,3))
data ccosC4/

2.4595879E-1, 6.O1O7836E-3,-5.7640767E-2, 1.0726573E+O,
3.8793941E-3,-2.615O289E+4,-9.6752O9IE-4, 2.5864912E-3,
3.83 94956E-5,-l.O3 3 5385E+2,~1.4135667E-1,-9.93 79346E-4,
8.321O5O7E+3, 3.5335252E-3,-1.4862617E+4,-7.2530684E+1,
7.9947685E-3,-1.391157 5E-2,-7.5090675E-5,-2.1902767E-6,
7.5438774E+0, 5 , 1451914E-6,-2.6337732E-H,-6.4334906E-1,

. -1.6749844E-4, 7.3514938E+2, 1.9784992E+1,-4.8257993E+1,
4.9O36696E-5, 7.6669044E-3, 6.6903569E-5,-5.9943715E+2,

. -3.3339O51E-5, 2.6658905E-4, 3.2768787E-4, 2.894139OE+2,

. -1.7704326E-4,-8.4619736E-7,-1.5176312E-4,-5.4618875E-7,
1.1471491E+1, 5.2814848E-4, 1.7304358E-6,-1.0501671E -5,

. -1.8100241E-5,-1.1595752E+l/
data ccost8/

1.6451804E-1, 4.3731240E-3,-1.2132251E-2, 8.2188464E-1,
3.9106315E-3,-1.8816869E+4,-?.3561765E-4, 1.8805851E-3,
3.61O4859E-5,-7.8953367E+l,-l-0O092OlF-l,-1.432O649E-3,

6.334O744E+3, 3.8754853E-3,-1.2072168E+4,-8.335601iE+l,
4.307 3 971E-3,-2.5819300E-2,-5.5608419E-5,-2.7^5:a54E-6,
5.7146004E+0, 5.1012267E-6,-1.8645723F;i1,-4.3642435E-1,

. -2.OO22355E-4, 5.1065549E+2, 2.4978336E-t 1,-5.3425150E+1,
3.9661722E-5, 5.3322733E-3, 1.3262956E-4,-4.4691849E+2,

. -3.2221651E-5, 8.4073546E-4, 2.1929339E-4, 5.5936515K+2,

. -9.2S6O376E-5,-7.1286789E-7,-l.O565929E-4,-2.O6O2116E-6,
8.7752676E+0, 1.2289592E-3, 1.8376348E-6,-4.5359789E-5,

. -8.9812614E-6,-2.8109049E+l/
data ccostl6/
. -2.0293482E-2, 3.9383209E-3, 3.9585284E-2, 6.6325529E-1,

8.3849512E-3,-1.2212606E+4,-7.1964852E-4, 1.6484523E-3,
. -2.851721OE-6,-5.84139O2E+l,-7.5297O94E-2,~1.26 7943OE-3,

4.7391282E+3, 2.5837291E-3,-1.0123749E44,-1.5919308E+2,
1.2689586E-3,-3.0889961E-2,-3.8115750E-5, 1.4137208E-7,
3.8558369E+0,-1.0962750E-7,-1.4884272E^l, 5.7771923E-2,
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- 1 . B 3 r j 7 2 6 2 E - 4 ,

4. 1980228E-ci,

. -6 .6321962E-5 ,

. -1 .8122969E-5 ,

7.1395315E*0,

-2.2963O36E-5,

d a t a cet :ad4/

6.O339746E-1,

. -9 .2127936E-2 ,

. -6 .3O26646E-4,

. -1.19O35OOE+3,

. -1.6495507E-1,

3.65O21OOE + 1 ,

2.6166OOOE-3,

1.9832699E-4,

1.3543249E-3,

3."b899295E-3,

9.4779969E+1,

5.42457S3E-4,

daca cetad8/

. -5.9625631E+0,

4.8668315E-1,

. -5.5379877E-4,

. -1.3543657E+5,

. -2.8747974E-1,

. -7.O9O963IE+O,

2.0589493E-4,

. -5.2272O66E-4,-

. -1.2863746E-3,

6.8782248E-3,

. -1.0144316E+2,

. -3.8176321E-4,-

data cetadl6/

. -1.4903949E+1,-

1.1184742E+0,

-1 .9878011E-4 , -

. -2 .4491629E+5,

. - 3 . 4 0 1 7 0 1 6 E - 1 , -

. -8 .3134219E+0,

. - 6 . 4 2 8 5 5 5 5 E - 3 , -

. - 7 . 3 8 3 8 8 / 2 E - 4 , -

. - 1 . 1 2 3 4 9 1 5 E - 3 ,

8 .7088363E-3 ,

. -3 .6437616E+2,

. - 1 . 1 5 8 6 1 1 5 E - 3 , -

d a t a c l e n 4 /

. -2 .2490931E+0,

. -6 .2961999E+4,-

. - 3 . 9 7 5 3 1 2 4 E - 1 ,

. - 1 . 6 5 0 7 6 5 4 E - 1 , -

3.O178353E+3,

6 .1245861E-4 , -

. - 1 . 5 8 1 2 7 7 7 E - 5 , -

. - 3 .8397676E-5 ,

3.48472B6B + 2,

3.7122c .62E-3,

1.61439H1E-3, 4.6938774E-4,

- 8 . 7 34] 112t:-7,-7. r3lJ99bOE-c),

1.41O1123E-3, 3.5rj8O576E-6,

-3.4 5L5696E+-1/

2144049EM , -4 . 89 784 6OE<-1 ,

3. 2698 1 5 1E + 2,

6.8908443E+2,

1 . 1 780J40E-6,

8.0387592E-5,

-1.8836O19E-2, 1.95O7624E+O,

2.2532833E-4,

-1.433O4OOE+2,

4.7668797E-2,

-1.9874378E-1,

2.2846964E-5,

1.4736332E+3,

1.0502450E-2,

-3.4731968E-2,

•6.9395497E-6,

1.4653146E-2,

9.2693948E1-2/

•6.8184180E-2,

8. 1517c.79E+5,

9.7953226E+1,

• 2 . 4 7 1 2 Z O 5 E - 2 ,

•1.913O616E+O,

1.2704681E-4,-

•1.2163049E+3,-

4 .0476914E-3 ,

5 . 7 2 2 3 1 O 3 E - 2 ,

7.7942162E-6,-

1. 1666431E-1,

1.0145102E+3/

4 .5744671E-2,

1. 1261O11E+6,

3.2827543E+1,

9.3600430E-2,-

3.9310659E+O,

1.2526053E-5,

3.6440666E+3,

6.1704340E-2,

1.6776129E-1,

1.4796526E-5,

2.3245753E-1,

1.727088OE+3/

5.5318656E-2,

9.8598527E-3,

3.1082827E+4,

4.8581885E-4,

6.9766844E-4,

8.8133573E-3,

5.3769245E-4,

4.2741921K-4/

1 . 146313OE + 5,

1.6724708E-4,

6.4090861E+1,

5.68262O2E+2,

7.O191873E-3,

1. 1538939E-2,

4.2617967E-4,

b.7S635OOE-5,

6.O873O73E-2,

-8.0989270E-3,

8. 1881157E-2,

6. 3543922E+3,

4.1382388E-5,

3.2777835E+O,

-7. 1285147E + 1,

-2.8781730E+3,

-1.7796339E+4,

1.6419837E-4,

1.1374265E-3,

3. 134438tJE + O,

1. 1374817E-2,

2 .9084689E-1,

4.5O29358E-5,

3.6324327E+1,

1.133913OE+2,

3.9442281E-4,

3.5424094E-3,

2.9631422E-4,

1.0984545E-4,

6.2261357E+O,

-1.5it45844E-3,

-2.6521395E-2,

-5.54951O8E+3,

-2.O77O325E-5,

2.3095610E+1,

8.1156086E+2,

6.6674608E+3,

1.3587O77E+4,

1.83O5733E-5,

-4.488O172E-3,

3.9134848E+0,

1.I404691E-2,

4.5738515E-1,

4.8144497E+4,-

3.1798233E-4,

1.3315193E+2,

2.4838412E+2,-

1.4872O21E-2,

I.5531875E-2,

1.1424763E-3,-

7.542O491E-5,-

1. 1947569E+O,

1.1086956E-2,-

-5.77O6677E+4,-

4.7514927E+1,-

2.6928578E-2,-

6.O785514E+2,

b. 1208154E + 1,

1.3091522E+1,

•4.9326749E-3,

•2.1968985E-1,

•6.6374933E+3,

9.1353414E-6,

8.2621071E-1,

•6.0958097E+2,

1.6855128E+4,

2.5804946E+4,

•3.2"O51O8E-4,

•1.O352356E-2,

3.9735669E+O,

•7.5O36666E+2,

5.2561383E-2,

1.4603276E+2,

•2.6434642E+3,

1.3172645E-3,

8.4O95542E-3,
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data clen8/
I. 1425163K + 0, l.58793fi4E-2, 2 . 73404 1 9E- 1, 2 . 00 16460E + 0,

. -1.78797OlE+4,-l.O9O8591E-3, 8.1783798E-3,-5.0221145E+2,

. -1.1O19751E-1, 1.2786365E+4,-3.00O9218E+4, 2 . 4564355E-2,

. -1.39561OOE-l,-1.3O57234E-4, 2.3973232E+1,-4.6 192542E+1,

5.285165SE*-2, 1.0459394E-5, 4 . 2198648E-3 , - 1. 011OOO3E + 3 ,
. -7.558S858E-4, 7.83323 1OE-3, 1. 186676 1E + 3,-6.7455683E-4,

6.9289416E-7,-7.0S80669E-5, 2.1409583E+1, 5.1548964E-3,

4.4 281717E-'i,-4.8919702E-4/
data clenl6/

1.5258602E+0, 6.1020888E-3, 3 . 7212385E-1, 1.1253193E + 0,
. -3.785O113E+4,-5. 1897193E-4, 3 . 4961849E-3,-7.2191699E + 1,
. -3.947O319E-2, 7 . 5454423E + 3,-1.9108056E+4, 7.0208514E-3,
. -7.2423468E-4, 1.1588241E-5,-3.7638486E+-0,-1.2718931E+1,

2.8429258E+2, 5.3413079E-5, 1.0023158t-3,-5.O682272E+2,
. -4.5837805E-4,-1.2981171E-3, 6.O6O6239E+2,-1.377OOO7E-4,
. -1.8383128E-6,-7.0478638E-6, 1.5205004E+1,-2.3642823E-3,

2.5310532E-5, 1.2O24232E-4/
data lpulse/' Single-Pulsed',' Double-Pulsed',' Single-Pulsed'/

data term(

if
if

if

(nbeani

(nbeam
(nbeam

D/l

.eq.

.eq.

.eq.

-/

4)
8)
16

ib =
ib =
) ib =

l
2
3

call get46term(aion,eion,etarg,rrate,emit,term)
clinac = ccost(l,ib)
do 10 i=2,46

10 clinac = clinac + ccost(i,ib)*term(i)

call get30term(aion,eion,etargrrrate,emit,term)
dblen = clen(1,ib)
do 20 i=2,30

20 dblen = dblen + clen(i,ib)*term(i)

if (rrate .It. 5.) then
call get46tenn(aion,eion,etarg,5.,emit,term)
eta5 = cetad(l,ib)
do 30 i=2,46

30 eta5 = eta5 + cetad(i,ib)*term(i)

call get46term(aion,eion,etarg,10.,emit,term)
etalO = cetad(l,ib)
do 40 i=2,46

40 etalO - etalO + cetad(i,ib)«term(i)
etadrv = eta5*etalO*rrate*5./

(etalO*5.*(10.-rrate) - eta5*10.*(5.-rrate))
etadrv = eta5*4.*rrate/(3.*rrate + 5.)

else

call get46term(aion,eion,etarg,rrate,emit,term)
etadrv = cetad(l,ib)
do 50 i=2,46

50 etadrv = etadrv + cetad( i, ib) *tern\( i)
endif
clinac = clinac*cnorm(l,iaccnf)
etadrv = etadrv*cnorm(2,iaccnf)
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clblen = clbl(»n*cnorm( 3, iaccnf )

if (iprint.ne.O .and. aba(multrun).ne.1)
write (6,900) clinac,rrate, etadrv,nbeain,

dblen,lpulse(iaccnf)
if (iprint.ne.O) write (linout,910) nint(clinac),

etadrv,nint(dblen)
return

900 format(/8x,'DRIVER SUMMARY:'/
5x,'Accelerator Cost (MS)',t45,'=',f11.2,
t71,'Accelerator Repetition Rate',t111,'=',f11.4/
5x,'Accelerator l'cficiency (% ) ' ,t4b,' = ',2pf11.4,

t71,'Number of Be... i in Accelerator
5x,'Accelerator Length (km)',t45,'=
t71,'Accelerator Operating Scenario

910 format(',',i4,',',2pf4.1,',',i2)
end

t i l l , ' = ' , i 7 /

O p f 1 1 . 4 ,

t i l l , •=•' , a l 6 )

subroutine get4Sterm(x0,xl,x2,x3,x4,term)
c . . . Evaluate terns for the 46 term accelerator curve fit polynomial

dimension tetm(l)

2)
3)
1)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)

tenn(
term(
term(
term(
term(
tenn(
term(
term(
tenn( 10)
term(11)
term(12)
term(13)
tertn( 14)
term(15)
term(16)
term(17)
term(18)
term(19)
term)20)
term( 21)
tenn( 22)
term(23)
term(24)
term(25)
term(26)
term(27)
terni( 28)
term( 29)
term(30)

= xO
= xl
= x2
= x3
= x4
= x0*xl
= x0*x2
= x0*x3
= xO*x4
= xl*x2
= xl*x3
= xl*x4
= x2*x3
= x2*x4
= x3*x4
= xl*xl
= x2*x2
= x0*xl*x2
= x0*xl*x3
= xO*xl*x4
= xO*x2*x3
= x0»x2*x4
= x0»x3*x4
= xl*x2*x3
= xl*x2*x4
= xl*x3*x4
= x2*x3*x4
= xl»xl*x0
= xl»xl 'x2
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c
c'
c

tenn( 3 1)
term(32)
t e rm ( 3 3 )
term(34)
ternil 35)
term!36)
term(3 7)
term(38)
term(39)
term(40)
tenn(41)
t e rm (4 2 )
tenn(43)
term)44)
term(45)
term(46)

return
end

= xl*xl*x3
=> xl«xl*x4
= x2*x2*xO
= x2*x2*xl
- x2*x2*x3
= x2*x2*x4
= xl*xl*xl
= xl*xl*xl*xO
= xl*xl*xl*x2
= xl*xl*xl*x3
= xl*xl*xl*x4
= x2*x2*x2
= x2*x2*x2*xO
= x2*x2*x2*xl
= X2*x2*x2*x3
= x2*x2*x2*x4

subroutine get30term(xO,xl,x2,x3,x4,term)
Evaluate terms for the 30 term accelerator curve fit polynomial

dimension term(1)

term( 2)
term( 3)
term( 4)
term( 5)
term( 6)
term( 7)
term( 8)
term( 9)
tenn( 10)
term(11)
term(12)
term(13)
term(14)
tenn( 15)
term(16)
term(17')
term(18)
ten<i( 19)
term(20)
term(21)
term(22)
term(23)
terni(24)
term(25)
term(26)
term(27)
term(28)
term(29)

= xO
= xl
= x2
= x4
= xO*xl
= x0*x2
= xO*x4
= xl*x2
= xl*x4
= x2*x4
= xl*xl
= x2*x2
= x0*xl*x2
= xO*xl*x4
= xO*x2*x4
- xl*x2*x4
= xl*xl*xO
» xl*xl*x2
= xl*xl*x4
= x2*x2*xO
= x2*x2*xl
= x2*x2*x4
= xl*xl*xl
= xl*xl*xl*xO
= xl*xl*xl»x2
= xl»xl*xl*x4
= x2*x2*x2
= x2*x2*x2*xO
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teim{)0) - x2*x2*x2*xl
c

return
end

c

c
cSdebuq

subroutine eflow(iprint,icavt,etarg,rrate,fneut,emult,etadrv,
pfusn,pneut,pqros.paux,ppump,pdrv,pthrm,pnet,ptarq,etanet,
trcirc,etath,etadc,etabr,eflout,pdc,etafusn)

c This routine evaluates the power flows for the entire power plant
character*56 eflout
common/const/ rhiz, rloz, rhos, rhoc, rsprk, xmsprk, rhors, cvol,

pi, cy, crO, crl, cr2, cr3, pl3, p23, p413, cl28, c527,
acft, tcstn, avl, ownshp, eainu, cspeed, iaccnf, multrun,

. p43, p53
ptarq = etarq'rrate
pdrv = ptarq/etadrv
pneut = fneut*pfusn

c Assume charqed particle power is 50% of non-neutron power
pdc = 0.5*(pfusn-pneut)
pblkt = pneut'emult + 0.5*(pfusn-pneut)
if (icavt .tie. 1) then

pblkt = pblkt + pdc
pdc = 0.

endif
c Assume 1* power loss out of back of shield

pthrm = 0.99*pblkt
c Apsume 85% of required pumpinq power can be recycled

if (icavt .ne. 3) pthrm = pthrm + .85*ppump
c Assume auxiliary power is 1.3% of thermal power

paux = .013*pthrm
qoto ( 10, 20, 30, 20), icavt

C>» DRY WALL
c Assume all waste heat from DC qoes throuqh turbines

10 pqros = etath*p£hrm + etadc*pdc +
(l.-etadc)*pdc*etath

qo to 40
C>» WATERFALL & WETTED WALL

20 pqros = etath'pthrm
qo to 40

c>» GRANULAR WALL
30 pqros = etabr*pthrm

c
40 pnet = pqros - pdrv - paux - ppump

etanet = pnet/(pdc+pblkt)
etafusn = pnet/pfusn
if (etafusn.le.0. ) etafusn = .35
frcirc = (pgros - pnet)/pqros
if ( iprint .ne. 0 .and. aiDS(multrun) .ne. 1) then

write (6,900) pneut,pqros, pfusn,paux, pblkt,ppump,
pthrm,pdrv, pdc,pnet, frcirc,etanet

endif
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if ( i o r i n t . n e . O i w r i t e ( e f l o u t , 9 1 0 ) n i n t ( p n e u t | , n i n t ( p £ u s n ) ,
n i n t ( p b l k t ) , n i n t ( p t h r m ) , n l n t ( p d c ) , n i n t ( p q r o s ) , n i n t ( p a u x ) ,
rune (ppump) , n i n t (pcJrv), r un t ( e t a n e t * 100 ) , n ine ( I r c i r c ' 100)

r e t u r n
900 format(/8x,'POWER FLOW SUMMARY:'/

5x,'Neutron Power (MW) ' ,t45,' = ',f11.4,
t71,'Gross Electric Power (MW)',till,'=',f11.4/
5x,'Fusion Power (MW)',t45,'=',f11.4,
t71,'Auxiliary Power (MW)',till,'=',f11.4/

. 5x,'Blanket Thermal Power (MW)',t45,'=',fll.4,

. t71,'Total Pumping Power (MW)',till,'=',f11.4/
5x,'Power to Thermal Conversion Cycle (MW)',t45,'=',f11.4,

. t71,'Driver Power (MW)',till,'=',f11.4/
5x,'Power to Direct Conversion Cycle (MW)',t45,'=',f11.4,
t71,'Net Electric Power (MW)',t111,'=',f11.4/
5x,'Recirculating Power Fraction (%)',t45,'=',2pf11.4,

. t71,'Overall Efficiency (%)',t111,' = ',f11.4 )
910 format!',',i5,','/i5,',',i5,',',i5,'/',i5,',',15,

end
c

c

cSdebug

subroutine getcons
c
c>>> Subroutine to evaluate the various constants needed.
c>» This subroutine is called only once,
c

common/const/ rhiz, rloz, rhos, rhoc, rsprk, xmsprk, rhors, cvol,
. pi, cy, crO, crl, cr2, cr3, pl3, p23, p413, cl28, c527,

acft, tcstn, avl, ownshp, eamu, cspeed, iaccnf, multrun,
. p43, p53
common/cbeam/ aion, zeff, emit, delta, sigO, sig, brho, rho,

miult, zgas, rbova, bpole, czeff, cperv, ztarg, magtyp

common/norm/ cnorm(4,3)
c

pi = 4.*atan(1.)

rhiz = 100.
rloz = 15.
rhors = 0.4
rsprk = .007

cvol = 4.*pi/3.
cy - l./3.34e5/cvol

crO = 1./3.

rhos = rhors/rsprk

xmsprk = cvol»rhos*rsprk**3
rhoc = (834.783*rhos)**.6
crl = 1. - rhos/rhoc
cr2 = cy/rhoc/rsprk**3
cr3 » 6./rhoc/rsprk - crl
pl3 » 1./3.
p23 = 2./3.
p43 - 4./3.
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c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c

c
c*
c

p4 13 = 4./I 3.
eainu = 9.3156e+8
cspeed = 2.9979e+8
cperv = 1.55366E+7

cl28 = sqrtf128.)
c527 = 5./27.

rbova = 2.

Accelerator normalization data cnorm(i,])
i = 1: cost normalization factor
i =• 2: efficiency normalization factor
i = 3: length normalization factor
i = 4: front end cost normalization factor
j = 1: 1+ charge state, single pulse
] = 2: 3+ charge state, double pulse
j = 3: 3+ charge state, single pulse

cnorm(1,1)
cnorm(2,1)
cnorm(3,1)
cnorm(4,1)
cnorm(1,2)
cnorm(2,2)
cnorm(3,2)
cnorm(4,2)
cnorm(1,3)
cnomi( 2,3)
cnorm(3,3)
cnonn(4,3)
return
end

3+ charge state,
3+ charge state,

975.0
0.0108
0.53
. 1
500.0
0.00933
0.186
. 2
532.0
0.0155
0.191
.2

subroutine inputf(kans,ipwr,ihiz,kk,nbeam,emdw,emhylife,enicascad,
emww,pfusn,et ath,etadc,etabr,xlen,
itrymax, gairanin, ganmax, gamdelt, etmin, ettnax, etdelt, rrmin, rrmax,
rrdelt .ncavini^ncavmax, ncavdelt,gaininin,gainmax,gaindelt,
itrgmin,itrgmax,itrgdelt,xmjmin,xnijmax,ititl,title,igmul,
targmult,icavmin,icavmax,icavdelt,pnetniin,pnetmax,pnetdelt,
aioruuin,aiorunax,aiondelt,irdmin,irdmax,irddelt,emitmin,emitmax,
iaccinp)

This routine reads the input data file (ICF.DAT)

common/const/ rhiz, rloz, rhos, rhoc, rsprk, xinsprk, rhors, cvol,
pi, cy, crO, crl, cr2, cr3, pl3, p23, p413, cl28, c527,
acft, tcstn, avl, ownshp, eamu, cspeed, iaccnf, multrun,

. p43, p53
common/cbeam/ aion, zeff, emit, delta, sigO, sig, brho, rho,

rmult, zgas, rbova, bpole, czeff, cperv, ztarg, magtyp
dimension lcavt(4),ltarg(4)

integer ownshp

character*ll lcavt
character*12 fname

character*13 ltarg
character*60 title
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character* 12 iline

data fnaiiie/' ICF.DAT '/
data lcavt/' MAGNETIC ',' WATERFALL, ',' GRANULAR ',

'WETTED WALL'/

data ltarg/'SINGLE SHELL ','SS RANGE MULT','DOUBLE SHELL
'SYMMETRIC '/

c if (fname .eq. ' ') then

c write (','(a\)') ' Enter input filename: '
c read ( * , ' (a) ' ) fnaiiie

open (5,file=fname)
c endif

read (5,42) iline
read(5,• ) itryniax,kans,ipwr,pfusn,yield
read (5,42) iline
read(5, • ) pnetmin,pnetmax.pnetdelt
read (5,42) iline
read( 5, * ) qaiiuiiin,gainmax,gajudelt
read (5 ,42) i l i n e
read(5,*) etmin,etmax,etdelt

read (5,42) lline
read (5,*) rrmin,rrmax,rrdelt

read (5,42) iline
read (5,*) ncavmin,ncavmax,ncavdelt

read (5,42) iline
read (5,*) gainmin,gaininax,gaindelt
read (5,42) i l i n e
read (5,*) itrgmin,itrgniax,itrgdelt
read (5,42) iline
read (5,*) icavmin,icavmax,icavdelt

read (5,42) iline

read (5,*) aionnun»aionniax,aiondelt
read (5,42) i l i n e
read (5,*) irdniin, irdmax, i rdde l t
read (5,42) i l i n e
read (5,*) multrun,nbeam,igmul
read (5,42) iline
read (5,42) iline

read (5,*) delta,sigO,sig,rmult,zgas,bpole

read (5,42) iline

read (5,*) ztarg,magtyp,iaccinp,xnijmin,xmjmax
read (3,42) iline

read (5,42) iline
read (5,a) emdw,emhylifa,emcascad,eniww

read (5,42) iline
read (5,*) e t a th , e t adc ,e t ab r ,x len , t a rgn iu l t
read (5,42) i l i n e
read (5,*) ihiz, rhiz,einitmir),emitmax
read (5,42) iline
read (5,42) iline
read (5,*) acft,ownshp,tcstn,avl

rewind 5

c>» Copy input rile to output stream
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c
c

it (ititl.eq.l) write(*,47)title
write (*,20)
if (muitrun.gt.O) then
if (ititl.eq.l) write(7,47)title
write (7,20)

if (multrun.eq.2) then
if (ititl.eq.l) write(6,47(title
write (6,20)

endif
else

if (ititl.eq.l) write(6,47)title
write (6,20)

endif

20 format*//20x,'INPUT FILE FOR THIS CASE:',//)
40 read (5,42,end=50,err=50) iline
42 format)a)

write (*,44) iline
if (muitrun.gt.O) then
write (7,44) iline
if (multrun.eq.2) write(6,44) iline

else

write (6,44) iline
endif

44 format(5x,a)

46 format(a)

47 format(//10x,a60//)
go to 40

50 return
end

c
c*****************************************************************************

c
cSdebug

subroutine cost(irrad,dblen,pthrm,pfusn,pgros,pnet,pdc,icavt,
hcavt,rcavt,rrate,itarg,wallife,etarg,tlfr,clinac,ncavt,coepas,
yield,iprint,ititl,title,creactor,caccel,ctdicp,targmult,farad,

• . fflen,ftlen,fmlen,dllen,sylen,brho,perv,nbft,coutl,cout2,cout3,

cout4,theta,nbeam,flen,ierr,etadc,etath,etabr)
c

c This routine calculates all power plant capital (direct + indirect)
c operating and maintenance costs, as well as cost of electricity.
c Costing is based on work by L. Waganer, MDAC. Nuclear Energy Cost
c Data Base (NECDB) indirect and interest costs are based on work by
c w. Meier, LLNL. Magnetic Fusion Energy Cost Data Base (MCFCDB) costs
c are based on STARFIRE,
c calculation of direct reactor costs
c all costs are in 1985 dollars
c

dimension b(78),lab(67),idl(67),ctmatl(4),ctmfg(4),id(4,31),
• id2(46),xind(6,2),reject(4),coml(4),com2(4),usage(4),
. tbecl(4),tbec2<4)
common/const/ rhiz, rloz, rhos, rhoc, rsprk, xmsprk, rhors, cvol,
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. pi, cy, crO, crl, cr2, cr3, pl3, p23, p413, cl28, c527,
acft, tcstn, avl, ownshp, eainu, cspeed, iaccnf, multrun,

. p43, P53
real idc, 1, 12, melt, ntar,120105,120106,12202,12204,12205,120102,

120104,120107,12203
character*10 lab
character*61 fmt
character*12 c(4)
character*60 title
cliaracter*9O coutl,cout2
character*84 cout3
character*12 cout4

c Equivalence all costs to output array B
equivalence (b(l),c2O),(b(2),c21),(b(3),c2101),(b,4) ,c21O2),
# (b(5),c21O3),(b(6),c2104),(b(7),c2105),(b(8),c2106),(b(9),c2107)
ft (b(10),c2108),(b(ll),c2109),(b(12),c22),(b(13),c2201),
# (b(14),c20101),(b(15),c20102),(b(16),c20103),(b(17) ,c20104),
# (b(18),C2O1O5),(b(19),c20106),(b(20),c20107),(b(21),c2202),
# (b(22),c22O3),(b(23),c22O4),(b(24),c22O5),(b(25),c23),
ft ( b ( 2 6 ) , c 2 4 ) , ( b ( 2 7 ) , c 2 5 ) , ( b ( 2 8 ) , c 2 6 ) , ( b ( 2 9 ) , c 2 7 ) , ( b ( 3 0 ) , c 2 7 0 1 ) ,
ft ( b ( 3 1 ) , c 2 7 O 2 ) f ( b ( 3 2 ) , c 2 7 O 3 ) , ( b ( 3 3 ) , c 2 7 O 4 ) , ( b ( 3 4 ) , c 2 7 O 5 ) ,
ft ( b ( 3 5 ) , c 2 7 O 6 ) , ( b ( 3 6 ) , c 2 7 O 7 ) , ( b ( 3 7 ) , c 2 7 0 8 ) , ( b ( 3 8 ) , c 2 7 O 9 ) ,
ft ( b ( 3 9 ) , c 9 1 a ) , ( b ( 4 0 ) , c 9 2 a ) , ( b ( 4 1 ) , c 9 3 a ) , ( b ( 4 2 ) , c 9 4 a ) ,
ft ( b ( 4 3 ) , c 9 5 a c y d ) , ( b ( 4 4 ) , c 4 0 ) , ( b ( 4 5 ) , c 5 0 ) , ( b ( 4 6 ) , c 0 2 ) ,
# (b(47),ctd),(b(48),ctdia)
equivalence
ft (b(49),c98),(b(50),c99a),(b(51),ctotacyd),(b(52),ancapa),
t (b(53),coeacyd),(b(54),coetyd),(b(57),c96acyd),(b(58),c2206),
ft (b(59),c28),(b(6O),c29),(b(61),ctdica),(b(62),c95tyd),
ft (b(63),c96tyd),(b(64),ctottyd),(b(65),ctotptyd),
ft (b(66),comcyd),(b(67),comtyd),(b(68),c91b),(b(69),cS2b),
# (b(7O),c93b),(b(71),c94b),(b(72),c99b),(b(73),ctdicb),
ft (b(74),c95bcyd),(b(75),c96bcyd),(b(76),ctotbcyd),(b(77),ancapb),
ft (b(78),coebcyd)

c Target Manufacturing Plant Capital Costs (MS)
data ctmfg/130.,130.,160.,120./

c Cost of Materials for 4 Different Targets (M$)

data ctmatl/3.e-8,3.e-8,3.5e-8,2.e-8/
c Rejection Rates for 4 Different Targets

data reject/.03,.03,.05,.03/
c Non-scalable OSM Costs for 4 Different Targets (K$)

data coml/387.,387.,580.5,193.5/
c Scalable O&M Costs for 4 Different Targets (K$)

data com2/387.,387.,387.,193.5/
c Fixed Back-End Costs for 4 Different Targets (M$)

data tbecl/.25,.25,.25,.25/
c Scalable Back-End Costs for 4 Different Targets (M$)

data tbec2/.75,.75,.75,.0/
c Fraction of Material Used in 4 Different Targets

data usage/.75,.75,.7,.67/
c Indirect Cost Factors
c First 4 from Starfire
c Last 4 from NEDB
c 1 = Construction Facilities
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c
c
c
c
c

c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c

c
c
c
c
c

2 = Engineering and Construction Management
3 = Field Engineering and Services

4 = Other Costs
5 = Contingency

6 = Fixed Charge Rate
data xind/.10,.08,.00,.05,.15,.100,
# .20,.15,.10,.07,.10,.083/

Set Up Labels For Output
data lab/

','c2102
', 'c2107
' 'C22O1O1

. 'c20

. 'C2104

. 'C2109-13

. 'C22O1O3

. 'C2202

. 'c24

. 'C2702

. 'C2707

. 'c93

. 'cO2

. 'ctot

. 'ctdic

. 'comtot
data lab/
. 'LAND
. 'Beamlines
. 'Other
. 'Magnets

, 'C2105
, 'c22
'C220104
'C2203
'c25
'C2703
'C2708
'c94
'ctd
'ctotp
'c96
'comtot

','c2101
','c2106
','c2201
','C220105
','C22O4
','C26
','C2704
','C2709
','c95
','ctdi
','coe
', 'C22O6

•,'C220106
','C22O5
','c27
•,'C2705
',rc91
','c40
', 'c98
•,'coe

','c28

','c2103
','C2108
','C22O1O2
','C22O1O7
','c23
','C27O1
','c2706
','C92
','c50
',(c99

t

','c29

'Driver

c
c
c

','STRUCTURES','Site Imprv,'Reactor
','Turbine ','Heat Rejec ,'Target Mfg','Waste ProC,
','REACTOR ','Equipment ','FWB ','Shield ',
','Structure ','Vacuum ','Target Inj','Dir. Conv.',

. 'Heat Xfr ','Cooling ','Trit Recov,'Maint Eqp ','TURBINE ',

. 'ELECTRICAL','MISC ','HEAT REJEC,'DRIVER ','Front End ',

. 'Accel S PS','Pulse Comp','Beam Xprt ','Final Foe ','Vacuum ',

. 'Cooling ','Maint Eqp ','1 S C ','CONSTR SRV','ENG - HOME',

. 'ENG - FLD ','OTHER COST','ESCALATION','O & M ','SCHD REPL ',

. 'FUEL ','TOTAL DIR ','DIR + IND ','SPARE PRTS','CONTNGNCY ',

. 'CTOT ','ANNUAL CAP','COE ','COE ',' •',

. ' ','INTEREST ','1 & C ','TARGET MFG','SPCL MTLS ',

. 'DIR+IND+C ','TOT O & M ' , ' ',' ',' ',

. 'TOT O S M ',' ' /

Output Indent Space Allocations for Each Cost Account
Level 1 accounts are indented 1 space
Level 2 accounts are indented 4 spaces
Level 3 accounts are indented 7 spaces

data idl/1,1,4,4,4,4,4,4,4,4,

# 4,1,4,7,7,7,7,7,7,7,

# 4,4,4,4,1,1,1,1,1,4,
# 4,4,4,4,4,4,4,4,1,1,
# 1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,

# 1,1,1,1,1,1,1,4,1,1,

# 1,1,1,1,1,1,1/

Order of Printing for Cost Accounts Based on Four Vertical Columns.
This is the order in which the elements of array B will be printed,

data id/ 1,12,49,49, 56,13,56,56,
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It 2,14,47,47, 3,15,56,56,
it 4,16,39,68, 5,17,56,56,
# 6,18,40,69, 7,19,56,56,
K 8,20,41,70, 9,21,56,56,
» 10,22,42,71, 11,23,56,56,

# 56,24,50,72, 25,58,56,56,
It 56,56,61,73, 26,29,56,56,
It 56,30,44,44, 27,31,56,56,
# 56,33,45,45, 28,34,56,56,
It 56,35,46,46, 59,36,56,56,
# 56,37,56,56, 60,38,56,56,
# 56,56,56,56, 43,74,00,00,
It 57,75,00,00, 51,76,00,00,
# 52,77,00,00, 66,66,00,00,
# 53,78,00,00/

c
c Order of Printing of Cost Accounts (array B) to Database File
c Third-Level Accounts Are Not Included

data id2/ 1, 2,12,13,21,22,23,24,58,25,
# 26,27,28,29,30,31,33,34,35,36,
tt 37,38,59,60,49,47,39,40,41,42,
# 50,£1,44,45,46,43,74,57,75,51,
# 76,52,77,66,53,78/

c
data b(55)/l.e20/,b(56)/l.e20/, iheadr/1/

c
c In subsequent calculations, cost sharing for multiple cavities
c is computed as follows:
c COST = CSMALL*NCAVT*(1-S)+CLARGE*S
c where COST is the total cost for the subaccount
c CSMALL is the cost based on a reactor cavity sized for
c the smaller power required for each of multiple
c cavities (denoted in code by an 's' preceeding
c account number)

c CLARGE is the cost based on a single, large cavity
c (denoted in code by an '1' preceeding account number)
c S is the fraction of the coat which can be shared
c between cavities
c NCAVT is the number of cavities
c
c: Fdr multiple cavities, divide powers appropriately

pgroscav = pgros/ncavt
pfusncav = pfusn/ncavt
pthrmcav = pthrm/ncavt
pdccav = pdc/ncavt

rratecav = rrate/ncavt

precirc = pgros - pnet
plfr = pthrm/15O./2.O433
plfrcav = plfr/ncavt

clfr = tlfr - plfr
clfrcav = clfr/ncavt
iitarg = itarg
if (itarg .eq. 5) iitarg = 1

c
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c costs tor Land and land rights...
c20 = 6.0

c costs for structures and site facilities...
c costs for site improvements...

c2101 = 17.
c costs for reactor hall...
c reactor hall wall area below qrade

wabq = 6«(6*rcavt+L18)+(4*rcavt+56)*(2*rcavt+62)*2
c reactor hall wall area above qrade

waaq = 64*(6*rcavt+il8)+(4*rcavtt56)•(2*rcavt+62)*2
c reactor hall volume

vrh = 35*(4*rcavt+56 ) *(2*rcavt+62)
c reactor hall floor area

farh = (t*rcavt+56)*(2*rcavt+62)
c reactor hall concrete volume below qrade

vcbq = 1.1* ( 4.5*(4*rcavt + 59)*(2*rcavt+65) + 3*(6*rcavt + 123))
c reactor hall concrete volume above qrade

vcag = 1.5*((4*rcavt+59)*(2*rcavt+6 2)*2+(4*rcavt+59)*(2*rcavt+65)
c assume each reactor has separate enclosure

qo to (1,1,2,1),icavt
1 C2102 = ( 935*vcbq+1435*vcaq*-9*wabq+1537*waaq+286*farh
tt +93*vrh+15.7e6)*l.e-6*ncavt
qo to 3

2 c21O2 = 44O*(43.2 + 2*rcavt) *( 33. 2*-2*rcavt) *( 23. 2+2*rcavt)
*l.e-6*ncavt

c cost for driver buildinq...
3 C21O3 = 8.541*dblen

c cost for beamline enclosure...
if(irrad.le.3) then

c assume each beamline has a separate enclosure...
cblenc = 7.009e-3*(ftlen+fflen)*nbft

c unless the irradiation scheme is 3inqle-sided
if (irrad.eq.1.and.iaccnf.ne.2) cblenc = cblenc/nbft

else
c for completely symmetric illumination, enclosures
c are more expensive

cblenc = 14.537e-3*(ftlen+fflen)*nbft
endif

c cost for delay line enclosure...
cdelay = 7.OO9e-3*dllen

c assume 50* cost sharirq of beamline enclosures
C2104 = (cblenc+cdelay)*(l+(ncavt-l)*.5)

c costs for turbine buildinq...
qo to (4,4,5,4),icavt

4 C2105 = 22*(pgros/1193)**0.5
qo to 6

5 C2105 = 12.9*(pqros/905)**0.5
c cost for ultimate heat rejection...

6 qo to (61,61,62,61),icavt
61 C21O6 = 5.7*(pthrm*(1.-etath)/2231)**0.5

qo to 63
62 C2106 = 5.7*(pthrm*(1.-etabr)/2231)**0.5

c Cost for fuel processing and storage...
63 c2107 = 11.2
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c cost for hot cell and waste processing...

ccc go to (7,7,B,7),icavt
ccc 7 c210a = 69.8*(pfusn/3510',**0.5
ccc go to 9

8 C2108 = 14.9*(pfusn/1500)**0.5
c cost for other buildings...

9 C21O9 = 16.18
c

c2i = C2101+c2102+c2103+c2104+c2105+c2106+c2107+c2108+c2109
c

c costs for raactor equipment...
c costs for blanket/first wall...

go to ( 14, 11, 13,12),icavt
c
c icavt = 2 hylife cavity design
c liylife first wall and blanket costs
c for multiple cavities, calculate cavity radius if only one cavity
c were used (rlarge)

11 rlarge - rcavt*sqrt(float(ncavt))
hlarge = 1.6*rlarge
C20101 = .85*(rcavt+0.5)*(hcavt+13)*ncavt

c shield costs
C2O1O2 - .006*((28+hcavt)*((rcavt+3.5)**2-(rcavt+2)**2)
# +3*(rcavt+3.5))*ncavt

c cavity magnet costs
C2O1O3 = 0.

c primary structure and support costs
C20104 = 2.*(l+(ncavt-l)*.75)

c cavity vacuum costs
520105 = (0.l*nbft+.04*(pthnncav/1000.))
120105 = (0.l*nbft+.04*(pthrm/1000.))
C20105 = s20105*ncavt*.5 + 120105*.5

c target injection and tracking costs

520106 = 7.9*(rratecav/10)**0.5
120106 = 7.9*(rrate/10)**0.5
C20106 = s20106*ncavt*.75 + 120106*.25

c direct convertor costs
C20107 = 0.
C22O1 = C2O1O1+C2O1O2+C2O1O3+C2O1O4+C2O1O5+C2O1O6+C2O1O7

c main heat transfer and transport
c cost of primary loop

cpls = 30.5*(plfrcav/10.2)**0.5+22.6*(plfrc.av/10.2)**0.74+103.94

# *(pthnncav/3800)**0.85
cpll = 30. 5*(plfr/10.2)**0. 5+22. 6*<plf r/10. 2') **0. 74+103.94
# *(pthrm/3800)**0.85

c cost of intermediate loop
cils = 166.2*(pthnncav/3800)**0.85

cill = 166.2*(pthrm/3800)**0.85
c cost of lithium recirculation system

crecs = 30.5*((clfrcav/10.2)**0.5-l)+22.6*((cllrcav/10.2)**0.74-1)
# +3.5*(rcavt/5)**2*hcavt/8
creel = 3O.5*((clfr/10.2)**0.5-1)+22.6*((clfr/10.2)**0.74-1)
# +3.5*(rlarge/5)**2*hlarge/8
s2202 = (cpls+cils+crecs)
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L22O2 = ( c p l l t - c i l U c r e c l )

c22O2 = s 2 2 O 2 * n c a v t * . 5 f 1 2 2 0 2 * . 5

if ( iprint .eq. 1) then
write)*,")' cpl =',cpl, ' cil =',cil, ' crec =',crec
write(*,•)' plfr =',plfr, ' clfrcav =',clfrcav
write)*,")' rcavt =',rcavt,' hcavt =',hcavt
write!*,*)' i.cavt =',ncavt,' ptlirm =', pchrm

endif
c cooling system (water +cryogenics)

c22O3 = 0.
c tritium recovery and waste treatment

s2204 = 39*(2*rcavt+62)*(4*rcavt+56)*35/2.e5+
59*(pfusncav/3500)**0.8

12204 = 39*{2*rlarge+62)*(4*rlarc;e+56)*35/2.e5+
S9* (pfusn/3500) **0.8

c2204 = s2204*ncavt*.25 + 12204*.75
c reactor maintenance equipment

S2205 = 20*(pthrmcav/38OO)**0.5
12205 = 20*(pthrm/38O0)**0.5
C2205 = s2205*ncavt*.5 + 12205*.5

c ISC
c2206 = 8.1*(U(ncavt-l)*.2)

c
c22 = c22Oi+c22O2+c22O3+c22O4+c22O5+c22O6
go to 15

c icavt = 4 wetted wail cavity design
c wetted wall first wall and blanket costs

c for multiple cavities, calculate cavity radius if only one cavity

c were used (rlarge)

12 rlarge = rcavt*sqrt(float(ncavt))
C20101 = 10.08*(O.OO7*rcavt**2+O.O2*(rcavt+1)**2+

0.003*((rcavt+1)**3-rcavt**3))*ncavt
c shield costs

C20102 = 0.018*((rcavt+3)**3-(rcavt+1.5)**3)'ncavt
c cavity magnet costs

C2O1O3 =0.
c primary structure and support costs

C20104 = 2. *( l + (ncavt-l)*.75)
c cavity vacuum costs

520105 = (0.l*nbft + .04*(pthnncav/1000. ))
120105 = (0.l*nbft+.04*(pthnn/1000.)j
C20105 = s20105*ncavt*.5 + 120105*.5

c target injection and tracking costs
520106 = 7. 9*(rratecav/10)**0.5
120106 = 7.9*(rrate/10)**0.5

C2O1O6 = s20106*ncavt*.75 + 120106*.25
c direct convertor costs

C20107 = 0.

c2201 = C20101+C2O1O2+C2O103+C201O4+C2O1O5+C2O106+C201O7

c main heat transfer and transport
c cost of primary loop

cpls = 3O.5*(plfrcav/10.2)**0.5+22.6*(plfrcav/10.2)**0.74+103.94
* *(pthrmcav/3800)**0.85
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c p l l = 3 0 . 5 * ( p l f r / 1 0 . 2 ) * * O . 5 + 2 2 . 6 * ( p l f r / 1 0 . 2 ) * * 0 . 7 4 + 1 0 3 . 94
# *(pthrm/3800)**0.85

c cos t of i n t e r m e d i a t e loop
c i l s = 166.2*(pthmicav/38OO)**0.85
cill = 266.2*(pthrm/3800)**0.85
S22O2 = ( c p l s t - c i l s )
12202 = (cpll+cill)
C2202 = s2202*ncavt*.5 + 12202*.5

c cooling system (water +cryogenics)
C22O3 = 0.

c tritium recovery and waste treatment
52204 = 39*(2*rcavt+62)*(4*rcavt+56)*35/2.e5+

59*(pfusncav/350O)**0.8
12204 = 39*(2*rlarge+62)*(4*rlarge+56)*35/2.e5+

59*(pfusn/3 500)**0.8
C2204 = s2204*ncavf.25 + 12204*.75

c reactor maintenance equipment
52205 = 2O*(pthrmcav/38OO)**O.5
12205 = 20*(pthnn/3800)**0.5
C2205 = s2205*ncavt*.5 + 12205*.5

c ISC
c22O6 = 3.1*(l+(ncavt-l)*.2)
c22 = c2201+c2202+c2203+c2204+c2205+c2206
go to 15

c
c icavt = 3 cascade cavity design
c cascade first wall and blanket costs

13 C20101 = 9.7*(yield/300)*ncavt
c shield costs

S2O1O2 = 2O.3*(pfusncav/15OO)**O.5
C2O1O2 = s20102*ncavt

c cavity magnet costs
c;0103 = 0.

n primary structure and support costs
520104 = (5.2*(pfusncav/1500)+110*(pfusncav/1500)**0.5)
120104 = (5.2*(pfusn/1500)+110*(pfusn/1500)**0.5)
C20104 = s20104*ncavt*.75 + 120104*.25

c cavity vacuum costs

520105 = (0.l*nbft+.4*(pthrmcav/1000.))
120105 = (0.l*nbft+.4*(pthrm/1000.))
c20105= s20105*ncavt*.5 + 120105*.5

c target injection and tracking costs
520106 = 7.9*(rratecav/10)**0.5
120106 = 7.9*(rrate/10)**0.5
C2O1O6 = s20106*ncavt*.75 + 120106*.25

c direct convertor costs
C2O1O7 = 0.
C2201 = C201O1+C2O1O2+C2O1O3+C2O1O4+C2O1O5+C2O106+C2O107

c main heat transfer and transport

s2202 = 60.*(pthrmcav/1670)**0.85
12202 = 6O.*(pthrm/167O)**O.85
C22O2 = s2202*ncavt*.5 + 12202*.5

c cooling system (water +cryogenics)
C2203 = 4.8*(l+(ncavt-l)*.5)
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c tritium recovery and waste treatment
32204 =• 16.7*(pfuancav/1500)**0.8
12204 = 16.7*(pfusn/1500)**0.8
c2204 = s22O4*ncavt*.25 + 12204*.75

c reactor maintenance equipment
C22O5. = 0.

c ISC

C2206 = 8.1*(H-(ncavt-l)*.2)
c

c22 = c22Ol+c2202+c22O3+c2204+c2205+c2206
go to 15

c
c icavt = 1 Magnetically-protected Cavity Design
c first wall and blanket costs

14 C20101 = O.6O5*rcavt**2*ncavt
c shield costs

C20102 = .O03O51*(4*(2*rcavt+8)*(4*rcavt+100)+
2*(2*rcavt+8)**2)*ncavt

c cavity magnet costs
C20103 = 0.49*rcavt**2*ncavt

c primary structure and support costs
C20104 = 2.•(l+(ncavt-l)*.75)

c cavity vacuum costs
520105 = (0.l*nb£t+.4*(pthrmcav/1000.))
120105 = (0.l*nbft+.4*(pthrm/1000.))
C20105 = s20105*ncavt*.5 + 120105*.5

c target injection and tracking costs
520106 = 7.9*(rratecav/10)**0.5
120106 = 7.9*(rrate/10)**0.5
C2O1O6 = s20106*ncavt*.75 + 120106*.25

c direct convertor costs
s2O107 = 23.7*(pdccav/450)**(0.8)
120107 = 23.7*(pdc/450)**(0.8)
C2O1O7 = s20107*ncavt*.75 + 120107*.25
c2201 = C2O1O1+C2O102+C2O1O3+C2O104+C201O5+C2O106+C201O7

c main heat transfer and transport
c cost of primary loop

cpls = 30.5*(plfrcav/10.2)**0.5+22.6*(plfrcav/10.2)**0.74+103.94
# *{pthrmcav/3800)**0.85
cpll = 30.5*(plfr/10.2)**0.5+22.6*(plfr/10.2)**0.74+103.94

# *(pthrm/3800)**0.85
c cost of intermediate loop

cils = 166.2*(pthrmcav/3800)**0.85
cill = 166.2*(pthnn/3800)**0.85
S2202 = (cpls+cils)
12202 = (cpll+cill)
C22O2 = s2202*ncavt*.5 + 12202*.5

c cooling system (water +cryogenics)
s2203 = (5.5e-4*pfusncav+1.0)

12203 = (5.5e-4*pfusn+1.0)
C22O3 = s2203*ncavt*.5 + 12203*.5

c tritium recovery and waste treatment

s2204 = 39*(2*rcavt+62)*(4*rcavt+56)*35/2.e5+
59*(pfusncav/3500)**0.8
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12204 = 39*(2*rcavt+62)•(4«rcavt+56)*35/2.e5+
59*(pfusn/3500)**0.8

c2204 = s2204*ncavt*.25 + 12204*.75
c reactor maintenance equipment

s22O5 = 20*(pthrmcav/3800)**0.5
12205 = 2O*(pthrm/38OO)**O.5
C22O5 = s22O5*ncavt*.5 + 12205*.5

c ISC
C2206 = 8.1*(l+(ncavt-l)*.2)
c22 = c22Ol+c22O2+c22O3+c22O4+c22O5+c22O6

c
15 creactor = c22

c costs for turbine plant equipment
go to (35,25,30,25),icavt

C WATERFALL, WETTED WALL
25 c23 = 239"(pyroscav/1426)**0.8*ncavt

go to 40
c GRANULAR WALL

30 c23 = 184*(pthrmcav/1670)**0.85*ncavt
go to 40

c MAGNETICALLY-PROTECTED DRY WALL
35 c23 = 239.*((pgroscav-etadc*pdccav)/1426)**0.8*ncavt

c
c costs for electric plant equipment

40 c24 = precirc/334*50.3+(precirc/334+l)*44.7+8.3
c costs for miscellaneous plant equipment

C25 = 52*(pnet/1100)**0.3
c costs for main heac rejection system

go to (50,50,55,50),icavt
50 c26 = 40.3*(pthrmcav*(l.-etath)/1896)**0.8*ncavt

go to 60
55 c26 = 40.3*(pthrmcav*(l.-etabr)/1896)**0.8*ncavt

c costs for accelerator system...
60 call drcostfiaccnf,clinac,dblen,ftlen,nbft,brho,perv,dllen,

sylen,ncavt,fflen,flen/theta,c2701,c27O2,c27O3,c27O4,
c2705,c2706,c2707,c2708,c2709,c27,irrad,nbeam,ierr)

if (ierr.gt.0) return
caccel = c27

c target maniifacturing equipment
c ir.dximuin number of targets manufactured pei' year
c based on 100* availability

ntargiviax = rrate*3 .15e7/( l-reject( iitarg) )
c actual number of targets manufactured per year

nta/. g = ntargmax*avl
c2E = cargmult*ctmfg(iitarg)*(ntargniax/l.e8)**0.65

c special materials costs

go to (95,85,90,80),icavt
C WETTED WALL

80 c29 =• (.084*((rcavt+l)**3-rcavt**3)+10.7)*ncavt

go to 100
C WATERFALL

85 c29 = 54.7*(pfusncav/2700)*ncavt
go to 100

C GRANULAR WALL
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90 c29 = (10.7*21.2*(pfusncav/15OO)+24.4*<pthrmcav/167O)*"0.75)
* *ncavt

qo co 100
c .MAGNETICALLY-PROTECTED DRY WALL

95 c29 = (O.69"rcavt**2+10.7)«ncavt
c
c total direct costs...

100 ctd = C21+c22+c23+c24+c25+c26+c27+c28+c29
c
c costs for spare parts

c93 = .01*ctd
c t d = ctd«-c98+c20

c
c cost"-, for c o n s t r u c t i o n f a c i l i t i e s . . .

c91a = xmd( 1,1) *ctd
c91b = xind( 1,2) *ctd

c costs for home office engineering services...
c92a = xindl2,1)*ctd
c92b = xind(2,2)*ctd

c costs for field office engineering services...
c93a = xind(3,1) »ctd
c93b = xmd( 3,2) *ctd

c owner's costs...
c94a = xind(4,1)*ctd

c94b = xind(4,2i*ctd

c total direct + indirect...
ctdia = Ctd+c91a+c92a+c93a+c94a
ctdib = Ctd+c91b+c92b+c93b+c94b

c
c costs for contingency

c99a = ctdia*xind(5,1)

c99b = ctdib*xind(5,2)
c
c total capital costs excluding interest and escalation

ctdica = ctdia+c99a
ctdicb = ctdib+c99b

ctdicp = ctdicb
c
c real cost of money

x = .09
c

c constant-year equivalents for escalation arid real cost of money
c a => MCFCDB costing standard
c b => NECDB costing standard

esca = .05
escb = .06

cinfa = .05
cinfb = .06
escacyd = (l+esca)/(1+cinfa)-l
escbcyd = (1+escb)/(1+cinfb)-l
xcyda = ( l+:<> /( 1+cinf a)-l
xcydb = (l+x)/(l+cinfb)-l
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c costs for escalation during construction (constant-year dollars)
tcstna => tcstn
tcstnb = 1.6*tcstn
c95acyd ^ ctdica*((1+escacyd)••(0.6*tcstna)-l)
c95bcyd = ctdicb*((1tescacyd)**(0.6*tcstnb)-l)

c costs for interest during construction (constant-year dollars)
c96acyd = ctdica*((1+escacyd)**(0.6*tcstna)*

( ( H-xcyda)**(0.4*tcstr.a)-l) )
c96bcyd = ctdicb*((1+escbcyd)**(0.6*tcstnb)*

((l+xcydb)**(0.4*tcstnb)-l))
c
c total capital costs and S/kwe installed (constant- and then-year dollars)

ctotacyd = ctdica+c95acyd+c96acyd
ctotbcyd = ctdicb+c95bcyd+c96bcyd
ctotpa = ctotacyd*l.e3/pnet
ctotpb = ctotbcyd*I.e3/pnet

c annualize capital costs
ancapa = .l*ctotacyd
ancapb = .O83*ctotbcyd

c
c annual OSM costs
c target factory OSM (constants in K$)

comtarg = (1764.5+com2(iitarg)+(790.8+coml(iitarg))*
* (ntarginax/l.e8))*targmult*l.e-3
c40 =• 48*(pnet/1100) **0.3+comtarg

c annual scheduled component replacement costs
c50 = c20101/wallife

c annual fuel costs
c target material costs

ctargmtl = targmult*ctmatl(iitarg)/usage(iitarg)*(etarg/3.)
*ntarg

c back-end costs

ctargbe = targniult*(tbecl(iitarg)+tbec2(iitarg)*(etarg/3.))
*(ntarg/l.e8)

c02 = ctargmtl+ctargbe
c total annual costs (constant-year dollars)

comcyd = c40+c50+c02
c total annual costs (then-year dollars)

comtyd = comcyd*(1+esc)**tcstn
c
c cde using constant-year dollars...

coeacyd = (.l*ctotacyd+comcyd)/(.00876*pnet*avl)
coebcyd - (.083*ctotbcyd+comcyd)/(.00876*pnet*avl)
coepas = coebcyd

c

if (abs(multrun).ne.l) then
write (6,900) char(12)
if (ititl.eq.l) write(6,902)title
write (6,901) tcstna,avl,tcstnb,avl

c write cost accounts

do 800 i= 1,25
c change output data to character format

do 825 k-1,4
if(id(k,i).ne.56) then
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write (c(k),915) b(id(k,i))
else

c no data in this space
write (c(k),916)

endif
825 continue

c set up variable format to accomodate indentation of subaccount costs
write (fuit,903) '(15, ',idl(id(1,i)),'x,alO,2x,al2, t45, '

# ,idl(id(2,i)),(x,al0,2x,al2,t85,'
# ,idl(id(3,i)),'x,alO,2x,al2,2x,al2)'

write (6,fmt) lab(id(1,i)),c(1),lab(id(2,i)),c(2)
# ,iab(id(3,i)),c(3),c(4)

800 continue
c write constant-year MCF and NEDB totals

write (£,905)
do 850 i=26,31
write (6,910) labfid(1,i)),b(id(1, i)),b(id(2,i))

850 continue
endif

c
c Write ali data to Database file

write(coutl,920)(nint(b(id2(i))),i= 1,15)
write(cout2,920)(nint(b(id2(i))),i=16,30)
write(cout3,921)(nint(b(id2(i))),i=31,44)
write(cout4,922)(b(id2(i)),i=45,46)

900 format(al)
901 format(

2x,' MCF OPTION: Inflation = 5% Escalation = 5%',
' Construction Time = ',0pf4.1,' yrs',
' Fixed Charge Rate = .100',' Availability = ',f4.3/
2x,'NEDB OPTION: Inflation = 6% Escalation = 6%',
' Construction Time = ',0pf4.1,' yrs',
' Fixed Charge Rate = .083',' Availability = ',f4.3//'/
t98,' MCF NEDB')

902 format(t3O,a6O/)
903 format(a4,il,al7,il,al7,il,a20)
905 format(//25x,'MCF',15x,'NEDB')
910 format(t5,al0,5x,fl2.2,5x,f12.2)
915 format!f12.2)
916 format(' ' )
920 format(',',14(i5,','),i5)

921 format)',',13(i5,','),i5)

922 format)',',f5.1,',(,f5.1)
c

999 return

end
c

c

subroutine drcost(iaccnf,clinac,dblen,ftlen,nbft,brho,perv,dllen,
sylen,ncavt,fflen,flen,theta,c2701,c2702,c2703,c2704,
c2705,c2706,c2707,c2708,c2709,c27,irrad,nbeain,ierr)

c LINAC Driver Cost Subroutine (Based on costing from L. Waganer,
c MDAC and E. Lee, LBL)
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common/norm/ cnorm(4,3)
real maglen

c accelerator modules and power supplies
c27O2 = clinac - 5.77e-3*dblen*cnorm(1,iaccnf)

c pulse compression system
c27O3 = 0.

c beain transport system
cbtsys - .0050*ftlen*nbft*(l.+(brho/200.*perv/2.e~4)**2)

c delay line & switch yard costs for double pulsed case
cdlsy = .OO25*dllen*nbft/2 + .02*sylen*nbeam
C2704 = (cbtsys+cdlsy)*(l+(ncavt-l)*.75)

c final focus system
c C2705 = (,5+fflen*(.01*ll*theta*flen+0.1/2*(ll*theta*flen)**2
c . *(4.4«theta*brho/2/flen)«*2))*nbft*ncavt
c Final Focus Bend Radius (in)

bendrad = 4*theta*flen-.O4
c Final Focus Magnetic Field (T)

bfoc = 2»brho/flen**2*bendrad
c Typical Final Focus Magnet Length (m)

maglen =• flen/2.
if (4«bfoc/bendrad*theta*flen.gt.8.) then
ierr = 18
return

endif
C2705 = 1.2*(0.5+8*(7.7e-4*(8+76.8*bendrad+

114.7*bendrad*bfoc)*(.285*maglen+.43)))*nbft*ncavt
c cooling system

C27O6 = .Ol*(c2702+c27O3+c27O4+c27O5)*(H-(ncavt-l)*.l)
c accelerator and transport vacuum systems

c27O7 = .OO5*(c27O2+c27O3+c27O4+c27O5)*(l+(ncavt-l)*.l)
c driver maintenance equipment

c2708 = (5.+O.5*alnt(dblen))•(l+(ncavt-l)*.1)
if(irrad.gt.3) c2708 » C2708+5.

c ISC
C27O9 = 25.

c since c2706, 7 and 9 are already taken into account by LIACEP in
c calculating costs, subtract these values from c2702 to
c avoid double-counting

C27O2 = c27O2-c27O6-c27O7-c27O9
c ion source and preaccelerator systems

C2701 - cnorm(4,iaccnf)*c27O2
c27 - c27Ol+c27O2+c27O3+c27O4+c27O5+c27O6+c27O7+c27O8+c27O9
return
end
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6.1C. APPENDIX C
SAMPLE INPUT AND OUTPUT FILES FOR ICCOMO

D. E. Driemeyer, L. M. Waganer, and D. S. Zuckerman
McDonnell Douglas Astronautics Company

The following four pages provide a sample input file (ICF.DAT), the
resulting output summary file (ICF.SUM), and the sixth case of the annotated
output file (ICF.OUT). Definitions of all the input variables in ICF.OAT can
be found,in the first few pages of the ICCOMO code listing (Appendix 6B). The
structure of the database output file (ICF.DBF) can be found in Appendix 60.
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SAMPLE ICCOMO INPUT FILE (ICF.DAT)

itrymax,
20

pnetmin
1000.

gammin
.010

etmin
4.0

rrmin
1.0

ncavmin
1.

gainmin.
200.:

itrgmin.
1,

icavmin,
4,

aionrnin.
130.,

irdmin,
2,

multrun,
2,

delta,
.001,

ztarg,
13.,

emdw,
1.21,

etath,
0.40,
ihiz,

3,

acft,
1.357,

kans,
2,

,pnetmax.
, 1000.,
, gammax,
, .040,
, etmax,

4.0,
, rrmax,

5.0,
,ncavmax,

1,
.gainmax,
, 200.,
.itrgmax,

1,
,icavmax,

4,
.aionmax,
, 200.,
, irdmax,

2,
, nbeam,

16,

sigO,
, 1.0472,
magtyp,

1,

emhylife
1.23

etadc
0.65
rhiz,
100.,

ownshp,
1,

1 pwr,
2,

.pnetdelt,
1000.,

, gamdelt,
.010,

, etdelt,
1.,

, rrdelt,
2.,

^cavdelt,
2,

gaindelt,
50.,

itrgdelt,
1,

icavdelt,
1,

aiondelt,
70.,

irddelt,
1,

igmul,
1,

sig,
.1745,

iaccinp,
4,

,emcascad,
, 1.15,
, etabr,
, 0.55,
emitmin,
1.5e-5,

tcstn,
5.,

pfusn, yield,
3000., 800.,

rmult, zgas,
1., 20.,

xjmin, xjmax,
1., 15.,

emww,
1.21,
xlen.targmult,

2., 1.,
emitmax,
3.0e-5,

avl,
.75,

bpole,
1.0,
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SAMPLE ICCOMO OUTPUT SUMMARY FILE (ICF.SUM)

Notice that of the 24 cases specified in the input file, 22 cases ran
successfully. The remaining 2 were unsuccessful due to excessive beam energy
on target (>15 MJ). The tally of emittance values shows that only nine of the
22 successful cases had emittances less than or equal to the maximum allowable
emittance for the accelerator (30 yrad-m). The alpha values (= F
were generally at the low end of the allowable range.

PNET
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1003
loon
1000
1001
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000

ICV
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

ERROR
( 1)
( 2)
( 3)
( 4)
( 5)
( 6)
( 7)
( 8)
( 9)
(10)
(11)
(12)
(13)
(141
(15)
(16)
(17)
(18)

0
0
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

NCV NBM
1 16
1 16
1 16
1 16
1 16
1 16
1 16
1 16
1 16
1 16
1 16
1 16
1 16
1 16
1 16
1 16
1 16
1 16
1 16
1 16
1 16
1 16
1 16
1 16

TALLY:

ITG
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

IRR
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

PNET Iter. Cnt
ETARG <
ETARG >
Pellet
RRATE <
RRATE 5

Min
• Max
GAIN
1 Hz

AION
130
130
130
130
130
130
130
130
130
130
130
130
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200

Max
Value
Value
< 10

• Cavity
Point <> Ace

Max
. Data

EMIT Above 30 uR-m
GAMMA Below
GAMMA Above

Min
Max

GAMMA
.010
.010
.010
.020
.020
.020
.030
.030
.030
.040
.040
.040
.010
.010
.010
.020
.020
.020
.030
.030
.030
.040
.040
.040

Bad IRRAD+ICAVT+ITARG
RANGE <
Targ 4
Targ 4
Targ 4

Data
RANGE
RANGE
RSPOT

Bad IRRAO +
No Soln for
Final Focus

Min
<
>
<

Min
Max
Min

IACCNF
BTRANS
B >•8T

ETARG
10
5
4
10
6.
4,
11.
6.
5.
15.
7.
6.
10.
5.
4.
10.
6.
4.
11.
6.
5.
15.
7.
6.

.73

.37

.10

.72

.05

.90
,36
,94
84
82
,98
92
55
35
11
66
03
90
33
93
84
82
97
92

RRATE
1
3
5
1
3
5.
1.
3,
5.
1,
3.
5.
1.
3.
5.
1.
3.
5.
1.

.00

.00

.00

.00

.00

.00

.00

.00

.00
,00
.00
.00
.00
00
00
.00
.00
,00
00

3.00
5.
1.
3.
5.

00
00
00
00

GAIN
240
154
120
233
137
101
217
120
86
253
105
74
238
154
120
232
136
102
216
120
86
253
104
73

EION 1
4
5
5
7
7
7
8
8
8

****
9
9
7
7
7
10
10
10
13
12
11

12
12

(SPOT
2
2
2
2
2
2.
2.
2,
2,

.57

.05

.05

.28

.28

.28

.58

.58

.58
ETARG
2,
2.
2.
2.
2.
2.
2.
2.
2.
2.
3.

.75
,75
.35
.35
35
,64
,64
64
66
89
15

ETARG
3.
3.
50
50

EMITTANCE TALLY:
( •c15.0)
(15.0-17.5)
(17.5-20.0)
(20.0-22.5)
(22.5-25.0)
(25.0-27.5)
(27.5-30.0)

0
0
0
0
2
6
1

EMIT
34.
24.
24.
27.
27.
27.
31.
31.
31.

.1
7
7
4
4
4
8
8
8

> Ma)
33.
33.
27.
27.
27.
30.
30.
30.
29.
33.
37.

9
9
1
1
1
3
3
3
6
2
5

> Max
42.
42.

4
4

MAX
emt
tht
tht
tht
tht
tht
emt
emt
emt

ETAO
14.
27.
35.
24.
30.
36.
36.
32.
37.

( Value
emt
emt
tht
tht
tht
emt
emt
emt
tht
emt
emt

34.
37.
21.
30.
35.
33.
33.
35.
44.
34.
36.

: Value
emt
emt

36.
37.

0
1
8
9
7
5
1
3
0

3
5
4
3
4
6
5
5
5
9
3

5
7

PTHRM FRCR
2840 12.
2796 10.
2791 10.
2753 9.
2795 10.
2816 11.
2722 8.
2809 11.
2848 12.

****
2824 11.
2882 13.
2770 9.
2779 10.
2792 10.
2730 8.
2782 10.
2822 11.
2710 7.
2796 10.
2852 12.

2812 11.
2881 13.

0
6
4
2
6
2
2
0
2

5
3
7
1
5
2
1
4
6
6
3

1
2

ALPHA TALLY
(
(

(
(
{
(

(

(
{
(
(
(
(

.10-.11)

.11-.12)

.12-.13)

.13-.14)

.14-.15)

.15-.16)

.16-.17)

.17-.18)

.18-.19)

.19-.20)

.20-.25)

.25-.30)

.30-.35)

.35-.40)

.40-.45)

.45-.50)

2
4
3
4
4
2
0
2
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

C22
411
389
387
381
381
383
375
381
385

382
387
386
382
383
374
378
382
370
378
384

380
387

C27
2229
1309
1102
1519
1071
958
1318
1008
938

1031
979
1907
1230
1058
1393
1040
956
1331
1070
1016

1138
1091

CTOT
6275
4391
4062
4555
3825
3701
4131
3684
3655

3714
3724
5345
4166
3923
4262
3731
3676
4085
3760
3778

3883
3917

COECYD
95.03
69.42
65.27
71.24
61.73
60.51
65.42
59.94
60.17

60.53
61.44
82.13
66.32
63.35
67.01
60.4^!
60.18
64.71
60.98
61.86

62.86
64.11

TOTAL NUMBER OF SUCCESSFUL CASES: 22
EMU AT MAXIMUM IN 59.14 OF CASES
EMIT AT MINIMUM IN .01 OF CASES
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SAMPLE ANNOTATED ICCOMO OUTPUT FILE (ICF.OUT)
(Case 6 of the 24 cases shown i n the sample ICF.SUM f i l e )

CAVITY SUMMARY FOR 1 WETTED WALL CHAMBER(S):
Repetition Rate per Cavity = 5.0000
Cavity Radius (m) = 3.4972
Cavity Height (m) = .0000
Lithium Pumping Power Per Cavity (MW) = 22.8430

Pumping Head per Cavity (m)
Mid-plane Flow Velocity (m/s)
Total Li Flow Rate Per Cavity (m**3/s)

.0000

.0000

.0000

eion
9.
8.
7.
6.
5.
7.

TARGET SUMMARY FOR SINGLE SHELL CONCEPT:
Energy on Target (MJ)
Gain
Yield (MJ)
Fractional Burnup
Neutron Energy Fraction

FINAL TRANSPORT DETAILS:

4.
= 101.
= 496.
=

—optimum actual
nbft thet emit thmax

26 .0208 25.45 .0113 .
32 .0231 32.25 .0119
40 .0260 41.98 .0126
52 .0297 56.52 .0133 .
72 .0346 79.52 .0143 .
40 .0260 41.98 .0126

FINAL TRANSPORT SUMMARY FOR [
Pole Tip Field (T)
Ion Energy (GeV)
Ion Mass (AMU)
Ion Charge State
Gain Parameter (R*r**1.5)
Ion Range in Target (g/cra**2)
Target Average Z
Final Spot Size (mm)
Beam Power Density (TW/cm**2)
Final Pulse Length (nsec)
Unnormalized Emittance (uR-m)
Beamlet Perveance

DRIVER SUMMARY:
Accelerator Cost (M$)
Accelerator Efficiency (%)
Accelerator Length (km)

POWER FLOW SUMMARY:
Neutron Power (MW)
Fusion Power (MW)
Blanket Thermal Power (MW)

thet
.0113
.0119
.0126
.0133
.0143
.0126

emit
18.48
22.27
27.40
34.61
45.28
27.40

XHJBLE-SIDED

Power to Thermal Conversion Cycle (MW)
Power to Direct Conversion Cycle
Recirculating Power Fraction (%)

(MW)

1.
7

= 130
3

=
=

13
2

= 2447
12

= ;

,8968
,4680
,8669
,3796
,6532

bgam
.393
.369
.345
.319
.290
.345

range
.278
.229
.184
.144
.108
.184

IRRADIATION:
.0000
.0000
.0000
.0000
.0200
.1838
.0000
.2789
.4800
.2627
27.40

.000155

742.63
36
1

= 1622
= 2484
= 2825
= 2816

11

.5115

.4545

.6980

.3340

.1010

.2670

.0000

.2305

Spark Mass (mg)
Cold Fuel Mass (mg)
Total Fuel Mass (mg)
Fuel Rho-r (g/cm**2)

rspot flen bcletmax C2702 c2704
1.
1,
2,
2,

.73 6.5 1749. 788. 21.

.97 6.5 1603. 757. 25.

.28 6.5 1451. 701. 30.

.69 6.6 1293. 683. 37.
3.25 6.6 1127. 720. 49.
2,.28 6.5 1451. 701. 30.

Beam Stiffness (T-m)
Final Transport Bend Radius (m)
Final Focus Convergence Angle (Rad)
Cavity Radius + Standoff (m)
Final Magnet Length (m)
Final Magnet Radius (m)
Final Focus System Length (m)
Final Transport System Length (m)
Delay Line Length (m)
Switch Yard Length (m)
Current per Beamlet (A)
Number Beamlets in Final Transport

Accelerator Repetition Rate
Number of Beams in Accelerator
Accelerator Operating Scenario

Gross Electric Power (MW)
Auxiliary Power (MW)
Total Pumping Power (MW)
Driver Power (MW)
Net Electric Power (MW)
Overall Efficiency (%)

=
=
=
=

C2705
28
35
44
60
85
44

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

.0821
3.8373
3.9194
3.6707

c27
1038.
1012.
958.
960.
1043.
958.

46.4341
23.2171
.012555
5.4972
.7110
.4007

52.3430
145.0766

.0000

.0000
= 1426.1570
=

=
=

40

5.0000
16

= Single-Pulsed

= 1126.5070
=
=

=

36.6115
22.8430
67.0581

999.9942
35.3968



SAMPLE ICCOMO CODE RUN — WETTED WALL CAVITY

CTl

O

MCF OPTION: Inflation = 5%
NEDB OPTION: Inflation = 6%

LAND

STRUCTURES
Site Imprv
Reactor
Driver
Beamlines
Turbine
Heat Rejec
Target Mfg
Waste Proc
Other

TURBINE

ELECTRICAL

M1SC

HcAT REJEC

TARGET MFG

SPCL MTLS

ESCALATION
INTEREST
CTOT
ANNUAL CAP
TOT 0 & M
COE

6.00

276.83
17.00
119.16
12.42
55.35
21.38
4.96
11.20
19.18
16.18

197.92

88.98

50.53

36.75

178.15

14.75

MCF
.00

^43.07
3373.74
337.37
61.74
60.75

Escalation = 5% Construction
Escalation = 6* Construction

REACTOR
Equipment

FWB
Shield
Magnets
Structure
Vacuum
Target Inj
Dir. Conv.

Heat Xfr
Cooling
Trit Recov
Maint Eqp
I & C

DRIVER
Front End
Accel & PS
Beam \prt
Final Foe
Vacuum
Cooling
Maint Eqp
I & C

NEDB
.00

345.70
4046.28
335.84
61.74
60.51

Time = 5.0
Time = 8.0

383.19
20.79

6.
2.
.

2.
4.
5.

259.28*
.00

77.81
17.22
8.10

958.31
140.20
700.98
29.95
44.50
8.13
4.06
5.50

25.00

yrs
yrs

40
69
00
00
11
59
00

Fixed Charge Rate =
Fixed Charge Rate =

SPARE PRTS

TOTAL DIR

CONSTR SRV

ENG - HOME

ENG - FLO

OTHER COST

CONTNGNCY

DIR+IND+C

0 & M

SCHD REPL

FUEL

.100 Availability = .750

.083 Availabi

MCF
21.85

2213.27

221.33

177.06

.00

110.66

408.35

3130.67

50.71

1.28

9.75

ility = .750

NEDB
21.85

2213.27

442.65

331.99

221.33

154.93

336.42

3700.58

50.71

1.28

9.75



6.1D. APPENDIX D
ICCOMO DATABASE OUTPUT FILE (ICF.DBF) STRUCTURE

D. E. Driemeyer, L. M. Waganer, and D. S. Zuckerman
McDonnell Douglas Astronautics Company

The following pages present the dBASE I I I structure for the ICCOMO
database f i l e (ICF.DBF) output. The ICF.DBF f i l e is converted to dBASE I I I by
f i r s t creating a dBASE f i l e with the accompanying structure and then appending
the ICF.DBF f i l e to i t (dBASE I I I command: APPEND FROM ICF.DBF DELIMITEO).

Field Field name Type

1 KANS
2 IPWR
3 IGMUL
4 NBEAM
5 IACCINP
6 TARGMULT
7 EMULT
8 XLEN
9 WALLIFE

10 ETATH
11 ETADC
12 ETABR
13 ACFT
14 OWNSHP
15 TCSTN
16 AVL
17 PNET
18 GAMMA
19 ETARG
20 RRATE
21 NCAVT
22 GAIN
23 ITARG
24 ICAVT
25 AION
26 IRRADINP
27 DELTA
28 BPOLE
29 ZTARG
30 I ERR
31 RCAVT
32 HCAVT

Numeric
Numeric
Numeric
Numeric
Numeric
Numeric
Numeric
Numeric
Numeric
Numeric
Numeric
Numeric
Numeric
Numeric
Numeric
Numeric
Numeric
Numeric
Numeric
Numeric
Numeric
Numeric
Numeric
Numeric
Numeric
Numeric
Numeric
Numeric
Numeric
Numeric
Numeric
Numeric

Width

1
1
1
3
1
4
4
3
5
4
4
4
5
1
4
4
4
5
4
5
1
3
1
1
3
1
5
4
3
2
4
4

Dec Field Field name Type

33 HPUMP Numeric
34 VMII) Numeric
35 TLFRCAV Numeric
36 PPUMPCAV Numeric
37 XMSPARK Numeric

2 38 XMCOLD Numeric
2 39 MDT Numeric
1 40 FBURN Numeric
1 41 RHOR Numeric
2 42 FNEI.IT Numeric
2 43 EION Numeric
2 44 RANGE Numeric
3 45 RSPOT Numeric

46 BPWRSQM Numeric
1 47 TAUT Numeric
2 48 EMIT Numeric

49 PERV Numeric
3 50 BRHO Numeric
1 51 RHOTRANS Numeric
1 52 THET Numeric

53 RCX Numeric
54 FMLEN Numeric
55 FMRAD Numeric
56 FFLEN Numeric
57 FTLEN Numeric
58 DLLEN Numeric

3 59 SYLEN Numeric
1 60 BCLET Numeric

61 NBFT Numeric
62 CLINAC Numeric

1 63 ETADRV Numeric
64 DBLEN Numeric

Width Dec

4
5
6
5
5
4
4
4
3
4
2
4
4
4
4
4
5
4
4
4
4
4
4
3
3
4
3
4
3
4
4
2

1
1
1
3
1
1
2
1
2

2
2

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
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Field Field name Type Width Dec Field Field name Type Width

65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96

PNEUT
PFUSN
PBLKT
PTHRM
PDC
PGROS
PAUX
PPUMP
PDRV
ETANET
FRCIRC
C20
C21
C22
C2201
C2202
C2203
C2204
C2205
C2206
C23
C24
C25
C26
C27
C27O1
C2702
C2704
C2705
C2706
C27O7
C2708

Numeric
Numeric
Numeric
Numeric
Numeric
Numeric
Numeric
Numeric
Numeric
Numeric
Numeric
Numeric
Numeric
Numeric
Numeric
Numeric
Numeric
Numeric
Numeric
Numeric
Numeric
Numeric
Numeric
Numeric
Numeric
Numeric
Numeric
Numeric
Numeric
Numeric
Numeric
Numeric

5
5
5
5
5
5
3
4
4
2
2
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

97
98
99

100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121

C2709
C28
C29
C98
CTD
C91A
C92A
C93A
C94A
C99A
CTDICA
C40
C50
C02
C95ACYD
C95BCYD
C96ACYD
C96BCYD
CTOTACYD
CTOTBCYD
ANCAPA
ANCAPB
COMCYD
COEACYD
COEBCYD

"* Total **

Numeric
Numeric
Numeric
Numeric
Numeric
Numeric
Numeric
Numeric
Numeric
Numeric
Numeric
Numeric
Numeric
Numeric
Numeric
Numeric
Numeric
Numeric
Numeric
Numeric
Numeric
Numeric
Numeric
Numeric
Numeric

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

500
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